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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to study the Portu
guese contribution to the development of Bengali prose,
grammar and lexicography.

The preface merely outlines

how we came to choose the topic and the approach we
adopted.

Chapter I supplies background information on

the coming of the Portuguese to India and more especially
on the foundation of the Mission of St Nicholas of
Tolentino with which are associated our three primary
sources, namely Dorn Antonio's Dialogo^and^Crepar Xaxtrer
Orthbhed and Vocabulario Em Idioma Bengalla E Portuguez
attributed to Manoel da Assump 9am.
Chapter II studies the various comments, opinions
and discoveries of earlier scholars in regard to these
three works and the issues raised by them in regard to
the system of transliteration adopted by the Portuguese
and also their doubts concerning the authorship of these
works.

The purpose of Chapter III is, by a comparative

study of the Portuguese and Bengali text of Dorn Antonio's
Dialogo, to determine the degree to which Manoel da
Assumppam understood Bengali.

Chapter IV analyses

Crepar Xaxtrer Orthbhed with a view to determining its
authorship.

Chapter V concerns the authorship of

Vocabulario Em Idioma Bengalla E Portuguez.
Chapters VT and VII describe and evaluate the various
lexicons associated with the Portuguese and the gramma
tical section of Vocabulario Em Idioma Bengalla E
Portuguez.

Chapter VIII attempts to evaluate the Portu

guese contribution to the development of Bengali prose.
The conclusion states in a tentative manner our findings
as a result of the various tests and analyses that we
made in the course of writing the thesis.
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PREFACE

The original subject of this thesis was:
First Four Grammarians of Bengali.
considered to be Manoel da Assumpcam.

the

One of these was
In order fully to

assess the value of his grammar, we felt it necessary to
ascertain whether in his own prose compositions Manoel had
followed the syntactical rules laid down in the grammar
attributed to him.

Unfortunately, when we attempted to

gain access to the various prose works associated with
Manoel we were obstructed by a rival scholar.

Fortunately,

one of the editions of Manoel1s works to which we had access,
namely Chattarji*s edition of the Grammar, contained
extracts from C.X.O.

A study of these extracts in

conjunction with the illustrative sentences in the Grammar
gave rise in our minds to a suspicion that these works were
of dual authorship.
The grounds for this suspicion were these:some of the illustrative sentences in the Grammar that were
concerned primarily with Christian doctrine seemed to be of
alien composition in that their word-order seemed to
approximate to European syntactical order;

other sentences,

that were of a non-doctrinal nature, appeared to be in a
more natural type of Bengali;
Bengali character;

though of a decidedly East

similarly the extracts from C.X.O. tended

2

to bear out this assumption, in that the illustrative
stories seemed to be by an East Bengali,

We therefore

assumed that C.X.O. and the Grammar were of dual authorship.
Round about June 1969, we finally gained access to
the other prose works associated with Manoel and to articles
in English by Father Hosten concerning them.
bore out our conclusions.

“
Biesematerials

Indeed, we found that our hypo

thesis in regard to C.X.O. had been put forward by earlier
scholars, though no attempt to prove it had been made.

In

regard to V.I.B.P., Father Hosten had made a further
suggestion, namely that these were probably the works, not
\

of Manoel, but of earlier Jesuit Fathers.

Hosten furthermore

suggested that the work attributed to Dom Antonio might also
have been composed by these same Fathers.
We therefore decided to change the subject of our
thesis to:

The Portuguese Contribution to Bengali Prose,

Grammar and Lexicography.

The subject was wide but the

number of works involved was few, and they were all inter
related by their association with Manoel da Assumpcam.

It

therefore seemed possible and desirable to study them in
the confines of a single thesis.
The materials for our study were therefore to be
three books:

Dom Antonio*s Dialogo^

V.I.B.P. attributed to Manoel.

and the C.X.O. and

Since our subject was to be

the Portuguese contribution, Dom Antonio*s work would, if it

were proved to be the work of a Bengali, as was generally
supposed, fall outside the purview of our thesis.

Neverthe

less, it would have a value for our study in that it could
be used as a touch-stone to determine the degree to which
Manoel da Assumpcam actually understood Bengali, since on
the title page of the manuscript of Dom Antonio 1s DialoF.o
Manoel claims to have translated the wortt into Portuguese.
The plan of our thesis was now clear.

Chapter III

would determine the degree to which Manoel understood
Bengali.

If it were proved that his knowledge was defective,

then the two following chapters, IV and V, would concern the
authorship of C.X.O. and V.I.B.P.

Historical evidence

showed that in regard to these works dual authorship was
possible?

an East Bengali catechist could have possessed

sufficient knowledge of Portuguese to have translated C.X.O.
into Bengali;

Manoel may therefore have been responsible

solely for the Portuguese text;

furthermore, Jesuit Fathers,

Santucei and his colleagues, had composed a Grammar and
Dictionary;

these may well have formed the basis of Manoel1s

V.I.B.P.
Our analysis of C.X.O. proved surprising in that
parts of it appeared to have been written by a man with
considerable knowledge of Hindu Sanskritic Bengali.

This

man, as the translation of Dom Antonio1s Dialogo showed,
could not have been Manoel.
could it have been?

The question then was:

The obvious answer was:

who

either Santucci

k

or one of his colleagues, who were known to have collaborated
with Dom Antonio in Bhusna in Faridpur and also to have
produced prayers, confessions and a catechism in Bengali
sometime prior to 1683.
All our subsequent studies tended to show that the
C.X.O. was composed in the following manner:
Dom Antonio had composed several- canticles;

first of all,
then with Dom

Antonio1s help Santueei and his colleagues had translated
prayers and confessions from Portuguese into Bengali;

a

dialogue or catechism had then been written expanding these
prayers.

This original catechism of Santueei and his

colleagues had later been expanded by Manoel with the help
of his East Bengali assistant in Dacca.
In regard to the Grammar and Dictionary, two
factors came to be of considerable importance:

one was the

location of the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino;

and

tWe/was the differences between the dialects of Faridpur and
Dacca.

We believe that we have revealed sufficient evidence

to support the thesis that the original Grammar and Lexicon
were compiled in Faridpur and were subsequently edited in
Dacca.
The remaining chapters from six onwards concern the
evaluation of this Grammar and Lexicon;

and of the prose.

Two further chapters seemed desirable as a background for our
study:

one on the coming of the Portuguese to Bengal and

5

the other on the contributions of earlier scholars to the
elucidation of our subject.

The historical chapter brings

to light several factors of importance to our thesis:
one,

the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino was
first established by Dom Antonio in Bhusna in
Faridpur and later moved to Bhawal in Dacca;

two,

Santueei and his colleagues were Jesuits;

and

three,Dom Antonio and Manoel were Augustinians.
Sectarian rivalry appears to have played a part in creating
confusion in regard to the authorship of the works studied
in our thesis.
of

Santueei and his colleagues make no mention

Dom Antonio*s Dialogo and malign Dom Antonio himself:

Manoel as a fellow Augustinian, tried to get Dom Antonio* s
Dialogo published, but omitted to mention that his own works,
C.X.O. and V.I.B.P. were largely based on the work of the
earlier Jesuits.

6

CHAPTER I

THE COMING OF PORTUGUESE MISSIONARIES

(i)

The coming of the Portuguese to India
The last twenty years of the fifteenth century

ushered in a new European era in the history of geographical
explorations and discoveries.

Two small European nations,

namely, Portugal and Spain took the initiative in this
field.

In those days sea-borne trade between Europe and

India was in the hands of the Arabs, who dominated the Indian
Ocean and the Red Sea.

The Europeans, therefore, felt the

necessity for the discovery of a direct sea-route to India.
In 1^+86 Bartholomew Dias of Portugal sailed southward along
the African coast and rounded the Gape of Good Hope."**
Inspired by this success, King Manoel (11+95-1521) prepared a
fleet of four ships under the command of Vasco da Gama to
send an expedition to India.

Vasco da Gama sailed out from

Portugal on the 8th of July, l*+97 with the sole object of
discovering the sea-route to India.

From the Cape of Good

Hope he turned towards Mombassa and then sailed to Melinde

1.

Campos, J.J.A., History of the Portuguese in Bengal.
Calcutta, 1919) pp.10-11.
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where he tookc a pilot and sailing northwards reached the port

2

of Calicut in South-west India, in August, l*+98•

The Hindu

ruler of Calicut treated him in a friendly manner.

Thus the

gateway to India was open to the Europeans.
"Perhaps no event during the middle ages
had such far-reaching repercussions on the
civilized world as the opening of the searoute to India." 3
The principal Kingdoms in India at that time were the
Muslim sultanates of Delhi, Gujrat, Berar, Bidar, Ahmed
Nagar and Bijapur, and the Hindu states of Vijaynagar,
Kannaour, Calicut and Cochin.

The Portuguese came to India
1+
to establish trade relations and preach Christianity.
But
they soon got involved in the political intrigues of the
country.

They joined forces with the King of Cochin which

brought them into hostility with the ruler of Calicut.

In

a short period of time they established their supremacy on the
Indian Ocean and gained a strong footing on Indian soil.^
This military and naval success was due mainly to
the efforts of Alfonso de Albuquerque, who came to India in
appointed Governor of Portuguese affairs in India
in 1509*

In November 1510 he captured Goa, which belonged to

2*

Ibid.T p. 12. But according to The Cambridge History of
India, Vol. V, Cambridge, 1929, P*3, the date is May,l*+98.

3.

Dodwell, H.H., The Cambridge History of Indiar Vol.V,
Cambridge, 1929, p. 1#

k.

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.. p. 12.

5.

Ihid., pp. 12-13 .

8

the Kingdom of Bijapur,

He strengthened its fortifications

and enhanced its commercial importance.

Thus Albuquerque is

regarded as the real founder of Portuguese power in India.
By 1515 when he died, '•He had secured in safety three most important
centres on the Eastern coasts: Malacca,
commanding the straits through which the trade
of India and China passed;
Ormuz that commanded
the other channel through which the traffic of
the East was forced to pass on its way through
Persia and thence to Europe;
and Goa on the
Malabar coast, which eventually became the
Portuguese metropolis in the East, where flocked
the traders from Arabia, Melinde, Sofala,
Cambey, Bengal .....11 6
The successors of Albuquerque occupied Diu, Damaon, Salsette,
Bassein, Chowl, Bombay, Southomi near Madras and Hugli in
Bengal.

Their authority and influence extended over a large

area in Ceylon.

But in course of time, with the exception

of Goa, Damaon and Diu, they failed to hold most of these
places.

(ii)

The Portuguese in Goa and their study of Konkoni
Goa was the largest of all the Portuguese

establishments in India, and naturally became the head
quarters of all activities, commercial, political and
ecclesiastical, in Portuguese India.

6.

Ibid., p. 13.

Soon Franciscan Friars

9

and Jesuit Missionaries became active in Goa.
were almost forcibly converted to Christianity.

The natives

7

Hindu

temples were destroyed, and new churches and chapels built.
In addition to this, the Portuguese authorities destroyed all
records of vernacular literature together with other relics
of Hindu culture.

8

But even these drastic measures failed to

eradicate all trace of indigenous culture;

for the spoken

language of the natives could not be changed to Portuguese
overnight.

Moreover, the very zeal for the propagation of

Christian faith, the need to govern the land conquered, and
the requirements of commerce made evident to the conquerors
the need for a knowledge of vernacular languages, and for
securing assistance from the natives, even in the priestly
9
ministry itself.
The missionaries, therefore, started to study the
Konkdni dialect.

They cultivated the language intensively

during the sixteenth and seventeenth century.

Konkani is

a corrupt form of Marathi, spoken in and around Goa.

Since

-they had eradicated all trace of Konk4ai literature, the
Portuguese had to commence their study of the language from

7.

Dodwell, H.H., op.cit.y p. 18.

8.

Cunha Rivara, J.H.da, An Historical Sssay on the iCltikoni
Language. The Printing Press in India, (edited by A.K.
Priolkar) Bombay, 1958, p. 161.

9•

Ibid., p. 162.

observation on colloquial konkoni.

Having destroyed the

indigenous script, they introduced the Roman orthography
for transcribing the language;

and in course of time

11It was found easier to introduce Romanized
words to express konkeni vocables, than for
grammarians to adopt the Marathi alphabet.
The missionaries cultivated the vernacular
language with great fervour and zeal.

A

They composed

grammars, dictionaries and books of Christian doctrines in
konkAii dialect.

The establishment of the college of

Reis Mogos by Franciscan Friars in 1555 accelerated the
pace of these developments.

The principal Portuguese

authors in the konkdai language are Father Thomas Stephens,
Father Diogo Ribeiro, Father Antonio de Saldanha, Father
Miguel D 1Almeida

and Father Joao de Pedrosa.^

The use of the Roman orthography and the intro
duction of Portuguese loan words kept the konk&ni dialect
distinct from Marathi and added fresh vigour to the language
making it in the course of time a fit vehicle for literary
expression.

(iii)

The Portuguese in Bengal
The Portuguese first came to Bengal from the

Maldives under the command of D. Joao de Silveira in 1517*
10.

Ibid.« p. 158.

11 .

Ibid.. pp. 223-229.

11

This expedition was sent by Lopo Soares de Albargaria,
the Governor of the Portuguese possession in the East to
.

open trade with Bengal,

12

At the time when the Portuguese

first came to Bengal, Sultan Alauddin Husain Shah (1*4-93-1519)
was the King of Bengal;

and Chittagong was the chief port

and gateway to the capital, Gour,

The other important

port was Satgaon, situated on the river Saraswati near Hugli
in West Bengal.

Silveira anchored his ship at Chittagong,

but his reception by the governor of Chittagong was not
friendly, and when he sent messengers to the King at Gour,
requesting trade facilities for the Portuguese, the King
refused to see them.

But thereafter it became customary

to send a Portuguese ship laden with merchandise to Bengal
13
each year.
The commander of the second expedition to Bengal
was Martin Affonso de Mello, who arrived at Chittagong in
153^ with five ships and two hundred men.

He also sent his

messengers with the customary gifts to the King of Gour,
Sultan Ghiasuddin Mahmud Shah, who imprisoned them, whilst
Martin Affonso de Mello himself was also captured in

12.

Campos, J.J.A. op.cit.. p. 27.

13*

Ibid., p. 30.

12

Chittagong and brought to Gour.

Nuno da Cunha, the
Ih

governor of Goa, prepared a fleet to avenge this humiliation.
Meanwhile a new development took place on the
political horizon of Bengal.

Sher Shah, after occupying Bihar,

was advancing towards Bengal.

Mahmud Shah astced for

Portuguese help to get rid of this menace.

In return, he

promised to grant the Portuguese permission to build the
factories and fortresses they required.
prisoners were set free.

Martin Affonso de Mello remained

in Gour as adviser to the King.
Bengal.

All Portuguese

In 1536 Sher Shah invaded

Portuguese soldiers together with the army of the

King put up a stiff

resistance against him.

But Sher Shah

was able to enter Gour by another less protected way.
Mahmud Shah was forced to make peace with him and to pay an
enormous indemnity.

In recognition of the services rendered

by the Portuguese during his war against Sher Shah, Mahmud
Shah permitted them to build factories and custom houses at
Chittagong and Satgaon near Hugli.

Thus the Portuguese for

the first time got a firm footing in Bengal.

15

Sher Shah invaded Gour again in 1538.

Mahmud Shah

requested the Portuguese for help, but it did not arrive in
time.

Mahmud Shah was defeated and forced to retreat.

He

Ik.

Ibid.. p. 35.

15.

Sarkar, Jadu Nath, History of BenealT Vol. II, Dacca,

19^8, p. 357.

13

died of his wounds on his way to meet Humayun at Chunar the
same year.

Sher Shah finally defeated Humayun the following

year and ascended the throne of Delhi.

After the death of

Sher Shah in 15M+, the administration of Bengal changed
hands thrice, and ultimately Bengal came under the rule of
Akbar, the great Moghal emperor in 1576.

During this period

of chaos and confusion the Portuguese became more firmly
entrenched in Chittagong and other coastal areas of Bengal.
Towards the end of the sixteenth century they
were in high favour with Akbar.

They received equally

friendly treatment from the Court of Jahangir.

This period

may be regarded as the golden age of Portuguese expansion in
Bengal.

They were masters of the busy port of Chittagong;

Sandwip, the coastal island near Chittagong, was also brought
under their control;

and their big settlement in Hugli,

which Akbar had permitted, was quickly flourishing.
From l 6l 6 Portuguese power and influence began to
decline.

Chittagong fell to the King of Arakan, who by the

defeat of Gonsalves in 1616 also conquered Sandwip.

The

conquest of Hugli by Kasim Khan, the governor of Bengal
during the reign of Shah Jahan, in 1632 further decreased
Portuguese p o w e r . ^

16.

Ibid., p. 367

After the fall of Gonsalves, most of

Ik

the Portuguese soldiers and tradesmen turned pirates and in
collusion with the Maghs and Arakanese plundered and
devastated the southern part of Bengal, from Chittagong
to the Sundarbans.

In order to eradicate this piracy,

Shaista Khan, the governor of Bengal under Aurangzeb,
attacked and conquered Chittagong in 1666, and thus terminated
Portuguese power in Bengal.

(iv)

17

The Portuguese Missionaries in Bengal
The Portuguese came to Bengal with two main

objectives in view:

the expansion of trade and commerce;

and the propagation of the Christian faith.

Portuguese

soldiers and merchants were, therefore, eventually followed
by Portuguese Catholic missionaries, who pursued their work
of evangelization with fervour and zeal in Bengal for about
three hundred years.
"Their conversions went paripassu with their
conquest.
The sword always allied itself
with the cross and while the one extended
the domain of the empire, the other propagated
the Christian faith."l8
Though the Dominican and Franciscan missionaries
were the first to arrive in India, the first arrivals in
Bengal were the Jesuit Fathers, Antonio Vaz and Pedro Dias,
who reached Bengal in 1576.

There are also references to a

17.

Campos, J.J.A. op.clt.. p. 167.

18.

Ibid.. p. 100.

15

certain Juliano Pereira, a secular priest, who is thought to
have been vicar of Satgaon at about this t i m e . ^
Jesuit missionaries did not start propagating
Christianity in Bengal until 1598*

That year Fathers

Francisco Fernandes and Domingo de Souza arrived there from
Cochin.

The following year they were jointed by two more

missionaries, Melchior da Fonsecs and Andre Boves.

Their

mission headquarters were established in Hugli, where they
immediately built a church, hospital and school.

From

Hugli they went to Chittagong, which was at that time under
the control of the King of Arakan, who permitted them to
preach Christianity and erect churches there.
and a residence were built in Chittagong.

Thus a church

They also visited

Chandecan (Jessore), at the invitation of the local King,
and in 1600 built a church there.

They received an equally

favourable response from the King of Bakla, who invited them
to visit his capital and permitted them to build a church
and preach Christianity.

Within a short time a large number

of local people were converted to Christianity.

The Jesuit

Fathers sent some Bengali Christian children to Goa for higher
education in the Jesuit college of Santa Fe.^°

19.

Sarkar, Jadu North, op.cit.t p. 365.

20.

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.r p. 102.
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The Portuguese Missionary activities received a
set-back in 1602, as a result of a brief conflict between
the Portuguese settlers and the King of Arakan, who, emerging
victorious, began imprisoning and killing missionaries, many
of whom therefore fled to Sandwip.

A further set-back

resulted from the murder of Carvalho, the conqueror of
Sandwip, by the King of Chandecan, after which most of the
Jesuit Fathers quit Bengal.

Those that remained returned to

Hugli, where from 1617 they continued to operate but on a
mere limited scale.4"'1'
The Augustinian missionaries worked for a longer
period throughout the whole of Bengal.

Since the establish

ment of the Diocese of Cochin in 1557, the Catholic missions
in Bengal were under its administration.

But Dorn Frei Andre,

a Franciscan bishop of Cochin transferred the possession of
churches and the right of evangelization in Bengal to the
Augustinians of Goa.

The Augustinians, therefore, came to

Hugli in 1599, built their church and took possession of the
existing churches.

The second batch of Augustinian mission

aries joined them the following year.
working throughout the whole of Bengal:
ary centres in Hijli and Tamluk;

They were soon
they set up mission

established a mission and

built a church at Dacca in 1612, and in 1621, when the

21.

Ibid., p. 102.
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Portuguese were again on friendly terms with the King of
Arakan, also built chapels in Chittagong and Arakan.

22

In 1606 the Diocese of Mylapore was created and the
ecclesiastical administration of Bengal came under its
control.

But the Augustinians continued to enjoy their right

of evangelization.

Besides preaching Christianity to common

people, they took the opportunity to convert slaves taken
prisoner by Portuguese pirates, during raids around the
23
estuaries of Bengal.
Portuguese missionary activity in Bengal was again
temporarily suspended round about 1632, following the invasion
that year by Kasim Khan, who successfully occupied Hugli:
many Portuguese missionaries and Christian convents lost their
lives;

and churches and convents were destroyed.

surviving missionaries, therefore, left Bengal.

The
But soon after

they returned to Hugli with a farman from emperor Shah Jahan,
who granted them 777 bighas of land.

Their Church and mission
2b
were at this time built at Bandel near Hugli.
Although Portuguese political and financial
ascendancy in Bengal was terminated by their ignominous defeat
at the hands of Shaista Khan, who drove them from Chittagong

22.

Ibid., p. 10*+.

23.

Ibid.. p. 105.

2*+.

Ibid.. pp. 105-107.
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in 1666, Portuguese missionaries nevertheless remained for a
further hundred years.

Their main missionary centre was

their church at Bandel in Hugli, from which all other
Portuguese missionary activity in Bengal was controlled.
This centre at Bandel was subject to the Bishop of Mylapore
in Madras.
When the French gained control of Chandernagar in
1688, the Augustinian missionaries were the first to build a
church there.

Similarly in I 69O, when Job Charnock of the

British East India Company founded Calcutta, the Portuguese
immediately built a chapel there.

This church was replaced

in 1797 by another church, which was later called Murgihatta
cathedral.

During the British expansion of Calcutta, two more

Portuguese churches were built there:
the other in Dharmatala street.

ibne at Baitakhana and

The other Portuguese

churches in West Bengal were in Chinsura, Serampore and DumDum.2^
The main centre of Portuguese missionary work in
East Bengal was the Church of Nagori in Bhawal near Dacca.
The other churches in East Bengal were Hasnabad and Tejgaon
in Dacca and

Shlbpur in Bari sal district.

26

The Jesuit missionaries returned to Bengal again
in 161*0 and got back their property in Hugli.

25.

Ibid.T pp. 108-109.

26.

Ibid., p. 109.

They continued
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* 27
their work there till 17*+0.
Ever since the arrival of the first Portuguese
Missionaries in Bengal, the work of evangelization there had
been carried on by the Portuguese mission under the protection
and patronage of the Portuguese Government alone.

But in

The-

183^, to meet the growing needs ofxChurch the Pope created an
Apostolic Vicarate and entrusted it to British Jesuits.
Robert St. Legar, an Irish Jesuit, was appointed first vicar
Apostolic of Bengal.

In 1850 the Apostolic was divided, and

a further Vicar Apostolic was appointed for Eastern Bengal
_
28
alone.
The institution of this Apostolic vicarate had been
opposed by the King of Portugal right from its inception.
For fifty years the king and his government continued to
oppose the idea, and during the period many Augustinian
missionaries left Bengal.
was reached:

But finally in 1887 a compromise

the Portuguese Mission at Bandel in Hugli

regained control of the churches at Baita Khana, Chinsura,
Bandel in West Bengal, and Nagori, Tejgaon, Hasnabad and
Shibpur- in East Bengal;

and the Apostolic vicar appointed

by the Pope retained control of the rest.

29

30
The Augustinians finally withdrew from Bengal in I867.
27.

Ibid., p. 108.

28.
29*

Ibid., p. 109.
Ibid.T pp. 110-111.

30.

Besse, L and Hosten, H . , List of Portuguese Jesuit Mission
aries in Bengal and Burma (1576-17^-2). Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal,vol,VII, Calcutta, 1911, p. 15*
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(v)

Establishment of the Mission of Saint Nicholas of
Tolentino.
The mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino is

associated with all the books composed by Dorn Antonio and
Manoel da Assumpeam, which are to be examined in this thesis.
The earliest date of the establishment of this mission is
mentioned by Mr. B. C. Allen in Eastern Bengal District
Gazetteer, Vol. V, Dacca.

He states:-

“In 1599 Fre Luis des Chagos was stopped on
his way to dylhet by Christians who besought
him to relieve them from their landlord1s
tyranny.
On his return he bought the villages
of Nagori and Bhagari in Bhawal and a piece of
land was also purchased at Naryandia. n3i
But the author himself is not certain about the authenticity
of this date:
“It is doubtful if the church at Nagori was
founded at this time, but we know that an
Augustine church did exist at Narayandia
early in the seventeenth century .11 32
According to Frei Ambrosio de Santo Agostinho’s
report to the viceroy of Goa in 1750, the mission was first
started by Dorn Antonio, the son of the King of Bhusna and

the

author of ^ i a l o g o 1 at *Coxabanga! in Bhusna, in the district
of Faridpur.

In 1663 Dom Antonio was captured by the tyaghs

31.

Allen, B.C., Eastern Bengal District GazeteerT Vol.V,
Dacca, Allahabad, 1912, p. 25#

32.

Ibid., p. 25
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and was carried to Arakan.

After being converted to

Christianity by an Augustinian missionary, he returned to
Bhusna and began his missionary work by enthusiastically
converting others.

He wrote a dialogue and canticles,

performed miracles, argued with Brahmins and is said to have
33
converted thirty to forty thousand people.
Father Ambrosio did not mention the date when Dom
Antonio founded the mission at ^oxabanga*

in Bhusna. - He

states that the mission continued to function in Bhusna until
the Christians of the place were subjected to vexations by
other landlords.

In 1695 the mission was shifted to Nagori

in Bhawal near Dacca, whetf£ Frei Luis dos Anjos purchased the
village.

According to Annuario da Archid de Goay 1877, PP«193-

9^f, the church of Nagori in Bhawal dates from 166V 3 .

Campos

also points out that according to Madras Catholic Directory. 1912,
the church of Nagori was built in 166*+.

35

It is to be noted that the records in Goa and the
Madras Catholic Directory, though giving the date of its
establishment at Nagori as 166^, are silent about the person
who founded it.

Antonio was taken prisoner by the Maghs in

1663 and transported to Arakan.

It is probable that he

33*

CamPosT J.J.A. o p . c i t . .

2k7-k&.

31*.

Hosten, H . , Notes on Father Barbiers Letter Bengal Past
and Present, Vol. VII, Calcutta, 1910, P* 222.

35.

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.T p. 2^8.

pp.
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returned to Bhusna in 166*+ and founded the mission at
*Coxabanga*.

The place was probably later confused with

Nagori by Catholics in Goa.

Furthermore, Nagori is not
36
mentioned in a list of Churches for Bengal in 1682.
There is evidence that the mission in Bhusna was
functioning between 1679 and 168** under Dorn Antonio1s
supervision.

At his request Father Marcos Anfctab Santucei,

Manoel Sarayva and Ignacio Gomez went to Bhusna in 1679* to
help him in converting his rayots.

They left Bhusna in 1685*

In a letter from Naluacot, January 3 , 1683 Father Santucei
reports unfavourably on Antonio*s motives.

37

In 1683*

Father Ignacio Gomez also wrote a letter from Bhusna to Father
•jQ

Simao, Provincial, S.J. in Goa.
It is probable that after the death of Dom Antonio,
the missionaries and the Christians were facing opposition from
other landlords and thus decided to shift the mission from
Bhusna to Nagori, which according to Father Ambrosio was
built in 1695.

The Church at Nagori in Bhawal was dedicated

to the Patron of the Mission, St. Nicholas of Tolentino and
eventually became the head of the missions in Eastern Bengal.

36. Hosten, H . , A Week at the Bandel Convent,
Past and Present, Vol. X, Calcutta, 1915,

HugliT Bengal
p.o5(footnote).

37. Besse, L. and Hosten, H . , op.cit.y p. 35.
38. Hosten, H . , List of Jesuit Missionaries in Mogors.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.VI,
Calcutta, 1910> P» ^50#
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In 171*+ Father Claudius Anthony Barbier, a Jesuit
priest visited the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino
at Nagori with Father Francis Laynez, the Bishop of Mylapore,
Madras.

He states: "It was in the principal church dedicated to
St. Nicholas of Tolentino, that the
Christians received confirmation at the hands
of M. the bishop." 39
According to Frei Ambrosio de Santo Agostinho*s

report, in 1750 the Church of Nagori was a large thatched
house with mud walls.

In the mission at that time there

were 18,233 Christians in all;

of whom 1500 were public

Christians, 8,000 occult and 8,733 dressed like Europeans.
That year 600 Christian children had grown to an age of
confession.

The mission had a school attached to its church.

The number of students at that time was 150.
fore, known as a rectorate.

It was, there

Father Manoel da Assumppam,

the alleged author of V.I.B.P. and C.X.O. was the rector of
this mission during the thirties and forties of the 18th century
The conversation between the Master and the pupil in C.X.O.
seem to indicate that most of the people living in the village
of Nagori were Christians and tenants of the mission.

The

dialogue runs:-

39.

Barbier, Anthony Claudius, The Earliest Episcopal
Visitation of Bengal (translated by W.K.Firminger),
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1910,
p.21*+.

2k

"Master-. .... Come here, my boy.

Who are you?

Pupil -

I am a Christian, by the grace of God.

Master-

Where are you going?

Pupil -

I am going home.

Master-

Where is your house?

Pupil -

In Bhawal;
I am your tenant;
Nagori." kO

I live in

J. J. A. Campos gives a brief account of the Mission
of St. Nicholas of Tolentino during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century in his History of the Portuguese in
Bengal.

He writes:"The Church was accidentally burnt almost completely
on the 8th of April, 1881.
The present Nagori
Church was built in 1888 on a site about 150 yards
away from the place where the old one stood.
Its
foundations were blessed on the 2^-th August, 1885,
the church itself being constructed on the 22nd
February, 1889.
Its parishoners number 2,185.
It has a confraternity of the Apostleship of
prayer.
It maintains a dispensary in which free
medical advice and medicines are given.
There
are many schools under its direction - St. Nicholas
school for boys; St. Joseph*s School for boys and
girls at Culon;
St. Anthony*s School for boys and
girls at Doripara; St. Anthony*s convent School
for girls; Sunday School for boys;
Sunday School
for girls; Eleven cathechism schools in eleven
villages.
It also maintains Homes for the poor
and the destitute, such as St. Joseph*s Cathechumenate for women, St. Anthony*s Cathechumenate
for women and a Home for widows." ^1

^0.

Assumpcam, Manoel da - Crepar Xaxtrer Qrthbhed. Lisbon,
17*+3> P. 1-

^1.

Campos, J.J.A. op.cit. r pp. 2*f8-2^9.
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(vi)

The lives of Antonio da Rozario and of Manoel da
Assumpoam.

(&) Pom Antonio da Rozario.
Nothing definite is known of the life of Dom
Antonio da Rozario.

We could not trace his date of birth, his

original Hindu name or even his time of death.

Records and

information relating to his activities are also scanty.

In

the .title page of his Dialogo he is mentioned merely as
Dom Antonio, son
catechist.

of the King of Bhusna and as a great

Our main source of information is, therefore, the

report of 1750 by Father Frey Ambrosio de Santo Agostinho
to the Viceroy of Goa.
According to Father Ambrosio, Dom Antonio, a
son of the King of Bhusna was taken prisoner by the Maghs in
a raid in 1663 and was carried to Arakan, where Manoel da
Rozario, an Augustinian priest bought him and tried to convert
him to Christianity.

Though he learnt the Christian doctrine

diligently, he was so blind in his faith that he refused to
become a Christian.

One night St. Anthony appeared to him

in a dream and told him that it was Godfs will that he should
become a Christian.

When Antonio asked him for a sign, St.

Anthony marked on his right cheek a cross which lasted till
his death.

The next morning he met Father Manoel da

Rozario, explained his dream to him and showed him the cross
on his cheek;

he then asked to be baptised.

In memory of

26

this micacle by St. Anthony, he was named Antonio da Rozario.
Since he was the son of a king, the Portuguese called him
■Dom* or prince as a mark of respect.

1*2

After being converted to Christianity, Antonio
was freed and returned to Bengal with missionary zeal.

He

first of all converted his wife, aunt and some other relatives;
then composed his Dialogo in Bengali between a Christian and
a Brahmin, in which he attacked Hindu beliefs and demon
strated the truth of Roman Catholic faith.

Later on a

Portuguese missionary translated the Dialogo into Portuguese,
so that it could be of use in arguing fcith Brahmins.

1*3

"Then he began arguing in public with his
Dialogue, and that with much success.
The
Bracmanes sought several times to kill him
with their sorceries, but all their efforts
proved vain, for God was with him.
On one
occasion, the discussion with the Bracmanes grew
so hot that they agreed to make a big fire and
cast into it the two books of the two laws,
and that, if one was not burnt, its teaching
would be considered true. So said, so done.
They tied the book of our Doctrine to a
string, and that of the idolaters to another,
and threw both at the same time into the fire,
and presently the book of paganism was reduced
to ashes, while that containing our doctrine,
however long it remained in the flames, was
not burnt, neither was the string to which
it was tied.

*4-2 .

Hosten, H . , The thfree first Type-printed Bengali booksT
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, 191^> p . ^ .

*+3*

Ibid. , pp.

kb-kj.
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"With this miracle began the conversion not only
of the Gentoos, but of the Moors, of whom none
had until then been converted in Bengala.
No
Bracmane could ever be converted, however;
for
they are so blind in their idolatry and so
jealous of their caste that no human power is
able to convert them. Every one of them would
rather give up his life than forsake his idolatrous
worship.
D. Antonio laboured for some years in
the ministry of conversion, helping the Fathers
Missionaries with much profit of souls, until
God was pleased to call him to Himself, I do not
m o w in what year."1*1*
There are two instances of miracles performed by
Dom Antonio in Father Ambrosio*s report which make him to
some extent a legendary figure.

In the contemporary letters

of the Jesuits, Father Hosten could find no reference to these
miracles, although Antonio was regarded by them as the son
-

of the King of Bhusna.
Bhusna is in the district of Faridpur in East
Pakistan.

Mr. L. S. S. 0 *Malley describes Bhusna as

follows:"Bhusna is now a Than a in the southwest of
the Sadar or headquarters sub-division on the
river Barasia which here divides the district
from Jessore, and contains the ruins of a fort."
Though Father Ambrosio and contemporary Jesuit
missionaries identified Antonio as the son of the King of

J+l*. Ibid., p. b j .
*+5* Besse, L. and Hosten, H . , op.cit. y p. 35.
1+6. 0*Malley, L.S.S., Bengal District Gazetteerr Faridpur.
Calcutta, 1925> p. 2h .
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Bhusna, neither of them mentioned the name of his
the King.

father,

This has put us into difficulty to trace him in

the history of Bhusna.

During the early period of

seventeenth century Mukunda Hay, a landlord of Bhusna, was
gi ven the title of King.

His son Satrujit became

and tried to revolt against the Moghals.

He was

powerful
captured

1+7

and executed in Dacca in 1636.

After the death of

Satrujit Samgram Singh was given the zamindary of Bhusna
with the title of King.

His son died without a successor.

*+<

Dom Antonio was probably a descendant of either Satrujit
or Samgram Singh.

Contemporary Muslim historians confirm

the raids by the Maghs and the Portuguese pjiates on that
area.

Shihabuddin Talish mentions Bhusna as one of the

areas exposed to their attacks and states that it was
*+9
plundered in a severe raid in 1663- 6*+.
It is probable
that Antonio was taken prisoner in that raid and carried to
Arakan.

We assume that he did in fact return to Bhusna in

166*+ and found the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino.
*+7.

Ibid.. p. 2*+.

*+8 .

Ray, An and a Nath, Farid^urer Itihas.
PP. 70-75.

*+9.

Sarkar, Jadu Nath, Shaista Khan in Bengal. Journal of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. II, Calcutta,
1906, p. 258, and, The Feringi Ptt.at.es_ of Chittagong,
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill,
Calcutta, 1907, p. *+2*+.

Calcutta, 1909>
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He sent for Jesuit missionaries from Goa to assist
him in converting his rayots.

The Jesuit missionaries,

Marcos Antonio Santucei, Manoel Sarayva and Ignacio Gomez,
_
50
came to Bhusna in 1679 and remained there till 168^.
In 1680, Father Fernao* de Queyros, the Jesuit
Provincial of Goa issued the following instructions to these
missionaries:MLet your Reverences take care to send us a
full account of the beginnings and progress of
Dom Antonio, of the dispositions and docility
of those natives, of the difficulties and
obstacles which our Holy Faith may meet there
either from the Moors or from the Gentoo rites
and idolatries of Bengala, and it would be a good
thing to send us, if possible, after taking
cognizance of the country, a map, even rudimentary,
showing the divisions of those states .*1 51
Father Marcos Antonio Santucei, however, reported
52
adversely against Dom Antonio.
The Jesuit missionaries
left Bhusna in 1685.
about Antonio.

Since their departure nothing is known

After his death his parishoners probably

faced opposition from local landlords, which necessitated
the removal of the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino from
Bhusna to Nagori in 1695, which would place Antonio1s death
53
at round about that date, a view also supported by Father Hosten.

50.

Besse, L . , and Hosten, H . , op.cit.« p. 35 .

51.

Hosten, H . , The Three first type-printed Bengali books.
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, lyik,

52.

Besse, L., and Hosten, H . , op.cit.« p. 35 .

53*

Hosten, H . , op.cit.. p. ^5.
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(b)

Kano el da Assumpcam
Father Hosten remarks:
“Curiously enough? we know a great deal
more about our Missions in Bengal for
1599-161*0 than for 1700-1757 .11 5^
Manoel* s life falls into the latter period.

This

is probably the reason why we know so little about him.

We

could not trace his date of birth, or even the time of his
death.

Our main source of information are the title pages and

the introductions to Manoel’s books, written by Fr. George da
Aprezentacao,

Both of these works were dedicated to Dr. Fr.

Miguel de Tavora, Archbishop of Svora.
Father Aprezentacao
states that Manoel was born in
J
Evora, an ancient and small city seventy-five miles from
Lisbon.
Evora.

°

/5

He probably received his ecleciastical education in
He was then sent to India to carry on the work of

evangelization as a member of the congregation of the Hermits
of St. Augustine, by Fr. Miguel de Tavora, the Archbishop
55
of Evora and the Head of the Augustinian missions there.
Father Ambrosio in his report of 1750 states that
he himself began his missionary work in Bhawal in 1726, but
he does not mention how long he continued as the rector of
the mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino.

As for Antonio*s

51*.

Hosten, H . , A Week at the Bandel Conventr HugliT Bengal
Past and Present, Vol. X, Calcutta, 1915> P* IO 3 .

55-

Assump 9am, Manoel da, Vocabulario 5m Idioma Bengallay
a, Portu 2uezT Lisbon, 17^3\ P* ii#
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Dialogo he states: “The curiosity of one of the Religious
actually in that Mission copied this
Dialogue in two columns, one containing
Portuguese characters, the other Bengala
characters, hut both in the same language
^Bengali/ and corresponding word for word,
and below he wrote the same doctrine in the
Portuguese language, and it is of great
service to him in order to know how to answer
the Bracmanes, be they ever so clever."56
Father Ambrosio failed to mention the name of the
missionary who translated Antonio1s Dialogo into Portuguese.
The only copy of the Dialogo found in the Public Library
of Evora in the form of a manuscript is described as having
been translated by Manoel da Assumpoam.

In the title page

of this Dialogo we find the following statement:“Written by that great catechist, who converted
so many Heathen, called Dom Antonio, son of the
King of Busna, and translated into Portuguese for
the missionaries by Father Fray Manoel da
Assumpeab, a religious of the congregation of the
Hermits of St. Augustine in India, native of
the city of Evora, and at present Rector of the
Bengal Mission." 57
Manoel da Assumpeam does not give the date of his
)
translation of Antonio*s Dialogo.
If the priest or
religious referred to by Father Ambrosio is Manoel, then we
assume that he came to Bengal a few years before the arrival
of Father Ambrosio, learnt Bengali and translated Antonio*s

56.

Hosten, H . , The Three First Type-Printed Bengali books,
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, 191*+>
pp.M+-l+5.

57.

Antonio da Rozario, Dom

Dialogo, p. i.
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Dialogo around 1726.

Probably he took over as the rector of

the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino at Nagori after the
departure of Fr. Frei Ambrosio from Bengal.

He is said to have

compiled his Grammar and dictionary in 173b and wrote the
catechism C.X.O. in 1735*

When these books were printed in

Lisbon in 17*0* he w ^s still serving as the rector of that
mission.

Father Aprezentacao states that he himself worked

as the rector of the Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino for
more than eight years and learnt Bengali.

Thus we can guess

that perhaps he was the rector of that mission before Father
Ambrosio1s visit to Bengal and thereafter returned to Portugal?
for, when Manoel*s books were sent to him for examination in
17^2,

he was working as a missionary in Lisbon.
Dr. S. N. Sen states:
MWe know this much that he (Manoel) was the
head of the Christian missionaries in Bhawal
from 173^ to 175*+." 59

Dr. Sen has not made any reference to the source of this
information.
his work

It is, however, possible that Manoel continued

as a rector of that mission till

175b.

There is definite evidence that Manoelwas
Bandel Mission in Hugli in 1757.

at the

According to the Bandel and

58.

Assumpcam, Manoel da, Vocabulario Em Idioma Bengalla
Portuguez, Lisbon, l / ^ j P» viii.

59.

Sen, S.N., BrShman Roman Kyathalik Saybad, Calcutta,
1931, p. xxvi.
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Chinsurah church register, discovered by Father Hosten, Manoel
conducted a wedding ceremony in May, 1757-

The Register

entry runs:"On the 15th of May 1757, in the Hermitage of
the Infant Jesus of ghenssura, before the very
Rev. Father Prior Frei Manoel da Assumpcad^,
Simao 1 do Rozario, son of Paulo do Rozario and
Suzana do Rozario, was married with Ellena da
Costa, daughter of Luis do Rozario and Sabina da
Rozario both born at Chenssura,....
In the truth where of this entry was made, and
(it is) I, Francisco da Esperanca, Scrivenar
of this church, who wrote it .11 60
Father Hosten could not determine the place where
the marriage was performed.
Campos has also listed Manoel da Assump 9 am
as the Provincial of the Mission of Bandel at Hugli in 1757*
Probably Manoel was promoted and transferred to the church
of Bandel in Hugli sometime before 1757*

Thus it can be

safely said that he was in Bengal at least from 1733

(vii)

1757*

Study of Bengali by the Portuguese Missionaries.
A knowledge of the indigenous language was

essential to Portuguese missionaries, whose main aim was to

60.

Hosten, H . , Bandel and Chinsura Church-registers
(1 7 5 7 - 1 9 H ). Bengal Past and Present, Vol. XI, 1915,p.l32.

61.

Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P., Manoel da Assumpyam's
Bengali Grammary Calcutta, ±93l> P» xiv.

preach Christianity among the ordinary people of Bengal.

They

therefore started learning Bengali immediately after their
arrival in Bengal.

Many of them wrote leaflets and books,

compiled grammars and dictionaries, and composed catechisms.
Father Francisco Fernandez and Father Domingo de
Souza were the first Jesuit missionaries to start propagating
Christianity in Bengal.

They were also the first catechist?

in the Bengali language.

In a letter from Sripur, a town

of Bengal , dated 17th January, 1599 Francisco Farnandez
states that he composed a small treattase explaining
summarily the points of Christian religion, and confuting
the superstitions of the Moors and Hindus.

He also wrote a

small catechism in the form of a dialogue.

Father Dominic

de Scuza translated both works into Bengali.

62

Father Frey Sebastiao* Manrique says in his
Itinerario that he arrived at the convent of Hugli in 1628
and prepared himself for his work as a missionary by learning
Bengali and Hindustani.

63

Besides the dialogue and canticles composed by
Dom Antonio, Jesuit missionaries like Marcos Antonio Skantucei,

62.

Hosten, H . , Notes on Barbier!s letter. Bengal Past and
Present, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1910, p. 220.

63.

Cardon, L. and Hosten, H . , Padre Maestro Fray Seb.
Manrique in Bengal (I 028-I 629), Bengal Past and Present,
Vol.XIII, Calcutta, 1916, p. 17.
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Manoel Sarayva and Ignacio Gomez, who at the invitation of
Dom Antonio came to Bhusna in 1679> to help him in
converting his rayots, also learnt Bengali and wrote Bengali
books.

As to their translation of Christian doctrine and

prayers into Bengali, Father Fernao de Queyros, the Jesuit
Provincial of Goa gave the following advice to these missionaries
in 1680:
"According to the disposition which your
reverences will find, you can keep encouraging
the Christians and construct some form of
chapels or churches where the Holy Sacraments
may he conveniently administered to them.
And
your reverences must do your best that the
translation of the prayers and of the doctrine
(catechism) be quite exact and perfect, both
because of the importance of this matter, and the
great inconveniences resulting from making changes
in what has once been introduced." 6*+
Father Marcos Antonio Santucei gave his progress
report

to the Provincial of Goa in a letter written from

Naluacot,

Bengal on January 3 , 1683.

He states:

"The fathers have not failed in their duty: they
have learned the language well, have composed
vocabularies, a grammar, a confessionary and
prayers;
they have translated the Christian
(.c
doctrine, etc. nothing of which existed until now."
These letters indicate that the necessity of
compiling grammar and dictionary, composing catechism and
translating Christian doctrine had been felt long ago;

and

6k.

Hosten, H . , The Three first type-printed Bengali books,
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, 191*+> p.*+6 .

65.

Ibid.y p. *+6.

the initiative had been taken by Jesuit missionaries.
Father Anthony Claudius Barbier a Jesuit missionary,
visited Bengal during 1712-1711*.

During his stay in Bengal

he learnt Bengali with the aid of an interpreter and
composed a small catechism.

His report:-

“The Portuguese language is spoken commonly, but
the natives of the country, of whom the most part
are slaves, and who are almost always addressed
in their language;
have much difficulty in
acquiring through a strange tongue, the things
necessary to their salvation.
With a view to
instructing them as well as tne Christians in
the interior named Boctos who come to Chittagong
in order to receive the sacraments, I set myself
to study their language;
and in a few months,
with the aid of an interpreter, I became
competent enough to hear confessions, and to
prepare a little catechism, which was of great
utility to me in the rest of the journey.
I
likewise engaged an old Christian full of virtue
and zeal to accompany me; he has everywhere
performed the duties of an excellent catechist."J
After Father Barbier we find Father George da
Aprezentacao* and Father Manoel da Assumpcam, both Augustinian
missionaries, learning the language and composing books.
George da Aprezentacao” worked more than eight years in Bengal
probably before Father Ambrosio1s visit to Bengal.

He claims

to have visited various missions and learnt Bengali well.
This knowledge enabled him to examine the books sent to
Lisbon by Manoel da Assumpcam and approve them for printing.

66 .

Barbier, Anthony Claudius, op.cit.. p. 208.

67.

Assumpcam, Manoel da, Vocabulario Sm IdiomaT Bengal a
& Portuguez. Lisbon, 17^+3 > pp. vii-viii.
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As for Manoel, he is said to have written a
compendium of Bengali grammar in Portuguese, compiled a
Bengali-Portuguese and Portuguese-Bengali dictionary in 173*+
composed a catechism creoar xaxtrer orthbhed in 1735 said
translated Antonio*s Dialogo into Portuguese.
translation date is not known.

The

Except for Antonio* s Dialogo

all other books associated with Manoel were printed in
Lisbon in 17*+3*
Except for Antonio*s Dialogo and the printed
books attributed to Manoel, most of the books composed by
earlier Portuguese missionaries appear to have been lost.
The Public Library of Evora possesses an incomplete
Portuguese-Bengali dictionary, a few pages of the C.X.O.
Antonio*s Dialogo -

all in manuscript form.

The library

of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University
of London, also possesses another manuscript

of a Portuguese

Bengali lexicon from the Marsden collection.
(viii)

The composition of the Christian community in Bengal
The first Portuguese settlements in Bengal were

established in Chittagong and Satgaon near Hugli in 1537.
King Mahmud Shah permitted them to build factories, erect

68.

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.. p. 39.
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custom-houses and collect rent.

The other Portuguese

settlements and trade centres which eventually sprang up
in various parts of Bengal were Sandwip, Dianga, Dacca,
Sripur, Chandecan (Jessore), Bakla, Hijli, Tamlak, Pipli
and Balasore.

The settlement of Hugli was founded in

69
1579-80, on a charter granted to them by Emperor Akbar.
Chittagong, Dacca and Hugli were the main ports and chief
centres of trade and commerce in Bengal.

Besides these,

the Portuguese had numerous minor settlements in the
districts of Dacca, Barisal and Noakhali, where they carried
on considerable trade, though no factories or forts were
built t h e r e . ^
Then came the Portuguese missionaries, first the
Jesuits in 1576, followed by the Augustinians in 1599;
mainly established themselves in these settlements;
churches and convents;
inhabitants.

who
built

and effected conversion amongst the

Thus many of these places became entirely

Christian centres.

71

In 1660 Bernier saw not less than eight or nine
thousand Christians in Hugli alone.
“And that in other parts of the kingdom
their number exceeded five and twenty
thousand .11 72
According to Father Barbier, the Mughal emperor engaged

69.
70.
71*
72.

Ibid., p. 5*+.
Ibid.. p. 96.
Ibid., pp. 100, 102.
Bernier, Francis, Travels in the Mogul Empire (I656-I 668),
(translated by A.Constable), London, 1891* P* ^39.
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Portuguese troops,

The Christians were held in high respect

because of the arms they carried.

Barbier found numerous

Christians living in Chittagong, who were divided into three
parishes about two kilometres apart,
church and missionary.

Each had its own captain,

73

Father Ambrosio in his report of 1750 stated that
there were 18,233 Christians in the mission of St. Nicholas
of Tolentino, of whom 1,500 were public Christians, 8,000
71+
occult ones and 8,733 dressed like Europeans.
The entire Christian community in Bengal during the
seventeenth and eighteenth century, consisted of three
distinct groups.

Firstly, the Portuguese and other Europeans

of various nationalities employed by the trading companies
of Europe.

Secondly, the descendants of Portuguese sailor*

and soldiers from inter-marriages with local women.

Father

Barbier noticed large numbers of these descendants in Hugli,
Pipli, Chittagong, Dacca, Ossampur and Rangamaty, who formed
a large section of the Christian community in Bengal.
Finally there was a number of natives converted by the zeal
of the missionaries and of their catechists.
converts were slaves.

Most of these

The missionaries would purchase

captured prisoners from Portuguese and Arakanese pirates,
convert them to Christianity and then sell them to Christian
73.

Barbier, Anthony Claudius, op.cit., p. 208.

7k.

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.. p. 268 (quoted from The
Catholic Herald of India. Calcutta, Dec. 19, 1917)*
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masters.

Between 1621 and 162*+ the August ini an missionaries

baptized 28,000 slaves.^
Father Barbier found the Christians of Chittagong
celebrating their festivals with the same order and
solemnity as in Europe.

The following is his description

of the Festival of the Blessed Sacrament:-

11In the morning, each in his own heard Mass and
made his devotions.
M. the Bishop celebrated
pontifically in the one where he resided and
gave the communion. About three o 1clock, vespers
were sung, during which the Christians of the
other two churches arrived with their crosses,
their shrines, and the habit of their confratern
ities (these are a kind surplice);
then the
procession went forth. It was astonishing to
behold with what care these good folk had
decorated the streets;
arches of triumph,
festoons, streamers, rows of trees planted
expressly supplied the place of tapostry ."76
Father Ambrosio!s report of 1750 throws much light
on the social and religious conditions of the Christian
community in Bengal.

He states: -

“The Christians of Bengala are brought up in
such a way that they are free from all error,
or heathenish ceremony; they are brought up
like the Christians in Portugal and all the
ceremonies of the church are observed In the
administration of the sacrament s .11 77
He further reports:uHere I must remark that our Christians ofBengala
whether those who dress after the fashion of the
country or those who dress like Europeans, were
75.
76.
77•

Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.. p. 105.
Barbier, Anthony Claudius, op.cit., p. 209.
Campos, J.J.A., op.cit.T p. 268.
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all of them equal once they become Christians;
they eat and drink and inter-marry without minding
the castes to which they belonged in heathenism,
- a thing which does not happen in other missions
where the converts keep the castes they had;
as
they loose their castes all at once so too do they
give up their, heathenish belief, all of which is
due to the good education our religious missionaries
gave them from the beginning .1178
Portuguese was the common language of intercourse
among European community, whose influence continued till the
end of the 18th century.
“It was the 1lingua franca 1 of all the foreign
settlements round the Bay of Bengal and was
the ordinary medium of communication between
Europeans and their domestics .11 79
The church service was conducted in Portuguese.
Father Barbier states that the Bishop administered the
sacram en t o f c o n f i r m a t i o n t o more t h a n tw o th o u s a n d C h r i s t i a n s

in Chittagong.

He admits that though Portuguese was commonly

spoken, the native Christians had difficulty in understanding
that language .^0
Father Ambrosio reports:“The Christians of this particular mission are
all husbandmen who do not understand a word
of Portuguese and they are and were all of
them free man .11 81
The missionaries would, therefore, engage interpreters and
catechists for their works.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Father Barbier relates that the
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Bishop spoke to the Head of the Christian community of
Boulua (Bhulua) half way from Chittagong to Dacca, through
an interpreter, and at a mass celebrated by the Bishop, the
catechist gave the sermon.

82

These catechist: who

mostly Bengali in origin

played vital roles in Christian missions.

Father Ambrosio

states:“We have many catechists who serve us without
receiving any payment from us because we have not
the means;
their disciples both neophytes and
catechumens maintain them. They call them
masters and treat them with every respect;
catechising has become for them an occupation
and a means of living." 83
They helped in converting the local people to
Christianity.

Their method of conversion was simple and

interesting.
"This is the way they were catechised.
They begin
to sing some canticles which they have, of the
Mysteries of the Rosary. Dom Antonio composed
them.
And as the people collect to hear them
and put some questions about their meaning, the
occasion arises for conversion. These canticles
are very pious and very devout and all the
Christians of the mission, public and occult,
know them and they are the psalms with which they
praise God both in the Church and outside it,
according to the time of day." 8*+.
82.
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CHAPTER II

EARLIER SCHOLARS

In this chapter we shall first of all narrate
in chronological order the way in which the works associated
with Portuguese missionaries were first brought to the
attention of modern scholars and at the same time outline
the various subsequent editions of these works published
from Galcutta.

Then we shall discuss two subjects of

importance to our theme raised by earlier scholars:

namely,

the transcription system utilised in the extant manuscript
of Antoniofs Dialoeo and in the first published editions
of C.X.O.

and V.I.B.P., prepared for the press by Manoel

da Assumpcam;

and also the opinions of earlier scholars

in regard to the authorship of the works in question.

(i)

Earlier Scholars
(a) Sir George Grierson. 1901.
The first mention of V.I.B.P. by a modern scholar

v/as by Sir G. A. Grierson in his Linguistic Survey of India ?1
where he gives a brief description of it, stating that the

1.

Grierson, G.A., Linguistic Survey of Indiaf Vol. V,
part I, Calcutta, 1903, p* 23.
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Bengali Grammar written in Portuguese comprised the first !f0
pages, the following 259 (P« 47 to p. 306) being occupied by
the Bengali-Portuguese vocabulary and the remaining 270
(PP»307-577) by the Portuguese-Bengali.

(b) Father Hosten, 191^
The first full account of all three works appeared
in an article in Bengal Past and Present. Vol. IX, 1914,
by Father Hosten, entitled The Three First Type-Printed
Bengali Booksf

which taken together could, Hosten believed,

be regarded as the first sustained efforts in Bengali prose
composition by Portuguese Missionaries.

2

Hosten*s information

was based on notes, partly in Latin and partly Portuguese,
supplied by Father Thirso Lopes, of the Colegio dos Agostinhos
Filipinos, Valladolid, Spain.

Hosten quotes the notes in

English translation:“Father Manoel da Assumpcao, a Portuguese, and
different from the preieding one, a Member of
the Congregation of the East Indies, laboured
there strenuously for the conversion of the
infidels, for he had learned their language
with great zeal and success.
Accordingly,
being about 1742 Rector of the Mission of
St. Nicholas of Tolentino in the Kingdom of
Bengalla, he wrote and printed in the vernacular
for the easier instruction of his neophytes:(i)
A catechism of the Christian Doctrine,
in the form of a dialogue.
It was printed in
8vo. at Lisbon in 1743 by Francisco da Silva.

2. Hosten, H.. Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta,
191J+, pp. HO- 63.
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The contents are: A discussion about the Law
between a Christian Catholic Roman, and a
Bramene or Master of the Gentoos.
It shows
in the Bengalla tongue the falsity of the Gentoo
sect and the infallible truth of our Holy
Catholic Faith, in which alone is the way of
salvation and the knowledge of Godfs true Law.
Composed by the son of the King of Busna,
Dom Antonio, that great Christian catechist,
who converted so many Gentoos, it was translated
into Portuguese by Father Frey Manoel da
Assumpcao, a native of the city of Evora, and
a member of the Indian congregation of the Hermits
of St. Augustine, actually Rector of the Bengalla
Mission, his object being to facilitate to the
Missionaries their discussions in the said
tongue with the Bramenes and Gentoos.
It is a
Dialogue between the Roman Catholic and the Gentoo
Bramene. Written in two columns, Bengala and
Portuguese.
The title and the prologue are signed by
Father Frey Jorge da Presentacao Cod
from
page 1 of the <rnd series of numbering.
(ii) An Abridgment of the Mysteries of the Faith,
composed in the Bengalla language by Father Frey
Manoel da Assumpcao, actually Rector of the
Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino in Bengalla.
It is also in two columns, Bengalla and Portuguese,
arid Barbosa notes that it was printed at Lisbon
by Francisco da Silva, 17*+3> 8vo. Cod DXVi from

1-1
page 1*+1 of the 2nd series of numbering.
(iii) A vocabulary in Bengala and Portuguese,
divided into two parts and dedicated to the
most excellent and Reverend Sr. D. Miguel de
Tavora, Archbishop of Evora, Lisboa, na officina
de Francisco da Silva, 17*+3> 8vo.
It contains two parts: A Bengala-Portuguese and a
Portuguese-Bengala vocabulary.
It is preceded by
a compendium of Bengala Grammar.
Cf. Catalogo cos Manuscriptos da Bibliotheca
Publica Eborense ordenado peio Biblothecario
Joaquim Helioaoro da Cunha Ribera ^Rivara/,
tom. 1. p. 31+5; BARBOSA MACHADO, Bibliotheca
Lusitana Historica, criticae Chronologica, t.III,
p. 183. Col. II;
OSSINGER, Bibl. August., p.8*+;
SILVA, t.V, p. 367; BONIFACIO MORAL, Revista La
Ciudad de Dios, t. 37 , PP* l+33-i+3i+*11 3

3.

ibid. , pp. ^l-^+B.

Father Hosten also found a reference to Manoel*s
V.I.B.P., and C.X.O. in A.C.Burnell*s A Tentative List of
Books and MSS, relating the History of the Portuguese in
India Proper, Mangalore, 1880;
I*
been printed in 174-3*

both works were said to have

He, therefore, tried to obtain copies of all
three books, but his efforts were not fully successful.
Through the Belgian consul in Calcutta he contacted the
Portuguese who informed him that all the copies in the
Public Library of Evora were manuscripts.

He also received

information from Mr. H. Beveridge that the British Museum
contained no copies of the books.

Sir G. A. Grierson,

however, made a further search for the works and discovered
the existence of two copies of Manoel*s V.I.B.P. in the
British Museum.

Professor L. Barnett, Keeper of the Oriental

printed books and manuscripts sent him through Grierson a
short description of the book and a photographic reproduction
of the title page and of pp.532-533, which Father Hosten
published in Bengal Past and Presenty Vol. XIII, 19l6,i.e.
5
two years after the publication of the first article.
His enquiries in India also met with partial success, for the
library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was found to possess

k.

Ibid., p. 4-2.

5.

Hosten, H . , The Three First Type-printed Bengali Books,
(second article), Bengal Past and Present, Vol. XIII,
Calcutta, 1916, pp. 67-68.

a mutilated copy of the Compendia dos Misterios da F e T
i.e. Father Manoel Da Assumpcam*s C.X.O., the second book
referred to in Father Thirso Lopes 1 notes.
Thus Father Hosten had the opportunity to see
only a mutilated printed copy of C.X.O., which he has
described in his first article in Bengal Past and Present.
According to the notes he believed that all the books were
printed in Lisbon in the Roman character in 174*3 and all
three had been prepared for the press by Father Frey Manoel
da Assumpcam.^
Father Hosten being a priest himself was interested
in the missionary activities of the Portuguese.

When he

began publishing his articles about their mission and its
missionaries, the Portuguese had already become subject of
7
historical study.
He, therefore, studied their activities
and works from both an historical fend theological point of
view, as is evident from his comment, when describing C.X.O.,
g
where he criticized the book1s theological nomenclature.
Father Hosten discovered a second edition of
C.X.O. published in Bengali characters in I836 from Chandernagar

6.

Hosten, H . , Bengal Past and Present, Vol.IX, Calcutta,
1914-, p. 4-0.

7.

Fr. Hosten started his studies on the activities of the
Portuguese missionaries during the first quarter of the
20th century.

8.

Hosten, H . , Bengal Past and Present, Vol.IX, Calcutta,
1911+, pp. lt7-52.
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In this edition the text had been entirely recast and reedited by Father J.F.M.Guerin, a Sulpician Priest, the vicar
of St. Louis Church,Chandernagar.

9

Assisted by two Christians, two Brahmins and a
Muslim, Father Guerin had taken nine months to complete his
edition of the catechism.^

Although describing the

contents of Manoel*s catechism as an "excellent exposition
of the rudiments of the faith" and "a monument more lasting
than brass", Father Guerin nevertheless felt that it needed
re-editing on several grounds.'1"'1'
Firstly, it was printed in Roman characters and
was thus of use only to missionaries and Christians with
knowledge of Portuguese.

It was, therefore, inaccessible

to the Bengali*s who were ignorant of both Portuguese
and the Roman orthography.
Secondly, the Bengali version contained theological
error*.
On comparing Father Guerin*s edition with the
original, Hosten discovered the first 58 pages to consist
of parts of C.X.O.;

pages 58-97 to comprise Guerin(s own

catechism in dialogue form between a catechist and Muslim

9.

Ibid.T p. 59.

10. Ibid., p. 60.
11. Ibid., p. 59.

h9

on the one hand and a catechist and Brahmin pandit on the
other;

pages 98 to 99 to be a discussion of eclipses;

and

pages 100 to 125 a calculation of solar and lunar eclipses
for the period, I836 to I9I+O.12

(c) Dr. S. K. Chatt er.ii, 1919.
The third scholar to interest himself in the
discovery and assessment of the Bengali Grammar, vocabulary
and prose alleged to have been composed by Portuguese
missionaries was Dr. S. K. Chatterji, the well-known Indian
philologist.

In I919 Dr. Chatterji came to England for

higher studies in Linguistics.

Immediately on his arrival

in London, he searched for copies of thes§ books in the British
Museum and found that the Museum possessed two copies of
V.I.B.P., the third book in Father Thirso Lopes* notes.
One of the copies was mutilated, the other was perfect.^
Before returning home in the latter part of 1922, he copied
the entire grammar and several pages of the vocabulary from
the Bengali-Portuguese section, particularly the words, whose
use and meaning were unknown in West Bengal.

Ik

As for the

faithfulness of his version, he asserts that he copied the
original with patience and care, even retaining the page-order

12.

Ibid., pp.

61-62.

13 .

Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P.. Manoel da Assumpcam*s
Bengali GrammarT Calcutta, 1931>
xvi.

1km

Ibid., p. xvi-xvii.
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of the original and the forms of the printed letters.

After

having finished copying, he compared his copy with the
original and thus avoided all possible errors.

15

Since the grammar was written in Portuguese, a
language of which he was ignorant, Dr. Chatterji had to
put it aside for some considerable time.

When Mr. Priyaranjan

Sen, Lecturer, Post Graduate Department, University of
Calcutta, learnt Portuguese from Dr. Braganza Cunha, a
Goanese physician, teaching the language in the same
university, the opportunity came for its translation.
Accordingly Mr. Sen translated it into Bengali and Dr. Chatterji
edited and wrote its introduction.

16

Thus the Bengali

translation of the Breve Compendio da Grammatica Bengala
in V.I.B.P. edited by Dr. S. K. Chatterji, was published in
1931 by the University of Calcutta as Manoel da Assumpcam's
>

Beneali Grammar.

It was printed together with the original

Portuguese, so that the Portuguese on the left hand page
could easily be compared with its Bengali translation on the
right.

As the original order of printing was maintained in

respect of both the Portuguese and its Bengali version,
Chatterjifs edition of the Grammar, like the original,
comprised forty pages.

The words he had copied from the

Bengali-Portuguese section of the vocabulary were also printed
15.

Ibid.. p. xvi.

16.

Ibid., p. xvii.
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as an appendix to his edition of the grammar.

Manoel*s

original Bengali-Portuguese section of the vocabulary
consisted of 262 pages, but Dr. Chatterji's edition of only
97.

In Dr. Chatterji's edition the Bengali words, as in

the original, were printed in Roman characters and placed
in Roman alphabetical order.

Later Bengali transcriptions

of these words were also added.

Then this Portuguese version

was given in Roman characters as in the original.

Chatterji's

edition also contains life-size photographs of the original
title page, two pages of B.C.G.B. and two of the dictionary
to give some idea of the size, shape and print of the first
edition of V.I.B.P.
Dr. 3. K. Chatterji is a linguist and a phonetician.
He therefore, discussed the importance of this grammar as
the first attempt to analyse the Bengali language and
describe its main characteristics.

He tried from a

linguistic and phonological point of view to assess the
grammar's place in the history of the evolution of Bengali
language.

In the introduction, he gives a short account of

the history of printing, of the coming of the Portuguese to
India and eventually to Bengal, of the arrival of the
missionaries, the establishment of churches in various parts
of Bengal and the composition of the Bengali Christian
17
community.
According to hi# Portuguese missionaries first
I 7*

I b i d . T pp. iv-xii.
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came to Bengal and began to learn Bengali sometime towards
the end of the sixteenth century.

He refers to a letter

written in January 7> 1599 by Francisco Fernandes, a Jesuit
missionary, in which it is mentioned that Father Dominic
de Souza translated into Bengali two small Portuguese tracts
on Christian doctrine.

Thus the Portuguese study of Bengali

during the period from 1590 to 1600, led to the development
of a Christian Bengali prose which, Chatterji believes,
continued to be cultivated for 150 years, i.e. till 1800, when
the establishment of Fort William College and the works of
Carey, Marshman and Ward inspired a new English-BengaliChristian literature, which was nevertheless mainly based
on the Christian style of the prose literature developed
by the Portuguese missionaries.

18

According to Chatterji, to describe Manoel1s

B.C.G.B., a study of the C.X.O. and Vocabulary are essential.
In C.X.O. Manoel had used the regional dialect of East
Bengal current in the Bhawal area of Dacca district two
hundred years ago and had described this language in his
grammar.

Manoel1s language was, however, not altogether an

oral dialect.

18.

Ibid., pp.

It was to a large extent based on standard

ix-x.
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literary Bengali.

19

In his edition Dr. Chatterji adds as

an appendix to his introduction of the grammar 9 pages from
C.X.O., in original Roman as well as Bengali characters, as
specimen of Manoel*s prose.
Dr. Chatterji notes that Manoel had composed his
grammar on the frame wor& of Latin grammar.

20

He finally

commends it, despite its defects and deficiencies;

as the

means by which Bengali had been taught to the Europeans
for several generations;
of Bengali language;

it had special value in the history

and Manoel, as its author, could claim

21

a place in the history of the Bengali language and literature.

(d) Dr. Surendra N ath Sen, 1925.
The fourth scholar to interest himself in the
matter was Dr. Surendra Nath Sen, Professor of History,
University of Calcutta.

In 1925 h® was sent to Goa to

examine Portuguese Government papers.

Amongst the documents

he discovered, there was a descriptive catalogue of the
manuscripts in the Public Library at Evora, which had been
compiled by Cunha Rivara.

He was particularly attracted by

the description of a manuscript said to have been composed

19.

Ibid.T p. xvii.

20.

Ibid., p. xx.

21.

Ibid.T p. xxiii.

5^

by a Bengali prince.

22

Obviously he had no idea about

Father Hosten1s articles published in Bennal Past and PresentT
Vol. IX, 191^ and Vol. XIII, 1916.

That same year Dr. Sen

came to London on an overseas scholarship for higher studies
in History, and towards the end of 1926 he visited Lisbon
and Evora to collect materials for his study on Maratha
2^
history. J
In the National Library at Lisbon he found the
first and third editions of C.X.O.

, and while working in the

Public Library at Evora, he came across the manuscript of
Antonio1s Pialo£Qy

i.e. the first book in Father Thirso

Lopes* notes, which had been described there as a printed
25
work.
With the exception of the title page and prologue,
which were in Portuguese alone, the manuscript, he says,
was written in two columns:

the original Bengali in Roman

characters on the left and its Portuguese version on the right
In the same manuscript he also found an incomplete copy of
C.X.O. and a fragment of a Portuguese-Eengali dictionary, i.e.
the second and third works mentioned in Father Thirso Lopes*
notes.

These works, Dr. Sen considers,may reasonably be

22.

Sen, Surendra Nath, Brahmafl Roman Kvathalik SambadT
Calcutta, 1937, P. xv.

23.

Ibid.. p. xv.

2^.

Ibid.T p. xxv.

25.

Ibid.r p. xv.

26 .

Ibid., p. xxxix.
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ascribed to Frei Manoel da Assumpcam.

He started copying

the Bengali part of the first manuscript, which he states, was
"luckily complete, except for a few lacunae evidently
23
caused by the depredations of worms."
Owing, however, to
the pressure of work with his primary task, Maratha history,
he was unable to copy the entire manuscript which comprised
120 pages quarto of foolscap.

Of this 120 pages, he was

able to copy only the first 83 and the last 2 pages.

29

He

edited these 85 pages and published them from the University
of Calcutta in 1937 as Brahman Roman Kvathalik Sambad
together with a Bengali transcription and photographs of the
original Portuguese title page and prologue.

In Dr. Sen*s

edition the Bengali text in Roman orthography and its
Bengali transliteration are printed on alternate lines;

and

Bengali translations of the Portuguese title page and
prologue are also given.

Thus this was the second of the

Portuguese works to be published in an incomplete form from
Calcutta.

Dr. Sen states that he took as much care as

humanly possible to copy the text correctly, but inspite of
this, errors may, as he says, have crept in.
27.

Ibid.T p. xxxxxii.

28.

Ibid.T p. xxxxxii.

29.

Ibid.T p. xv.

30.

Ibid.y p. xvi.
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Dr. Sen was a historian, specialising in Maratha
history.

He confesses that, even though Bengali was his

mother tongue, he was no linguist and could claim no close
acquaintance with old Bengali.

Nevertheless, he undertook

the responsibility of editing this work, rather than hand
it over to a more competent person, simply because, as he
confesses, he could not resist the temptation to serve his
mother tongue;

he apologises for this and craves the
31
indulgence of specialists.
Despite this confession,

however, he nevertheless seems to have examined the manuscript
and reviewed the opinions of earlier scholars, not only as
a historian, but also as a philologist.

He explains his

purpose in publishing his edition from the University of
Calcutta in the following way:MIt is essential particularly to say a word
in this age of communal heat, that there is
condemnation of Hindu religion in Dom Antonio1s
book. I myself am a Hindu, and the University
authorities have no reason to be anti-Hindu.
It is published by the University, as this book
has some value in the history of Bengali
literature as a specimen of old prose .11 32
i.e. he was nervous about its reception by the Hindu general
public.
In the introduction to his edition Dr. Sen quotes

31.

Ibid.. p. xvi.

32.

Ibid.. p. xvii.
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f

the English translation of Father Thirso Lopes 1 notes and
reviews Father Hosten1s opinion about the books.

In his

notes Father Thirso Lopes mentioned the sources from which
he collected his information.

Since these catalogues and

bibliographies were not available in Calcutta, Father
Hostenhad been unable to chec*

them.

list wasof little use to him because
reference to the books.

A. C. Burnell* s
of its mere dry

As for Father Thirso Lopes* notes,

Father Hosten comments,
'*It looks as if they had been compiled from
different sources and as if none of his
authorities described our 3 books according
to the present rules of bibliography.“ 33
Since Dr. Chatterji had said nothing about Father
Thirso Lopes* references, he had presumably not seen the
catalogues.

Dr. Sen was therefore the only scholar who

had had the opportunity to examine any of the sources
mentioned by Father Thirso Lopes in his notes.

Sen States

Barbosa Machado published in 1752 the Bibliotheca lusitana,
in which he described how Manoel da Assumpcam had composed
Cathecismo da Dontrina Christa?

in Bengali in order to

attract Hindus to Christian religion.

This catechism,

Barbosa states, was printed in Lisbon by Francisco da Silva

33.

Hosten, H . , The Three first type-printed Bengali booksy
Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, 1911*, p.^2.

in 17*+3«

Barbosa made no mention, however, of Manoel 1s

Grammar and vocabulary, though Innocencio Francisco da
Silva gave a full reference to it.

Neither of them, however,
3^
mentioned anything about Dom Antonio or his book.
Except
for Ossinger and Bonifacio Moral, Cunha Rivara alone seemed
to have known of Dom Antonio*s book, though in his CataloEQs
dos Manuscriptos da Bibliotheca Publica Eborense he had
described it as only a manuscript.

The serial number of

Antonio*s book given by Father Thirso Lopes is identical with
that in the catalogue at Evora;

and Thirso Lopes had no

more information about the book and its author than could be
deduced from the title page of the manuscript at Evora.
It was, therefore, Sen concludes, wrong to say that the
book had been printed.35
Dr. Sen notes several mistakes in Father Thirso
Lopes* notes.

He draws particular attention to the

difference in the serial number of the first and second books,
and to a mistake in the spelling of Cunha Rivara as Cunha
Ribara.

Though the serial number may have been taken from

the manuscript at Evora, even that was not free from error,
because in the manuscript at Evora C.X.O. started from page 128
and not from page 1*+!, as stated by Lopes.

31*.

Sen, S.N., op.cit. y pp. xxii-xxiii.

35.

Ibid.. pp. xxiii-xxiv.

Actually it was
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the fragment of vocabulary which started from page 1^-1.
Dr. Sen therefore comments that either Lopes had not seen
the manuscript at Evora or he had made a mistake in the
page number due to carelessness.

In his report of 1750*

Father Ambrosio had spoken of Antonio*s manuscriptT not of
a printed book.
printed;

There was no proof that the book had been

and if it ever had been, then the printed copies

were missing.

Dr. Sen had so far received no information

about the existence of any copy of Antonio*s manuscript,
other than the one at Evora.

36

In 1726 Father Ambrosio had started his work of
evangelization in Bhawal.

He had found Antonio*s manuscript

popular among the Christians.

It had been translated into

Portuguese by one of the missionaries.

As the date of

Manoel*s arrival in Bhawal was not known, Dr. Sen was unable
to determine whether or not this missionary translator was
Manoel.

Sen assumes that Antonio*s manuscript was in

great demand in Bhawal;

and that, since if could be useful

to other missionaries, Manoel had sent it along with his own
works to Lisbon to be published.

But for reasons unknown,

George da Aprezentacao, was unable to get all three manuscripts
published at the same time.

Manoel*s books were printed

eight years after the manuscripts had been prepared and

36 .

I bid. , p. xxiv.
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Antonio 1s book remained uaprinted.

That explained why no
37
printed copy of Dom Antonio 1s Dialogo could be found.
According to Dr. Sen, even though Dom Antonio,
as a Hindu prince ought to have been more familiar with the
religious beliefs of his fellow countrymen than the Portuguese

missionaries, he was nevertheless unable to demonstrate any
deep acquaintance with the Purapas, as is shown by his
inclusion of krpac!\aryaT the Brahmin warrior, and omission
of Buddha from among the ten incarnations of Bignu .

Dom

Antonio1s version of other pouranik incidents were also
inaccurate.

38

Dr. Sen describes Dom Antonio* s language as simple.
He compares it with Manoel*s and states:•'The language is naturally more chaste than
that of Fr. Manoel da Assumpcam and the
best portion bears comparison with the less
Sanskritised portion of Mrityunjaya Tarkalonkar1s
Probodh Chandrika .11 39

(e) Mr. Sa.iarikanta Das and Dr. S. K. Chatterji lr 19^9.
To complete the series of books by Portuguese
missionaries, Mr. Sajani Kanta Das and Dr. S. K. Chatterji
jointly undertook to publish Manoel*s C.X.O. from Calcutta.

37*

Ibid.. p. xxxiii.

38.

ibid., pp. xxxxv-xxxxvii.

39*

Ibid.. p. xxxxxiii.
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The source of their edition was the copy from the library of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta which Father Hosten
had discovered and discribed in his article of Bengal Past
and Present* Vol. IX, 1911*.

They were granted the use of

that copy by courtesy of the Society.

As Father Hosten

has stated, however, the copy was mutilated;
pages were missing;

the following
ko
33-*+3, 155-158, 321-336, 371-37^.

They, therefore decided to send for the missing pages from
the Public Library at Evora.
volunteered to help them.

Rev. Father A. Dontaine

At his request Mr. Gregory C. Moses,

the Portuguese consul in Calcutta, wrote to the librarian
of the Public Library at Egora, who in reply informed them
that the Public Library at Evora was no longer functioning
and most of the valuable books had been transferred to the
National Library in Lisbon.

1+1

Then Father Dontaine himself

wrote a letter to Rev. Father A. A. Teixeira in Lisbon who
sent him the copies of the missing pages.

Father Dontaine

also provi|te4 them with a copy of the second edition of C.X.O.,

.1 + 2

edited anu published by Father J. F. M. Guerin in I836.

Mr. Das states that this edition was so different from the
original that it was of no use to them, except for the Latin
introduction by Father Guerin, which contained some Information.
1+0.

Das, S.K. and Chatterji S.K., Krpar Sastrer Arthabhedy
(Manoel da Assumpcam), Calcutta^ 1939> P* viii.

^ 1 * Ibid.,

p. ii.

1*2.

Ibid..

p. ii.

**3-

I b id. «

p. ii-iii.
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The first edition of the original book comprised

38^ pages, the Bengali text appeared on the versos and the
Portuguese on the rectos, i.e. the half of the book was
Portuguese and the other half was its Bengali translation.
Mr. Dap and Dr. Chatterji published only the Bengali text of
the book in both Roman and Bengali orthography, first half
of their edition being original Roman orthography, the second
half in Bengali transcription.

Mr. Das edited the book and

Dr. Chatterji wrote its introduction and notes.

The book

was published from Calcutta in 1939*
In the introduction of his edition of Manoelfs
grammar, Dr. Chatterji had stated that C.X.O. should be
published with its Portuguese translation, and the Bengali
text should be retained as it was in the Roman orthography,
so that it might help in finding out the actual pronunciation,
kk
which appeared to be dialectal.
But in the event the
Portuguese text was omitted and in transcribing the Bengali
text into Bengali orthography, no attempt had been made to
reflect the dialectal pronunciation of the original.

(ii)

Issues raised by earlier scholars.
(a) Transliteration.
r

The two main issues raised by earlier scholars
concern transliteration and authorship.
kk*

Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P., op.cit.y p.xxxx.
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All the works in question, the manuscript of Dom
Antonio*s Dialogo. and the two first editions of C.X.O.
and V.I.B.P., are in the Roman script.

Controversy has up to

now centred on whether the transcription was systematic or
not.

On the whole, Grierson and Chatterji seem to agree

that it was systematic:

Hosten andSurendra

Nath seem to feel

that it was not.
Grierson states: “The whole is in the Roman character, the words
being spelt according to the rules of Portuguese
pronunciation .11 b5
This was Grierson*s pronouncement in I903, after having seen
Manoel*s V.I.B.P. When editing this same work for the press
in 1931> Qhatterji agreed with him.

He found Manoel*s

transcription easy, effective and capable of accurately
expressing Bengali speech-sounds;
effort;

the result of a long-term

it had in fact been evolving from the time of

Dominic de Souza (late 16th century);

and had been facilitated

by Portuguese experience in transcribing Konkani.
saw a positive advantage in the fact
in Roman transcription:

they threw

Chatterji

that all these works

were

light on the pronunciation

of Bengali in the Bhawal area of Dacca two hundred years
earlier and would therefore help linguists to “arrive at a

^5.

Grierson, G. A., op.cit., p. 23*

6>+

definite decision about the pronunciation of Old Bengali,"
Hosten in 19m

k6

noted a lack; of uniformity, however.

Commenting on the transcription of C.X.O., he states,
"To explain these variants, we may suppose, in
the first place, that Fr. Manoel had not reached
yet a very satisfactory system of transliteration,
or, if he thought he had, that he did not apply
it uniformly, and secondly, that the printing
at Lisbon was not done under his supervision.^7
Surendra Nath Sen tends to follow Hosten.

In regard to

transcription he found a similarity between that of Dom
Antonio’s Dialogo on the one hand and Manoel1s C.X.O. and
V.I.B.P. on the other.

He disagreed with Chatterji's

view that Manoel had followed certain fixed rules.

Citing

such variants as ’bhoso* and ’bhusi1, ’probe* and ’prubei*,
Surendra Nath conceded that the variation in vowels here
might be due to haste, but he could see no justification for
using different letters (X, ch, s,) to transcribe the same
sound as had been done in 1xacor*
’bisare*

(cakar)? ’chao*

(cap)?

(bicare). ’obichar1 (abicar) and 'ogoxor1 (agocar).

Dr. Sen therefore concluded that the transcription was
virtually unsystematic.

1+9

k6.

Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P., op.cit..* pp.xviii-xx.

k7.

Hosten, H. Bengal Past and Present. Vol.IX,Calcutta,
I91W, p. kQ.

*+8.

This was natural since Manoel had prepared all of them for
the press and was thus ultimately responsible for the
transcription.

*+9.

Sen, Surendra Nath, op.cit.. pp. xxxix-xxxx.
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Surendra Nath actually had much more to say but we
have terminated the discussion at this point because these
scholars are to some extent talking at cross purposes:
Chatterji and Grierson made their remarks after having seen
only the V.I.B.P.;

Hosten was talking about C.X.O.;

and

Surendra Nath was thinking mainly of Dorn Antonio1s Dialogo.
50
These works to some extent differ
and therefore for
different reasons we to some extent agree with each of these
scholars.
unaware.

There was one fact of which all of them were
That fact is that C.X.O. contained part of a

transliteration system.

These scholars saw only the mutilated

copy of C.X.O. in the Asiatic Society of Bengal library in
Calcutta.

This meant that none of them was aware of the

existence of this transliteration system.

Furthermore,

another manuscript lexicon compiled by the Portuguese
has come to light.

51

This lexicon is in the Bengali script.

Its existence prompts one to agree with Surendra Nath that

50.

Manoel 1s C.X.O. and V.I.B.P. were to some extent
transliterated:
Dom Antonio*s Dialogo was
transcribed in accordance to Portuguese Phonology,
because the text was dictated to Manoel by an East
Bengali.
See Chapter III, section ii; Chapter IV,
section vii and viii; Chapter VI, section ia,
where the transcription system is described.

51.

The Marsden Lexicon;

see Chapter VI, section i.
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the original copy of Dom Antonio’s Dialogo was written in
Bengali characters.

We would now go further than that and

state that originally they were all written in Bengali
characters.

The manuscript lexicon contains a fairly

exhaustive transcription system, and Manoel undoubtedly tried
to follow it in transcribing the C.X.O. for the press;

and

also when compiling the V.I.B.P. from existing manuscripts.
In regard to the Dialogo we feel that here the work was
not transliterated from Bengali;

but rather was written

-down to the dictation of an East Bengali from the region
of Dacca.

We give the reasons for this in the following

chapter.
In this chapter, before concluding this discussion
of transliteration, we should like to indicate merely that
we agree with Surendra Nath’s surmisal in regard to printing.
The original copies of these books were in the Bengali script,
but since there was no provision for printing Bengali in
either India or Europe, it was necessary in preparing the
works for the press to transcribe them, and Manoel did so
as far as possible in accordance with the rules of Portuguese
phonology.

Manoel!s transcription system was therefore

neither transliteration on the one hand nor a fully phonetic
transcription on the other.
52
between the two.
52.

It was a kind of compromise

See Chapter VII, Manoel1s remarks on phonology.
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(b) Authorship
1.

Pom Antonio*s Dialogo

In order to discover possible clues to the
authorship of these books, Father Hosten studied the
contemporary reports, letters and missionary documents of
the Jesuits and Augustinians.

With regard to Dom Antonio*s

Dialogo, he quoted long extracts from Father Ambrosio*s
report to the viceroy of Goa in 1750? in which Father
Ambrosio mentioned Dom Antonio*s book as a manuscript.
Father Hosten had been so certain that the book had been
printed, that one senses his disappointment at not finding
the book so described.

He comments that Father Ambrosio

despite being the provincial was unaware even in 1750,
that the book had been published in 17^3 •
According to Father Ambrosio, Dom Antonio, the
son of the King of Bhusna,
in 1663;

was taken prisoner by the Maghs

was brought to Arakan and subsequently converted to

Christianity.

Having become a Christian, he returned to

Bhusna and composed a dialogue in vernacular in which Hindu
beliefs were destroyed and catholic truth was demonstrated.
Soon Antonio is said to have begun to dispute with the

53.

Hosten, H., Bengal Past and Present. Vol. IX, Calcutta,
191*+, p. M+.~
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Brahmins and eventually to have performed miracles,

in which

both Roman Catholic and Hindu scriptures were put into a
fire:

the Brahmin scriptures were reduced to ashes, while

those of the Christians were intact.
miracles,

As a result of these

large numbers of Hindus and Muslims are said to

have been converted.
Father Hosten expressed doubt about the authenticity
of this story,

for he found no corroborating evidence about

the performance of any miracle,

or the authorship of any

religious dialogue by Dom Antonio in the contemporary letters
and documents of the Portuguese missionaries.

On the contrary,

his fellow Jesuit missionaries had denounced him.
Hosten*s view,

In Father

supposing Dom Antonio to have died in 1695,

thirty years would have passed,

before Father Ambrosio

arrived in Bhawal.
“Thirty years was a period quite long enoughs
for eastern imaginations to give birth to
stories, in which the true and the legendary
figure in very unequal proportions." 55
Hosten, therefore,

believed that:

“After their departure in 1685, some writings
of the Jesuit missionaries had been attributed
to Do m Antonio by the descendants of his
former raiyats of Busna, or even by some of the
Augustinian missionaries who continued the
work began by the Jesuits." 56.

5*+.

Ibid. , p. k5.

55.

Ibid., P. **5.

56.

Ibid., p. *+5*

Dr. Sen refutes Father Hosten1s doubt about the
authorship of Antonio1s Dialogo.

He states that there was

no proof of the farnetrs of Bhawal being Dom Antonio* s rayots.
The Mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino had been operating
at Kosabhanga in Bhusna before troubles caused it to move to
Nagori at Bhawal in 1695.

It was probable that Antonio had

no acquaintance with Nagori.

Father Hosten referring to

Father Marcos Antonio Santueci*s letter of 1683 had suggested
that some of the writings of Jesuit missionaries had been
attributed to Dom Antonio.

In contradicting this, Dr. Sen

states that in 1599 Dominic de Souza, a Jesuit missionary had
composed a catechism in Bengali, though Father Santueei had
had no knowledge of it in 1683.

It was possible either the

Jesuits had not known of the catechism composed by the
Augustinian Dom Antonio, or that since the catechism had not
been to their liking, they had ignored it in their letters.

57

There was no reason to disbelieve Father Ambrosio*s report.
Bhusna, which was a prosperous area during the 16th and 17th
centuries, had often been raided by the Maghs and Portuguese.
It was, therefore, not improbable that the son of the King of
Bhusna had been captured by the Maghs and taken to Arakan.
Admittedly, there had been references to two miraculous
events in Father Ambrosio*s report.

57.

Sen, S. N.

Catholic Christians would

op.cit.T pp. xxxvii-xxxviii.
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not then have disbelieved such miracles.
should not be rejected on this account.

The entire report
In the title page

and the prologue of the manuscript at Evora, the name of
Dom Antonio had been clearly mentioned.

Manoel da Assumpcam

and George da Aprezentacao' had believed him to be the author
i
of the Dialogo.

It was, therefore, unlikely that the

writings of Jesuit missionaries could within thirty years
58
have been ascribed to Dom Antonio.
A careful examination
of the language and contents of the book would reveal that
its author had been a Bengali.

Dr. Sen thus conclude® that

Dom Antonio was a Bengali and he had composed the manuscript
entitled Dialogoy which was still lying at Evora;

and that

the manuscripts language should be regarded as the oldest
specimen of Bengali prose.

2.

59

C.X.O. and V.I.B.P.
As to the third book in Father Thirso Lopes 1

notes i.e. V.I.B.P. by Father Manoel da Assumpcam, Father
Hosten indicates that the composition of vocabularies, a
grammar, a confessionary and prayers in Bengali had been
commenced by the Jesuit missionaries long before the arrival
of the Augustinians.

He quotes a letter written by Father

Marcos Antonio Santucei, the Superior of the Mission in
58.

Ibid.T p. xxxviii.

59*

I b i d . , pp. xxxviii-xxxix.
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Bengal between 1679 and 168*+, to the Provincial of Goa in
January 3 , 1683, which runs as follows:“The Fathers have not failed in their duty:
they have learned the language well, have
composed vocabularies, a grammar, a
concessionary and prayers; they have
translated the Christian doctrine etc. nothing
of which existed until now .11 60
On the strength of this letter, Father Hosten concludes that
the grammar was not the original work of Manoel alone, but
probably an earlier work, edited by Manoel.

He sums up, by

saying:“Father Santuceifs reference to vocabulary and
a grammar gives us, perhaps, a clue to the
authorship of our No. 3 above .11 61
Though reference had been made in Father Santucoi*s
letter to the composition of a catechism in Bengali by the Jes
uit missionaries, Father Hosten makes no comment as to
whether the second book i.e. C.X.O. was an original work by
Manoel or an earlier work edited by him.

Father Hosten

merely observes,
“If Fr. Manoel*s catechism is really an original
work composed at Nagori, his frequent references
enable us almost to reconstruct the catalogue
of his library in 173^." 62
He does, however, quote a comment on C.X.O. made by Father

60.

Hosten, H . . Bengal Past and Present. Vol. IX,
Calcutta, 191^} P# ^6.

61•

Ibid.T p. ^6.
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I b i d . , p. 58.
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Guerin in his edition of the work in I836:"While carefully revising the very Rev. Father
Manoelfs work, I found in the answers very
many mistakes - mistakes in the words, rather
than in the meanings, and it was clear to me
therefore that the catechism was written in
Portuguese by Father Manoel, and that the
Christian of Bhawal, who translated it, did so
at times alone, while the Father was napping.
Add to this that after expunging, as was becoming,
the very curious but apocryphal stories, scarcely
one third of the book remained, the best part though .11
Father Hosten's failure to comment on these
observations indicate his agreement with Father Guerin.
Chatterji, however, accepts Manoel as the author of
the grammar and vocabulary without raising any question or
doubt as to who, he believes could otherwise have composed
the book in 173*+ at Nagori, a large centre of the Portuguese
61+
Christians in Bhawal.
He advances no arguments in
support of this view, however.

He merely states that Manoelfs

name is associated with three Bengali books;

firstly, C.X.O.

which Manoel had translated from Portuguese into Bengali;
secondly, Dialogo composed by Dom Antonio, and translated into
65
Portuguese by Manoel;
and thirdly, V.I.B.P.
As regards

63.

Ibid.y p. 60.
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Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P., op.cit.y pp. xii-xiv.
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Father Santu>c«i*s letter of January 3 , 1683, in which the
composition of vocabularies, a grammar, a confessionary and
prayers by missionary Fathers is mentioned, Dr. Chatterji
st at e s:“It is clearly evident that after its
foundation in the last quarter of the
sixteenth century, the Portuguese-BengaliChristian literature became more firmly
established during the fourth auarter
of the seventeenth century.1' 60
In Chatterji's view, considering the standard
of those days, Manoel had learnt Bengali well.

He had been

a conscientious priest, composing a Bengali grammar and
vocabulary for his fellow Christian missionaries, so that
they could perform their duties towards Bengali Christians.
Being a foreigner he had been unable to write Bengali as
perfectly as a Bengali could.

His style betrayed a foreign

mind and was marred by the kind of mistakes foreigners
committed.
Though Dr. Chatterji accepts Manoel*s authorship
of C.X.O., Mr. S. K. Das expresses dissent.

He states that

in his opinion the Portuguese text was definitely composed
by Manoel, but the Bengali was probably translated by a
native catechist.

66.

Ibid.. p. xii.

67.

Ibid., p. xiv.

The foreign flavour of the language was

71*

probably due to the revision of the translation made by
68
Father Manoel or possibly to the clumsiness of the translation.
He quotes Father Guerin*s remarks to the effect that the
Bengali translation was prepared by a Christian catechist who
"did so at times alone, while the Father was napping."
Mr. Das states that this view was substantiated by the stories,
where non-christian ideas were expressed.

He therefore

considers C.X.O. to be the first Bengali printed book,
composed by a Bengali.^

(c)

Our views on authorship
Father Hosten is a difficult man to understand.

At times one almost suspects him of pro-Jesuit sympathies;
at others one feels he was a gifted, painstaking scholar of
great insight;

and at still others one feels he must have

been as blind as a bat.
both Augustinianss

Dom Antonio and Father Ambrosio were

Father Hosten without having seen the

Dialogo was prepared to argue that Dom Antonio had not written
it;

and he refused to believe Father Ambrosio*s testimony

in regard either to the authorship of the Dialogo or to its
being merely a manuscript.

In regard to the compilation of

68.

Das, S. K. and Chatterji, S. K . , op.cit.« p. iii.

69.

Ibid., p. iv.
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evidence, however, Father Hosten is almost incredibly
energetic and conscientious:

almost all the historical

evidence of value ih regard to our subject was ferretted out
by him.

No detail seems to have escaped his attention, yet

through some curious blindness he seems not to have noticed
the over all pattern.
70
Commenting on C.X.O. he lists in a foot-note
variants between prayers quoted in Book I and II.

the

This leads

him to comment not on a difference of author, but on a lack
of uniformity in transliteration.

On page 6l he painstakingly

notes the similarities between the first edition of C.X.O.
and Father Guerin*s recasting of it in I836 .

We have unfor

tunately not been able to see this edition, but it seems to us
likely that Father Querin was here unconsciously reconstructing
3antucci*s original text.
Hosten*s notice.

The fact completely escaped Father

The first chapter of Guerin1s edition is

Chapter one of Book II in Manoel*s edition, but was in our
opinion Chapter I in Santucci's.

The second Chapter in

Guerin*s edition is Chapter II Book II of Manoel*s, but we
believe Chapter I of Santueiei's and so forth.

On the other

hand, however, Father Hosten without having seen either
The
Manoel*s V.I.B.P. 01/ Marsden Lexicon (i.e. Santueci*s original

70.

Hosten, H . , Bengal Past and Present. Vol. IX,
Calcutta, 191W, page 1*8 footnote.

lexicon on which Manoel*s vocabulary was based), merely
on the strength of a letter managed successfully to
surmise that Manoel*s Grammar and Vocabulary were not
original compositions, but editions of earlier works by
Santucci and his colleagues, as we shall demonstrate in
the following pages.
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CHAPTER III
ANTONIO'S DIALOGO

The purpose of this chapter is primari ly to ascertain
how far Manoel da A ssumpgam -understood Bengali.
to do this,

In order

it was necessary to examine a b o ok that he

was said to have translated,

namely, Antonio's D i a l o g o .

In examining this work we found like Surendra Nath Sen
that it had actually been composed in a form of contem
p o r a r y sadhu b h a g a , that was to some extent poetic.^

(i) Antonio's Dialogo was written in S a d h u b haga
There are several reasons for supposing that
Antonio originally composed his Dialogo in sadhu b h a g a :
(a) The diction of the Dialogo is predominantly
1. We describe this form of sadhu bhaga as poetic for the
following reasons
(a) the verb forms when in_the negative differ slightly
from those in the sadhu bha^a associated with Port
Wi l l i a m in that the negative particle na tends
p r edominantly to precede the verb rather than succeed
it.
Statistical count of this is contained in the
Appendix, item Ill.i.
(b) Antonio has coined some verbs which were probably
not in use in contemporary speech, e.g. badhe equals
b a d h k a r e , upalabhyate equals upalabdhi k a r i t e ,
iijnSsI equals jijnlfsar kari.
This too is a common
feature of poetry, both medieval and modern.

literary.

2

(t>) The verb forms in the Dialogo are those of
the contemporary sadhu bhaga of Alaol;

i.e.

virtually none of the verb endings are such as
one might find in the vernaculars of East Bengal.
(c) With the exception of the declension of 'tini'
the nominal and pronominal forms are almost all
such as one might find in the contemporary poetic
- 4
sadhu bhaga of Alaol.
(d) Antonio had the knowledge of Sanskrit which
probably characterised contemporary writers of
sadhu bhaga.

He also appears to have expected a

2. Por a list of sadhu vocabulary in the Dialogo see ^
Appendix item III.ii.
Two words 'cala' ana 1s &q IX’
are, however, East Bengal colloquialisms.
3. Por a list of the verb forms in the Dialogo see
Appendix item Ill^iii. _Some of these forms differ
from the modern sadhu bhaga of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, e.g. kahila, bujhaiba.
Similar
forms are to be found in Alaol1s Padmabati (edited by
Dr Muhammad Shahidullah, Dacca, 1950;, p . 14-7 and
pp. 131, 136.
A list of one or two East Bengal verb
forms which have crept into the text is given in
the appendix item Ill.iv.
4. 'tahan', 'tahana', etc. are not now regarded as part
of the standard declension of 'tini1, but these forms
are also to be found in Alaol.
One form 'amarghore'
is, however, a non-standard East Bengal form.
This
misled Manoel in his translation.
He translated it
as 'in my house', whereas in fact it is an accusative
plural form.
See appendix item III.v.
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similar knowledge in his readers:

like his near

contemporary Alaol, the distinguished court poet
of- Arakan, Antonio assumed his audience would under
stand Sanskrit, for he gives no exact translations
of the S 1lokas he quotes.^
(e)

Antonio, like the pandits of Fort William;

College, seems to have had a feeling in regard to
the dignity of the sadhu bhaga and, as far as possible,
tried to keep his style free from non-Sanskritic
elements (i.e. Perso-Arabic)

and also from vulgar

5. Three paraphrases of Sanskrit S 1lokas are, however,
given (p.4- and p. 65).
The phraseology of these
paraphrases suggests to us that they were supplied
by Manoel*s Dacca assistant.
Only one such para
phrase occurs in the portion of Antonio's text that
we have reconstructed.
Since this paraphrase was,
in all probability, not composed by Antonio, we have
omitted it from the reconstructed text in Appendix
III.c.
We have, however, given a translation of
both the reconstructed S 1loka and in brackets a trans
lation of Manoelfs assistant's paraphrase.
6.

A list of the Perso-Arabic diction contained in
Antonio's Dialogo is given in Appendix item Ill.vi.
We are, however, not entirely satisfied that Antonio
actually used all these words.
They may have crept
into the Dialogo in the course of its transcription
by Manoel and his assistant; e.g. w h e r e bemati is
used in Manoel's transcription.
The sense of the
passage even as conveyed in Manoel's translation
seems to demand that the original word was kumati.
See Manoel's transcription Appendix III.a, page iii;
compare his and our translation.
The respective
pages being iii. and iii. in the Appendix Illb and
Hid.

7

colloquialisms. (

(ii) When "being transcribed the Dialogo was dictated
to Manoel h.y an East Bengali from Dacca
There are several reasons for supposing that the
original Dialogo as composed by Antonio, was dictated
to Manoel by an East Bengali;

who had little or no

knowledge of Sanskrit, or of Hindu philosophy and
mythology.

The reasons are these:

(a) Manoel1s transcription is in the Roman script.
It appears to be a rough and ready phonetic repre
sentation, in accordance with the rules of Portuguese
phonology, of a piece of prose in sadhu bhaga as
pronounced by a man from East Bengal.

When Mrs

Reckert, who knows no Bengali whatsoever, read
aloud to us a passage from Manoelfs Bengali trans
cription, having been told beforehand to read it
as far as possible in accordance with the rules of
Portuguese phonology, the passage sounded almost
exactly like an uneducated East Bengali reading
sadhu bhaga.
(b) In colloquial speech in parts of East Bengal
a particle nl is used in questions, where in
7. No vulgar colloquialism could be found in the Dialogo.

similar circumstances in West Bengal the particle
ki is used.
habitual.

The use of such a particle is
It would therefore be possible for an

East Bengali to see ki written in Bengali characters
before him and yet read it as ni. It v/ould similarly
be possible for a European accustomed to East
Bengali speech to mishear ki as ni.

Either of

these possibilities, or a combination of both could
account for the preponderance in Manoel's trans-

cription of ni over ki. 8

In view of Antonio's

erudition, however, it is unlikely that he himself
would have written nd in these circumstances.

In

our reconstructed text we have, therefore, substi
tuted ki for the interrogatory particle ni in all
cases.
(c)

Manoel's East Bengali assistant did not under

stand Sanskrit, nor did Manoel.

The Sanskrit

S 'lokas have been badly mutil^ated and never
accurately translated.
has been given.

o

At best a poor paraphrase

In transcribing them, Manoel

appears to have tried to assimilate unfamiliar
Sanskrit forms to common Bengali forms. 10
Since,
8

.

9.
10.

For statistical count showing the preponderance of
ni over ki in the Dialogo see Appendix item Ill.vii.
For a list of the Sanskrit S 'lokas see Appendix
item Ill.viii.
\tos 'J33
.and

1
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however, similar Sanskrit Quotations have been
accurately preserved in the works of Alaol, in our
reconstructed text we have, as far as possible,
restored the original Sanskrit.
(d)

The distribution of vowel nasalisation in the

Dacca dialect differs from that of standard Bengali.
Thus aren educated people from the Dacca area
pronounce such words as ba£i, badha, khafri, etc.
without nazalisation.

On the other hand in the

Dacca region vowels before labial plosives are
automatically nasalised;
the a and a before

e.g. in sap and sampurfla,

are naralised..

In the

appendix, item Ill.ix., we give-a list of words
from Dom Antonio's Dialogo, where one expects to
find vowel nazalisation, yet where in Manoel's
transcription none is marked.

This we regard as

strong evidence that Manoel's assistant was an East
Bengali from the Dacca region.
(e)

On page seven of Manoelfs transcription the

form 'zaibeq' occurs.

In East.Bengal the character

-y- is pronounced as -z- (dental voiced sibilant)
Footnote 10 continued from previous page.
f o r s n s a m f o r l t e -.
^xong^capitsT w as^ p ro T ^ B l^x fo ^cied
by Manoel by ah&fo^Xwith the cbgunpn word\sa^gar
adding the ending j taNWhi ch^he khew toObeN^ Shiiskdit
suffix.
e
cxpon dozer rua topo*»G n.ot(

and aspiration is often not pronounced.

Thus

'zaibeq1 in all probability represents ya halbej<.
We presume that Antonio wrote the latter and
Manoel's assistant read it aloud to Manoel as the
former.
(f)

On page three of Manoel's transcription the

form 'xaxtrete' occurs.
scripture'.

This means 'in the

But Manoel translates it as 'enemies'.

This leads us to suppose that in the original text
the phrase was s 1atrute and that, when translating,
Manoel used the original text which was most
probably in the Bengali script, rather than his own
transcription which at this point would have misled
him.

Similarly on page nine of his transcription

the phrase fe cotha copaler' occurs.

We presume

that Manoel misheard ekfra kapaler as 'e cotha copaler'
which is meaningless.

For when translating he

definitely interprets the phrase as 'one skull'.^
(g)

On page five of Manoel's transcription the

word 'Razai' occurs.

In C.X.O. one comes across

similar usages such as 'xadhue'.

It would seem

that in parts of East Bengal '-e1 alternates in
certain circumstances with
11. See appendix Illb., page ix

as the nominative

singular inflection.

This is not a feature of

sadhu bhaga, however.

We presume that Antonio

wrote raja but Manoel's assistant pronounced it,
according to his habitual local grammatical system,
as 'Razai' which Manoel heard, because of the close
ness of final vowel, as 'Razai'.

(One of our

colleagues from Dacca area, who is an highly educated
man, when singing the opening line of Rabindra
Nath's song Phul bale dhanya ami matira pare,
habitually pronounces phul as phule for similar
reasons.)
(h)

The final piece of evidence that the original

text of Antonio was probably dictated consists of
two xerox copies of near contemporary letters.

12

These were contained in a pocket at the back of the
manuscript of the Portuguese Bengali lexicon in the
Marsden collection.

As will be seen from the xerox

copies, the Bengali words were so closely crammed
together that they were probably difficult to read.
Bengali literature is, or rather was, primarily an
orally transmitted literature.

The xerox copy of

an enlarged photograph of a page from Sri Kps^aklrtan
12. Xerox copies of the two letters at the back of the
manuscript lexicon from the Marsden collection.
See Appendix item III.x.
See also Manoel's remarks
on the Bengali script in the chapter on Description
and Evaluation of Grammar.

Kabya

13 indicates how difficult it would have been

actually to recite from such a manuscript.
things were memorised and then recited.

Such
We v/ould

suggest that the original manuscript of Antonio1s
Dialogo v/ould have been written similarly and would
have been similarly difficult to decipher.

There

fore the dictation by a native speaker v/ould seem to
us a reasonable expedient for Manoel to have adopted.

(iii) Manoel's translation:

the reason why he

mistranslated
(a)

A comparison between Manoel*s translation (as

translated from Portuguese by Mrs Reckert, Appendix item
III b.) and our translation of the same opening 50 pages
of Antonio’s Dialogo (Appendix III d.) reveals various
discrepancies.

In some instances Manoel has merely

paraphrased the Bengali, in others he has omitted Bengali
phrases and sentences, 14 in others he has added additional
15
Portuguese sentences
for v/hich there is no equivalent
in the Bengali text, and occasionally he has mistranslated. 16
13* See Appendix item III. xi.
14. Por a list of sentences omitted by Manoel see
Appendix item Ill.xii.
15* For a list of additional sentences see Appendix
item Ill.xiii.
16. For a list of mistranslation see Appendix item
Ill.xiv.

Though Hanoel was aware of the distinction between
sadhu bhaga and the local dialect, he does not seem to
have fully understood sadhu bhasa.

We would suggest

that this was primarily because he had little or no
contact with Hindu society.

He seems mainly to have

mistranslated or omitted phrases referring to things in
Hindu philosophy, theology or mythology.1 ^7

The word

b asulci for example which in Hindu mythology denotes a
snake which upholds the world on its innumerable hoods,
he has occasionally translated as 'world1 and occasionally
omitted.

On page eleven of his Bengali transcription

a large amount of Hindu terminology occurs:

thakur,
o

*

sadhu,yog, bhakti, siddhl, sastra, jitendriya, abinasi,
gayatri, pap-pupya and garba-bicar.

This profusion of

Hindu references presumably defeated Manoel and his
assistant.
passage.

He therefore omits much of this particular
Again on page fifteen of Manoel's trans

cription two phrases occur which defeated Manoel:

the

phrases are "Taha queho upolobhiote na pare", which
he mistranslates as "but no one can damage them", and
/ nax core", 18 which he omits to
"naxisxter cormo ej'ze
17• For a list of mistranslated or omitted Hindu mytho
logical, theological or philosophical allusions see
Appendix III.xv.
18. See Appendix item III a, page XV and Appendix item
III b, page XV.
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translate.

These two phrases serve to illustrate

Antonio's knowledge of Sanskrit.

Upalabhya is a rare

word in Bengali and the verb he forms from it upalabhyate
is no longer current.

Similarly naSisfrha [(na§i4istlj.a)

= very destructive] would have been rare in Manoel's
time and is obsolete in ours.

It is not surprising

that such high Bengali defeated him.

Below we give his

translations (A) and our translations of a passage from
page nine of his transcription.
(A)"Heathen: I have seen many skulls
that have no proper writing on
them, and for that reason I have
been in some doubt.
Now you tell
me the reason why some should have
the writing on them and others not.
Catholic: This is the reason:
those who have bone junctures on
their foreheads have some lines as
if they were letters.
And if you
want to know the truth take one
skull that has those junctures, pull
it apart, assemble it together again
and you will be left in no doubt at
all.
Now see: those on whose
skulls there are none of these
junctures, or lines you call
writing, have no headaches; those,
however, who have the said junctures
through which dampness penetrates,
always or almost always have head
aches.
This is the real truth;
the writing you talk about is a
lie."
19
19. Appendix III b., page ix.

(B)

MB.
Yes I have seen lots of skulls.
Some people's skulls are empty.
I did not see any writing either.
This made me doubtful.
What is the
reason for it?
Tell me, why do
some people have it like this, and
some not?
"R.
The reason is this: on the
skulls of some people the bones are
joined.
On those we see something
resembling writing.
If you wish
to pull apart the joint in the bones
of a skull, it will come apart
immediately.
And if you want to
put it together again, it goes
together.
He (God) has constructed
it like this.
The forehead of the
man without a bone-joint is empty.
Look he does not get many headaches.
The head of a person with bone joints
in the forehead fills with water and
aches.
Which means, the writing
you speak of is false.
Look,
there are four joints in that head.
That also is of a similar joined
construction.
From this you will
understand whether writing (on the
forehead) takes place or not.
They
are the words of a fool, who states,
that the forehead is written on." 20

It will be seen from a comparison of these two
translations that Manoel added some things and omitted
others.

The sentences he added are:"And if you want to know the truth"
"And you will be left in no doubt
at all"
"or lines you call writing".

20. Appendix item III d., page ix.

The portion he omitted was:"Look there are four joints in that
head.
That also is of a similar
joined construction.
From this you
will understand whether writing on
the forehead takes place or not.
They are the words of a fool who
states that the forehead is written
on. "
The reasons for the discrepancies and omissions in
Manoel's translation would seem to be these:
(a) Punctuation
The opening sentences of the Bengali we have
reconstructed as follows:
Hay, bistarj mastak dekhiyachi.
KcCro kap51 sudha.
Likhan deSIi
nghi ctmlo.
2T
Manoel's transcription of this passage reads:
"Hoe; bistor mostoq deqhiasi, caro
copale xuda liqhon deqhi nahi amio."

22

Probably in Antonio's original manuscript there was no
punctuation except for the vertically-drawn stops (dari)
that one normally finds in poetry.

The words will

have been crammed together as in the xerox copies of
the letters in the Appendix item III x.

When this

passage was dictated to Hanoel, he will have inserted
his own punctuation according to the way he interpreted
21. See Appendix item III c., page ix.
22. See Appendix item III a., page ix.
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the sense.

Unfortunately, his East Bengali assistant

will, whilst dictating, have inserted certain inflections
which were habitual in his own dialect.

The misleading

inflection here is 'e1 on 'Copale1 as transcribed by
Manoel.

This misled Manoel into assuming that the word

was locative, rather than nominative.

This error then

necessitated a misconstruing of the sentence.

He

assumed that 'xuda' was not the complement of 'copal'
but rather an adjective qualifying the word 'liqhon',
which it precedes in the text.

Now according to Manoel's

own dictionary the meaning of 'xuda' is 'empty*.^
This meaning would, however, not fit the sentence as he had
construed it.

He, therefore, decided to mistranslate
the word as 'proper' or literally 'straight'. 24This
discussion illustrates how the .lack of punctuation in
Antonio1s original manuscript to some extent misled
Manoel.
(b) Grammar
Manoel was not acquainted with Sanskrit grammar.
Certain features of Bengali sadhu bhasa are, however,
23* The spelling given in Manoel's printed dictionary
differs slightly.
He defines 'xudha' as 'vazio'
which is equivalent to the English 'empty'.
See
V.I.B.P. p. 291 and A Portuguese-English Dictionary
by James L. Taylor, London, 19G3> P • 635*
24-. Appendix III b., page viii.

closely related to Sanskrit, specially the formation
and use of compounds (samas).

Take the following

sentence from our reconstruction of this passage:
seo seirup jora gathan
This sentence contains two compounds:
seirup
jora gatban
The formation of both compounds is the same i.e. A + N
(A = adjective and N = noun).

Sei and jora are adjective

and rup and gathan are nouns.

The literal trans

lation of seirup is 11that-form11 and of jora gathan
"Joined-construction".

Both these compounds are,

however, used adjectivally.

The literal translation of

the sentence quoted above is,
"That also that-form joined construction".
The idiomatic translation is, however,
"that also is of a similar joined
construction".
This type of adjectival use of compounds, which derives
from Sanskrit, would, we suggest, have completely
defeated Manoel and that presumably is the reason why
he omitted to translate this sentence.
(c) Vocabulary
Manoel probably failed to understand the meaning
of certain learned words in this passage.

The words

are 'orth' which he mistranslates as 'truth' and
'chouxura' (coucir), 'gothon' (gathan), 'murrer' (murher),
all of which occur in the portion he omitted to trans
late •

(iv) Grammatical features of Bengali which Manoel
misunderstood
(a) Tense
Manoel often mistranslates Bengali tenses.
Page twenty-six of his transcription of the Bengali
seems to have been most badly translated in this res
pect e.g. "curmo zoler upor bhaxe".

Manoel failed to

realise that this was a general statement.
lates it as "he was swimming on the water".
meaning is "Turtles float on water".

He mistrans
The actual

Thereafter a

series of questions occur containing the present perfect
tense.

In each case Manoel translates this tense as if

it were past continuous, e.g.
"Curmo quixe rohiasse?"
Manoel mistranslates this as
"What was the turtle resting on?"
The actual sense is, "What is the turtle resting on?",
for the Bengali present perfect tense often signifies
that sin action has been performed and its effects are
still operative.

(b) Syntax
Manoel was not apparently aware of the inter
relation between conjunctions and tenses, e.g.
"Zodi zol xonie rohiasse;
ehao xonie rohite pare;"

tobe

Manoel mistranslates this as "If the water can stay in
the air by the order of God, everything else can stay
too."

The actual sense is "Since water is staying in

space, this also can stay in space."

Apart from

adding "by the order of God" Manoel also mistranslates
'zodi' as ’if1 and 'rohiasse' as 'can stay', failing to
realise that in tli.e syntactical construction yadi +
present perfect tense, yadi means 'since'.
Rather than prolong this discussion we have decided
to rely upon detailed appendixes.

In the appendixes

we have given Mrs Reckert's English version of the first
thirty pages of Manoel's Portuguese translation (III b),
the first thirty pages of Manoel's Bengali transcription
of Antonio's manuscript (III a), our translation of this
thirty pages (III d), and our reconstruction of Antonio's
original text (III c).

In one respect we have perhaps

been unscientific in that we have punctuated our recon
struction in the manner in which modern Bengali prose
is punctuated.

In all other respects our reconstruction

is as close to Antonio's original as possible.

In addition to these translations and texts we have
added various lists which we hope will serve to indicate
the inadequacy of Manoel's translation and the probable
causes of that inadequacy.

CHAPTER IV
CREPER XAXTRER ORTHBHED

It is difficult to conceive how a man who was
unable adequately to translate a book from Bengali into
Portuguese could possibly either compose a similar book
directly in Bengali or translate such a book from
Portuguese into Bengali.

In view of this one has doubts

from the outset about the authorship of a catechism in
Bengali entitled Creper xaxtrer orthbhed, which has been
attributed to Manoel.1

The purpose of this present

chapter will, therefore, be to examine the work in
question in order to ascertain its authorship.

(i) The Style
Compared with Antonio's catechism, C.X.O. exhibits
far less homogeneity of style.

It would seem to us

that Antonio had received an excellent education in
regard to composition in sadhu bhaga.

His diction and

grammar, as presented by us in our reconstructed text,
are immaculate.

Pap4its in India identified certain

1. Father Guerin and Sajani Kanta Das have also expressed
doubts about Manoel's authorship.
See Bengal Past
and Present, Vol. |X, Calcutta, 1914-* p. £>0 and Krp'Sr
S^istrer Arthabhed (Manoel da As sump? am), edited by
S.K. Das and S.K. Chatterji, Calcutta, 1939* pp. iii-iv.

flaws in style as guru capdall dog, "by which is meant
the juxtaposition of items of vocabulary from different
styles;

for example, in a high literary style in

Bengali the word for father and mother would be pita and
mata and in extremely vulgar contexts the words mag and
bhatar might be used for husband and wife.

But if

these tv/o sets of words were to appear in the same para
graph, or in succeeding paragraphs, one would assume
that either the author was deliberately intending to
create humour, by his comic use of diction, or that he
was guilty of the stylistic fault called guru capdall
dog.

In the present work numerous instances of this

stylistic flaw could be cited.

2

In our study of Antonio's catechism we could find
only two words of East Bengal origin:^
are able to find a considerable number. 4-

in G.X.O. we
It should be

pointed out, however, that despite this profusion of
c;

East Bengali diction, much of which vulgar,^ there are
2. For example, the passage quoted on page * 109
of this Chapter.
3.

'cala1 and 'saoal1.

4. For a complete list of East Bengali diction contained
in C.X.O. and for statistical count of the frequency
of occurrences of the individual word in the text,
see Appendix IV.i.
5. The vulgar words marked with an asterisk in Appendix
IV.i.
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nevertheless passages, where almost all the diction is
of a high literary Sanskritic quality, similar to that
found in Antonio's catechism.
In examining Manoel's grammar we noticed that the
examples of sentence-structure he gave fell into three
categories:
(a) Colloquial sentences in which the word-order
was natural hut the diction distinctly East
Bengali;
(b) Sentences directly concerned with Roman
Catholic doctrine in which the word-order was
unusual and which in fact read like direct
translations from a European language;
(c) Sentences in which the word-order was more
or less correct, though the grammar is slightly
defective, and the diction tending towards HinduSanskritic.
These three sets of examples led us to suppose that
they were composed by three different people:
European, presumably Manoel himself;

one, a

two, an -unknown

East Bengali, presumably Manoel's assistant, possibly
his catechist;
6

and three, some unknown third person

. For example see the passage cited 011 page 104
of the present chapter.

-
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well-versed, in Hindu Sanskritic diction with a fair
command of Bengali.
When examining the variety of styles exhibited in
C.X.O., we came across sentences whose peculiar wordorder suggested the hand of Manoel;

passages in more

natural, though somewhat vulgar diction, which could be
attributed to Manoel's assistant;

and, surprisingly enough,

a further set of passages, which betrayed the authorship
of a third person, whose diction was of a more literary
Hindu style than that of the East Bengali and whose wordorder was more Bengali than that of Manoel;

yet whose

grammar nevertheless was slightly defective, suggesting
perhaps that he might have been a ‘European schooled in
Bengali by a Hindu papglit.

(ii) Manoel's style
Manoel1s style is characterised Tqy unusual word-order
which corresponds as far as possible to the word-order of
Portuguese.

For example consider the following Bengali

sentences and their Portuguese equivalents, as taken from
his grammar:
A

(a)

Romana Pontire
B

Nao he licito

B

C

Uchit nohe
A

ao Christao

oporad corite;
C

fazer peccados

7. See Assumpfam, Manoel da, B.C.G.B., pp. 26-27*
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(b)

A
uchit

B
xucarzio corite

A
he-lhe licito
The sentences
parts.

B
fazer boas obras

o

>

in example (a) fall into three component

If the order of the Bengali parts is labelled

A, B sind C, then the order of their Portuguese equivalents
is B, A, 0;

i.e. the order of the syntactic units is as

close as possible to Portuguese, for (assuming that the
grammatical forms were correct) the order of these syn
tactic groups in modern Bengali would be:
In example (b) the
The

A, C, B.

sentences fall into two syntactic units.

order of these units in both the Bengali and the Portu

guese is A, B, whereas in normal Bengali (assuming that the
grammatical forms were correct) the order would be B, A.
Similar examples of the same style can be quoted
from C.X.O., e.g.:
(c)

Uchit ni roza corite Espirito Santor Roza.
Sao licitos os jejuns do Espirito Santo.

(d)

A
Uraite

A
Largar
8

B
Coitor

B
pombos

C
dhormoghore

C
na Igreja

D
Espirito Santordine

D
dia do Espirito Santo

. See Assump9 am, Manoel da, B.C.G.B., pp. 26-27-

9- Assump9 am, Manoel da, C.X.O., pp. 264— 26510. Assump9 am, Manoel da, C.X.O., pp. 266-267-

o
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In example (d) the phrases fall into four syntactic units,
the order of which is exactly parallel in both Bengali
sind Portuguese, being A verb, B object, C adverbial phrase
of place and D adverbial phrase of time.

(iii) The East Bengali style
The East Bengali style as exhibited by both the
grammar and the catechism C.X.O. is characterised by East
Bengali diction which is sometimes vulgar and occasionally
by East Bengali grammatical forms.'1"'1
'

Examples from the

grammar would b e :
(a) 'Tthacur golamore cohilen;

Tu ni qhana toia*ir

11 . For a list of verb forms with East Bengali personal
inflections see Appendix IV. ii.
For a list of verb
forms peculiar to East Bengal see Appendix IV. iii.
The East Bengali dialect spoken by Manoel's assistant
contained in a developed form both the present con
tinuous and the past continuous.
For a list of the
examples of these tenses he inadvertently incorporated
in the text see Appendix IV.iv.
It should be noted that at this period in sadhu
bhaga the ordinary present was occasionally used in
a continuous sense.
This is apparent from Manoel's
Portuguese translation.
He translates the Bengali
sentence 'cothae zao' as 'where are you going?' and
'Barite zai' as 'I am going home'.
See C.X.O.
pp. 2-3This usage is still preserved in parts of
Vest Bengal, where, when called, servants often reply
yai.
This is now presumably substandard Bengali.
The correct form would be yacchi or in sophisticated
circles under the influence of English even aschi.

corili?
G-olam cohilo; na tthacur;
parilao na, tomi maph coriba. 1
12

(b)

'Ugulimte thaquia Murxida^bad dia
guiassilam Daccate.'
13

(c)

'Daccate amar bap moriasse. 1

14

The East Bengali diction here is:
from example (a) 'golam1, ‘qhana1, 'toiar',
1m a p h '.

from example (c) 'bap1•
It is noteworthy that all this East Bengali diction is of
the type used by Muslims, which tends to suggest that
the East Bengali was probably a Muslim convert.^
The East Bengali grammatical forms are:
from example (a) 'tuf (standard form = tui),
lie

'ni' (standard form = ki),

and 'parilaona'

(standard form = p aril luma)
-—

from example (b) 'Uglimte thaquia' (standard
form = Hugli hfrite).

12. See Manoel's

B.C.G.B., p.

23*

13. See Manoel's

B.C.G.B., p.

31*

14.

B.C.G.B., p.

31.

See Manoel's

15. For a list of words of Perso-Arabic origin contained
in C.X.O. together with frequency counts of the
individual words see Appendix IV.v.
16. For statistical counts indicating the predominance
of ni over ki in C.X.O. see Appendix IV.vi.
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The vulgarity here, if at all, is contained, in 1rbap
moriasse ', a more refined, speaker would have made the
verb honorific as in 'Tthacur ... cohilen1 and he would
probably have used a euphemism instead of the verb
'morite' to die.

The absence of such euphemism is a

characteristic of the East Bengali style in C.X.O. where
such words as 'biailo' and

'mag* areused.

'biailo'

meaning

'gave birth1 would probably never be used by a

refined

speaker, except in reference

to animals, and'mag1,

which the East Bengali uses in the sense of 'wife' would,
in polite society, be a term of abuse equivalent to
English 'whore'.

(iv) The Third style
The third style is characterised by slightly defective
grammar, though in- general the word-order is more or less
correct, and the diction is in general Sanskritic or Hindu.
Examples from the grammar of this third style would be:
(a)

'zodi tomora xot carzio corite
chaona, amio corimu, v. coribo.'

(b)

'Ec xuri dia ec murti catter
coriassi.'
18

17. See

Manoel's B.C.G.B., p. 22.

18. See

Manoel's B.C.G.B., p. 31*
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The grammatical flaw in example (a) is the position of
the negative. 19y

When yadi means'if', then in standard

Bengali the sign of the negative (na) precedes the verb.
In this example it succeeds. 20

In example (b) the

grammatical flaw is the position of 'catter', which in
standard Bengali would precede 'murti',

The Hindu

diction in these examples is 'xot carzio1, 'xot' being
a Sanskrit word meaning 'good' (normal Bengali =
bhala), and 'murti* 'image1.

It should be further noted

that example (b) exhibits a further feature of the con^
temporary high literary style in that 'ec* is not followed
by a qualifier such as £i or £a.

The East Bengali tends

sometimes to insert such qualifiers. 21

He inadvertently
22
inserted some into Antonio's Bialogo whilst dictating.
19. For a statistical count of the position of na in
relation to verb in C.X.O. see Appendix IV.vTi.
20. For statistical count of na after yadi see
Appendix IV.viii.
21. For a list of the occurrences of £i and J^a in
C.X.O. together with page references see Appendix
IV.ix.
It should be noted that the usage of this
qualifier in relation to gender conforms to the
rule set out in Manoel's grammar on page h.
22. It should be noticed that where such qualifiers were
inadvertently inserted only £a was used.
One infers
from this that Manoel's rule was erroneous.
He
probably adjusted the distribution °f ii. and £a in
C.X.O. whilst editing it so as to make it fitHais
rule.
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An example of this third style from C.X.O. would
be the following:
"Grihoxto xocol, mucti chaho zodi,
aghe aponer carziete putro conniare
xiqha dio: tahardiguere cothate
toribar poth buzhaio.
Zodi putro
conia tomardiguer cotha raqhe na,
bhalo rupe xaxtti dio; xaxtti dile
putro connia more na, xaxtti mane na
zodi, Padrir tthay xaxtti coraio:
emot na hoile tomora putro connia
cande loia zaiba naroque: eha Poromexor
..
- •? na coruq.
G.
Eha bhalo: quintu queho cohib£:
Tthacur, ami aghe xaxttio dilam,
xiqhao dilam^ eqhon putro conia boro
hoilo: amito bura hoilam; amar
cotha raqhe na, xaxttio doraina,
alazia hoiasse putro conia, zahar
lazo nahi cono xaxtti dile bhalo
hoibe na: cu bondhu xocole tahar
diguere noxtto corilo; putro
matualer xongue phirito matual hoilo:
ebong camodir xongue beraito, camodio
hoilo: grihoxtalir camo carzio corena.
Connia o emot rup noxtto hoilo: ami
bura manux apone xaxtti dite pari na:
Padrir xttane zodi xaxtti corai putro
conia polaia zaibe; amio equela rohibo;
camo corite parina: Tobe que upae
amar?
Tomi amare upae dio.
Ehate
tomi qui coho?

X.
Ze emot cohe, tahare emot utor
dibo.
Emot cotha tomar upae Poromexor
aiben: Tahan tthay ardax coria coho:
Tthacur corunamoe, tomi xorbozan amar
praner duqh zano•
Amar queho nahi
quebol tomi amar; amar ze putro conia
xe noxtto hoiasse, tomi tahare bhalo coro:
emot nibedon cori, tomio ehi onugroho
amare coriba.
Zodi amar bhaguio nahi emot
onugroho paibar, tomar ze iccha, Xtei houq.
E nibedon coria tomar putro conia bhalo
hoena zodi; tahar copal: conodin bine
upaete candibe.M
23
23* Assump9 am, Manoel da, C.X.O. Lisbon, 1743> PP* 176-178-

This passage contains much Hindu Sanskritic diction
e.g. 'grihosto',

'mucti', 1carzio1, 'putro1, 'conia1,

'xaxtti', 'poromexor', 'tthacur', 'cubondhu', 'grihoxthali', 'xorbozan', 'corunamoe', 'quebol', 'nibedon1,
'onugroho',

'bhaguio', 'iccha', 'upae1.

There is also

a Hindu concept in the passage contained in 'toribar
poth1.

The verb tara, 'to go across', is commonly used

in Bengali Hindu poetry in the sense of 'crossing the
ocean of the world' and thus 'gaining salvation1.
The only grammatical flaw in the passage is in the
position of the negative, i.e. succeeding the verb in
conditional sentences.
The passage does however betray evidence of East
Bengali influence, e.g. the words 'alazia' (standard
form = nirlajja), 'laz' (standard form = lajja), 'cam'
(standard form = karma), and 'camodi' (standard form =
kamuk).

This evidence of East Bengali influence is,

however, no greater than*that found in Antonio's Dialogo.
We would suggest that it was due mainly to editing by
Hanoel's East Bengali assistant.
ilancel translates this as:
"Fathers of families, if you wish to
be saved, teach your family by your
own works, and with your words explain
to them the way of salvation; and,
if they refuse to listen to your
teaching, chastise them; chastisements
do not kill them, and, if chastisements

do not correct them, ask the Padre
to. correct them; if you do not,
you may have to go to Hell with
your children by your sides, which
God forbid.
M.
This is all ^ery well.
But
some say: Formerly, I taught and
chastised them; but now my children
have grown big and I am old; they
have no respect for me any longer,
and they are no more afraid of chas
tisements; each one does as he
likes; they have lost all shame;
and who has lost all shame, no punish
ments can make him good; evil com
pany has spoiled him.
Among drun
kards my son became a drunkard; among
spendthrifts, he has become a spend
thrift; and he is so worthless that
he refuses to work.
In the same way
my daughter has gone wrong.
I am an
old man; I cannot punish any more.
If I complain to the Fadre, they will
run away, and I shall remain alone.
I can work no longer.
Then, what is
to become of me?
Give me a remedy!
What do you say to that?
P. If anyone were to speak thus, I
would answer.
If what you say is
true, God alone can provide a remedy.
Go to Him; tell Him: Merciful Lord,
Thou, Who art all-wise, knowest well
what I suffer.
My son, or my
daughter, is lost;
he obeys neither
me nor Thee.
I ask (Thee to give him
the grace of amending his ways, and,
if I do not deserve to receive this
favour, Thy Holy will be done.
And
if after this petition your son does
not change his life, it is his fault.
Some day he will repent, when it is
too late."
24
24. See Father Hosten - The Three first-type printed
Bengali books, Bengal fast and Presenc", Vol. IX,
Calcutta, l$l4, p . 57•
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This translation reads rather like Manoel's trans
lation of Antonio's Pialogo in'that certain things are
added, others omitted and some things mistranslated.
The additional sentences and phrases are underlined in
the translation above.

The omitted sentence is:-

'Amar queho nahi quebol tomi amar'.
The mistranslations are:
'spoiled him' (spoiled them in the Bengali)
'spendthrift1 (lecherous [camodi] in the
Bengali.
Such additions, omissions and errors as these prompt us
to suggest that here Manoel was probably translating from,
rather than into, Bengali.

(v) The composition of Crepar Xaxtrer Orthbhed
The existence of these three styles makes it at first
difficult to state with certainty how this work was
originally composed.

Had there been only two styles,

namely, Manoel's and that of the East Bengali, we would
like Father Guerin have ventured to suggest that the work
was first of all composed in Portuguese and then trans
lated into Bengali.

The Portuguese text as it stands

must have been quite well-written and fairly faithful to
Roman Catholic doctrine.

For it was reprinted with very

minor modifications from Goa in 1869 25 for the use of
Portuguese speaking Christians in that area.
We would have suggested that in translating this
Portuguese text Manoel relied heavily upon his East
Bengali assistant, who was undoubtedly bilingual,
possibly having been educated at the local mission school
and that this East Bengali, in fact, translated much of
the text alone.
We would also have suggested that Manoel himself
translated the briefer question and answer passages more
directly concerned with Roman Catholic doctrine and that
the rest, specially the anecdotes illustrating the points
of faith, were merely edited by Manoel, who in some cases
actually rendered the Bengali more imperfect.

For

example on page 182, the phrase 1cholo zao1 occurs.
correct Bengali should be cala yai.

The

We suggest that

Manoel made this false emendation because a similar error
occurs in his grammar pages 3 6 -5 7 » where he suggests that
’cholo zai 1 can equally well be said as 1chali zai1.
Both emendations are equally incorrect.
The fact that the East Bengali translated much of
the text alone can be illustrated from that same passage
25. See Cathecismo Da Doctrina Crista, by Fr. Manoel da
Assump$am, Margao, 6 0 a, IS6 9 •

on page 182.

The passage runs:

,fxon hazar pans xoho pansio noi bossor
Christor zormo bade.
Baquia ras
xuhore dui bibhastu assilo; mag
xuxil, batar cuxil hoilo.
E
cubatar eq Robibare matual hoia
xurir ducane xoia rohilo.
Eha
xonia Tahar ze mag, xe ducante guia,
batar matual deqhia tahare cohilo
Tthacur, munie deqhile qui cohibe?
• Cholo zao^barite.
Eha xonia batare
boro cordo hoia maguere quilaite
laguilo, ebong gail oneq dilo.
Cohilo; za tui, tor gorbhe bhut
asse, tahar xate naroqu§ za.
Mag
cohilo; zodi amar pette bhute
thaque; xei bhute zormia tomare
xaxthi dibe.
Emot xap dilo; ebong
emot hoilo.
Mague ghorete guelo,
ochombit proxober betha hoilo.
Boro duqh paia eq boro xap biailo;
eha xonia batare ghore aixilo.
Toqhon Poromexorer agguiae tahar
upore xap phal dilo, tahare camraite
laguilo.
Camraite camraite batareo
morilo, xapo morilo, ebong xaper
xongue naroque guelo.
Mague boro
bhoe pailo, bhoer caron azarbondi
hoia morilo.”
The Portuguese text of this portion reads:
"In the year of our Lord one thousand
five hundred and ninety five, there
lived in the city of Baquiras a man
and his wife.
Their characters were
very different.
The woman was good,
the husband very bad.
One Sunday,
this bad husband had got drunk in a
tavern.
His wife, hearing of it,
came and said, 'My man, what must
the world be thinking, when they see
you drunk here?
Get up, and come
home.1
The drunkard, hearing this,
fell upon his wife in a fury, beat
her and said, 'Go to Hell with the
devil you have in you.'
'If I
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have a devil in me,1 said the woman,
'he will soon be born to punish you.'
Thus she said, and thus it happened.
She went home, and presently with
great travail she gave birth to a
horrible cobra.
The husband,
hearing of it, ran home; but, the
moment the cobra saw him, it attacked
him and started biting until it killed
him.
He dead, the cobra also died,
as if it had come into being only to
be the instrument of God's justice.
As for the woman, she got such a
fright that she died shortly after." 26
This Portuguese text actually gives a misleading
impression of what to expect in the Bengali.

Though

dealing with a vulgar, unseemly incident the style is,
in fact, chaste.

The Bengali on the other hand is marred

by what one might call guru c a p -d a li dog.
'mag xuxil batar cuxil hoilo.

For example,

E cubatar eq Robibare ..."

The word 'mag' and 'batar' are words used by very low
class people for wife and husband:

'xuxil' and 'cuxil'

are, on the other hand, very high literary Sanskritic
words.

The juxtaposition of these two sets of words,

the vulgar and the Sanskritic, thus gives a comic air to
the sentence.
meaning bad'.
ordinary.

Similarly 'cu' is a Sanskritic prefix
Its juxtaposition with 'batar' is extra

Further on in the passage the line 'ochombit

26. Father Hosten, o p .cit., p. 54.

Ill

proxober betha hoilo' (suddenly labour pain occurred).
This sentence is immediately followed by 'boro duqh paia
eq boro xap biailo1 (With great pain she spawned a great
snake).

The use of 'proxob 1 and 'biailo' in conse

cutive sentences is again somewhat comic.

There is no

such comic element in the Portuguese.
We find it inconceivable that Manoel could have
translated this passage from Portuguese into Bengali.
We doubt whether any foreigner could have used the word
'mag' in the sense of 'wife' or the word 'biailo' in the
sense of 'gave birth to'.

On the other hand, the highly

Sanskritic words, such as 'xuxil' and 'cuxil' were
exactly of the type which defeated Manoel in his trans
lation of Antonio's Dialogo, where a sentence containing
the word 'xil' was omitted. 27'
We would, therefore, suggest
that passages such as the one we have quoted give a
fairly accurate indication of the background and education
of Manoel's Bengali assistant.

We would suggest that he

came from a low class family which had formerly been
Muslim;

that he had been educated at the Mission school

where he acquired a fairly accurate understanding of Portu
guese and where through hearing such things as Antonio's
Dialogo and Canticles, he had acquired some knowledge of
27. See Appendix III. xii.
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literary Bengali ‘ and Sanskritic diction.

He had,

however, unfortunately, not had the opportunity of being
educated in Bengali composition by a Hindu stylist which
accounts for the deplorable gaucheness of his style.
We would further suggest that in addition to
Antonio’s catechism a further catechism had existed com
posed by some Portuguese gentleman who had been assisted
and possibly also educated in Bengali by a Hindu from a
similar background to Antonio himself. 29'
We would suggest
that Manoel incorporated passages from this earlier work
into his own catechism.

Therefore, it would seem to us

that C.X.O. represents to some extent an original Portu
guese composition translated into Bengali mainly by an
East Bengali convert and also a re-editing of a similar
earlier work which may have existed in Bengali alone and
which Manoel translated into Portuguese.
28. The verb forms in C.X.O. are predominantly literary.
See Appendix IV. x.
29* Possibly he was one of the Jesuit Fathers who assisted

Dom Antonio.
Father Hosten names them as Marcos
Antonio Santucci, Ignacio Oomez and Manoel Sarayva;
and even suggests that Antonio's Dialogo was com
posed by them.
We do not accept his suggestion for
reasons explained in Chapter III.
We do however
feel that it could have been one of these gentlemen
who composed the portions of C.X.O. to which we are
referring.
Manoel may have failed to mention his
indebtedness to him because of sectarian rivalry.
He was after all an Augustinian himself.

(vi) The order in which, the various parts
of C.X.O. were composed
Internal and external evidence inclines us to con
clude that C.X.O. was composed in this order:
First the two canticles, from pages 348 to 355*
Then the prayers were translated, pages 356 to 383.
Thereafter a catechism in the form of a dialogue
was composed.

This catechism included illustrative

stories, hut these were later abstracted.

The

remains of this catechism are book II, pages 314- to
344.
Finally, this catechism was expanded and more
illustrative stories were added.

This final version

of the catechism constitutes book I, pages 2 to 313*
The canticles were composed in verse by Dorn Antonio
da Rozario.

The indications of this are:

No Portuguese translation is provided;

and

Dorn Antonio is, in any case, known to have com
posed canticles.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that any foreigner could
have written them.

It is to some extent unfortunate

that Antonio should have composed these canticles in verse,
for they provided unreliable guides to normal word-order.
The prayers were in all probability composed by
Santucci with the aid of Dorn Antonio.

They were not

composed in verse, and as far as possible each line
corresponded to that of the Portuguese original, e.g.
Bengali

Portuguese

'Pronam Maria

'Ave Maria

crepae purnit1

Cheya de graca1.

Here the Portuguese and Bengali lines correspond exactly,
as they do throughout the whole prayer.

Occasionally

however two lines have been reversed, e.g.
Bengali

Portuguese

Tomar ze iccha

Seja feita

xei houq

A tua vontade

Here line one of the Bengali corresponds to line two of
the Portuguese, otherwise the Bengali is as faithful a
translation of the Portuguese as was possible.
The original

catechismwas produced by Santucci,

most probably with the aid of Dorn Antonio.

In composing

the catechism Santucci utilized phrases from Bom Antonio's
compositions, for example, in Bom Antonio's first can
ticle, C.X.O. p. 34-8 to 352 the following phrases occur
in this sequence:
A - 'toribar upae1
B - 'tin zon xotontor'
C - 'xotontor tin zon, eq Poromexor xansa'
B - 'eq procriti, eq budh ... eq iccha'
E - 'con zon bex boro'

F - ’tin zon xoman1
G - 1Con zon xacar xar'
H - 'Pitar Putro quebol'
Phrase A occurs in the preface, C.X.O. p. 1, which was
composed by Santucci.

Phrase B and C amalgamated to

gether occur on p. 320 composed by Santucci in the form:
'tin zon xotontro eq Poromexor xottio1
the main difference being the change of spelling of
'xotontor' to 'xotontro' and the substitution of 'xottio'
for 'xansa'.

These and the other modifications were

essential to the conversion of a verse-phrase to a prose
phrase.

Phrase D recurs on p. 320 as:
'tin budh, tin iccha, tin procriti'

and again on p. 322 as:
'eq ... budh, eq ... iccha, eq ... procriti'.
Phrase E recurs in precisely the same form on p. 322:
'Con zon hex boro?'.
Phrase F, which was the reply to E, recurs on p. 322:
'Tin zon ... xoman'.
Phrase G takes the form on p. 322 of:
'Con zon purux hoilen?'
i.e. it remains semantically the same and its reply,
phrase H, recurs on p. 322 as:
'quebol Pitar Putro'
i.e. the adverb 'quebol' assumes its normal prose position.

We would suggest that the fact that these phrases from
Antonio's canticle recur in exactly the same sequence in
this passage from the catechism substantiate our claim
that in composing his catechism Santucci relied heavily
upon the compositions of Dorn Antonio*
The catechism composed by Santucci and the prayers
translated by him were then utilised by Manoel in the
composition of book I.

We imagine that Santucci's

original catechism was composed in two columns, Bengali
on the left and Portuguese on the right.

Manoel then

reorganised the Portuguese version considerably expanding
it, but retaining where possible passages from the
original.

He then got his East Bengali assistant to

translate into.Bengali the expanded illustrative stories.
In proof of this theory we adduce the following evidence.
The following prayers from book II, Chapter II are
reproduced in book I.
Book II

Book I

1. Pronam Maria, p. 356

p. 4-0 chapter III

2. Pita amardiguer, p. 356

p. 20 chapter II

3. Nixtar Rani, p. 358

p. 68 chapter III

4-. Mani xottio Niranzon, p. 368

p. 78 chapter IV

5. Axthar bhed, p. 364-

p. 84- chapter IV

6. Poromexorer xaxtrer Dos Agguia,
p. 368

p. 136 chapter V
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Book II

Book I

7* xidhi Mata Dhormo ghorer pans
agguia, p. 370
8.

p. 244 chapter VI

xidhi Mata Dhormo Ghorer xat
sacramentos, p. 372

50

Chapter I, hookII constitutes the
original catechism by Santucci.

p. 272 chapter VII
remainder of the

The passage beginning

'Cothae hote paila Christa^5r nam?1
on page 314, is reproduced on page 4, and continues
almost verbatim to
’Espirito santo hoen1
which occurs on pages 318 and 6 respectively.
after in book I an insertion occurs.

There

The almost

verbatim reproduction of book II beginning from the line
'queno coho, quebol eqbar name?*
and ending at
’Duniae, Bhut, xorir1
continued on p. 318 and 8 respectively.
The passage on p. 322 of book II composed by
Santucci and drawing heavily on Dorn Antonio begins to be
reproduced in book I where the same phrases recur in the
30. This occurs again in book II, p.
tends to substantiate our theory
an expansion of a scheme already
i.e. to comment in dialogue form
the prayers.

330, which again
that book I is merely
started in book II,
on the meaning of
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same sequence, e.g.
'Maria ni xorbo cal rohilen ocumari?1
from p. 322 recurs on p. 102 in the form
'Maria xorhocal rohilen ocumari'.
Then the phrase
'Ocumari proxober aghe; ocumari
proxobe, ocumari proxober xexe'
from p. 324 is reproduced exactly on p. 102, and in a
slightly altered form on p. 110.

The phrase

'Nor udhar carone ... morilen?1
from p. 324 recurs on p. 110 as
'nor udhar caron ... morilen...'.
The phrase
'Poromexor morite parenna1
from p. 324 is reproduced exactly on p. 110.

The

phrase
'xidhi atua naro^que lamilen
ebong udhar corilen; ze xadhur
atua xeqhane assilo axate tahan
xidhi agomoner1
from p. 324 is reproduced on p. 122 in the form
'naroque lamilen xadhu xocoler
atuam udhar corilen; tahara
xeqhane assilo axxae tahan xidhi
agomoner'.
The phrase
'boxiassen ononto pitar dain
oxther casse'

from p. 326 recurs on p. 128 in the form
'boxiassen ononto Pitar dahin
hoxter casse1.
The following phrases from p. 326
'pitar ni ath asse? ...
.. . oxorili Noiracar
Tobe ehi ... quemote buzho?
Buzhi ze Jesus Christo xorguete
zabot purux xocol xrizoner Poromo
raz; zabot Poromexer tahan main,
ebong Pitar main zoman ... axiben
prothibite ... moha prober din ...
Ehi xocol axthar bhed.'
recur on p. 128 with these modifications:

'Pitar' is

replaced by 'Poromexorer', 'ehi' becomes 'eha';
'xorguete' follows 'purux';

'Raza' replaces 'Poromo raz1;

'xttan' replaces 'main', 'aixiben' replaces 'axiben1.
Then the phrase
'xidhi Mata Dhormo ghore xiqhaen1
is reproduced exactly on p. 130, and the phrase
'xuqh anond paite xorbocal'
on p. 126.
The next section ofthe catechism in book II deals
with the seven sacraments.

This section runs

from

page 330 to page 342 and is

reproduced in book I Chapter

VII

p. 312.

running from p. 272 to

The version in

book I differs slightly from that in book II.
have been inserted into the general framework.

Stories
Paragraphs

and sentences have been rephrased, as for example the

phrase on p. 342

'zoqhon cono attoq nahi1
has been changed on p. 302 to
'cono attoq na hoile'
and generally wherever the word 'guna' has occurred in
book II, it has been changed in book I to 'ophorad'.
We believe that a detailed comparison of these two
parts from book I and II would reveal much about the
respective style of Santucci (and Dorn Antonio) and
Manoel (and his Dacca assistant).
Further facts gleaned from a comparison of Santucci'
and Manoel's version are:
(1) Santucci uses the form 'amargo', which occurs in
the grammar.

Manoel replaces it by 'amardiguer1

(see pp. 318 and 8 respectively).
(2) The word 'dhoran' occurs on p. 332:

this links

Santucci with the Marsden Lexicon.
(3) Santucci uses 'zeto' for 'zoto' p. 332.
is probably a Fariclpur dialect word.

'zeto'
^anoel mis

understands it and omits the second syllable 'to'
(see p. 274).
(4)

Manoel who came 40 years after Santucci, tended to
modernise the language, e.g.
(a) 'zemot' and f'temot’ in the Lord's prayer on
p. 358 are changed to 'zemon' and 'temon' on p.

(b) When repeating the five commandments of the
Holy Mother Church from p. 370 to p. 244
Manoel changes ’coriba1 to 'coribe1
'loiba1 to 'loibe1
'xoniba1 to 'xonibe1
'paliba' to 'palibe'
The forms in ’-be1 are more modern:

those in

'-ba1 occur in the grammar in V.I.B.P.
(5)

'xoril' p. 372 is probably a Faridpur dialect form
of 'xorir1.

(6)

Santucci p. 372 uses the word 'zol1 for water:
Manoel would probably have used 'pani';

for 'zol'

is used by Hindus and Santucci probably Learned the
word from Dorn Antonio.
(7)

Santucci uses the word 'pixoniota' (p. 378), an
odd word also used by Dorn Antonio in the Dialogo
(p. 3).

(vii) Was the Bengali translation written first of all
in the Bengali script or in the Roman?
In seeking to answer this question several factors
need to be considered:
(a)

The manuscript lexicon from the Marsden collection
was mainly compiled in the script proper to each
language, i.e. the Portuguese words were written in
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the Roman script and the Bengali and SansKrit words
in the Bengali script.
(b)

This applied even in continuous passages at the
end of the volume where Sanskrit quotations and
Bengali glosses were interspersed with paragraphs
in Portuguese. 51

(c)

The spacing of the Bengali words in the lexicon and
of the Sanskrit words in the quotation referred to
above indicates that they were probably written by
a non-Bengali, for in the contemporary letters con
tained in a pocket at the back of the lexicon, the
Bengali words were packed tightly together as in
manuscripts.

One infers from this complex of factors that the Portuguese
missionaries could write the Bengali script, however
imperfect and immature their hands might be.

It is,

therefore, probable that the Bengali portions of C.X.O.
31. It should be noted that some of these quotations in
the Bengali scripts were, in fact, taken from Antonio1s
Dialogo.
The Sanskrit quotations taken from there
are not perfectly preserved, but they are better
preserved than other Sanskrit quotations contained
in this lexicon which should suggest that they were
directly copied from the original manuscript of
Antonio 1s work in the Bengali script.
Furthermore,
the Sanskrit as quoted in the lexicon, is less dis
torted than that in the extant manuscript of Antonio's
Dialogo, from which one infers that our dictation
theory is correct.
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were originally written in the Bengali script.

This

would apply equally to the parts of the Bengali composed
contemporaneously by Manoel and his anonymous Bengali
assistant and also to the parts which we conjecture to
have been composed earlier by some third person.

(viii) How was the Bengali text transcribed from the
Bengali to the Roman script?

Was it dictated?

Two factors appear relevant:
(a)

When Dorn Antonio's Dialogo was dictated, vowel

nazalisation was omitted from words where one would have
expected to find it in standard Bengali and inserted in
some places where one would not expect to find it.

The

insertion of vowel nazalisation in unexpected places is
a feature of C.X.O. too, but in other places the standard
vowel nazalisation has usually been replaced by a nazal
consonant, 32 as has also happened in the case of the
similar words from the Marsden Lexicon to Manoel's
V.I.B.P.
(b)

The spelling of individual words in C.X.O. (as also

in V.I.B.P.) appears more consistent than in the extant
manuscript of Dorn Antonio's Dialogo, though still not
completely in accordance with the partial transliteration
33
system in C.X.O. or fuller system in the Marsden Lexicon.^
32. See Appendix IV, xi.
33. See Appendix IV. xii, a xerox copy of the transcription
system of the manuscript lexicon.
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We would suggest that these two factors are more
consistent with systematic transliteration than with
dictation, for when dictating standard vowel nazalisation
34
tended not be marked."
We would suggest, however,
that since the transliteration fails to adhere to the
system set out partially in C.X.O. and more fully in the
Marsden lexicon, that in all probability C.X.O. was
transcribed by the Dacca catechist, since he would be
more familiar with his own handwriting than would Manoel.
Very likely however the final copy as edited by Manoel
and as fragmentarily preserved in Evora Public Library
was written in Manoel *s own hand.""^

34. See Appendix III. ix.
35• For the opening page of this manuscript as photographed
by me in Evora, see Appendix IV. xiii.
This manuscript
slightly differs from book II of C.X.O.
The first
line in book II is 'Tomi ni Christao?1.
But in the
manuscript it is 'Tomi Christao?1.
Again 'Quote'
is found in the manuscript as against 'conxomoe?1
in the printed text.
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CHAPTER V
AUTHORSHIP OP THE PRINTED DICTIONARY AND GRAMMAR:
V.I.B.P.

Introductory remark
Though, the V.I.B.P.,printed in Lisbon in 174*3*
describes Manoel da Assumppam as its author on the title
page, it is doubtful whether complete credit can be accor
ded to him.

Bibliographical, internal, historical and

linguistic evidence inclines us to the view that Manoel
da Assumppam was not the author of V.I.B.P., but merely
its most recent editor.
The evidence giving rise to doubt falls into two
categories:
(i)

bibliographical and internal;
and

(ii) historical and linguistic.

(i) Bibliographical and Internal evidence
The bibliographical and internal evidence comprises:
(a) the existence of a manuscript l e x i c o n a n d
1. A vocabulary Portuguese Bengali (W. Marsden) MS. No.
11965, Library of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London, i.e. The Marsden Lexicon.
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(b) inconsistencies within the grammar itself.
The manuscript lexicon was part of the Marsden
2
collection and was subsequently transferred to the
library of the School of Oriental and African Studies.
This manuscript lexicon bears considerable relation to
the printed dictionary:

indeed the printed dictionary

would appear to be a selection of entries from the manu
script lexicon.

This alone is sufficient to give rise

to doubt in regard to the authorship of the printed
dictionary.

This doubt is intensified by inconsistencies

within the grammar itself.
The inconsistencies in the grammar are such as to

TFie-

incline us toAview that Manoel was rather hurriedly editing
for the purpose of publication a grammar which had been
compiled by someone else.
two sections:
section.

The grammar consists of roughly

a morphological section and a syntactical

It would .seem to us that the morphological

2. William Marsden (1754— 1855) was a writer to the East
India Company, later Secretary to the Admiralty.
He
devoted mainly to the collection of Indian coins and
oriental dictionaries and grammars.
The catalogue
for his collection, Bibliotheca Marsdeniana Philologica
Et Orientalis, was published from London in 1827•

This collection was given to the King's College, London
and was subsequently transferred to SOAS Library.
(See Father Hosten, The Marsden MSS in the British
Museum, Journal of the Asiatic Society ol Bengal,
Vol. VI, 1910, p. 4-40.)
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section, as printed, is more or less in the same form
as it was originally composed, hut that the syntactical
section has been enlarged and amended, as can be
deduced from a number of illustrative sentences^ containing verbal forms

Z|L

not found in the morphological
5
section and also from various repetitions.
The amend

ments number only two:

in one place Manoel corrects the

phrase 'cholo zai' to 'chali, zai'

and in another place

he comments on the use of one case rather than another
citing as evidence a quotation from the Bengali trans7
lation of Ave Maria.
We would suggest that Manoel's
comment on the grammatical rule in the following passage
is the comment of an editor rather than of an author:
3. See Appendix V.i.
4. The verb form 'coriassina' (in place of karinai) is
not found in the morphological section, but is used
twice in the syntactical section.
See B.C.G.B., p. 37*
5. Paragraph 26 of the syntactical section is more or
less repeated and enlarged in paragraphs 48 and 49.
See B.G.G.B., pp. 30 and 38.
6. Ibid., see paragraph 44, the relevant portion of which
reads: nThe Bengali language has some words which are '
only used in the sentence for elegance, as in themselves
they mean nothing or almost nothing; v.g. the word
'guia' is constantly used with verbs of movement,
v.g. in the sentence ’come, let us go' they say, 1chalo
zai guia1.
One can say without changing the meaning,
1chali, zai 1.11
7. Ibid., page 36, paragraph 43.

'•The nouns 'xaqhiat', 'uzur' which
mean 'presence' and 'purnit' which
means 'a full thing', and others of
this kind, also take the genitive.
The adverb 'tthay', which is also
added to them, requires the genitive
v.g. for 'in my presence' they say
'Amar xaqhiate' or 'uzure'; they
use 'xaqhiate' and 'uzure' in the
oblative in answer to the question
ubi and 'amar' as the genitive of
'xaqhiate'.
One can say also
'amar tthay', 'in my presence';
this is the solemnest way, etc.
The example of 'purnit' is in the
Ave Maria in Bengali: v.g. 'Pronam
Maria crepae purnit'•
The example
is 'crepae', the ablative of 'purnit'.
We said above that 'purnit' requires
the genitive, but that was a mistake,
because it requires the ablative, as
we can see in the example, although
many people use it with the genitive."

(ii) Historical and Linguistic evidence
It was Father Hosten in an article (in Bengal Past
and Present, Vol. IX, 1914) on "The Three first typeo

printed Bengali books" who

first raised doubt about

Manoel's authorship of the V.I.B.P.

Father Hosten's

doubts stemmed from the letter sent by Father Marcos
9
Antonio Santucci to the Provincial of Goa.
This led
Father Hosten to suppose that the printed dictionary and
grammar and even Antonio's Dialogo could be ultimately
8. Bengal Past and Present, Vol. IX, Calcutta, 1914,

ppT^To^y:---------

9. Ibid., p. 46.
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attributed to Santucci and his colleagues.10

Father

Hosten was unable to examine copies of the printed
books about whose authorship he was sceptical and was
therefore unable to verify his hypothesis.

Having

now examined V.I.B.P., we are inclined to accept Father
Hosten's hypothesis.
The original mission of St. Nicholas of Tolentino

was founded by Dorn Antonio da Rozario at Bhusna in the
district of Faridpur.

Antonio11 was a well-educated

gentleman with wide literary vocabulary and some know
ledge of Sanskrit.

We suggested that his Dialogo had

been originally written in the Bengali script.

It

contained a number of Sanskrit quotations which in the
course of transcription had been mutilated.

Some of

these quotations in a more correct form and in the
Bengali script appear in an appendix to the manuscript
lexicon from the Marsden collection. 12
The fact that
the same quotations appear in two works transmitted to
10. Ibid., pp. 46, 45.
11. See Chapter III of this thesis.
12. See A Vocabulary: Portuguese-Bengali, i.e. The
manuscript lexicon from the Marsden collection,
pp. 248-251.
The letters written by Santucci
and his colleagues to the Provincial of Goa, now
in the British Museum, are also from the Marsden
collection.
(See Father Hosten, The Marsden MSS
in the British Museum, Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Vol. VI, 1910, p. 450.)
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us by Portuguese missionaries,

seems to us more than

coincidental.
We unfortunately know little of the dialect of
Paridpur.

Indeed what we know of it derives from a

brief reference in Grierson's Linguistic Survey of
India.14There he states that the "dialects ... of
Faridpur, ... form a connecting link between the standard
language of central Bengal and the extremek type which we
find in Dacca and Bakergange."

The specimen passage of

Faridpur dialect given by Grierson is extremely brief, but
fortunately for us it contains one verbal form yaimu,
which is morphologically related to the form karimu,
occurring in the morphological section of B.C.G.B. 15
^ and
13. The above work also contains in the opening pages a
system of transliteration which is reproduced in
G.X.G., pp. ix-x.
This also seems to us more than
coincidental, as also do other similarities between
the appendixes to this manuscript lexicon and
appendixes__to the printed dictionary.
For example,
the Gafratri which is reproduced in both the manuscript
lexicon and the printed dictionary in the same muti
lated form.
Lunar days, names of the seven planets,
the zodiac, Hindu scriptures and literature, a list
of the attributes of God, which differs in detail
however, appear in both dictionaries.
Verb-forms
in both the manuscript lexicon and printed dictionary
are quoted in the infinitive form.
This too seems
more than coincidental.
14-. See Grierson, G.A., Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. V,
part I, Calcutta, 1903» pp. 278-2?9.
15. See B.C.G.B., p. 18
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in one of the illustrative sentences in its syntactical
,.
16
section.
With the exception of forms such as karimu (given
as an alternative to kariba), tahan and amargo, which
appear to be East Bengali in origin, the language des
cribed in the morphological section of B.C.G.B. appears
to us to be virtually the standard literary language
(i.e. sadhu bhaga) of the time.

We would suggest that

with these minor exceptions the dialect of Faridpur, when
written down, did in fact closely approximate to standard
literary Bengali.

When spoken, however, the Faridpur

dialect probably exhibited certain phonological features
common to most East Bengali dialects;

as, for example,
loss of aspiration in aspirated consonants, 17( a tendency
for medial aspirates to remain silent 17f and for so-called
18

palatal consonants to be pronounced as dental sibilants."'
The p-kar too was probably realised in Faridpur in a
typical East Bengali way, i.e. as !-ra-' in an initial
syllable (e.g. prathak^

instead of ppthak) ; but as

Ibid., p. 22.
The other examples are hoimu, p. 14and bujhimu, p. 33.
17. This differs from Grierson's findings however.
Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. V, part I, p. 279*
18. Grierson* supports this, Ibid., p. 279*
19. A Vocabulary: Portuguese-Bengali, i.e. manuscript
lexicon from the Marsden collection, p. 1.
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-20
'-ir-' before dental unvoiced plosives, e.g. mirtika
instead of myttika, etc.

These phonological features

of Faridpur dialect can be deduced from the manuscript
lexicon from the Marsden collection.
Throughout this thesis we have assumed that Manoel
was assisted by a Bengali convert from the Dacca region,
who came of rather humble origin and who had learnt to
speak Portuguese fairly fluently.

In C.X.O. and in

some illustrative sentences in B.C.G.B. a number of
substandard East Bengali forms such as 1coriassina1,
'palibam',
occur.

'dibam', 'xe/tahara cohibo '/'paribo1, etc.

We suggest that these were due to Manoel1s

East Bengali assistant.

Another peculiarity of this

man's speech, and presumably of Dacca speech in general,
lay in the distribution within it of nazalisation.
We suggested in our discussion of Antonio's Dialogo
that it was due to this man's having dictated it that the
Roman transcription in Antonio's Dialogo virtually omits
to indicate vowel nasalisation, which in the Bengali
script is indicated by the presence of candrabindu.21
It was, however, noticed that in some instances vowel
nasalisation was overtly marked in places where in the
20. Ibid., p. 227.
21. See Appendix Ill.ix.
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standard language no such nasalization occurs, and that
in some instances a nasal consonant was used in the
Roman transcription, where in the Bengali script a
candrabindu would have sufficed.

Candrabindu is

generally represented by the Portuguese by a tilde (the sign
“).

This suggests that in the Dacca dialect of Manoelfs

time the distribution of vowel nasalization differed from
that in the standard language.

Vowel nasalization in

Dacca seems to occur automatically before unvoiced labial
21
plosives, e.g. 'xap1, 'xopurno', etc.
These grammatical
.\ v* *

and phonological

^ 4
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*

I ■

•
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features lead us to suppose that the

manuscript lexicon and the original grammar was first
composed by Santucci and his colleagues, possibly in con
junction with Dorn Antonio da Rozario at Bhusna in
Faridpur round about the time of Santucci's letter to
the Provincial of Goa (i.e. January 3, 1683), and that
these works were subsequently edited and amended at
Nagojri in Bhawal near Dacca by Manoel d a .Assump^am circa
1735.

(iii) Reconstruction of how the dictionary was
probably composed
An examination of the manuscript lexicon leads us to
conclude that it was compiled in the following manner:
21. See Appendix Ill.ix.
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First of all a list of Portuguese words was written on
loose leaves (only the leaves were numbered, not the
pages).

Their Bengali equivalents were then added to

the right of each Portuguese word, as and when they
became available, as can be deduced from the differences
in the darkness and lightness of the inkstrokes in the
Bengali entries and also from the fact that some
Portuguese words are left with no Bengali equivalents.
It would appear to us that someone with a wide Sanskritic
vocabulary supplied some of the Bengali entries.

This

person may well have been Dom Antonio da Rozario.

The

crudeness of the Bengali hand, its comparitive immaturity,
and the spacing of the words, suggests to us that the
entries were written by the Portuguese missionaries,
who presumably wrote what they heard, and who added
lexical items of vulgar East Bengali speech alongside
the more Sanskritic vocabulary.

22

It is noteworthy that

22. The specimen entries below illustrate the wide range
of Sanskritic and learned synonyms supplied as equi
valents to Portuguese alongside the vulgar words
added by the missionaries:
Portuguese

Bengali

Espoza, p.131 mag, strl_ _
Marido, p.167 soami, bhatar, pati,
puru§, kanta
riulher, p. 171 maia, narl, stri
Parir, p. 182 biaite, biankarite,
prasabite, prasab karite

English
wife
husband
woman
to bring forth
young

whilst in some instances medial aspirates are omitted
07

(e.g. loar

O/L

instead of lohar, and maiar~

instead, of

mahia), and aspiration in some consonants is dropped
(e.g. garbapat

J

instead of garbhapat, and adare

instead of adhare), nevertheless vowel nasalization is
almost always recorded in the places where on expects
to find it in the standard language.

The only exception

- -27
~ we noticed was its omission in phapha ( (phapa).

We

would suggest that here the missionaries were inadver
tently recording phonological features of Faridpur speech.
It seems to us that Manoel compiled his printed
dictionary from the manuscript lexicon of Santucci and
his colleagues.

Manoel's printed dictionary contains

less than two thirds of the number of entries in the
manuscript lexicon.
much.

This means that Manoel omitted

Some of the omissions he made were of course of

the type that one would expect in the type of publication
he eventually produced:

V.I.B.P. comprises two parts,

a grammar and a dictionary.
23• A Vocabulary:
p.
24-. Ibid. , p. 171.
25* Ibid., p. 3*
26. Ibid., p. 1.
27. Ibid., p. 1.

The grammar obviated the

Portuguese: Bengali (Marsden lexicon)

PR
need for such words and phrases as t o m a r e ( 'you1
— PR
—
PR
accusative), pipirar dharan~~' ( ’like an ant'), hathe^u
—

('by h a n d 1), tatakale^
etc.

('by then'), kane^Q ('by ear'),

Other words and phrases that he omitted ivere

possibly of the kind that he failed to understand, like
bichun

29

- 29
- 29
29
-29
, asuda
, parda,
thofr , bola
which were in

all probability imperfectly recorded in the first place.
Nevertheless the fact that Manoel's printed dictionary
consists of a selection from the manuscript lexicon is
clearly indicated even by the order of synonyms he gives
as equivalents to Portuguese words.

30

One very interes

ting feature of his printed dictionary is the way in
which vowel nasalization is recorded.
marked difference between the two works.

This reveals a
Xdhar in the

manuscript lexicon, becomes andhar in the printed dictionsslJ

becomes 'sanx', etc.;

i.e. vowel nasalization in

Faridpur speech becomes a nasal consonant in the Dacca
dialect.

31

This, we suggest, is the criterion by which

the two dialects, that of Faridpur and Dacca may be
di sti ngui she d .
28. Ibid., p. 1.
29. Ibid., p. 2.
30. See Appendix, V.ii.
31. See Appendix, V.iii.

CHAPTER VI
LEXICONS:

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION

We have before us three works:
The Marsden Lexicon, composed by Santucci;
The V.I.B.P.,

compiled by Manoel;

and

An incomplete draft of a lexicon, presumably also
compiled by Manoel.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and evaluate
them.

(i) The Marsden Lexicon
(a) Description
The work is in manuscript and bears no title.
present title in English 'A Vocabulary:

The

Portuguese Bengali'

was probably given by William Marsden.
3
1
The pages measure 9 ^ M by 6^" .
pages is 505 *

The total number of

The pagination is the normal one for

manuscripts in that leaves, rather than the pages, are
numbered.
The work comprises three parts:
a transcription system, covering the first one and
a half leaves, but excluded from the pagination;
a Portuguese-Bengali vocabulary, leaves 1-24-1;

and

a series of appendixes, leaves 24-2-251.

In general Portuguese words are written in the
Roman, and Bengali and Sanskrit in the Bengali script.
In the appendixes, however, a number of Bengali and
Sanskrit words, mostly names of Gods, a list of
Sanskritic epithets of God and one or two words like
'obotar* have been written in the Roman script.

The

list of Sanskritic epithets is actually recorded on a
smaller leaf than the remainder of the lexicon and may
have been added just prior to the binding of the leaves
in book form.
The transcription system, though fully exhaustive,
is rough and ready.

First the Bengali consonants are

listed from -k- to -kga-;
signs;

then the vov/els;

then vowel

then vowel signs in combination with -k-;

then

a fairly systematic illustration of conjunct characters.
The Roman equivalents of the Bengali characters appear
to have been added as an afterthought, since they are
written smaller than the Bengali and in some cases
towards the end are actually omitted.

In some instances

two Roman equivalents have been given, indicating, we
presume, an uncertainty as to the phonetic realisation.
Above -c-, for example, both 1cho1 and 'so' have been
written, indicating, we presume, that the realisation

varied - possibly, as is nowadays the case, people
from West Bengal pronounced the Bengali character as
an unvoiced, unaspirated palatal plosive and people
from East Bengal as a dental unvoiced sibilant.
-$L- also two possibilities are recorded:
'ddo1;

Above

'rddo* and

the former probably signifying the retroflex

flap -r-, which occurs only intervocally and finally,
and the latter the retroflex voiced, unaspirated plosive
Above -£h- only one possibility is indicated,
from which one deduces that, then as now, the voiced
aspirated retroflex flap 'rh* was not commonly heard.
When indicating the phonetic realisation of the conjuncts
Santucci has generally prefixed the vowel -a- besides
adding the inherent vowel -o-;

e.g.

^

is trans

cribed as 1arco1, from which one deduces that he was
doing his best to record the actual phonetic realisation
of the cluster, not merely what was intended to be
recorded by the Bengali conjunct, since without some
preceding vowel sound the conjunct cannot in fact be
pr onounced.
The Portuguese-Bengali vocabulary is arranged in
rough alphabetical order.

The average number of

entries per page is 26, ranging from a minimum of 20
to a maximum of 34.

In some instances only Portuguese
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entries appear, presumably because the Bengali equi
valents are not available.

The following leaves are

the ones where large numbers of Bengali equivalents
are missing:

81, 105? 122, 127 > 204, 220 and 229*

The entries are of two types, words and phrases.
The phrases are of two types, those consisting in
Portuguese of a single word plus a preposition, e.g.
fa cormiga' (p.la)(ant-like), 'a amao1 (p. la) (by hand),
*a quern' (p. la) (to whom), etc., and those of two or
more words.

These latter constitute about 5 per cent

of the entries.
Examples of this latter type of phrase are:
Portuguese
Muitas vezes

Bengali

English equivalent

bistarbar, anekbar

many tines

ekacari karite

to reduce to a

P. 172a

Hu fazer demdos

chaotic mass

P. 149b

Abanar as mascos
P. 2a

machi khedaite,

to drive away

machi uraite

flies

The phrases generally occur after the entry of one
of the key components of the phrase;

e.g. after hath

(hand), the Bengali equivalent of the Portuguese 'mao',
the phrases dain hath (right hand) and ba hath (left
hand) are added;

after giving the Bengali equivalent of
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'sinal' (sign), the Bengali proverb ati bhakti corer
lakgan (p. 2 1 7 a) (too much courtesy full of craft) is
given as the equivalent of the Portuguese,
homem sor lodrao, ou bom tromum'.

'Sinal de ha

The quotation of

such proverbs is, however, rare.
Against entries nothing is specified in regard to
the parts of speech intended, the style of speech, nor
the etymology of the 'Bengali' equivalent.

Thus

amongst the 'Bengali' equivalents of Portuguese words,
lexical items of diverse etymology and style of speech
are found;

e.g. as Bengali equivalents of the Portuguese

word 'inimigo' (enemy),^ the following occur:
dusman, ppu, bairi;

of these dusman derives from Persian

and Satru, ppu and bairi from Sanskrit.
of the Portuguese word 'Espoza' (wife),
occur.

Satru,

As equivalents
2

T

—

strl and mag

Both belong to different styles of speech, strl

being of Sanskrit origin generally belongs to the dis
course of polite society and mag to that of lower classes.
When used by the appropriate class, mag is polite and
means rwife;

when used by polite society, it is vulgar

and means virtually 'whore'.
^

1/Marsden lexicon, p. 153 b.
2. Ibid., p. 151a.

The lexicon lists tatsamas and tadbhabas side by
side;

e.g.
'A quride - kane, karne, kan katha1;^

the final form falling curiously outside the series.
Indications of local Faridpur pronunciation are
discernible in various entries;

e.g.

nasalization
The spelling of two entries, for example, shows
that possibly in the Faridpur dialect vowel
nasalization was strong, so that even nasal
consonants were represented by vowel nasalization.
The two entries are:
--

sudar and klcit./+

confusion of 'r1 and * r 1
These two consonants are sometimes confused
suggesting that in Faridpur they were perhaps
both pronounced the same.
Marsden lexicon
-5
bhara^

Examples would be:
Standard form now
bhara

sthir^

sthir

7
phuraite'

phuraite

3. Ibid., p. la.
4. Ibid., p. 4-a.
5. Ibid., p . 2a.
6. Ibid., p. 3 a .
7. Ibid., p. 4-a.
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but
chira^

chira

s 1ra becoming era
In view of the two Roman transcriptions of -c- in
the transcription system, it is possible that in
era the initial consonant was realised as a palatal
unvoiced plosive.

At all events, the word now

generally written as aSraddha appears in the lexicon
- 9
as acraddha.
variety of realisation of -pThe phonetic realisation of -p- appears to have
varied in accordance with phonetic context;

e.g.

in some words it is realised as -ir- (ghirna^
[ghpaa]), in others as -e- (bitegg.a^1 [bitpgp.a])
and in others as -ra- (prathalj^Eppthak]).
the dropping of aspiration
The dropping of aspiration is common; e.g. bala
r
13
_
samae (bhala samafr), bala okt
(bhala oyakt),
—

8. Ibid., p. 2b.
9. Ibid., p. 5a.
10. Ibid., p. 3a.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid., p. la.
13. Ibid., p. 3a.

—

_

#

staiT^ (sthan) •
The dropping of medial and final aspiration

w

—

w

—

I/

w

—

(badha), adare ( (adhare), bebodan

ID

_

_

’ (byabadhan)

Medial aspirates are also dropped;

e.g.

loar'1y (lohar).
As might be expected, some grammatical features
of Faridpur dialect also appear in the lexicon;

bhang na h&iche
We presume that haiche is the Faridpur dialect
form of the present continuous (as opposed to such
forms as 'paritesse', 'coritesse1, found in C.X.O.
and Dom Antonio 1s Dialogo).

We further presume that

in the Faridpur dialect the negative sign na
preceded main finite verbs as here.
Other Faridpur dialectal forms found in the
Marsden lexicon are nouns and adjective s suffixed in
— pn
— pp
_ p>^
-ia- or -ua-; e.g. basatia,^ acraddhakia,
ghjrntukia,^
14. Ibid., p. 5a

20. Ibid., p. 2b

15. Ibid., p. 2a.

21. Ibid

16. Ibid., p. 7a.

22. Ibid., p. 5a.

17. Ibid., p. la

23* Ibid., p. 3a.

18. Ibid
19. Ibid., p. 3"b
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. - - 24 - - - 25
-26
kinaria,
barakia,
paktua
etc.
The twenty-two pages of appendixes comprise:
Portuguese and Bengali numerals up to one crore;
A Brief note on Muhammad and Islam;
The attributes of God in Portuguese and Bengali.
The Gafratrl in Sanskrit;
A brief account of Hindu gods and incarnations,
such as 'Xibo', 'Durga', 'Bixnu', 1Crixno1,
'Naroxingo1, 'Ram1, 'Indro1, 1Orun1, 'Borun ' and
'Rahu'.
Sun, moon, stars and planets;
Lunar days, days of the i^eek, elements, seasons,
humours of the body.
A brief sketch of Hindu works of scripture, liter
ature and grammar;
Exposition of a selection of Sanskrit slokas;
Note on the signs of the zodiac together with their
names in Sanskrit and Persian.

(b) Evaluation
In judging the Marsden Lexicon, one has to bear in
mind thatSantucci had before him no Bengali dictionaries
24. Ibid.,p. 46a.
25.

I b i d . ,p. 6a.

26. Ibid.,p. 9b.

on which to model his work and that furthermore he
nowhere names, or states the purpose of the lexicon he
composed.

One has therefore of necessity to judge the

lexicon partly in terms of what Santucci*s needs appeared
to he and partly in terms of what he appears to have
achieved.
Firstly, as regards needs, Santucci as a foreign
missionary desiring to convert Bengalis required two
things:
a fluent command of the local language in order to
be able to converse with local people;

and

a knowledge of their religious beliefs.
Let us take this second point first.
presumably an educated

Santucci was

priest, with a fluent under

standing of Latin and a thorough knowledge of Jesuit
theological doctrine.

As such, he will have been aware

from the outset of at least the possibility that in Bengal
he would meet priests and theologians with a similar
background of classical culture and tradition.

This

expectancy and his experience of his own culture will
have forewarned him of the possibility of Bengali culture
being couched in classical languages, related to Bengali,
but slightly different from it.

The appendixes to the

Marsden lexicon provide us with a glimpse at what
Santucci discovered.

Since the attributes of God in

Portuguese were virtually direct borrowings from Latin,
it is not surprising that he labels the corresponding
attributes in Bengali as "em Lingua jentia de Sanscripte"
(in the Hindu language of Sanskrit).
*

*

The Hindu liter-

ature and culture he refers to in the appendixes virtually
all appertain to works in Sanskrit:
cular work is mentioned;

not a single verna

which is extraordinary, since

Santucci would have been able to read and understand
the vernacular works more easily.

Since so much in the

appendixes does appertain to Sanskrit, it strictly falls
outside the purview of this thesis.

We are actually

in no position to express an authoritative opinion on
the merits of Santucci1s interpretations of the GayatrI
and of the various Slokas he quotes.

It will suffice

perhaps to remark that they appear to us to be based
mainly on guesswork inspired by chance resemblances
between parts of Sanskrit words and Bengali words with
which Santucci or his informants happened to be familiar.
We mention the appendixes here, because they form an
integral part of the lexicon, and because they therefore
provide a clue to what Santucci was trying to produce:
namely, a dictionary specially adapted to the needs of
Christian missionaries, who desired not only a knowledge
of the Bengali language as a tool for conversion, but
also an insight into the culture they needed to subvert

in order to achieve success.

Thus the appendixes very

properly provide information on both Islam and Hinduism,
the two dominant religions of Bengal;

and also a few

words from Sanskrit and Persian, the two dominant cul
tural languages of Bengal at that period.
Presumably when Santucci was compiling his lexicon,
he was still learning Bengali.

The lexicon in fact

appears to us to constitute a preliminary step in the
direction of the analysis of Bengali, with a view to the
later production of both a Grammar and Dictionary.

The

scheme adopted by Santucci seems intended for the
collection of linguistic data.

This explains why the

parts of speech, styles of speech and etymologies were
not mentioned.

At the time of compiling the lexicon,

Santucci did not know these things:

he presumably hoped

to discover them later, by means of analysis.

That

this hypothesis is true, is, we think, proved by the
fact that as a first step to compiling the lexicon,
Santucci merely listed Portuguese words and phrases in
rough alphabetical order.

His phrases included such

things as the Portuguese equivalents of 'by hand', 'by
ear', etc.;

i.e. by noting the similarity in the

Bengali equivalents to 'by hand' and 'by ear', Santucci
would have discovered the Bengali inflexion which
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expressed the sense of ’by 1 and also the stems of the
Bengali nouns meaning 'ear' and 'hand*, etc.

Similarly

Santucci lists a wide variety of verbal forms after each
Portuguese infinitive;

e.g. 'abafar1, 'abafado1, 1abafa-

mento1, 'abalizar1, 'abalizado', 'abalizada1, 1abalizador1;
1abarcar', 1abarcada’, 'abarcador1, 1abarcamento1;
27
'abaixar , 'abaixarse1, etc.;“'
i.e. he wished to dis
cover how Bengali infinitives, verbal nouns, past parti
ciples, gerunds, reflexive verbs, etc. were formed.

The

inclusion of phrases would have given him material for
a statement on the collocation of adjectives and nouns;
word-order;

presence or absence of gender concord between

nouns and adjectives;
etc.

governance of objects by verbs;

The inclusion of as many Bengali equivalents as

possible for each Portuguese entry will have provided
material for the analysis of polite and vulgar diction,
regional and standard forms, indigenous words and learned
borrowings from Persian and Sanskrit, etc.
Thus as a preliminary step towards the linguistic
analysis of Bengali with a view to the eventual production
of a Grammar and Dictionary specially adapted to Portu
guese missionary needs, we would judge the Marsden Lexicon
to be quite admirable.
27- Ibid., pp. lb, 2a.

(ii) Manoel1s V.I.B.P.
(a) Description

The work is printed and entitled Vocabulario 5m
Idioma Bengalla E Portuguez.
The pages measure 5^" by 4 ”.

The total number of

pages is 592.
The work comprises:
prefatorial matter:

title page, dedication,

prologue, recommendations and licences to print;
(all this is excluded from the pagination);
a brief compendium of Bengali grammar;

(total

number of pages equals 40);
a Bengali-Portuguese vocabulary, plus a four-page
appendix;

(total pages devoted to this section

equals 266);
a Portuguese-Bengali vocabulary plus a twenty-two
page appendix;

(total number of pages equals 256);

The whole book is printed in the Roman script.
No transcription system is given.
The entries in both the Portuguese-Bengali and
Bengali-Portuguese sections are arranged in rough alpha
betical order.

The average number of entries per page

is 25, ranging from a minimum of 11 to a maximum of 29•
No Bengali equivalents of Portuguese words are omitted.
The Portuguese-Bengali and Bengali-Portuguese sections
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are of roughly the same length, v;hich is to be expected,
since one is virtually the reverse of the other.
The entries are of two types:

words and phrases.

Phrases constitute about 5 per cent of the entries.
Examples of phrases are:
Bengali-Portuguese section
Duare duare manguite

Pedir de porta em porta
(to beg from door to door)
p o

Dhorma dhormo chinite^-

De carnir obem do mal
(to distinguish good from bad)

Portuguese-Bengali section
De dia em dia

Dine dine (day by day)

Dia pnmeiro do anno 29J

Bossorer prothom din
(the first day of the year)

The phrases generally occur after the entry of one
of the key components of the phrase;

e.g. under idade

(age), appear:
Idade da infancia

Soaler boex, baliocal

(age of infancy or
childhood)
Idade de mancebo 30
(youth)
28. V.I.B.P., pp. 114, 120.
29. Ibid., pp. 382, 399.
30* Ibid., p. 450.

zuba boex, zuba cal, zoan

cal
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Similarly in the Bengali-Portuguese section under din
(day) are listed:
Din bhalo
Din mondo

Bom dia (good day)
0
31
Dia mao (bad day)

Sometimes, though extremely rarely, a whole sentence
is given, as for example:
Xohae amardiguer Bibi Maria - A Virgem Maria he
nosta intercessora.

(The Virgin Mary is our

intercessor)
Though style of speech and etymologies are not
specified, the part of speech sometimes is.

In the

Bengali-Portuguese section, with the exception of nouns,
adjectives and verbs, 33 the part of speech is specified:
Bengali-Portuguese section
Bengali

Portuguese

Bhex, Nome (Noun)^

Eufeite (dress), p. 57

Mui, v. ami

Eu, (I) pronome (pronoun),
p. 167

Oboxio, Adv. (adverb)

Infalivelmente, (certainly)
P. 178

31. Ibid., p. 109.
32. Ibid., p. 283.
33. Nouns, adjectives and verbs are not specified.

'Bhex*
is indicated here as noun, probably to distinguish it
from other word of the same oronunciation which means
•well*.
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Ba, v, Quiba

Ou, (or) conjunqao (conjunction)
P. 54.

Ail

Interjectio dalentis (inter
jection)

Coqhon?

^uando?

p. A3
perguntas (question)

(When)

p. 90

Generally, in the Portuguese-Bengali section, the part
of speech is not specified, since presumably it would be
deducible from the Portuguese word itself.

Sometimes

it is specified however:
Portuguese

Bengali

Tu (you) pronome

Tui, Tomi

p. 562

(pronoun)
Comer (to eat, to

Qhaite, Bhoe corite p. 364-

fear) verbo (verb)
In some cases plurals are specified:
Portuguese

Bengali

Com vosco (with you)

Tomar xate

comtigo (singular)
Com vosco (with you)

Tomar diguer xate p. 373

plurar (plural)
In the above case the words for ’singular1 and 'plural'
were probably inserted in order to clarify a distinction
in the Bengali, not marked in Portuguese.

The same is

true of the insertion of the words for 1question1 and
1statement' in the following example:
Portuguese

Bengali

Quanto, Pergunta (question)

Coto (how much?)

Quanto, Reposta (statement)

Zoto (as much, as
many)^

Being in Roman transcription, the work betrays more
evidence of local pronunciation 55 than does the Marsden
Lexicon,

Some features appear to be common to both:

variety of realisations of -p-; e.g. as -e('bitexna'), 56 as -ir- ('ghirna') and as -ra57 [aprakpta] )
(oprocroto^
the dropping of aspiration;
(asraddha),^

e.g. 'osrodai'

'stir' (sthir),^

Bocti (bhakti)^

'xongoton' (sanghafran) ^
But in other respects there are differences in pro
nunciation:
34. Ibid., p. 512.
35* 'cchf = ss
'j'
= z, etc.
36. Y.I.B.P., p. 309.
37* Ibid., p. 3 H .
38. Ibid., p. 310.
39* Ibid., p. 312.
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Vowel nasalization
The distribution of vowel nasalization differs
between Faridpur and Dacca.
Occasional elimination of final vowels;

e.g.

'Ontorer bost1 (bantu), p. 315*
'Durer bost1

(bastu), p. 315.

'Ghirnar bost1 (bastu), p. 309*
’Osrodar bost' (bastu), p. 309*
Some of these similarities may have been due to the fact
that Manoel was drawing many of his entries from the
Marsden Lexicon - indeed we estimate that he drew
84 per cent of them from that source - but the differences
were undoubtedly due to his Dacca assistant's pronun...
40
ciation.
Manoel has omitted most of the words betraying the
Faridpur grammatical features, and also Faridpur dailect
words from his vocabulary.
Manoelfs appendixes are based in the main on Santucci's.
They comprise:
40. Some of our remarks about his pronunciation are borne
out by the appendix listing homonyms: where minimal
pairs like 'ada' and 'adha' and 'zib' and 'zibh',
which ought to be distinguished by aspiration are
often said to be confused; and minimal pairs like
'xap' and 'xap', where nasalization ought to be
non-distinctive, is presumed to be so.
See
V.I.B.P., pp. 578-592.

Lunar days.
Roman numerals up to one thousand with Bengali
equivalents in words.
The seven planets,

'Rahu' and 'Quetu';

and the

Hindu conception of eclipses (also in the BengaliPortuguese section).
Sketch of Hindu scriptures and literature.
Attributes of God in Portuguese and Bengali (also
in the Bengali-Portuguese section).
A fourteen page list of Bengali homonyms.

(b) Evaluation
The Marsden Lexicon represented Santucci!s first
step in the analysis of the Bengali in preparation for
Grammar and Dictionary.

Ve know that he eventually

produced the grammar, for Manoel's edition of it appears
in V.I.B.P.

Manoel's vocabulary, therefore, represents

to some extent a development of Santucci's work.

It

is a completed dictionary and as such has to be judged
from a somewhat higher standpoint than Santucci's preli
minary spade-work.

One would expect a complete

dictionary to
be free from regionalisms (unless of course it
purports to be a dictionary of a mere regional
dialect);
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specify the part of speech of each entry;
standardise spellings;
specify styles of speech; and
specify etymologies.
Thanks to Santucci's grammar, Manoel was able to specify
the parts of speech.

He failed to do so for Bengali

nouns, adjectives and verbs because, since he included
the grammar, he assumed the reader would be able with
its help to identify these three things for himself.
The inclusion of the grammar, therefore, enabled Manoel
to leave out many of the verbal forms listed by Santucci
and also many of the now redundant phrases like 'by
hand', 'by ear' and so forth.

He in fact reduced his

entries to about a third of those in Santucci, and at
the same time slightly increased the number of phrases.
Occasionally Manoel, with the help of his assistant,
was able to improve some of Santucci's entries.

About

8 per cent of Santucci1s entries were either mistrans
lations or regionalisms.
and improved some.

Manoel omitted most of these

For example, Santucci gives frakite

as the equivalent of the Portuguese acertar, p. 76;
Manoel supplies the more accurate 'mixan marite' (to hit
the mark), p. 311.
asad, p. 86:

Santucci translates achacosso as

Manoel amends it to 'oxuxto' (unwell) p. 311.
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Again Santucci gives paite (to get) as the equivalent
to the Portuguese achada (obtaining), p. 8b:

Manoel

more appropriately supplies 'prapti1, p. 312, since
achada is a noun.
The value of Manoel's emendations, however, depended
largely on his Dacca assistant.

Where this Bengali's

knowledge of Portuguese or of learned, Sanskritic Bengali
proved inadequate, Manoel, whose own personal knowledge
was less than Santucci's, supplied false emendations:
e.g.
for abainhar (tohem [a garment]), Santucci correctly
writes muri marite, p. lb;

Manoel mistakenly alters

this to 'murti corite' (to make image), p. 307.
And elsewhere he provides forms like 'onidrit' for

'awake'.

'Onidrit' has, however, a curious non-

Bengali air, despite its being used in C.X.O.
One suspects it was actually supplied by Manoel's
semi-educated Dacca assistant.
That Manoel's personal knowledge of Bengali was less
than Santucci's is proved by his treatment of reflexives.
Santucci realised that reflexives were best translated
into Bengali by a noun or adjective (which he regarded
as virtually interchangeable categories) plus the verb
haite (to become).

Thus he lists:

Portuguese
abaixar se (to lower itself)

Bengali
nam

haite

p. lb

(to become low)
abatar se (to lower oneself)

bin

haite

p. 2a

adornar se (to adorn oneself)

saj

haite

p. 16b

(to become adorned)
Santuccifs brilliance here is witnessed by the fact that
in modern Bengali nam haite and saj haite have in fact
contracted to form namite and sajite, two intransitive
verbs which are still the best possible equivalents of
the Portuguese words he lists.

In some instances he

does in fact use Bengali intransivite verbs, e.g.
acender se (to burn itself) jalite (to burn)

p. 7b

Even where he goes slightly wrong as in
abrir se (to open of its own accord mela haite, p. 3b
he is nearer the mark than Manoel, who gives 'apone
chirite1, p. 309 which means "to do the tearing oneself".
In fact, Manoel generally equals the Portuguese 'se' with
'apone* and in consequence produces errors like 'apone
zalite' (to light it oneself), when he means 'zolite'
(to burn of its own accord).

(iii) The incomplete lexicon
(a.) Description
The work is in manuscript and hears no title.
CVVT
forms part of Ilansucript No. Cod-y_^

It

in the Evora Public

Library, where it appears with Antonio's Dialogo and 12
pages of C.X.O.
5
1
Its page sizes are 9■■£
" by 6^".

It consists of 93

pages in all.
It comprises a lexicon giving Portuguese, 'Bengali1,
'Polite Bengali1 and 'Hindustani' equivalents.
The entries are arranged in rough alphabetical order
from A to E.

The average number of entries per page is

24 varying from a minimum of 15 to a maximum of 29*
There are many gaps chiefly in the 'polite Bengali' and
'Hindustani' columns.
The types of entries are of two types:
phrases.

words and

Phrases constitute about 5 per cent of the

entries.
Examples of phrases are:
Portuguese

Bengali

coazaadmiravel

'axsozio bostu',

(wonderful thing)

'opurbo bostu'

coracad brando

'sintit ridoe' ,

(anxious heart)

'sintit pran '

couza preceosa

'bohu mulleo bostu', p. 67

(precious thing)

'bohu muler bostu1

p.

67

p.

70

Phrases generally are listed under one of the key
components;

e.g. under antey (before) occur:

Portuguese

Bengali

ante mad (before the hand)

'hater ague'

ante demy

'amar ague'

(before me)

Parts of speech or etymologies are not specified,
though an attempt is made to distinguish vulgar Bengali
from polite Bengali.

The words listed under polite

Bengali generally turn out to be Sanskrit loan words,
but surprisingly under Bengali (i.e. vulgar or ordinary
Bengali) words of Perso-Arabic

origin occur such as

'bibi' and 'doa', which shows the degree to which PersoArabic vocabulary was then current.
However, after page 5 Manoel's scheme virtually
breaks down and he occasionally lists as many Bengali
equivalents as he can master, regardless of whether they
are vulgar or polite;
'din',

e.g. under dia (day) he lists:

'diboxo', 'diba' and 'roz', p. 84.

Sometimes he gives only vulgar equivalents, e.g.
dormir ed mosher (to sleep with one's wife) - 'maguir
xongue xoon'.

And sometimes he supplies only polite

forms, e.g. for disputa he gives only 'neai bissar1
(justice).

(b) Evaluation
This incomplete draft was presumably attempted and
abandoned before Manoel began his less ambitious Y.I.B.P.,
which was nevertheless, as Fr. George da Aprezenta^ao
pointed to the Provincial in his recommendation, the
most elaborate and complete dictionary available.

He

himself (Aprezentajao) had brought another lexicon to
Portugal, but admitted its inferiority to Manoel's.
Manoel therefore had done something praiseworthy in
Y.I.B.P., but, as this incomplete scheme shows, he was
aware of his deficiencies and realized what the ideal
form of a lexicon for his purpose would have been.
Unfortunately, both he and his Dacca assistant lacked
the proficiency in Bengali and Hindustani to complete it.
Since recruits to Bengal would presumably have come from
Goa or other parts of India, it would have been desirable
to be able to indicate in a brief lexicon the inter
relations of Bengali with Hindustani, a language with which
they may already have been familiar.

It was also desirable

to be able to show the difference between Bengali col
loquial and learned forms.

Since the learned forms

derived mainly from Sanskrit, they may have been current
in Konkani as well.

It may even have proved possible

to formulate in an introductory section the way in which

Bengali colloquial forms were derived from learned
Sanskritic ones.

Manoel must therefore be given credit

for knowing the type of lexicon most suited to his
purpose.

Unfortunately, both he and his informant

were linguistically inadequate to the task.

Given

the assistance of Dorn Antonio, and the linguistic ability
of Santucci, he might have managed it, however.
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CHAPTER YII
GRAMMAR: DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION

Aims
The aim of the grammar seems to have been to
provide merely an introduction'1' primarily to colloquial
Bengali,

2

but including passing references to the literary

language."

Approach

The approach appears to have been based primarily
on Latin.^

The author,^ and/or

e d i t o r ,

^ appears to have

1. 11.. . We give some rough rules, so that people interested
in learning the elements of the language can easily
have a certain amount of enlightenment ...", B.C.G.B.,
p. 29.
2. As is evident from such phrases as "In common Bengali ..
Ibid., p. 11.
3. As is evident from such phrases as "In the polite
Bengali, which the Brahmins speak ...", Ibid., p. 12.
4. As is evident from such phrases as:
"Bengalis use the genitive of the personal pronouns
as the old Latins used to do."
(p. 9)
"About the rudiments one must follow the Latin rule ... it
(p. 21)
"When two verbs appear together the second is preceded
by the adverb 1ze1, which corresponds to the Latin
Quod."
(pp. 24-25)
"The relative 1ze1, which corresponds to the Latin
Qui, Quae, Q uod. " (p. 25)
"The substantive verbs 'Hoi' vel 'Nohi1 together with
the noun (actually adjective) ***chit1, mean the same
as the Latin licet, ..." (p. 26, brackets mine)
"Charitus virtus spe maior est, as the Latins say
/Continued over
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had in mind a framework of universal grammar based on
Latin.^

This is apparent not only from direct references,
o

but also from the use of a profusion of Latin words
9
from the wording of his syntactical rules.-'

and

Footnote 4- continued from previous page.
"The Latins say Audiyi, Indiarum gentem esse nigram.
The Bengalis say, ... ’* (p. 25) •
5. Presumably Santucci and his colleagues.
6. Manoel.
It is, of course, difficult at timesto
determine precisely what was added by Manoel.
7. This is evident from such remarks as:
"As the Bengali language is not a lingua matrix ... ,
it ... does not correspond entirely to Latin (p. 58)
"When the language refers to the subjunctive, they
use the indicative." (p. 19)
"Bengali has no passive verbs ..." (p. 30)
"All sentences that talk about the Gerund in Do, in
Dum and in Di, and about the supine." (p. 32)
**One can use 'coribar' for anything that is said by
the Gerund in Di, which means the same as facindi, ...”
(p- 52)
"Adverbs are also rare in this language." (p. ^8;
8. As for example,
"The question ubi is answered by an ablative..." (p. 31)
"The question §uo 'where to1, is an ablative ..." (p. 31)
"The question Quo 'by where', is an ablative ..." (p. 31)
"The example is 'ugulimte', ablative ... answering
the question unde." (p. 31)
"When they want to write quanto they do not write all
the letters like the Latins ... " (p. 39)
"For nove they write 'nou' ..." (p. 39)
9. e.g. "Verbs of doing , giving, determining, ordering,
etc." (p. 29)
"verbs of asking ... " (p. 30).
"verbs of interceding or begging ..." (p. 30).

Our method of evaluating the grammar
In general our method of evaluating the grammar in
this chapter will he:

firstly, in the main body of the

text to describe or indicate by direct quotation what
the grammar, either implicitly or explicitly states;
secondly, to comment on the validity of these statements;
and thirdly, to sum up our assessment.

Contents of the Grammar
In the main the grammar consists of two parts:
a morphological section and a syntactical section.
Little is said of pronunciation or phonology, though
this will be discussed first.

Manoel1s remarks on phonology
Since both the grammar and C.X.O. were published
simultaneously, and since both were edited and prepared
for the press by one and the same man, namely Manoel da
Assumppam, it is possible that the remarks on pronun
ciation and script in each work were contemporaneous
and essentially the remarks of Manoel alone.

The two

passages we quote below end in the same note, which again
suggests common authorship.

Furthermore, since the

passage from C.X.O. occurs in the prologue, signed by
Manoel, and the one from the grammar in the closing
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pages of the syntactical section, which he undoubtedly
edited, it seems virtually certain that these remarks
were in fact made by him.
The passage from C.X.O. runs:
"Advice to the Header.
Dear friend: As I believe you will
be confused when reading this work
by finding many double letters, I
shall warn you that the double letters
are single letters which correspond
to the Bengali.
And in order that
you may understand them I shall give
you here the Bengali alphabet, that
you may see and understand the
force of the pronunciation.
"Anzi, co, qho, go, gho, hu&, sho,
so, zo, zho, nio, tto, ttho, ddo,
ddho, no, to, tho, do, dho, no, po,
pho, bo, bho, mo, zo, ro, lo, bo,
xo, xo, x o, ho, quio.
vowels
a, a, i, i, u, u, ri, ri, li, li,
e, oi, o, ou, ong, o.
Note further that where I write
double letters they are pronounced
with the tongue folded; where I
write a single letter followed by H
it is pronounced with a breathing
from the chest; where I write double
letters and an H following they are
pronounced with the tongue bent.
There are further things that you will
learn with usage."
10
The passage from the Grammar reads:
10. C.X.O., Prologue, pp. iii-iv (of the translation).
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"51.0bs.18. The alphabet of this
language consists of as many letters
as there are ways of pronouncing
speech-sounds in the Bengali lan
guage.
It cannot be perfectly
written with Portuguese letters;
it will therefore be very convenient
to learn how to write these letters
so that this language can be
properly understood.
11
!,52.0bs.l9.
There are many dif
ferences in the writing of its natives,
as some use some letters and others
use others, and so far it has been
impossible to settle the propriety
of some letters which are confused
with others.
They are only distin
guished by an almost imperceptible
difference in the pronunciation of some
speech-sounds.
"53- Obs. 20.
Finally, the Brahmans
who claim they were the inventors of
this alphabet, get the principles
wrong and by wanting to use one
letter only instead of forming the
syllable managed to pervert the alpha
bet.
When they want to write quanto
they do not write all the letters,
like the Latins, quanto, 'coto', but
two letters only form the two syllables
1co1-'to1. For nove they write 'nou'
etc.
Many big mistakes have derived
from that practice in the script of
others who, wanting to remedy them,
kept adding arcos folazes,1^ com
pletely muddling the letters to

11. This reads almost as if an attempt were about to be
made to teach the script.
Could it have been that
Santucci actually made some such attempt and Manoel
excluded it, because of printing difficulties?
12. The term arcos folazes appears to have been used in
the sense of diacritical marks.
Strictly speaking,
however, the Bengali term arka phala is a super
script used in conjuncts to represent a preceding
'r' .
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diversify the speech-sounds and the
pronunciation.
But not even so did
they avoid the large number of mis
takes.
There are so many letters
in this language that they cannot
be explained, and so they must some
times pronounce those letters as
simple letters and sometimes as
syllables: v.g. the word 'cotha';
in this word the letter *co1 has
the strength of the syllable 'co1,
and in the word 1casse• it has the
strength of a mere letter 'c1, etc.-,*
The rest will be learned by usage.” ^
The transcription system used in the first passage
is virtually the same as that in the Marsden Lexicon,
from which one presumes that, together with much else,
Manoel inherited it from Santucci.

In all probability,

however, Manoel had no personal contact with Santucci
and his colleagues, who may well have left Bengal almost
40 years before Manoel's arrival there.

Thus what aid

Manoel gained from his predecessors, was derived from
the manuscripts they left at the Mission.
One deduces from the two passages above the following
conclusions:
Manoel and his predecessors had accepted the phoneme
as it had been established in the Bengali orthography.
They believed the Bengali script better adapted to
the writing of Bengali language than the Roman
alphabet.
15. B.C.G.B., pp. 33-40.

This belief was presumably due to the existence of
certain speech-sounds in Bengali (such as retroflexes and aspirated plosives, which Manoel and his
predecessors had successfully identified), which
required special conventions (geminated consonants
for retroflexes and 'H1 for aspiration), when trans
cribed in Roman.
In the second passage, the paragraph numbers 52 Obs.
19i raises the question of the standardisation of the
Bengali script.

One notes from the Marsden Lexicon that

in Santucci's time 'r' was represented in Bengali by two
variant characters

and

^

, (the second of which is

now used exclusively in Assam, but which is in the lexicon
used indiscriminately with

).

The character for 'k'

in the lexicon also appears to differ from

that in modern

Bengali.

have led to

confusion.

Variants such as those may well

Also the cramped style in which Bengali was

then written (see contemporary letters, reproduced from
the Marsden Lexicon, Appendix III.x.) engenders sympathy
with Manoel in what appears to be his impatience with
the Bengali script.
The paragraph,

numbered 53* Obs. 20, is an example

of missionary petulance with the Brahmins.

It makes

one wonder whether Manoel fully understood the nature of
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the Bengali script.

Obviously Santucci and his col

leagues, who compiled the Marsden Lexicon in the Bengali
script, had fully mastered its intricacies, but one
doubts whether Manoel acquired a comparable skill.
Undoubtedly, he left much of C.X.O. to be transcribed
by his East Bengali catechist, for the transcription
system outlined in the Prologue to that work is not
adhered to throughout;

and when transcribing Antonio's

Dialogo he had obviously found it advantageous to have
the catechist dictate it to him.

One therefore con

cludes - and these passages corroborate that conclusion that Manoel was unable to read the Bengali script fluently.
The paragraph in question indicates that though
Manoel reached the very threshold of understanding the
genius of the Bengali script, he failed to grasp it.
The fact is - as he almost says in the opening two
sentences - Bengali has not an alphabet, but a syllabry.
The stumbling block for Manoel appears to have been the
inherent vowels, as is apparent from the closing sentence.
Nevertheless, one must in all fairness conclude
that Portuguese, such as Santucci, had mastered the
script and its pronunciation, and even Manoel came
within an ace of fully realising its essential genius.

Morphology
The morphological section deals with the declension
of nouns, adjectives and pronouns, and the conjugation
of verbs.

(i) Declension of Nouns
Santucci distinguished four declensions, six cases
and two numbers, singular and plural.
The four declensions are:
First declension, all nouns ending in a vowel other
than short or long 'o';

genitive formed by

addition of 'r1.
Second declension, all nouns ending in short 'o';
genitive formed by the substitution of 'er1 for

Third declension, all nouns ending in long ’o';
genitive formed by the addition of 'r'.
Fourth declension, all nouns ending in consonants;
genitive formed by the addition of ’er*.
The six cases are:
Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Vocative
Ablative
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One deduces from Santucci's examples that in practice
each declension was declinable in two different ways.
In the first declension some roots declined one way and
some another, the main difference being in the accusative
case inflected in 'que' and in the ablative, where a
number of roots presumably exhibited a secondary stem,
identical with the genitive.

The two alternative

declensions are thus:
A,

(Where root and stem are identical throughout)
Stem + case inflection i.e. nominative : root + f0'
genitive:

root

+ 'r'

dative:

root

+ 're1

accusative:

root

+ 're1 or

root

'que'
+ !tef14

ablative:
B,

As in A, except for accusative and ablative, which,
for example, are respectively:
1se1 + 're1;

or

'ser' + 'que'

and
'ser' + 'ete'
14. Since the vocative and nominative plural are formed in
the same way for all declensions, they have been
omitted.
The vocative is the same as the nominative
in form, being preceded by a particle 'o', equivalent
to English, 'o'.
The nominative plural Is formed by
adding 'a' to the genitive; e.g. 'Lohar' 'of iron',
'Lohara' - 'irons'.
Needless to say, this is
Santucci's rule, not ours.

In the second declension two stems are exhibited:
a non-oblique stem identical with the root;

and an

oblique stem in which the final 'o' of the root is
replaced by 'e' .

Here the o n l y difference in the alter

native declension B, is that the non-oblique, rather than
the oblique, stem occurs in the accusative inflected in
'que':

e.g.

A
Nominative = non-oblique stem + 0;

e.g. BrormS+tff = Brormo

Oblique cases: (Oblique stem + case inflection;

e.g.

accusative = Brorme + 're1 JBrormere
or 'que')Brormeque
dative = Brorme + 're' = 'Brormere
ablative = Brorme + 'te' = Brormete
B__
As for A, except accusative in 'que1 which is:
non-oblique stem + 'que1;

e.g. Brormo + que
= Brormoque

In the third declension disyllabic roots exhibit
only one stem and trisyllabic two, the secondary stem
being identical with the genitive, and occurring in the
accusative in 'que' and the ablative.
native declensions are:

Thus the alter

or

A, disyllabic roots (where root and stem are identical)
stem + case inflection, i.e. nominative : root +
genitive:

root + 'r*

dative:

root + 're'

accusative:

root + 're' or
1que 1

ablative:

root +'£tef

B, trisyllabic roots
As for A, except for the accusative in 'que' and the
ablative, where the stem equals root + !r !.
In the fourth declension monosyllabic roots exhibit
only one stem and polysyllabic two, the secondary stem
being identical with the genitive, and restricted to the
accusative in 'que' only.

Thus, the alternative

declensions are:
A, monosyllabic roots (where root and stem are identical)
stem + case inflection, i.e. nominative: root +

4'

genitive:

root +

er1

dative:

root +

ere'

accusative: root +

ere1 or
que 1

ablative:

root + 'ete1

B, polysyllabic roots, where a secondary stem is
exhibited in the accusative 'que'
As for A, except accusative in fque’, where the stem equals

root plus 'er'.
Santucci 15 states that the plural is little used in
Bengali.
"In common Bengali the plural is not
used, as happens in many other lan
guages; therefore they always use the
singular, although they mean plural,
and add some noun which means in the
singular crowd, v.g. 'All men' they
say 'xocol manux', or 'Bixtor manux'.
For 'many days' they say 'oneq din',
etc.
"However, in the polite Bengali, which
the Brahmans speak, nouns have a plural
which is declined like that of pronouns.
For example, the noun 'Loha' is dec
lined in the plural by adding to the
genitive 'Lohar', the letter A; v.g.
Norn. 'Lohara', Gen. 'Lohardiguer',
Dat. 'Lohardiguere', Acc. Lohardiguere'
or 'Lohardiguerque', Voc. 'Lohara';
Abl. 'Lohardiguete', etc."
16
15. The distinction made below between formal singularity
and semantic plurality is good.
We feel, however,
that in many instances, Santucci overworked the word
'xocol'.
The use of the word 'xocol' as equivalent
to plural 's' is in fact a feature of Santucci's
style, abundant examples of which could be quoted
from C.X.O. part II and also from the syntactical
section of the grammar.
The foliowing example is
taken from the preface of C.X.O. where the usage clearly
reveals the author to have been Santucci.
"Futhi xocoler utom puthi; xaxtro xocoler
utom xaxtro; xaxtri xocoler utom xaxtri."
(The best of books, the best of scriptures, the best
of preceptors.)
16. B.C.G.B., pp. 11-12.
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We doubt whether anyone would quarrel with the
validity of Santucci's findings so far.

The analysis

underlying his declensional system seems good.

One

presumes, however, that the distinction he observed
between long and short 'o' to have been either dialectal
or to have ceased to be registered in modern Bengali.
We would imagine that many of the variations in his
declensional system were also dialectal.

(ii) Declension of Adjectives
As always, Santucci in his treatment of adjectives
is brief.

He states:
"Adjectives decline exactly like
nouns and are almost all common.
Some of them do, however, have a
feminine form ending in the vowel
'i'.
Which these are can be known
from the usage ...
For example,
Sing.
Horn. 'Eqtta dhormo purux1 - A pious man
Horn. 'Eqtti xtri dhormi' -A pious woman
Norn. 'Coruna moe Purbhu' -Merciful God
Norn. 'Corunamoi Maria' - Most sacred,
merciful Mary
Norn. 'Bura purux' - An old
man
Norn. 'Buri mahia' - An old
woman
'Norn. 'Bagghio monto purux1 - A very for
tunate man
Norn. 'Bagghio monti mahia' - A very for
tunate woman
Some adjectives have a feminine inflection
in A, as for example:
Horn. 'Hingxoq purux1 - A malicious man
Horn. 'Hingxoca mahia' - A malicious woman." (

17. B.C.G.B., pp. 4-5.

Again Santucci's findings here are substantially
correct.

He gives in his opening sentence the general

rule in the Bengali language and the remainder of his
remarks concern only Sanskrit borrowings, where of
course the Sanskritic system obtains.

This system he

will, of course, have learned from Dorn Antonio.

Two

features of it may, however, have been of his own devising:
the position of 'dhormi* after its noun;

and the use of

'eqtti* for feminines and 'eqtta* for masculines.
The
position of 'dhormi* 18 was probably an inadvertent slip,
due to Portuguese syntactical order.
syncracy requires comment.

The other idio-

The gender rule deducible

from Santucci*s examples here, has in fact been followed
in C.X.O., where the lines
'eqtta ondh silo'

(p. 280)

and
'Hispaniar eqtti rani emot coriassilo' (p. 64)
occur.

Chatterji accepts that this gender rule may once
iq
have been valid. y
We are inclined to think it was at
18. 'dhormo' is not generally thought of as an adjective.
Santucci probably misinterpreted its use in 'xidhi
Mata dhormoghor', (a phrase probably coined by Dorn
Antonio), v/here 'dhormo* is in fact part of a com
pound, not an adjective.
19. Chatterji, S.K. and Sen, P., Manoel da Assumppam's
Bengali Grammar, Calcutta, 193l> P« XXI.

best merely a feature of Faridpur dialect.

(iii) Declension of Pronouns
Santucci's compressions 20 and omissions here, and
the sparseness of his comments 21 have rendered this a
disappointing section.

The section is, as it were, a

collection of notes for Santuccifs own personal use.
They could never have been intended to be self taught,
as Manoel apparently envisaged when publishing them.
The section covers personal, demonstrative, relative
20.

Santucci makes abundant use of the sign & c., meaning
etc.
He assumes his reader will grasp the general
rule from his examples and supply the omissions
himself.
e.g. 'Tor, v. tomardiguer1.
The reader is to
interpret this as: 'Tordiguer' or 'tomardiguer1.
Similarly:
*N.E. v.o, v. ui, v. uni; v. xe, v. Ini, v. Tini Ille
G. Ear, oar, oan, Thar, Tahar, v. Tahan: Illius
D. Oare, oane, Tahare, Tahane, v. xeane. IlTi.
The trouble here is that in the nominative seven
alternatives are given, in the genitive only six,
and in the dative five.
Without a knowledge of
Bengali it is impossible to make sense of so com
pressed a passage.
If one attempts to construct a
paradigm for 'E', for example, one discovers that the
Dative has been omitted; for 'xe' one discovers two
variant forms in the genitive, an abbreviated collo
quial form (?) 'Thar' and a literary form 'Tahar';
for 'Tini', one discovers a Faridpur dialectal
variant (?) 'xeane' in the dative.
To scholars of
Bengali such compression is infuriating.

21.

Santucci gives only 3 brief comments in the whole
section.
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interrogative, partitive and feminine (?) pronouns.
Santucci!s practice of giving Latin equivalents tends to
obscure, rather than elucidate, the significance of the
Bengali;

for at times only one Latin equivalent is given
22 some of which were in
for a number of Bengali forms,
•rmi
all probability dialectal. 23
22

23*

As equivalent of Latin Ego he gives fAmil and 'Moi'
»»
"
11
«
ftps "
" 'Amora' , 'Mora'
n

t E a i 9

TTTe "

"

"

Illi "

"

"

"

Ego jpse

11"

11

M

Tu ipse

,Mf

1E, o , uni, xe,
Ini 1 and 1Tini *
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'Tahana1 and 1Xe ara'
'Ami apone ’ and
'.Uni oif
1Tomi toi1 and
Tomi apone 1

it

it
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One presumes that some of the Bengali equivalents
given were in fact dialectal; e.g. 'Hoi' was
probably the Fairdpur dialect form for ami, or was
the term used by lower classes in relation to them
selves, whilst ’Ami' may perhaps have been honorific.
We imagine similarly that 'oi' or 'toi1 was the
Earidpur equivalent of the standard literary 'apone'.
Similarly 'xeara' was probably the Faridpur equi
valent of 'Tahara', which Santucci through com
pression omitted.
Not all the Bengali equivalents can be dismissed
as dialectal variants of each other, however.
Sometimes, as in the case of Bengali equivalents of
Ille and Iste, for example, honorific and common
forms have teen placed side by side.
'Uni' for
example is the honorific of 'o'; 'Ini' of 'E' and
'Tini' of 'xe'.
We do not suggest that Santucci
was unaware of this: merely that he omitted to
mention the fact; for in giving vos and vestrae
dominationes as the respective Latin equivalents of
1iora1 and rTomora', he clearly indicates his
awareness of the social implications of the two
Bengali forms.

In general Santucci's declensional scheme for
pronouns approximates to that for nouns, in that in
singular variations of stem are indicated, but the plural
declension is invariably regular, consisting of the
singular genitive acting as the stem, plus the ter
minations - La1 in the nominative;
<-diguere! in dative, and accusative;

'-diguer' in genitive;
and i-diguete1 in the

ablative.
In some cases a variation is given for '-diguer' and
i-diguere1, namely '-go1.24We presume this variant to be
a feature of Faridpur dialect. 25
^
Santucci describes 'Oni' as feminine.

Its use in

26
C.X.O. is consistent with this description.^

We

therefore presume that in the Faridpur and possibly in
Dacca dialects such a feminine form did exist.
24-. e.g. 'Cahargo ' ( 1cahardiguer') ; 1zahargo 1 ( 1zahardiguer1 or 1zahardiguere1); 'amargo1 (1amardiguer').
25* The termination 'go' may have been common to both
Faridpur and Dacca colloquial.
'Amarghore1 (i.e.
1amar gore1) occurs in Antonio's Dialogo.
We
presume this to have been due to the work's having
been dictated to Manoel.
'Padrirgo' and 'Romana
pontirgo' both occur in C.X.O., presumably again due
to the East Bengali catechist.
26. 'Uni, o ar ar oneq bibi'
'Uni boro prit noilo'
'Uni cohilo*
'Uni utor dilo'

C.X.O.
"
"
"

p.
p.
p*
p.

5424-0
252
252.
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(iv) Conjugation of verbs 27f
Six tenses are established:

the present, the pre

terite imperfect, the preterite perfect, the other
preterite perfect, the pluperfect and the future;
moods:

the indicative and imperative;

singular and plural;

three persons:

third; and two degrees of status:

two

two numbers:
first, second and

ordinary and honorific.

Bengali verbs are divided in two classes:

verbos

substantivos (substantive verbs) and verbos adjectivos
(adjectival verbs).

The substantive verbs are 'Hoi*

p o

and its negative^

'no hoi1, and 'assi'.

Adjectival

27•

This differs from the preceding section, in that
Portuguese, rather than Latin equivalents are given,
and the Bengali pronominal forms, though slightly
different are spelt more uniformly; e.g. in the
section on pronominal conjugation 'o' and 'oara'
are given: here the equivalents are 'u' and 'uara'.
Since Santucci had two other colleagues, Ignacio
Gomez and Manoel Sarayva, we presume that one or
other of these may have composed this section.
Therefore in this thesis Santucci must be taken not
as the name of an individual, but either as a
member of a triad of scholars, or as the whole triad
in concert.

28.

Except for this single instance, which of course is
exceptional in presumably being a survival of an
earlier Bengali negative system, the only other
reference to negation in Bengali occurs in the
syntactical section: paragraph 35? Obs. 2, in
relation to verbal nouns and paragraph 36, Obs. 3* in
relation to verbs.
Both these paragraphs appear to
be based on Sanskrit grammar and could at best have
only applied to Poetic Bengali, which? of course, is
probably a further indication of Santucci's indebted
ness to Antonio.
/Continued over
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verbs seem to comprise the remainder of Bengali verbs,
both transitive and intransitive.
The substantive verb 'Hoi' has been conjugated in
all six tenses and the imperative mood.

Its negative

'no hoi' has been declined in the present only, a comment
being added to the effect that with the exception of
the prefixture of 'no', its conjugation in the remaining
tenses resembles that of the positive 'Hoi'.
The defective verb 'Assi' is conjugated only in
the tenses in which it was in fact used, namely the
present, preterite imperfect and preterite past.^
'Cori' has been fully conjugated as a model for all
other verbs.
Footnote 28 continued from previous page
In practice, however, Santucci appears to
have ignored this formulation^ his negatives are
generally formed by placing na before the verb in
main causes and after the verfr in conditional
senses terminated by yadi. We presume this to
have been the practice m the Faridpur dialect.
It is difficult to determine what Antonio's practice
was in this respect; the position of the negative
particle in his Dialogo was, we suspect, often dis
turbed during the dictation.
29.

Chatterji states that such forms are not found in
Bengali.
We are inclined to feel that they were
indeed used in the Faridpur dialect.
One instance
of it occurs in C.X.O. in the sentence "Tahate zormo
bheder xttan qhuda assito.", p. 106.
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The imperative mood has been conjugated in both
present and future.
are cited:
second

In the singular only two persons

second and third;

and third are given.

but in the plural:

first,

Two degrees are indicated:

ordinary and honorific.
Examples of infinitive ('corite' - ’to do1, 'of
doing1 or 'for doing’), the gerund ('coribar1 - 'of doing'),
past participle ('coria' - 'thing done'), and active past
participle ('corile' - 'doing') are also given.
Finally a note is supplied on the formation of
tenses:
"Adjective verbs have only this con
jugation;
in the singular they all
end in 'I' in the first person and in
'is* or 'os' in the second.
They
have no more than one root, the present
of the Indicative; from this is
formed the preterite imperfect by
adding the syllable 'tarn'; e.g.
'cori', 'coritam'; and the preterite
perfect by adding the syllable 'assi',
e.g. 'cori1, 'coriassi'; the other
perfect by adding the syllable 'lam',
e.g. 'cori', 'corilam'.
The pluper
fect is formed by adding to the first
preterite perfect the syllable 'lam',
e.g. 'coriassi', 'coriassilam'.
The
future is formed from the same present
by adding the syllable 'boi0or 'mu',
e.g. 'coribo' or 'corimu1.^
The
30.

This form 'corimu' is a Faridpur dialect form.
It occurs here, in the conjugations, in some syn
tactical sentences.
It is one of the clues by
which we established Santucci's authorship of this
grammar.
Other dialect forms are 'coribo' and
'coriba'.
'coriba' occurs in book II of C.X.O.
/Continued over
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imperative is formed from the same
present by dropping the letter I,
e.g. 'cori', 'cor1.
The infinite
is formed from the same present by
adding the letter^1 or syllable 'Te1,
e.g. 'cori', 'corite'.
The gerund
is formed from the same present by
adding the syllable 'Bar', e.g.
'cori', 'coribar'.
The past parti
ciple by adding the letter 'A',
e.g. 'cori', 'coria'."
32
Finally, it should be noted that the grammar omits
two tenses - the present continuous and the past con
tinuous - instances of which are, however, found in
C.X.O. and in Antonio's Dialogo, owing, we would suggest
to intrusion by the East Bengali catechist, who also
seems to have inadvertently used non-standard Dacca
dialectal personal inflections, e.g. 'bam' for first
person future.
Footnote 30 continued from previous page
in some prayers.
In some instances when these
prayers are quoted in book I 'coribe' has been
substituted.
Since book I in fact composed in
1735» fifty years later than book II, and since
'coribe' is in any case a more modern form than
'coriba', this substitution was entirely natural
and indeed probably unconscious.
31.

The inadvertent use of the word 'letter' suggests
that in the original MS. the Bengali script was
used, since in that script 'Te' would be one unit
or akgar.

32.

B.C.G.B., pp. 20-21

186.

Syntax
In this section we feel it best to cjftate directly
from the original giving comments in footnotes only.
1.

All substantive, active, neuter or intransitive
verbs require before them the nominative of the
proper nouns, pronouns, demonstrative, relative,
interrogative or partitive.

Ex:

!God gives the

reward to those who do good deeds' - 'Ze bhalo
carzio core tahare1 purbhu Bhogabhog deen.' 33
The examples here are relative 'ze', nominative of
the verb 'core', and 'purbhu ', nominative of the
verb 'deen' .
2.

However, if the verb is active,

and the subject

of the sentence is an appelative noun, the verb
will be governed by an undeclined nominative ending
in E, similar to the ablative.
eats beef is not a Hindu.':
qhae Xe Hindu nohe.1

'A person who

1Ze zone gorur mangxo

The example here is 'zone',

in place of which 'zon' in the declinable nominative
cannot be used.

One uses 'zone' undeclinably, as

33. The Bengali example here illustrating the use of the
correlative 'ze' and 'tahare' is so well-written from
the point of view of word-order that we suspect ^om
Antonio actually composed it.
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nominative of the verb 'Qhae'.

3.

o^-

However, if the verb is positive, or intransitive,
the said appelative noun will he in the declinable
nominative.

Ex:

!A person who is good and does

good deeds goes to Heaven.1 :

1Ze zon bhalo hoe,

bhalo corzio coria te zon xorgue zae. '

The

examples here are the first 'zon1, nominative of
the verb 'hoe1, and the second 'zon', nominative
of the verb 'zae'.35
^
4-.

The first and second persons are often not clearly
mentioned in the sentence, the same way as in
Portuguese and Latin.
'Ze^ chai, taha cori.1

Ex:

'I do as I wish.1:

The examples here are

34-. It should be noted that the inflection !E' referred
to here was not given in the morphological section.
The rule referred to was probably a feature of the
dialects of both Faridpur and Dacca.
It has been
observed throughout in C.X.O.
The illustrative
sentence is again perfectly correct and was in all
probability composed by Dorn Antonio.
35*

This rule too was probably a feature of both Faridpur
and Dacca dialects.
It has been observed in C.X.O.
The adjective 'te' in 'te zon' was probably a feature
of Fairdpur dialect and, since the sentence is other
wise correct, it was probably composed by Dorn Antonio.

36. In modern standard Bengali instead of 'ze1 one would
have found yaha.
We suspect that 'ze' was, however,
the inanimate correlative of taha in the Faridpur
dialect.

'chai' and 'cori1, which are in the first person,
the nominative 'Ami' being understood.
5.

However, if the verbs signify different actions,
or conflicting wishes, then the first and second
person will be clearly mentioned.

Ex:

'If you

do not wish to do good deeds I shall do them.':
'Zodi tomora xot carzio corite chao na; amio
corimu or coribo. X'371
The examples here are the
second person 'tomora' and the first 'ami', clearly
written in the sentence, because the two verbs sig
nify different things, i.e. doing or not doing, etc.
6.

One must mention here the difference between 'tui' and
'tomi', because 'tui' is related to the Portuguese
word tu and 'tomi' is related to vosse mece;
the former is used by more important people when
addressing less important ones;

the latter is used

by less important people when talking to more impor
tant ones.

In the same way all persons of the

preterite imperfect, perfect, pluperfect and future
ending in 'I' are related to 'tu', and the ones
37* This is definitely an example of Faridpur dialect,
as is indicated by the form 'corimu*.
The position
of na after the verb in a conditional sentence con
taining yadi seems to have been a feature of Santucci's
style.
We suspect that it derived from the Faridpur
dialect.
The 'o' after 'ami' is possibly a mistake,
perhaps 'ami oi' (I myself) was intended.

ending in 'A' are related to 'tumi';

the latter

forms are used by the less important people when
talking to the more important ones;

the former

are used by more important people when talking to
less important ones.

Ex:

'The master said to

the servant, Have you prepared the meal?
servant replied, No sir, I haven't.
me.1:

The

Flease forgive

'Tthacur golamore cohilen, Tu ni qhana toiar

corili?

Go lam cohilo; na tthacur;

tomi maph coriba. '

parilaona,

The examples here are ftu!

and 'corili', because the master is talking to the
servant;

and also 'tomi coriba', because the servant

is talking to his master.
7.

We must also note that the third persons of the said
past and present tenses ending in 'E' are used by
the more important people talking to the less impor
tant ones;

those ending in 'En1 are used when the

less important talk to the more important.
Ex:
58
a
'What God did men cannot do.':
'Zeto
Porom exor
corilen; taha noroloc corite na 59; pare.1
58. 'Zeto1 seems to have been the Earidpur dialect equi
valent of yata.
It occurs in Antonio's Dialogo and
in C.X.O.
59• In regard to the position of nji before its main finite
verb, we suspect that this was the normal rule in
Faridpur dialect.
Despite suspected dislocation due
to dictation by the Dacca catechist, na occurs predom
inantly before main finite verbs in Dorn Antonio's
/Continued over

8.

The verb in the infinitive may also serve as a
nominative.

Ex:

1It is good to serve God':

'Qhodar carzio corite

Zj.n

bhalo.'

The example here

is the infinitive 'corite' which serves as the
nominative of 'Hoe', which is understood.
9.

Linked words, when they are nominative of a verb,
all take the same case, normally without con
junction.

Ex:

'Faith, Hope and Charity are the

path to salvation.':

'Astha, Axa,

zj_i

coruna,

ZLp

porinamer poth xocol.1
10.

However, when the linked words are in the oblique
case only the last one takes the case required by
the following part of the sentence.

Ex:

'Without

Faith, Hope and Charity nobody can be redeemed':
Footnote 39 continued from previous page
Dialogo.
And we believe that Santucci also adopted
this practice.
This illustrative sentence was
either composed by, or under the guidance of, Dorn
Antonio.
40. In modern standard Bengali the verbal noun kara
would have been used here, rather than the infinitive.
The use of the infinitive in such context was perhaps
a feature of Faridpur dialect.
The correct wordorder leads one to suspect that the sentence was
composed under Dorn Antonio's guidance.
41. In modern standard Bengali the conjunction 'o' would
have occurred here.
42. The use of the word 'xocol' as equivalent to plural
's' is a feature of Santucci's style.
Many instances
are to be found in C.X.O., book II.

'Bine astha, Axa, corunae mucti nahi.'

The

examples are the three words 'Astha, Axa and corunae',
which are in the ablative after the preposition
'Bine', but only 'coruna' took the final 'E' of
the ablative.
10.

When two verbs appear together the second is pre
ceded by the adverb 'ze', which corresponds to the
Latin Quod.
black':

Ex:

'I heard that Indian people are

the Latins say, Audivi, Indiarum gentem

esse nigram, the Bengalis say, 'Xunilam, ze Industani
cala loc xocol.1

The example here is 'ze',

placed before the verb 'Hoe', which is understood.
11.

The relative 1ze', which corresponds to the Latin
Qui, Quae, Quod, always agrees in number and case
with the following noun, and never with the preceding
one.

Ex:

'A person who does good deeds may

become a saint with God's grace.':

'Ze zone bhalo

carzio core, xe Poromexorer crepate xadhu hoite
pare.'.44
12.

A series of substantive nouns all take the same case.
Ex:

'God Immortal, Independent, Impeccable and

Merciful is our Creator and Redeemer.':

'Purbhu

43. Another instance of Santucci's use of the word 'xocol'
as an equivalent to plural 's'.
44. This illustrative sentence was again composed either
by or under the guidance of Dorn Antonio.

192.

Obinaxi, Xuiong, Nirbicar, Goruna Xindhu, tini
amardiguer xrixtti corta hoen;

Bboiboguer nath,

Potit pabon, xorbozan tini.1 ^

The example is

the series of nouns, 'Xrixtti corta, Bhoiboguer nath,
Potit pabon', which agree in case with 'Purbhu', to
which they belong.
13-

Note, however, that when such nouns are in the
oblique case the characteristic of the said case
only appears in the last noun.

Ex:

'For the love

of the Merciful God one should ask for alms.':
'Purbhu coruna xindhur caron bhiq manguite 46 uchit.'
45. This reads like an extract from Dorn Antonio: the
diction is highly Sanskritic; it consists of three
sentences; the three sentences exhibit considerable
variety of construction; each one of them consists
essentially of merely a subject and predicate.
In
the first the subject is 'Purbhu' and the predicate
'obinaxi, xuiong, nirbicar, coruna xindhu'.
In the
second the subject 'tini' occurs at beginning, the
predicate 'amardiguer xrixtti corta' is placed in
the middle, and the copula 'hoen' is for stylistic
reasons overtly expressed.
In the third sentence,
'hoen' has, as in the first sentence, been omitted,
but the three elements in the preciLqate, 'Bhoiboguer
nath, potitpabon ' and 'xorbozanf(tini)' have been
placed before the subjectr^^/We doubt whether any
foreigner, specially in this period, would have been
capable of such stylistic variety.
46. Again in modern standard Bengali one would have
expected the verbal noun rather than the infinitive
at this point.
Since the sentence is otherwise
correct, we suspect it to have been either composed by,
or under the guidance of Dorn Antonio; and that the
use of infinitive in this context was a feature of
Faridpur dialect.

The example is 'purbhu' and. 'xindhur' , genitive
of 'caron', where only 'xindhu' takes the final
'R' of the genitive, and not 'Purbhu'.

In the

same way in the Ave Maria we say 'Intercede on behalf
of us sinners':
'Xadho 47( amora papir caron', and not
'Amardiguer papir caron'.

One must pay close

attention to this because among the Bengalis to use
'Probhur coruna xindhur' and 'Xadho amardiguer papir
caron' are great mistakes, although to Europeans
this seems hard to believe.
14.

The same thing we said about the agreement of sub
stantives in series is also to be understood for the
agreement between adjectives, nouns and substan
tives.
vices':

Ex:

'In a great sinner there are many
'Boro papite 2»;ixtor guna 48 zorme'.
This

47. How 'xadho' came to mean*intercede*is a mystery.
In modern Bengali a compound would have been used
in its place, e.g. sadhana kara, the use of single word,
'xadho' strikes one as poetic.
Such poetic uses
are, however, a common feature of Dorn Antonio's style
(e.g. badhe). We therefore suspect that 'xadho' was
like much else in this Roman Catholic Bengali termi
nology was coined by Dorn Antonio.
48. The word 'guna' occurs in prayers in book II of
C.X.O.
When these same prayers are quoted in book I,
the word 'guna' is often replaced by 'oporadh'.
This
replacement may possibly have been unconscious.
In
all probability, the Dacca catechist was responsible
for it.
The presence of 'guna' in here and in book
II indicates, we believe, common authorship by
Santucci.

is clearly more elegant than to say 'Borote papite',
which naturally sounds ill.
15*

The substantive verb 'Hoi1, or 'nohi' together
with the noun 'uchit', mean the same as the Latin
licet, and require the dative of the person to whom
it is permitted.

Ex:

'It is not permitted to a

Christian to commit sins;
to do good deeds':
corite;

therefore he is allowed

'Romana-pontire uchit nohe oporad^

tobe uchit xu carzio corite'.

The example

is in 'Romana-pontire', dative of 'uchit nohe'.
One can also construct this sentence using the
adverb 'ze', v.g. 'Uchit nohe ze Romanaponti oporad
,.50
core'
16.

The answer is given in the same case as the question
is asked, v.g. 'Whose book is that?'

'Car auitab?'

One answers 'Amar', 'mine' in the genitive, because
the question is asked in the genitive 'car'.
came?'
bap'.

'My

father.':

'Con zon aiase?'

'Wno
'Amar

The answer is in the nominative because the

question was asked in the nominative.

'Que coriasse

49. The use of the word 'oporad' here, of the term
'Romanaponti', and the non-Bengali word-order indi
cates that in all probability this sentence was
composed by Manoel.
50. The construction of this sentence is also a little
awkward•

es camo?'

'Ami' in the nominative, etc.

is that?1

'U qui?'

'What

fEe puthi1 'It is a hook',

etc.
17*

When there are two nouns in the sentence belonging
to different things, one of them takes the genitive,
and that will be the owner of the thing.

Ex:

'With God's grace I received Jesus Christ's Law*.
'Poromexorer crepate Christor xastro paiassi.'
The examples are 'Poromexorer*, genitive of the noun
'crepa', and 'Christor1, genitive of the noun
'xastro'.

It must be mentioned that the genitive

of the possessor comes almost always before the noun
or possessed thing, as one can see in the example in
which the genitive of possession 'Poromexorer' comes
before the possessed thing, 'crepate'. 51
18.

Note that there are no comparatives in Bengali, nor
superlatives.

They get over this lack by using

the adjective with the genitive of the larger or
smaller thing.
am, and older.1

Ex:

'My brother is bigger than I

'Amar Bhay amar boro bhai.'

The

example is 'amar', genitive of the adjective 'Boro'.
Another example:
Hope';

'Charity is a greater virtue than

The Latins say:

Charitus virtus spe maior est;

51. This rule was probably formulated because the wordorder is exactly opposite to that of Portuguese.

196.

The Bengalis say, 'Coruna gun axar boro'.
There is another way of replacing the com
parative, v.g. in the same sentence:

'Charity is

a greater virtue than Hope', they turn the
meaning so:
virtue.'
19.

'Leaving Hope aside Charity is a great
'Axa saraia, coruna boro.'

The same thing I say about the replacing of the
comparative also applies to the lack of superlative:
one adds the adverb 'Bex', which means 'more'.
For example, 'The greatest of virtues is Charity':
'Gun xocoler bex boro coruna', or in this way:
'Xocol gun saraia, coruna bex boro.'

Construction of Verbs
20.

The Bengalis have so many different ways of talking,
and all so inappropriate, that no fixed rules can
be given about the cases the verbs require.

However,

we give some rough rules, so that those interested
in learning the elements of this language can
easily have a certain amount of enlightenment.
Let us start with the active verbs.
21.

All purely active verbs require instead of accusatives
an inanimate nominative, or better, an undeclinable
accusative, similar to the nominative.

Ex: 'Those

who fulfil God's commandment shall find His grace.1

197

'Poromexorer agguia ze pale;

xe tahan crepa paibe.'

The examples here are the noun 'Agguia' which is
the undeclinable accusative of the verb 'pale',
and 'crepa', which is the undeclinable accusative
of the verb 'paybe'. 52
22.

The verbs of doing, giving, determining, ordering,
etc., require, besides the accusative of the thing
done, given, determined, etc., a dative of the person
to whom it is done, given, determined, ordered, etc.
Ex:

'I love those who give me travail,' they turn

the meaning so:

'He v/ho gives me travail him I love1

'Ze amare duqh dee, tahare doea cori.'

The examples

here are 'Amare', dative of the verb 'Dee', and 'duqh',
its accusative;

and also 'tahare', dative of the

verb 'cori' and 'Doea' its accusative.
•23•

The verbs of asking require the accusative of the
thing asked for, and the genitive with the adverb
'casse' of the person asked.

Ex:

'Por the love of

God one should ask Christians for alms.'
52.

'Poromexorer

The facts underlying this rule are correct.
The thing
is that in Bengali the case inflection -re- or -keof the accusative signifies particular phenomena,
but once the phenomena have been so particularised
the -re- or -ke- ceases to be overtly marked in
inanimate nouns.

198.

doear caron bhiq manguite uchit Christao xocoler
casse.'

The examples here are 'xocoler casse'

and 'Bhiq', etc.
24.

The verbs of interceding or begging require
genitive with 'caron' of the person for whom one
begs, and another genitive with 'xaqhiate' or
'uzure' or 'tthai' of the person from whom one asks.
Ex:

'Virgin Mary intercede for us before God.'
'Bibi Maria^53 amardiguer caron xadhen^54 Poromexorer

25•

xaqhiate or tthay, or uzure', etc.
Bengali has no passive verbs, 55
^ therefore they always
change the sentence into the active voice, v.g.

53.

'Bibi Maria' occurs in Canticles composed by Dorn
Antonio and in the prayers, C.X.O., book I.
The
phrase was undoubtedly coined by Dorn Antonio and
indicates that, since Bengal was under Muslim rule,
the term Bibi implied great respect in 1680.
By
the 1830s it had acquired a pejorative sense amongst
Hindus.

54. The Portuguese version of this sentence leads one to
suppose that 'xadhen' is imperative.
Such forms
(e.g. basen, calen, asen, etc.) are used as honorific
imperative in North and East Bengal.
Their use has
not been referred to in the morphological section.
We presume the sentence to have been composed by
Dorn Antonio.
55* This is one of the inconsistencies in the grammar,

for on page 15 'hoia' is described 'Sendo participio
do preterito passivo'.
It may therefore be taken
as an indication of dual or multiple authorship.

199.

for 'I am loved1 they say 'another person loves me*.
'Ar zone amare doea core.'
26.

Deponent (reflexive) verbs are also rare and this
lack is overcome by adding nouns to the improper
verbs, which causes them to talk with a great deal
of impropriety because they cannot express themselves
any other way.

v.g. 'to liquify' (reflexive in

Portuguese), they say, 'to become liquified* 'Ghila
hoite1;

'to be destroyed', they say, 'to become

destroyed',
27.

'Noxtto hoite', etc.^°

The question Ubi is answered by an ablative.
Ex:

'My father died in Dacca', they say 'Daccate

amar bap moriasse.'

The example here is 'Daccate',

ablative, in response to Ubi (where).
28.

The question Quo, 'where to'
ablative.

is answered byan

The question unde 'where from' is

answered by an ablative with the post position
'Thaquia' or 'Hote' or 'Thane'.

The question Quo

'by where' is answered by the nominative with the
participle 'Dia1.
56.

Ex:

'I went to Dacca from

This links up with the Marsden Lexicon where '-se',
the Portuguese word for 'self', is represented in
Bengali by 'hoite', where as in Manoel's printed
dictionary 'se' is represented by _|_Apone1 (e.g.
'Abrir se' - Marsden Lexicon - mela haite, p. 36;
V.I.B.P. - 'Apone chirite', p. p09) •
OTEerefore
we presume that this paragraph was not originally
written by Manoel.

Ugulim via Murxidabad.1

'Ugulimte thaquia

Murxidabad dia guiassilam Daccate.1

The example

is 'Ugulimte1, ablative, with the post position
'Thaquia' answering the question unde;

'Murxidabad'

is in the nominative with the participle 'dia'
answering the question qua;

Daccate is in the

ablative answering the question Quo, 'where to'.^
29. The instrument with which something is done
the nominative absolute with the participle

takes
'dia';

the material of which something is made takes the
genitive.

Ex:

'I made a wooden image with a knife*1

'Ee xuri dia ec murti catter coriassi.'

The

example is 'xuridia', which is the instrument with
which I made, and takes the absolute nominative,
and 'catter' genitive of the material.
30.

The cause takes ablative, or genitive of 'caron'.
Ex:

'I am dying of cold':
'Xite mori' or 'Xiter
58
caron mori.'^
The example here is 'xite', ablative

of cause.
57.

The post positions 'thaquia, hote, thane, dia' are
thus established syntactically.
Nothing was said
of such indeclinables in the morphological section.

58.

The Portuguese translation suggests that 'mori' is
to be taken in the sense of a present continuous.
This use of the present tense is also to be noted in
the opening pages of G.X.O.

31.All verbs occur or may occur in the absolute
nominative, which neither governs nor is governed.
Ex:

'Christians, by doing good deeds, can become
59
saints.1
They say 'Christaora, y xot carzio coria

xadhu hoite pare.'

The example here is the parti-

ciple 'coria', which is in the nominative absolute 60
agreeing with 'xot carzio* its noun.
32.

All sentences that talk about the Gerund in Do,
in Dum and also in Di and about the supine raise the
verb to the infinitive because this language has no
Gerunds

and Supines, just as Hebrew and Caldaic

and many other languages did not.

Ex:

'Jesus

59.

The morphological section specified that this plural
was little used.
That statement required qualifi
cation: its use in animate nouns, as here, must have
been common.

60.

The term 'nominative absolute' is further evidence
of Santucci's Latin approach.
As a description of
the facts it is adequate though clumsy.
It might
perhaps have been better to describe 'coria' as a
past participle, governing an inanimate indeclinable
accusative 'xot carzio'.
It is significant that
the term nominative absolute occurs after a discussion
of the use of the ablative case, for the usual Latin
phrase is 'ablative absolute'.

61.

This is a further inconsistency.
The term 'Gerund'
is used for example on page 15 and page 19 of the
morphological section to describe 'hoibar' and
'coribar' respectively.
This is another indication
of either bad editing or dual/multiple authorship.

Christ died on a cross to redeem mankind.1: 'Jesus
6P
Christo crucer upore moriassen
nor udhar corite.1
33*

One can use 'coribar' for anything that is said by
Gerund in Di, which means the same as facindi, v.g.
in the sentence above we can also say:

'Jesus

Christ died on a cross because of redeeming mankind.':
'Jesus Christo crucer upore moriassen nor udhar
coribar caron.'

The first example is 'corite',

which is an infinitive replacing the gerund in Dum;
the second is 'coribar', which is the gerund in Pi,
placed after the substantive 'caron', which means
cause, or causal.

Observations
For a better understanding of what we have said it
seemed desirable to make here some observations per
taining to the rudiments.
34. Obs.l.
and compound;

Let this be supposed.

All active verbs are divided into simple
the latter derive from the former by

changing the 'I' in which the simple verb ends into 'Ai'.
62.

It is odd that the word 'moriassen' should have been
used in relation to Jesus Christ.
In modern Bengali
a euphemism such as paralok gaman kara or ihalok
tyag kara, etc. would have been used.
Earlier in the
section the word 'moriasse' was, however, used in
relation to a father.
So we presume that at this
period euphemisms were not common.

203.

v.g. the verb 'cori', which means 'to do'.

By changing

the 'i ' into 'ai* we have 'corai', its compound,.which
means 'to induce to do'.
means 'to know';

In the same way the verb 'chini'

if we change the 'i ' into 'ai' we will

have 'chinai', its compound, which means 'to make known'.
'Deqhi' means to see', its compound, 'deqhai' means 'to
show'.

'Dubi' means 'to dive';

means 'to duck somebody', etc.
Faith are very deep;
I shall understand.':

its compound, 'Dubai'
Ex:

'The mysteries of

however, if you explain them to me
'Astar bhed xocol boro gohin:

totacho amare buzhao tomi, tobe buzhimu, or buzhibo,'

35. Obs. 2.

From these verbs derive certain verbal

substantive nouns.

Those that derive from the simple

verb end in 'on', v.g. from 'cori' derives 'coron';
from 'deqhi', 'deqhon';

from 'dubi', 'dubon', etc.

Those that derive from the compound verb end in 'an',
63.

We presume that in the original grammar as in the
Marsden Lexicon the Bengali terms used in this
grammar were written in the Bengali scripts and
that they were merely transliterated by Manoel.
For the terms quoted here do not exhibit vowel
harmony.
Had they been dictated, we presume,
that some slight change of vowel would have been
recorded in 'chinai' as oppcsed to 'chini', and
'dat$jii' as opposed to 'dobfi'.
It should be
notec that in the opening page of Antonio's Dialogo
the term 'bhuzi' as opposed to 'bhozo' occurs;
i.e. since it was dictated this vowel harmony between
'u' and 'o' was recorded.

v.g. from 'corai' derives 'coran';

from 'deqhai',

'deqhan* , from 'dubai', 'duban', etc.
36.

Obs. 3.

All verbs, whatever they may be, are

divided in simple affirmative and compound negative.
The latter derive from the former by placing before
them the letter o, v.g. 'chinite' means 'to know',
'ochinite', its negative compound, means 'not to
know'.

'Deqhite' means 'to see', 'odeqhite' its
compound, means 'not to see', etc. 64

37*

Obs. 4.

Nouns are also divided

affirmative and compound negative.
mative ones begin with a consonant

into simple
If the affir
they are made

negative by adding the letter o before them,
v.g. 'chinot ', or 'chinto' means 'what is known';
its compound 'ochinto' or 'ochinot', means the
'unknown'.
stomach';

'Zirno' means 'the cookedness of the
its compound 'ozirno' means 'the rawness

of the stomach'.

'Bhagguia' means 'the fortunate

one', and 'obhagguia' its compound, means 'the
unfortunate one'.
64.

We presume this rule to have been based ultimately
on Sanskrit.
Presumably Dorn Antonio will have
explained to Santucci that such words as aparicita,
abicalita, were negative past participle and by
analogy Santucci probably formulated this rule.
As far as we are aware, it has not been followed in
any of the books we have studied.
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However, if the said simple nouns begin with
a vowel they are made negative preceding them by
the syllable 'on1; v.g. 'onto' means 'the end1,
'ononto', its compound, means 'eternity without
end'.

'Axthiq' means 'the man who has faith';

'onasthiq', its compound, means the 'renegade', etc.
38.

Obs. 5.

The post positions 'thaquia, thane,

hote' which correspond to the Latin prepositions
a, de, ex, require an ablative.

They are always

added to verbs of motion, v.g. 'Con thaquia aixo?'
'Where do you come from?', etc.
39.

Obs. 6.

The postpositions 'bine'

and ' begor'

correspond to the Latin sine, and also require the
ablative.

v.g. 'Bine Axthate coruna nahi.'

'There can be no charity without faith,' etc.
40.

Obs. 7-

The adverbs 'caphe, paz,

noriq,

noxdiq, nicott' require the genitive of motionless
ness, although the verb sometimes means movement,
v.g. for 'Come near me,' they say, 'Amar caphe aixo'
'My village is near Dacca,' 'Amar ghao Daccar noriq,
etc.
41. Obs. 8.

The adverbs 'xate, lougue, xongue,

conxorgue' also require the genitive of motion or
company, v.g. 'Pedro went with me to Dacca.':

'Pedro amar xongue Daccate gueasse.'
42.

Obs. 9-

The adverbs 'pisse' and 'passe',

which mean 'behind' or 'after', and 'ague', which
means 'before', also take the genitive.
'Amar ague', 'before me';

v.g.

'amar piche', 'after me',

etc.
43.

Obs. 10.

The nouns 'xaqhiat, uzur' which mean

'presence' and 'purnit' which means 'a full thing',
and others of this kind, also take the genitive.
The adverb 'tthay' is also added to them and requires
the genitive.

v.g. for 'in my presence' they say:

'Amar xaqhiate or uzure';

they use 'xaqhiate' and

'uzure' in the ablative in answer to the question
ubi, and 'amar' as the genitive of 'xaqhiate'.
can also say 'amar tthay', 'in my presence';
is the solemnest way, etc.

this

The example of 'purnit'

is in the Ave Maria in Bengali:
crepae Purnit.'

One

v.g. 'Pronam Maria

The example is 'crepae', the

ablative of 'Purnit'.

We said above that 'purnit'

requires the genitive, but that was a mistake, because
it requires the ablative, as we can see in the example,
although many people use it with the genitive.^
65.

As stated earlier this passage indicates that Manoel
was merely the editor of this grammar and further
more that he could not have been the author of the
prayer 'Pronam Maria' (Ave Maria) contained in the
G.X.O. attributed to him.

44. Obs. 11.

The Bengali language has some words

which are only used in the sentence for elegance,
as in themselves they mean nothing or almost
nothing;

v.g. the word 'ghia' is constantly used

with the verbs of movement, v.g. in the sentence
'Come, let us go1 they say, 'Cholo zai guia'.
One can say, without changing the meaning,
zai';

'Chali,

in this the other sentence 'Bring food'

'Qhana an guia', one can say simply 'Qhana an'.
There is another word which is added to the
verbs of motionlessness,

'bolia*, participle of the

verb 'boli', which means 'to talk'.
sentence:

v.g. this

'I suffer great need', they say 'Ami

boro duqh pai bolia'•
changing the meaning:
45. Obs. 12.

They can also say without
'Ami boro duqh pai.'

These particles o, or to for short o

are also used without being necessary;
sentence:

v.g. this

'I do not feel like eating', 'Icpha to

$

nahi cdJ bar'.

We can say 'Iccha nahi caibar'.

The same thing in this other one:

'I did not do this

work sind neither did you, ' 'Ei camo amio coriassina,
tomi o corila na'.
66.

We can also say:

'Ei camo ami

As stated earlier, this 'correction' is in fact
wrong and indicates that Manoel's command of spoken
Bengali was questionable.
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coriassina, tomi corila na.
4-6.

Obs. 13.

When they send for somebody they

use 'daqhia', participle of the verb 'daqui',
which means 'to bring1.
and call my animal';

v.g. this sentence 'Go

they change the meaning so:

'Go and bring called my servant,' and other similar
improper uses. 68
4-7. Obs. 14.

The substantive verb 'hoe', which

means the same as sum, es, fui, is almost always
omitted in the sentence.
they say:

v.g. 'I am very poor',

'Ami boro gorib'.

is nominative, is understood.
that?'.

'Hoe1, for which 'ami'
Also 'qui?'

'What is

'Hoe', for which 'qui' is nominative, is

understood.
48.

Obs. 1 5 .

As the Bengali language is not a lingua

matrix but consists of Hindustani and Sanskrit, it
is not regular and does not correspond entirely to
67. The use of such particles as 'bolia', 'guia', 'to'
and 'o' is not meaningless, though a full statement
of the way in which they modify a sentence is too
large a subject to be entered upon here.
68. 'daqhia ano' is not improper usage.
This grammar
has in fact failed to analyse such verbal compounds.
It is not surprising since such an analysis would be
beyond the scope of so elementary a work.
It is
doubtful, however, whether Manoel or even Santucci
would have been capable of such an analysis.

Latin.

For this reason it lacks many proper verbs

in place of which the natives express themselves by
the addition of words.

v.g. for 'to doubt', they

say 'to make doubt' 'xondhe corite', for 'to
destroy', they say, 'to make destruction'

'Noxtto

co rit e 1.^
4-9.

Obs. 16.

There is also a lack of almost all

deponent verbs and they make up for this lack with
the names of things, adding these to improper verbs,
with the result that they speak with much impropriety
because they cannot express themselves any other way:
v.g. 'to liquify' they say 'to become liquified';
'Ghila noite';

'to be destroyed' they say, 'to become

destroyed' 'Noxtto hoite', etc.
50.

Obs. 1 7 .

Adverbs are also very rare in this
language, and normally they use 'Dhorane''70 which

means 'mode';

by adding it to another adjective they

make up for the lack of the adverb.
they say 'Bhalo dhorane';

v.g. for 'well'

for 'truly' they say

'Xotio dhorane', 'in a true way'
69*

The paragraph is as we stated earlier more or less a
repetition of paragraph 26, and is, therefore, an
indication of hasty editing.

70.

The term 'dhorane' occurs frequently in precisely this
spelling in the Marsden Lexicon.
It is another
indication of common authorship by Santucci.

71.

The remaining paragraphs of this syntactical section
have been quoted earlier in this chapter under phono
logy.

Despite these deficiencies it must be admitted that
to have reduced the introduction of an oriental lan
guage to a mere 40 pages was a remarkable achievement.
The grammar was undoubtedly the work of a team:

Dorn

Antonio, Santucci, Gomez, Sarayva, working in close
collaboration.

We imagine that probably at least three

manuscript copies existed, possibly some were mutilated
and the final edition was produced by Manoel by amal
gamating all three.

This may account for slight dis

crepancies in spelling, terminology and approach in the
various parts of the grammar.
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CHAPTER VIII

EVALUATION OF THE PORTUGUESE CONTRIBUTION TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF BENGALI PROSE

The chief value of the Portuguese contribution
to the development of Bengali prose was indirect:
personal contribution was negligible.

their

It is too much to

expect that foreigners, with no models before them, and with
at best a crude command of a regional dialect of Bengali
could make any direct contribution to the development of a
literary medium like prose.

Prose is built on the rhythms

of speech, but to be beautiful requires that its author
should have bathed in a cultural tradition, either classical
or contemporary, urbane or folk.

Dorn Antonio and the anonymous

East Bengali had had such a bathing.

Antonio had been

schooled in good taste as regards grammar and diction and had
a fair sense of style, of the need for variety in sentence
structure and of the need for harmony between the dignity of
his subject-matter and the classical severity of its stylistic
expression.

The anonymous East Bengali was a common man

with a flair for story-telling.

The raciness, gusto and

vulgarity of his narrations were well-attuned to his rustic
audiences1 mentality:

as Dom Antonio's Dialogo inadvertently
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reveals contemporary Bengalis

delighted in earthly events

and miraculous happenings, that have an unconscious, pre
posterous comicality about them:

the churning of ocean;

the

spilling of seed by lusty Brahma: the seduction of Radha
and the milkmaids;
cavalcade.

the invasion of Lanka

by Ram*s circus

The comedy and unconscious humour inherent in

the East Bengali^' rendering of the story of the cobra
spawned by the drunkardfs wife is of the stuff to enthral a
rustic audience.

On the other hand, the classical severity and

restraint of the dialogue between the Brahmin and Roman
Catholic has much the same tone of dispassionate, clinical
logic that Rammohan Ray was to bring to bear in similar
dialogues that he was to produce almost one and a half
centuries later.
Thus, as we see it, the chief value of the
Portuguese contribution to the development of Prose was not
their personal writings, but the writings they stimulated
from others:

Dom Antonio and the anonymous East Bengali.

Ideally this present chapter ought fully to disse.ct their
styles and to present a literary appreciation of the develop
ment of their themes.

To attempt to do so would, however, lead

us, strictly speaking, outside the purview of our thesis,
which is concerned solely with the direct contribution of
the Portuguese, not their indirect contribution via Bengalis.
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In any case, a study of the reconstructed tkxt presented
in the appendix IIIc will, we feel easily substantiate our
remarks in regard to Antonio's style and the East Bengali's
is well exemplified in the story of the cobra and in the
following story from C.X.0.

(i)

A story from C.X.O. analysed so as to show how
Portuguese additions and, retentions marred the style.
"St. Jcao Damasceno said that a heretic went to
bathe in a tank.
there also.

There were Roman catholics

They began to expound the mystery

of the Trinity, hearing which the heretic became
very angry and said,
Trinity? Bah!

'who are you to expound the

God is not three.

the three that you speax of.

I am as good as

It is not right to

serve those three, just as it is not right to serve
a stone.1

Hearing this the Roman Catholics tried

to catch him to punish him for blasphemy.

The

blasphemer fled in fear, but was unable to escape
God.

Listen to the punishment he received.

The blasphemer had fled, but he came back again and
went down into the tank.

Suddenly rising from

the water, he began to scream and weeping loudly,
cried,

'Alas!

Alas!

I am undone.'

Hearing the

weeping, people advanced and saw that his body had
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begun to swell and ulcerate.

He began to scream

even louder and at the same time to scratch himself
with his nails.

The scratching set his flesh

falling from him, until the bones appeared.

People

asked him, if he had seen anything in the tank.
He replied,

fwhen I descended into the water, I

saw a handsome man.

In his hand were three identical

pearls, which becoming one retained the same weight.
He showed them to me and said,

*Look blasphemer,

God is a Trinity and the Trinity are one God.*
Hearing this, I felt a pain that is without parallel.1
Saying this he died, went to hell and suffered for
his blasphemy.11 ^
We have no doubt that left to himself the Sast
Bengali catechist would have produced a piece of narration
at least equal in literary merit to that of the above trans
lation.

Parts of the Bengali version read well, but the

effect of the whole is marred by joint authorship.

Some

sentences seem to us to have been composed by Manoel and some
to have been retained from an earlier version by Santucci and

i.

c.x.o., pp. 150-152.
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his colleagues.

The following portion appears to be the

worK of the East Bengali catechist.
"Polaiassilo nindoque', arbar axia puxcornite
lamilo. Ochombit panite thaquia utthia
xicraite laguilo; ebong boro rodhon coria
cohilo. Mori, Mori, amar pran zae. Rodhon
xonia munixie aguailo; deqhilo, ze tahar xorir
phulia gha hoite laguilo xe aro bex coria
xicraite laguilo; xicraite, xicraite nuq dia
cazuaite laguilo. Anchurite anchurite tahar
xorir qhoxia qhoxia porite laguilo, arer deqha
hoilo. Tahare munixie ziguiaxilo; Tomi ni
puxoornite quissu deqhila?" 2
The narration here flows well.

The opening

inversion of subject and verb gives the kind of dramatic
touch now familiar in modern authors.

On the whole the

diction is uniformly local and natural, the only learned
intrusion being 'ochombit1 and 'rodhon1.

The sentences

are brief and action packed, as befits narration.

The

infusion of direct speech - 'Mori, Mori, amar pran zae1
(AlasJ

Alas]

I am undone) adds vividness.

The horror and

drama builds up swiftly forming a fitting prelude to the
subsequent entrance of the supernatural being and the
blasphemer's abrupt demise.
comparison clumsy.

Manoel's additions are in

Portuguese had presumably by this time

attained a certain eloquence, characterised by lengthy,
flowing cadences, but the Bengali he introduces into this
passage, modelled on Portuguese word-orcer, is clumsy and

2-

Ibid., pp. 150-152.
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graceless, as can be shown in the following diagram where the
Bengali is arranged in syntactic phrases as in the text, and
the English equivalents are given phrase by phrase, thus
demonstrating how the Bengali is in fact patterned according
to the Portuguese:
(a)

Ze tin zon tomora coho

(a) The three you speak of

(b)

tahara eto bhalo

(b) are as good

(c)

ze mot ami

(c) as I am

(d)

Ehi tin zonere xeba corite (d) to serve these three

(e)

uchit nohe,

(e) is not right

(f)

ze mot uchit nohe

(f) just as it is not right

(g)

eqpathorer xeba corite

(g) to serve a stone.

The passage as a whole was futher marred by the
retention of a few sentences composed by Santueei and his
colleagues in the original version of the catechism.

The

sentences are:"Xe cohilo;
ze somoe zoler bhitor lamilam; xei
xoraoe eq xondor purux deqhilam:
tahan athete tin
Mucta pathor xoman assilo: xei tin mucta pathor
eqtta hoia xoman bhar, tini amare mucta deqhaia
cohilen;
'Deqh nindoq; Poromexor tin zon,
ebong ehi tin zon eq Poromexor.11
That the sentences belong to the original version is revealed
by:
The Sanskritic vocabulary.

For example earlier in the

passage the word 'pani' was used for 'water1;

here the
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Hindu word 'zol' is used;

and the word 'purux1 for 'man'.

In the manuscript lexicon the phrase hat he was used for
!hand';

'athete* seems reminiscent of this.

In the B.C.G.B. a list of nouns and adjectives occur,
containing the phrase 1 eqtti xtri dhormi1, where the
adjective

has been placed after the noun.

The same

feature is observable here in the phrase 'tin mucta
pathor xoman'

(three identical pearls).

word for 'identical'
noun.

The Portuguese

(presumably 'iguaes') follows its

We presume this idiosyncracy in regard to

positioning nouns and adjectives to have belonged to
Santucci or one of his colleagues.
Furthermore, these sentences contained the phrase 'eqtta
hoia1 (becoming one) which occured earlier in the
'Dialogo of Dom Antonio, whom we have always held to be
a collaborator of Santucci.
(ii)

A brief literary appreciation of Dom Antonio's
Dialogo.
For the sake of completeness we now add the

following paragraphs about the literary merit of the only
complete work inspired by the Portuguese, namely Dom Antonio's
Dialogo:

and then in the concluding section of this chapter

we shall present summaries of both this work and also C.X.O.,
so that some idea of their contents may be gleaned from them.
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A reading of our translation of the first thirty
pages of Antonio1s Dialogo given in appendix H i d , will,
we think,induce one to conclude that phychologically the
Dialogo is not an interchange between a genuine Brahmin and
a Roman Catholic, but rather is one of two things:
either, it is an attempt on the part of one side of
Antonio1s mind, i.e. the Roman catholic side, to
vanquish the other side, i.e. his Hindu hereditary
background;
or, it is autobiographical, e.g. a reconstruction, or
possibly even a mosaic of fragmentary memories, of
conversations between Antonio himself after his conversion
and possibly the Portuguese priest named Da Rozario
whose surname he later assumed.
We suggest these alternatives, because of the manner in which
the dialogue is conducted.

The Brahmins faith is being

demolished, yet he displays no emotion;

but rather seems

eager himself to assist in the demolition of his beliefs.
This is astounding.

One would have expected,

at certain

points, intense anger, at others contempt and sarcastic,
trenchant ripostes;

but actually we get none of these.

On the contrary, except for the single outburst on page 1 ‘•Do you, being such a learned man malign our
God?
Do your scriptures not envisage some
ill effect from this?11
the dialogue is conducted in an atmosphere of almost
uhbroken calm and collaboration, suggesting that, like
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Antonio himself, the Brahmin had already been converted by
some other means and was now only too glad to have the last
lingering vestigial doubts in relation to his allegiance to
his ancestral religion removed.
Once one has disposed of the psychological absurdity
inherent in the Dialogo due to Antonio’s personal predicament,
one can see that as a conversation between a Roman Catholic
and a former Brahmin, who has already been converted, the
piece reads quite well;

and is, perhaps, comparable with

similar Dialogues to be produced later by Rammohan Ray in
Calcutta.
Precisely because of the nature of the PialogoT
as we have described it above, we feel it unlikely that this
catechism of Antonio's could actually have met with much
success.

Whatever conversions Antonio made must ultimately

have been due to his influencial position as "Prince of
Bhusna" and to his personality, which judging from the
Dialogo itself, may well have been forceful, dogmatic and
perhaps a little colourful:

he did, after all, possess

some literary merit and, judging by his vocabulary, must
have been of some education.
(iii)

Summaries
(a)

Dom Antonio’s Dialogo
Antonio's Dialogo consists of- a disputation
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between a Roman Catholic and a Brahmin, in the course of
which the falsehood of Hinduism, and the truth and infallibility
of the Christian faith is established.

The four aspects of

Hindu doctrine, critically examined by the Roman Catholic are:
1.

The doctrine of karma.

2.

The ten incarnations.

3.

The Hindu trinity.
Popular Hindu practices and customs.

The Roman Catholic asks the Brahmin to explain
Hindu doctrines to him one by one.
and defends his religion.

The Brahmin both describes

The Roman Catholic then refutes

the Brahmin's arguments and puts forward his own counter
arguments.

The Brahmin concedes each point and finally

surrenders, saying that he sees the Roman Catholic's point
of view, but does not know which religion he should follow.
The obvious answer is the Roman Catholic faith, and the Brahmin
immediately agrees to be converted.

The Roman Catholic

nevertheless continues to question him about the remaining
aspects of Hinduism so as to refute all of them;

till the

Brahmin has no remaining doubts about the falsity of his own
religion and the infallible truth of Christianity.

The

dialogue, therefore, continues until all four aspects of the
Hinduism have been discussed and demolished.

But when the

dialogue finally ends, no definite indication is given as to
whether or not the Brahmin was actually converted.
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The dialogue opens with the Brahmin1s contention
that God determined whether a man was religious or not.
God, the Roman Catholic explains, did not predestine anything.
He granted us the scriptures, which clearly distinguished right
from wrong.

If a man violated scriptural canons by committing

sin, he would be punished;
would be rewarded.

and if he did virtuous acts, he

The Hindu scriptures also prescribe

punishments for sins.

If the Hindu God had wanted people to

sin, he would have prescribed no such punishments.

Though

conceding this point, the Brahmin still insisted that writing
was to be found on the foreheads of skulls.

The Roman

Catholic refuted this by explaining that if one were to
examine a large number of skulls, one would find that some were
devoid of any such apparent writing.
of ohe single bone.

Such skulls consisted

It was the joints in skulls consisting

of more than one bone, which were responsible for the
semblance of writing on their foreheads.
had writing on his forehead.
man's virtues and vices.

In fact no one

God was not responsible for

He was omnipotent, kind and devoid

of all human defects and deficiencies.
The Brahmin then came to the question of incarnations
and asked the Roman Catholic whether according to the
Christian faith God at any time came to earth in human form
to save mankind.

The Roman Catholic replied that God did so

once in the form of Jesus Christ.

Born of the sacred Virgin
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Mary in Jerusalem, He lived thirty-three years,

striving

for the salvation of mankind, before returning to Heaven.
He was the embodiment of all virtues.

He would come back

again on the day of Judgement.
The Brahmin then one by one described the ten Hindu
Each of these was refuted in turn by the

incarnations.
Roman Catholic.
'Rohito'

God's first incarnation was as 'Moxio*

a

fish, which rescued the Yedas from the bottom

of the sea,

Upon completing its task, the fish was destroyed.

The Roman Catholic argued that since God was omnipotent,
He could have recovered the Vedas from the sea without
becoming a fish;

moreover, whatever shape God took, would

have been indestructible.

Therefore,

this incarnation

was false.
God's second incarnation was as 'curmo1, the
tortoise, who floated on the waters and held on his back the
snake 'Baxuqui1 , who in turn supported the earth on his
thousand

expanded hoods.

The Brahmin insisted that the

earth needed the support of some powerful body, but could
not reply, when asked on what the water rested.

The Roman

Catholic then explained that God was an extraordinary Being,
and therefore would require no support for His creation.
Having created the universe, He kept it floating in space
by His will alone.
The Hindu God's third incarnation was 'Boraho',
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a boar, who recovered with his teeth from the sea!s depths
the clay, deposited there as a result of the death of
'Modhucoito1, and thereby laying the foundations of earth.
The Roman Catholic's arguments against this incarnation was
that since God could do whatever he liked, it was incredible
that he should have assumed the form of a boar merely to
fetch clay from the sea.
The fourth incarnation 'Naroxingo*

or the lion

headed man emerged from a pillar demon-like with long claws
to slay 'Hironio coxob

Since

as long as he remained on earth,

'Hironio' was immortal,
'Naroxingo1 slayed him in

the air, piercing his body with his long,

sharp claws.

the Roman Catholic replied, was kind and merciful.
not have/xso wrathful as to kill so violently.

God,

He could

Had he so

wished, He could have disposed of 'Hironio coxob 1 with ease.
It would have been quite unnecessary for Him to assume so
ugly a form for that purpose.
The Hindu God's fifth incarnation was as ' Bamon*
to trick 'Boli',

a pious and munificent King.

form of ' Bamon'

God deceived

Assuming the

'Boli1, by begging from him

merely the land on which he stood.

God, the King of Right

eousness, could not, the Roman Catholic maintained,
a cunning trick on a pious man to deceive him.

play such

Bamon was,

therefore, not an incarnation of God.
The Hindu God's next incarnation was in the Tret a
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age as !Xri Ramo',

son

of king 'Doxorotho1 of 'Qzodia',

who in order to honour his father's word exiled himself in
the forest, where

'xita' was abducted by 'Rabon1.

a prolonged conflict with 'Rabon',
'Indrajit'
'xita'

and finally 'Rabon*

from L a n k a ,

During

'Ramo* killed kumbhakarna>

himself, thereby res cui ng’

'Xita', though proving her fidelity

by an ordeal by fire, was not reinstated as 'Ramo ' s 1 wife.
War with his sons 'Lob*

and

truth to 'Ramo', however;
successful reign.

'Cux', finally revealed the
and he died after a long,

According to the Roman Catholic,

'Ramo*

was an ordinary temporal king like any other fighting and
winning wars.
into Lahka
king.

The bridge he built at 'Ramexor'

to cross

could easily have been constructed by such a

Moreover an incarnation of God could not marry and

produce children.

Therefore 'Ramo' was no incarnation.

The Hindu God's other incarnations were Krpa
Parserama and

•B alarama, whose activities, the Brahmin argued,

need not be considered.

The Roman Catholic replied that

unless their activities were examined,

it would not be

possible for him to determine their significance.

Since

however they lived, married and died like mortals, they
could not be regarded as incarnations of God.

Everything

happened according to God's will and command.

There was,

therefore, no point in His intermittently assuming human form.
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^ r i s n o 1 , the next incarnation, was the son of
'Baxodeb1 and

'Doibo^ui1.

to Kill !Congxo'
suppress

'Cali*

and

Born in 1G o gul 1, he was destined

'B o g 1 , destroy the dynasty of

fZ o d u 1,

and dally with 'Radha1 and the sixteen

thousand milkmaids.

In view of his achievements, the

Brahmin submitted, he

was

but also as God Himself.

regarded, not only as an incarnation,
Since every earthly life was mortal,

the Roman Catholic replied, why should God assume human form
to

slay

demons or titans, who were His own creations?

'Crisno' was, therefore, neither an incarnation nor God
Himself,

but on the contrary,

a most

sinful being.

Evil

propensities could not propagate in God or in His incarnations.
It had therefore been the Devil who had entered

'Crisno's1

body, making him lecherous,

and enabling him to enjoy the

sixteen thousand milkmaids.

Godliness was symbolised not

by lust,

but by self-restraint.
The Brahmin then spoke of !C o l o q u i x o f, the coming

incarnation, who would destroy all religions and reduce
everything to a chaos.

The Roman Catholic replied that God

never destroyed religions;

but the Christian scriptures

predicted the birth of a demoniac being who might destroy
religions.

He would claim to be the incarnation of God so

that people would worship him.

But ultimately he would be

defeated and killed by three saints.
return to the only true faith.

Then everyone will
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The Homan Catholic then asked the Brahmin, whom
else they worshipped.

The Brahmin explained thb Hindu concept

of trinity - the worship of !B r o m a !, !B i s n o ! and !M o h e x !.
These three Gods were engendered by ’Moha B i s n o 1 and fAdya
x o t i 1;

and each had a specific function.

'Broma1 possessed

the quality of 'Rozo1, by which he created all living beings.
^ i s n o 1 had the quality of 'xotio1, by which he supported the
creation,

and ’M o h e x 1 possessed the quality of ‘T o m o 1 by

which he destroyed them.

The Brahmin admitted that

since

each was unable to perform the function of either of the
others, none could be regarded as omnipotent Gods.
they all worshipped

Moreover

1Purno-Bromo1 or the almighty God, into

which they would merge after the dissolution of the Universe.
To worship the fPurno B r o m o 1 one had to abandon marital
felicity.

These three gods were thus worshipped by Hindus for

the sake of salvation.
The Brahmin explained that all three gods were
married and had children.

!B r o m a ! performed severe religious

austerities and worshipped in ^ h i r o d 1, where he satisfied the
daughters of holy sages.

One of these girls was made

pregnant by him and gave birth to a son.

Once ‘B r o m a 1,

having discharged semen, put it into a waterpot on a hill,
where a cow accidentally broke it with its horns.
of the incident,

1Po rxuram1 rescued

Learning

‘B r o m a ' s 1 semen in order
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to save his forefathers.
'Bromputro*.

This was new known as the river

Such was the greatness and power of ‘B r o m a 1,

The Roman Catholic replied that God symbolised purity and
perfection and could not therefore be overcome by lust or
passion.

Thus

'Broma* was no god.

'Bisno* was a devout family man.
'Oniorudho', who abducted
He also killed
molested her.
a 'toloxi*
and'Xib*.

'Uxa* by killing

He saved
'Xongdhxe'.

'Xonqhaxor', who, abducting 'Brondhaxoti',
'Xonqhaxor'

shrub.

became a couch-shell and 'Brondha'

Once a fight broke out between 'Bisno'

Both were about to be killed, when

the wife of 'Xib*

'Parboti',

stood naked between them, thus averting

their imminent deaths.
'Xib' was also a great and dignified ascetic,
with a

wife and two sons.

The Roman Catholic commented that

the series of misdeeds which constituted the careers of
these so-called gods, proved that they were unworthy of being
called divine.
The Brahmin then described the character and
career

of 'Poromo Bromo*

or the eternal God, who slept on

banyan

leaf, whilst floating on the sea of 'qhirod1.

a

Desiring to create the Universe, He deposited in the sea the
dirt from His body.
to be slain by 'Adia'.

From this was born 'Modhucoito', later
From 'Modhucoito*s'

corpse
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emanated the clay recovered by 'Boraho' to form the earth's
foundation.
'Bisno'

From 'Moha Bisno*

and

'Adia'

were born 'Broma' ,

and 'Mohex', and afterwards one by one the moon and

the stars came into being.
The Moman Catholic replied that this entire concept
of trinity (i.e. one God with His wife
gods 'Broma',

'Bisno'

only almighty,

'Adia'

and 'Mohex') was false.

but also immaculate,

temptation or passion,

and eternal.

and three other
God was not

pure, unmoved by
The God of whom the

Brahmin spoke, resembled an ordinary being needing a banyan
leaf to keep afloat.
and dirt.

Like mortals too, he possessed a body

Moreover, he was subject to sexual desire, whence

he created

'Adia', of whom were born 'Broma',

'Bisno*

'Mohex*.

God could not behave like a mere mortal.

and

Prompted by the Roman catholic, the Brahmin
described other
of the

'Xoibo'

Hindu religious practices,
and

'Xocti* worship.

the worship of 'Xib'
of 'Parboti',

'Xib's'

The

such as the rites

'Xoibtontro* was

and the 'Xoctitontro', the adoration
wife.

The Hindus worshipped these

deities for the sake of earthly happiness and wealth.
'Xoibo's' made phallic emblems of 'Xib*

The

and worshipped them.

The Roman Catholic condemned this practice,

because Hindus

drank the water in which the phallic emblem was bathed.
Every one ought to worship the one eternal God, who had
endowed every living being with reproductive organs.
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In the case of *xoctitontro* , Hindus worshipped the
image of 'Parboti1, who had appeared in several guises, such
as Kalika, Bhub&nesvari and Annapurna, in order to slay such dem
ons as 1Modhucoito1, *Xombhu Nixombhu*, *dhurmolochon*,
*Moixaxor* and 1Roctobirzio1•

She slew fXombhu Nixombhu and

*Moixaxor', because they wished forcibly to marry her.

As^ed

why she accepted sacrifices of such meek animals as lamb,
he-goat and buffalio, the Brahmin was unable to reply, but
went on to explain the way in which the female organ of
’Parboti* was worshipped.

This evoked severe censure from

the Roman Catholic.

*

Another object of worship to the Hindus was the
Sun, because of its power of curing disease, and also
because it had created day and night.

fay and night, the

sun and moon were creations of God, the Roman Catholic
replied.

God created them so that man could work by day and

sleep by night.
world.

God would destroy them at the end of the

The sun could not cure disease,

by medicine, only if God so wished.

Diseases were curable

Therefore, sun-worship

was a great sin.
Another Hindu myth concerned the churning of
’qhirod*, the sea of milk.

*Moha Bisno* awoke to find him

self floating alone on the sea of milk.

A parrot flew over

carrying in its beak tamarind, which accidentally fell into
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the sea, instantly turning its milk to curds.

Then'Moha

Bisno1, with fBroma!, 'Bisno1 and 'Mohex', started churning
the sea, using the snake 'Baxoqui' as the churning rope and
mount 'Xomeru1 as the churning stick.

As. a result, first 1

'loqui* emerged and was taken away by 'Bisno', then
'oibarot' (oirabat, the elephant) was found and was taken
by 'Inaro', the King of gods;

after that ambrosifl- rose to

the surface and was distributed amongst the gods;

and lastly

great fire emerged and was taken by the sea itself.

Such,

the Brahmin maintained, was the mystery of creation according
to Hindu mythology.

The Roman Catholic replied that he had

never heard such a peculiar cosmology.

When 'Moha Bixno*

alone existed, where did the parrot, the tamarind and the mount
of 1xomeru1 come from?

This absurdity laid bare the theory's

falsity.
Finally, the Brahmin enumerated the Hindu pilgrimage
places and indicated their significance.

These were all

either rivers and confluences of rivers and seas, as for
example the Ganga sagarT Gang a jahnabl. Bhagirathi and
Brahmaputra, or places where the incarnations or holy sages
had been born, fought battles or died, as for example
BaranasI, Gay a. Sri Brndaban. Mathura. Aj^odhya, Slri Jagannath.
Badarika. Kamakhya and 'Xri Boidionath*.

According to the

Brahmin, the 1Gonga Xagor' was most sacred of all.

The
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Roman Catholic replied the river 'Gonga1 and the sea were
created by God and their meeting points were no more
significant than any other meeting point of rivers and seas.
Therefore he saw no reason to revere any particular spot as
sacred.
The only path to salvation lay in belief in God
and His true religion, and in praying for His compassion.

(b)

Crenar Xaxtrer Orthbhed
C.X.O. consists of two parts, the first comprising

seven chapters and the second two.

Part I expounds basic

Christian doctrine in the form of a dialogue between a
priest and a young Christian boy, during a journey to Bhawal.
The priest questions the boy on points of doctrine and the
boy illustrates his replies with stories about Christian saints.
Part II appears to repeat at times almost verbatim portions
of dialogue from Part I, the prayers such as the Lord's
prayer, the Hail Mary and the Creed, that the boy had recited
(with only slight modifications) to the priest, the Articles
of Faith and so forth, adding merely two additional canticles
and lists, such as the fourteen acts of mercy, part of the
sermon on the Mount, the three theological virtues, the four
cardinal birtues, the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and so forth.
Except for the canticles in Part II, a complete Portuguese
translation of the Bengali text is also provided on the rectos •
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The Table of Contents runs as follows:Part I
Chapter I

-

The sign of the Cross.

Chapter II -

Our Father.

Chapter III-

The Hail Mary and the Rosary.

Chapter IV -

The Creed and the Articles of Faith.

Chapter V

The Ten Commandments.

-

Chapter VI -

The Five Commandments of the Church.

Chapter VII-

The Seven Sacraments.

Part II
Chapter I

,

-

Chapter II -

The Mysteries of the Faith.
The Prayers of the Doctrine.

The dialogue opens with the meeting of priest and
a young native Christian on the way to Nagori.

The sign

of a Christian was, the boy points out, the Holy Cross.

Each

Christian made the sign of the cross in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, so that God
might protect him from evil thoughts, evil words and evil
deeds.

In order to prove the virtue of the Holy Cross, the

boy relates five stories, showing how Christians were
protected by the power of the Cross from external dangers.
A lion was killed, the evil designs of a lecherous girl
were vanquished, enemy troops driven away, an attempt by a
witch to murder a baby was foiled, and the Devil1s efforts

to enslave people were frustrated.
In Chapter II the boy recites the Lord1s prayer
and explains its significance.

It was first composed by

Christ, and comprised seven parts:

the adoration of God,

surrendering to His will, gaining our daily bread, forgiveness
of sins, and protection from temptations.

If a Christian

surrendered to God's will, God's Grace protected him from
all evil.

When anyone prayed to God for daily bread, God

granted it, as in case of St. Domingos and St. Francisco.
When they prayed, angels brought sufficient loaves to feed
hundreds of priests.

The boy explains the significance of

forgiveness in a story about a person requesting his enemy
to forgive him.

The enemy refused and was condemned to hell,

whilst the former went to heaven.

In another story God

protected a priest from a devil's attack, when the priest
recited the Lord's prayer.
In Chapter III, the boy recites the Hail Mary and
explains its importance.
interceded for.

God forgave anyone the Virgin Mary

The following miraculous stories were used

to illustrate the power of the Hail Mary.

A sinful soldier

became pious, but could learn only the first line of the Hail
Mary.

This he recited with all his heart and after death

rose to heaven.

A pregnant woman's husband was killed by

Moslems and she herself was captured and enslaved.

She was

a devout Christian, however, and continued saying the Hail
Mary.

The Virgin Mary came and helped her during her
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labour;

and the Moslems ultimately released her.

An old,

poor couple went to St. Domingos to learn the path of
salvation.

He taught them the Hail Mary.

Soon they were

rich and happy.
If anybody failed to recite the Hail Mary, he was
punished, but if he repented, received blessings.

One woman’s

piety was perfect, except for negligence in regard to the
Hail Mary.
by Jesus.

For which she was about to be condemned to hell
Indeed, the devils were in the act of removing

her, when she remembered the Virgin Mary and prayed to her.
At once Mary appeared and rescued her.

The Queen of Spain

was so overcome by the death of her husband that she not only
abandoned prayer, but even attempted suicide.

The demons

were taking her to the hell, when the Virgin Mary intervened
and taught her the Hail Mary, whereby the queen later regained
her wealth and happiness.
The boy recited the Rosary and described miracles
associated with it.

Once a Roman Catholic priest killed a

fellow priest and fled to a neighbouring Moslem country where
he accepted Islam, and married a Moslem woman.

One day when

away from Home, he accidentally muttered the Rosary and his
whole subsequent career altered.
In Chapter IV the boy recited the creed and then
listed the fourteen Articles of the Faith.

Those ignorant

of the Creed and Articles of the Faith were not Christians.

Three stories related to the Trinity.

A devout

bishop prayed to God to give him a sign that the Three were
One.

Immediately three equal drops of water fell upon the

altar and turned into a beautiful stone.

In a dispute with

heretics over this truth, a Roman Catholic took a ring from
a pot of boiling water and was unscathed;

but when a heretic

attempted to do so, his hand was burnt severely.

In the

third story the servant of a Moslem officer recovered from
an incurable disease, because of his belief in this Article
of Faith.
The boy failed to illustrate the omnipotence of
God suad His creation of the Universe, but he related stories
and miracles regarding the birth of Christ and the virginity
of Mary.

At the birth of Christ all the Hindu idols in Egypt

disintegrated, all contemporary homosexuals died, and three
suns appeared in the Spanish Skies.

A Hindu temple too

collapsed, though its collapse had been prophesied, for it
had been divinely foretold that the temple would stand only
until a virgin mother bore a child.
Mary*s virginity was a divine attribute.

A bishop1s

doubts in regard to this were removed by another priest by
striking the ground with a cane thrice, saying each time, she
was a virgin before labour;

during labour;

after labour.

At each stroke of the cane, a white flower burst from the
ground.
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Jesus had died in Jerusalem, a wonderful place,
where birds practised penance from Passion Sunday to Easter.
But on Easter day and on the feast of the Resurrection they
expressed great joy,
St. Clara de Monte Falco was profoundly grieved
by Christ*s passion.

After her death a crucifix was

discovered to have miraculously formed in her stomach.
Once the Jews beat an image of Christ so mercilessly
that it started to bleed.

The blood miraculously cured sick

people, however, and therefore the Jews became Christians.
On another occasion the Jews beat an image of Christ till
it bled and threw it into a fire, but they were punished,
when a judge heard of it.
After death Jesus descended into Hell to redeem
the souls of the Holy Fathers and took them to Heaven on
Ascension Day.

The boy described the four hells - the Hell

of the Damned, Purgatory, Limbo, and the Bosom of Abraham.
Christ was now sitting on the right hand of God and at the
end of the world would come back to save sinners.

Unless

one believed these Articles of Faith, the path to salvation
was closed.
The boy then illustrated the power of the Faith
with two stories.

The King of Babilon asked Roman Catholics

to prove the truth of their Faith by hurling a mountain into
the sea.

The Christians prayed to God and the mountain

started moving towards the sea.

Whereupon the King embraced
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Christianity.

In the second story a devil caught the servant

of St. Amando and threatened to throw him into the sea.
But when on the Saint's advice, the servant uttered "Jesus
Grist1, the son of God, who was crucified", the devil fled.
In Chapter V the boy enumerated and elucidated
the Ten Commandments, given to Moses and written upon stone
tables by God Himself.

One had to obey these commandments

in order to be ?saved.
The First Commandment was to obey and worship the
one true God.

Nobody should speak ill of God or His religion,

or ta£e recourse to incantation.

The punishment for violating

this commandment was illustrated with stories.

A heretic,

who spoke ill of the Christian Trinity, was suddenly striken
with an alarming malady and died.

A lecherous young man, who,

to accomplish his evil designs, contemplated the use of
incantations, was also punished.
The Second Commandment was that one should refrain
from acts forbidden by God, and in particular from bearing false
witness.

A trader had borrowed money from another merchant and

repaid the loan a few months later.
swore he had not been repaid.
fire and burnt to death.

But the money-lender

The same night he caught

In another story three sinners bore

false witness imputing immorality to a pious bishop.
punishment was not slow in coming.

They all died.

Their
The third

story was about the perjury of a woman, whose two babies
died unbaptised.
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The Third Commandment was that every Christian
should attend church on Sunday and observe other holy days.
A soldier never attended church and in consequence was killed
by a devil.

Fire feil from the skies on some people who

failed to observe St. Raphin’s day.
The Fourth Commandment was to honour one's parents,
one's priests and elders, and do their bidding.

Parents

should teach their children obedience from early childhood.
The boy related stories about the punishment of
disobedient children.

A father had so loved his son that

he failed to teach him obedience to elders.

The boy grew

up unruly and beyond his father's control.

He killed his

parents, was killed himself and went to Hell.

A householder

taught his son to slander others, and so the boy was
abducted by a devil.

A father tried to counsel his son, but

was slapped in the face for his pains.

The son received

his due reward the following day, when his hand was severed
in a sword-fight.

Regarding good relations between husband

and wife, the Christian boy related a story, in which
drunken, quarrelsome husband told his pregnant wife, she was
carrying a devil in her womb,

whereupon the wife spawned

a snake which slew her husband.
The Fifth Commandment was that one should not kill
or quarrel with any one.

Once two people met a pious man,

who was going to the Church of St. Valvulga.

X

They murdered
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him during the night and robbed him of all he had.

When one

of them was carrying the corpse to the cemetary, he found it
impossible to separate it from his own and ultimately
Killed himself.
avenged.

Insults should be forgiven, rather than

A priest was on his way to avenge an insult from

another priest, but when he found himself cordially welcomed
by rive devils, he realised his error and returned.

In

another story a man defeated in a sword-fight begged his
opponent for forgiveness.

Upon its being granted, both

of them subsequently went to Heaven.
Killed by an enemy.

A man1s brother was

The main forgave the enemy, and for this

act of forgiveness went to Heaven.
The Sixth commandment was not to commit adultery,
one of the seven great sins, whose punishment was outlined in
two stories.

In the first a lecherous man forcibly committed

adultery on a woman who prayed to God for help.

Immediately

a devil appeared in the form of a blacK dog, who cut him into
pieces and took his soul to Hell.

In the second, a lecherous

man was taKen to Hell by a devil in the form of a negro.
The glory of passionlessness is related in a story in which
a girl inspired by the teaching of a priest left her home,
remained virgin throughout her life and dedicated herself to
the cause of God.
The Seventh Commandment forbade theft and plunder.
All Kinds of theft, big or small, were equally sinful.

In
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all the stories relating to theft, divine wrath fell upon the
thieves;

but when they confessed and prayed to God, they

were forgiven.
The Eighth Commandment forbade the vilifying of
others, the circulation of scandals, and telling of lies.
A plunderer Killed a trader and threw his body into the home
of a priest.

He then accused the priest of the murder.

But

during the tribunal, the corpse was resuscitated and revealed
the truth.

The murderer was duly punished.

The Christian

boy stated that those who spoke ill of others and those who
listened to them were equally guilty.
in which slanderers were punished.

He related three stories
Some people circulated

malicious gossip about a priest, who had brought to the
Church an unchaste woman.

Before dying, the priest proved

his innocence by causing his own garments to catch fire whilst
remaining unburnt himself.
The Ninth Commandment was that one should not covet
other men's wives.

A lecher confessed his sins before death.

Sometime later he appeared in his uncle's dream and told him
that he had been consigned to Kell for falling into the
temptation of committing adultery immediately after confession.
The Last Commandment forbade covetting other people's
property.

\

to the king.

soldier was handsomely rewarded for his service
Upon returning home, without revealing his

identity, he requested his parents to shelter him for the
night.

During the night his parents killed him for the sake

of his money,

\4hen

the truth came to light both committed

suicide.
Chapter VI explains the Church's Five Commandments.
Firstly one should believe in Christ's resurrection and
listen to His Glory on Sundays.

A Roman Catholic went to

Heaven for devoutly listening to Sunday sermon about the Glory
of Jesus.

Once when three girls were listening to a sermon

about Christ, the priest saw angels placing floral crowns
on the heads of two girls, while devils were placing a cap of
rotten hide on that of the third;

because the first two were

listening with devotion, whereas the other one was inattentive.
Secondly, one should confess one's sins at least
once a year, and specially before death.

A man neither confessed,

nor expiated his sins, and was therefore tasen to Hell by
devils.
Thirdly, a Christian should attend Holy Communion
once a year after confession.

A man tooK Holy Communion

without confessing and was punished accordingly.
Fourthly, every Christian, except for hard-woriing
men, pregnant women and the sick, should observe the fasts
specified by the Holy Mother Church.
were as follows:

The benefits of fasting

Once a merchant's wife frustrated by her

husband's prolonged absence, begged a pious man to satisfy
her.

He declined, because he was fasting, and asked her to
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join him.

She did so, and within a few days her desires

were extinguished.
Fifthly, every Christian should donate one tithe
to the Church.
In Chapter VII the Christian boy explained the
Seven Sacraments of the Roman Catholic Faith.
The First Sacrament was baptism, which was
administered by a priest in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Ghost.
without baptism.

There could be no salvation

A farmer, while cultivating his land

found a fresh Hindu tongue which requested him to call a
priest to baptise it.

Baptised by a Bishop the tongue

disappeared and its soul flew to Heaven.
The Second Sacrament was Confirmation.

Consecrated

water was applied by a priest to the Christian1s brow,
eyes and mouth after baptism.
The Third Sacrament was Holy Communion which was
celebrated by a priest at the altar, with bread and wine
symbolising the Body and Blood of Christ.

A neglected wife

too*; home some consecrated bread and wine from the Holy
Communion in the Church to win her husband's love.

The

brilliant light emanating from it made it impossible to hide
it from her husband during the night, so she returned it to
the Church.
The Fourth Sacrament was Penitence.

When the

Christian declared himself a sinner and confessed his sins to
the Priest, who prescribed penances.

The Christian lad

related three stories in which three people went to Hell,
because of confessing without being truly sorry for their sins.
God punished a queen who failed to fulfil the penance,
imposed on her by the priest at Confession.
The Fifth Sacrament was Extreme Unction which was
administered prior to death.
The Sixth Sacrament was priestly Ordination.
The Seventh Sacrament, Matrimony was celebrated
by the mutual consent of a man and woman and was confirmed
in the presence of a priest.

After the ceremony, the couple

were to love each other.

Part II
Chapter I mainly enumerates doctrines already
explained in detail in Part I.

Briefly these doctrines ares

Firstly, the Holy Cross and its implication for
Christians.
Secondly, a brief outline of Christ's career: i.e.
the doctrine of the Trinity;

the mysterious birth of Lord

Jesus, His death and resurrection.
Thirdly, the Seven Sacraments.
Fourthly, the virtues of Faith, i.e. Faith, Hope,
and Charity;

and their significance.

Fifthly, canticles on Christian faith.
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Chapter II contains prayers:
Rosary;

Our Father;

the Ten Commandments;

Commandments of the Church;
Additional features are:

the

the Five

and the Seven Sacraments.

the fourteen Virtues of Charity,

the eight bodies of the blessed;
Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost;
man&ind;

Hail Mary;

Four Religious Virtues;
Five remembrances of

and The Seven Great Sins.

CONCLUSION

Our conclusion to this thesis must of necessity
remain tentative.

Though we are convinced in our own minds

of the truth of the statements made in this thesis, we realise
that the very width of our subject and profusion of our
findings are such that adequate proof cannot really be
adduced within the narrow confines of such a thesis as this.
Final proof and firm conclusions must await the publication
of separate editions of each of the works with which we have
dealt.

Below we shall speak: with conviction but would prefer

our statements to be regarded as somewhat tentative.
(i)

Kanoel a mere compiler.
The works attributed to Kanoel da Assumfeam were

in fact merely compiled, and edited, by him.
grammar and dictionary were

His published

based almost entirely on manu

scripts which he inherited as Hector of the Mission of St.
Nicholas of Tolentino at Bhawal near Dacca.

He enriched the

syntactical section of the grammar with a number of examples
composed by his East Bengali catechist.

He sifted the

Marsden manuscript Lexicon of words, unintelligible to his
catechist due to their Faridpur origin, and of phrases
rendered unnecessary by prefacing the dictionary with the
grammatical outline of Bengali.

He added a number of phrases

to the dictionary and also a Bengali to Portuguese section.
As regards Antonio1s Dialogo. he probably learnt some of his
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Bengali by studying it with the help of his East Bengali
catechist.

His translation of it, made with the East Bengali*s

help, reveals, however, that he never fully understood
literary Bengali nor, as G.X.O. shows, was he aware of the
innate characteristics of literary Bengali in regard to diction,
grammar and syntax.
As regards C.X.0. he found at Bhawal a manuscript
bearing some such title as *Axthar bheder ortho* or 'Poroner
Ortho*.

He decided to enlarge it and did so by composing

illustrative stories in Portuguese and getting his East Bengali
catechist, who was to some extent familiar with Portuguese, to
translate them into Bengali.

He also added or possibly retained

in his C.X.O. a number of pages in verse composed by Dorn
Antonio, which he refers to as 'cantiga* or *dhormoguit*.
The inclusions of these songs by Dorn Antonio, for
which no Portuguese equivalent is given, indicates the manner
in which C.X.O. was composed.

Both Santucci and his colleagues

and Manoel da Assumpcam began with the Portuguese version,
which was translated into Bengali either, in the ease of
Santucci, with the assistance of Dorn Antonio, or, in the case
of Manoel, almost solely by the East Bengali catechist.
Why having plagiarised the work of others, Manoel
was prepared to swear an oath that these works were of his own
authorship remains a mystery.

Possible explanations are:-

Santucci and his colleagues were Jesuits, whilst he himself
was an Augustinian;
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-

A confession of multiple authorship may have created

difficulties with the Inquisition and to a refusal to
publish;
-

or

Credit for having produced the works and of having thereby
proved competence in Bengali may have led to his promotion
to the post of Provincial of the Mission at Bandel in
Hugli;

i.e. to his becoming the Chief Portuguese

Missionary in Bengal.
(ii)

The Father of Bengali Prose?
The paternity case of Bengali prose remains still

unsettled.

Many have alleged that the Reverend Carey was

responsible.

We now put forward two further allegations

against the priesthood;

but, for lack of evidence, are unable

to prove exactly who the proud father of Bengali prose might
have been.

As we see it, there are two possibilities:

Dorn

Antonio da Rozario, and Santucci and his colleagues.
dantucci was definitely charged with the responsibility
to translate into accurate Bengali prayers and scriptures.
That he took: the assistance of Dorn Antonio, whom he was sent
to help, is virtually certain.

The diction of the Marsden

manuscript lexicon, pages of C.X.O., for which Dorn Antonio
may be credited, the illustrative sentences of the grammar,
and the entire second book: of C.X.O*, have too much in common for
their similarity to be entirely fortuitous.

Nevertheless,

the question remains - and unfortunately must remain unanswered
- who was the first to compose prose in Bengali?
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We can only hazard a guess.

We would presume that

Santucci and his colleagues actually learnt Bengali from Dom
Antonio and that in the course of their instruction, Antonio
may veil have composed one or two sentences which later found
their way, as examples, into the grammar;

or he may possibly

have commenced the translation of prayers into Bengali as
part of their instruction;

which would mean, of course, that

Antonio was the father.
(iii)

The Lecline of Portuguese interest in and Knowledge
of nengali.
The 1Prince of Bhusna1 who was captured by Portuguese

pirates and sold as a slave to the Portuguese, da Rozario, must
have been about 19 or 20 by the time of his capture;

for he

was married and, judging by his writings, had received a
fairly complete education in Bengali with perhaps more than
a smattering of Sanscrit.

His position is in several respects

comparable to that of Alaol, of whom he may have been a very
young contemporary.

Both were captured at an early age by the

Portuguese, and sold into slavery, where their education and
literary talents were noticed by their matters.

Their writings

too bear common features of diction and grammar, and also of
the inclusion of Sanskrit quotations.
ends;

There the.similarity

for Alaol was a Muslim, whereas Antonio was almost

definitely a Hindu, who was later converted to Christianity,
it seems almost certain that Antonio learnt Portuguese;

and it
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was probably through the medium of Portuguese that he first
conversed with Santucci and his colleagues, who arrived at
Bhusna in Faridpur in the year 1679;
probably about 36 years of age.

when Dom Antonio was

We should imagine that at the

time of their arrival, with the exception of Dom Antonio,
there was virtually no one at Bhusna with whom Santucci and
his colleagues could have conversed in Portuguese,

This fact

must have considerably hastened their learning of Bengali, in
which they will have been compelled to communicate with local
people, most of whom will have been Dom Antonio1s tenants
and, ipsofacto, converts.

The combination of these two

facts (Dom Antonio1s fluency in Portuguese coupled with his
tenants' ignorance of that language) will explain how it was
possible for Santucci and

his colleagues to have mastered

Ben6ali in those five short years and at the same time produced
an outline of Bengali grammar, a Portuguese-Bengali lexicon
and a number of prayers (i.e. the Lord's Prayer, The Hail Mary,
The Creed etc.) and a brief catechism in the form of a
Dialogue, which Manoel was later to arrange to have expanded.
C.X.O. and V.I.B.P. were published from Lisbon in
I 7W 3 .

Manoel was Known to have still been in Bengal in 1757

when he was Provincial of the Mission of Bandel in Hugli.

When

Fr. Ambrosio visited Bhawal in 1726, he claims to have seen a
manuscript of a Dialogue in three columns, the first being
the Bengali text in Bengali characters, the second being the
same text in Roman characters and the third being the

Portuguese translation of that text.

Since this'Dialogue was

that of Antonio, and since Manoel claims to have made its
translation, Manoel was presumably in Bhawal in 1726.

If this

is indeed so, and since he was still in Bengal in 1757, one
presumes that 1726 must have been pretty close to his arrival
in Bengal;

i.e. a period of round about forty years divides

Manoel from Santucci.
During those forty years the knowledge of Portuguese
amongst Bengali converts may well have increased considerably;
indeed in his preface to his V.I.B.P., Manoel is at tains
to indicate the necessity forrPortuguese missionaries to
learn Bengali;

as presumably by then, because of the knowledge

of Portuguese amongst their congregation, and because of the
assistance of bilingual catechists, missionaries may well
have found it possible to manage without Bengali.

This fact

will undoubtedly have had an effect upon Manoel1s Knowledge of
Bengali.

We would suggest that his ’
Knowledge was more or less

bookish.

His opportunities to speak, or rather the occasions

for

having to converse in Bengali, may well have been few.

The evidence we can adduce in support of this is trivial, but
1

telling.

^

His altering muri marite to !murti corite* shows

that he can rarely have spoken with a Bengali tailor, and his
false emendation of 1cholo zai1 to 'cholizai1 reveals that
even when mixing with Bengalis , he rarely spoke the language.
Thus we would suggest that the same thing happened in
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relation to Portuguese as happened in relation to English:
namely that in general Portuguese or British fluency in
Bengali decreased in inverse proportion to the increase
amongst Bengalis

of the knowledge of either Portuguese or

English.
(i'V) The Products of bhusna and of Bhawal comparable to
those of Fort William College.
The products of Bhusna and Bhawal are to some
extent comparable to those of Fort William College in that:
-

Works in high literary Bengali by authors conversant
with Sanskrit were produced both at Bhusna and Fort William.

-

Passages in fairly colloquial local prose were produced
both at Bhawal and Fort William.

-

Works of translation were produced in Bengali at both
Bhusna and Fort William by Europeans instructed in Bengali
by Bengal pandits.

r

There the comparison ends, for the people working at Fort
William were motivated by a variety of aims, though allegedly
sharing a common purpose;

i.e. the production of text books,

In Bhusna and Bhawal all the authors, both European and
Bengali, shared a common purpose, the propagation of Christ
ianity.

In neither place was the production of literature,

or even literary prose, the chief object.
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Much has been made of the European impetus to the
production of prose at Fort William,

The existence of Antonio1s

Dialogo. with its immaculate diction, would seem to us to
suggest that Bengalis would have been capable of producing
prose, even without any stimulation from Europe.

We would

suggest that Europe's chief gift to Bengal, from which has
flowed modern prose, is not any impulse or stimulation but
rather the bringing of printing to Bengal.

The Bengali

language would, if left entirely to Bengalis, have remained
confined to poetry only until such a time as printing was
brought to Bengal by some other means.

Nevertheless beneath

the clumsiness of early European attempts at Bengali prose, can
be discerned the more fluid framework of contemporary prose
by native speakers of Bengali.

This similarity in syntactical

flexibility is, we would suggest, ultimately attributable
to the same cause;

namely, the influence of European syntax.

It is perhaps a quirk of history that the Portuguese in the
16801s should have been producing a type of prose that only
the 19l+0ls and 1950's could have made fashionable in Bengal.
(v) The Farid pur Dialect.
It was a luctty accident that brought Santucci and
his colleagues to Faridpur.

The language they have described

in their grammatical outline of Bengali was practically

A
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identical, when written, with contemporary literary Bengali,
This fact alone must have obviated much confusion for them.
Had they originally set up their mission at $hawal in Dacca,
the linguistic gap between the local spoken language and the
contemporary literary language would have been great enough
to have compelled them to describe two languages:

the local

vernacular and the pan-Bengali literary.
It is perhaps idle, though salutary, to speculate
on what would have happened had Bhusna continued as 11the
first Fort William College11 of Bengal.

Presumably the

standard colloquial language would now have been that of
Faridpur, and Bengali prose would have had a continuous
history dating from the 1680* s.

The events of that last

year when Manoel was Known to have been in Hugli, i.e. 1757,
changed all that, however.

APPENDIX III.a.

Dialogo as in MS. first 30 pages
(Small Roman numerals in III.a, b, c and d, refer
to pages in Manoel's transcription.)

Bramone

Tomi care bhozo?

Romo

Poromexorere purno Bromere.

B.

Tobe tomora borro utom bhozona bhozo;

amora

tahare bhuzi.
R.

Zodi tomora xei purno Bromere bhozo;

tobe

queno eto cubit cudhoran nana odhormo bhozona
deqhi?
B.

Tomi emot guiamonto hoia amardiguer Poromexorere
ninda coroho?

ehate tomardiguer xastre

oparniman nahi.
R.

Amarghore xastre liqhiasen,
core, xe borro naroqui;

ze zon dhormo ninda

ebong ze zon odhormere

dhormo bole xe moha naroqui.
B.

Tobe to tomardiguer xastre toto ze ninda corile
• •
11
moha naroqui hoe;
tobe queno ninda corila?

R.

Amito dhormo ninda corina, dhormere dhormo cohi;
odhormere odhormocohi; papere pap cohi;
punio cohi,

zononire zononi cohi,

puniore

strire stii cohi

Bramere Bramon cohi;
dhugdere dhugdo

chondalere chondal cohi;

cohi;

omertere omerte cohi;

bade pap nahi:

gochonere gochona cohi;
hixere

bix cohi:

emot

ehate prothoquie na zanile

cothae punio/dhorma dhormo zanite na pare;
mucti na hoe,

eha na zanile;

por i n a m

e caron ehare ninda

na cohi.
iii
Eto

ze tomi cohila,

eha amare prothoquie -buzhaiba^.;

quintu dhorma dhormo tini loaen;

dhormo tini odhormo

tini.
E zocol protoqhie

buzhaibo zemot zigaxa coroho;

dhorma dhormo tini loaen na.
xastor diassen tahan crepae;
coria,

Dhormo carzio corite
amore dhormo carzio

tahan xaxtre longona coria; amora pap cori;

tin xaxtrete bemoti deen:

pixonio,

Bhut,

ar xorir:

ei xocol bhromia tahan odhormo amora cori;
dhorma dhormoto nuxare bhog diben:
tobe mucti diben:

ei ze

xoto carziio cori;

oxoto carzio cori,

tobe moha naroque

zom tarona diben tini odhormo n o h e n tini quebol
Poromo dhormo Raz tahan tthay ozotharth nai.
iv
E xocol cotha oti biloqhon;
xastor cohi ei xoto quaz.
probirti;

ehar moidhe amardiguer
Zanami dhormong nochome

zanami odhormo nochome nibiti;

toa Rhixi-

quexo Rhidixthi teno zotha nizotoxi totha c o r o m i ;

ei xoloque tini rhidoe thaquia zaha loaen, taha hoe
cori, odhormo ba qui, dhormo ba qui, taha na z a n i *
Bole;

ze ami zanina dhormo asse, quiba na;

odhormo asse quiba na;

zemon Poromexor bolen, temon

ami cori xorire thaquias
zanina,
Hoe,

ebong

odhormo zani na, dhormo

ehar bichar coho amare e bheder cotha.

eha buzhaibo;

buzhai;

xompoti tomar xastrer mote

ehate coto

buzho? Zodi Poromexor tomare

loaiten pap corite;

tobe queno

v
tomar xastre paper xasti liqho?
Matri gomoner,
zoto?

Gomoncho bhoqhoner, xurapan, ar itiadi

Poromexorer aguiae ze carzio cori, tahar

purazhinio queno ami coribo?
aguiae ami cori.
coriben?
ddhacaiter,

Amar oporad qui?

Tahan

Tini dhormo Raz h oia emot obichar

Munixier moidhe,

ze razar aguiae chor

ebong pitar mcsboq catte,

Razai e operade,

taha matha

oporade tahar nohe* Munixie,
emot;

Gobodh, Brombodher,

catte na;
ze

tahare feria
ze e

odhom,

tahar bichar

ehate Poromexor emot dhormo raz zothartho hoia

emot obichar coriben?

Ze amare dia pap coraia,

amare naroque zemot tarronae feliben?
Tomar poromarthe ni loe e bichar,

e ni uchit?

ze Potit Pabon

coruna xindhu e mat bichar coriben?
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vi •
B.

Zodi poromarthe zigaxo;

tobe ze bichar tomi coho,

ehate to chite codachitio loe na,

ze poromexor emot coren

quintu xastre cohe ze e cotha zeto caler pape coromanguite loae.
R.

Zemote o cotha mitha heno chite tomar loilo,
temot ihao b u z h a i b o ;

quintu coromanguit qui?

ami to, ihato buzhi na.
B.

Coromanguit ei probe
coriasilo,

R.

zormiasilo, tabate bisto pap

e caron xei pape e cale pap core.

Eqhon buzhilam,

ze eq papete ar pap corae:

Porome x o r e r dox queno dee?

B.

tobe

Emot ar codachitio

n a cohio,

ze tini loaen;

ar ze liqhen queho, xe

quemote?

tahare coho buzhia buzhai.

Zodhine potitong bidhong matrigorbhe xongxarita
to dine liqhitong Broma xobha xobhoni z o z i t a ;
vii
E h a r bich a r coho, xoni.

R.

E cotha,

ze cohila,

ihate pap punio corite liqhiten

tobe sir amardiguer dox na hoito;
cohiassi;

tobe ze xuqduqh coho,

quintu tini xorbozan xocol zanen,
zaibeq tahan ogoxor quissui nahi:
zane, xei cohe,
mitha.

eha prubei
eha liqhen nahi:
ze coriben,
eha,

ze liqhiassen lolatte,

ze na
e cotha

ar
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viii
B.

Tomi cohila liqhon mitha?
xocoler copale,
tomora,

tobe m o r a r mostoq

ze liqhon deqhi, xe qui?

qui coho?

eha buzhao?

tahare

Zorme zorme

doridrota bongdhinen doxo bobixani;

moronong

gomotitire upor quirma b h o r o n o t i «
B«

E h a emote buzhaite n a p a r i b o ;
m ostoq ano;

ami buzhaibo:

tomi bixtor morar

zodi liquia thaquen,

tobe xocoler copale liqhon thaquiben;
caro thaque;

B.

caro n a thaque,

ehate zodi

tobe ehar caron

qui?

taha amare buzhaiba.

Hoe;

bistor mostoq deqhiasi caro copale xuda

liqhon
ix
deqhi nahi amio,

ehate xondhe corilam,

qui?

qui caron caro emot thaque,

tomi coho,

ehar caron

caro emot na thaque?
R.

Caron ei:

caro copaler harr zorra thaque,

liqhoner mot diqhi,

e cotha copaler harrer zorra

coxaia chao eiqhone ghoxibeq,
tini emot gorriassen;
tahar copale xudha;
na zorme;

tahate

arbar laguile lague;

zahar h a r r zorra nathaque
deqho:

tahar xir pira odhiq

zahar copale zorra harr, tahar zorrate

zol bhor coria mundhe bedena core;

ehar orth ei;
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liqhon ze cohi e mitha;

deqho xei mostoquer

chouxura zorra, xe o xeirup zorra gotthon:

Ehate

buzhite liqhon hoe,
x
qui nohe;

e cotha oti murrer,

ze cohe,

copaler

liqhon.
B.

Ehate ei rupe buzhi,
liqhon,

caro na liqhon;

quintu ar eq cotha,
pap coria cohibo;
mex o r corilen;
pap punio nahi;
R.

ze liqhon nohe;
emot nohe:

ze caro
otoeb mitha:

amardiguer zogue cohe punio
ze ami eha na corilam;

Poro

emot guian tahar xei xadhu,

tahar

ehar biehar coho.

E h a ze zigaxila e bichar monixio nohe;
P o x u poqhio, moxier,

e bichar

ze zon monixio dhulobh hoibe

tahar uchit u tom guian, pap punio b i c h a r astha
bocti doa, tobe xe mucti;
cohibe tini corilen?

nohe;

odhormo coria

ehar borro naroqui nahi?
xi

Monixio pap corite,
praner bhocti coria,
coriassi,

tahan tthai cohibe rodon coria
ze, Tthacur,

ami opprad

tomi corunamoe amar oporad q h e m o .

xe xadhu hoite pare, tahan crepa hoile,
mucti,

Tobe

zog, ar

xorbo xidhi ze coribeq, xe zitendrio hoibeq;

crepar xastor palibeq nizo n a m obinaxi;
bhedire;

gaitri

tobe xe guian cohi, nohile pap punio
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coria cohibe tini corilen?
B.

E zocol cotha,
nohe;

ze coho,

e gorbo bichar.

e bromo qhondhibar cotha

ei xe caronio cotha;

qui bon?

qui rit?

Noiracar bhabe,

quintu Poromexor

qui xil?

coto nam?

zoto ucharite
xii

pari,

taha coho amare ze rupe,

tahane zanite pari;

tobe tomar xongue niae coribo.
R.

Tini quebol caronio toto;

tini utome purno qhep;

xorbboe purno zothartho.
B.

Bhalo,

R.

Xorbo corite
coren,

eqhon cohibe quemot?
paren;

xorbo zit;

xocoler xohae tini;
xe iccha moe;

xorbo zanen;

xorbo doea

tini caro oniae na

coren;

xonio xut corite paren;

tini xocoler porazoe corite paren;

tahane queho porazoe corite na paren;
Poromexor,
cohibo?

tini

xei xe xotio

ze xocol orthe xar, tahan mohima coto
Cahar zuguiota?

probex coria;

Olpe buzho,

tobe xe dhulobho paiba;

gohine
zahate mucti

hoe nor,
xiii
dhulobho

zormo xatthoq hoe;

zodi caronio pitare

bho z o •
B.

E zoto cohila borroi utom;
tomi c o h o ;

Olpe olpe

zigaxa cori;

Poromexorer camo cardo nahi?

lobh moh a

modo-marthio,

alixio,

ehar quichui nahi?

pap

corite na paren?
Zodi ei xopto m o h a patoq zorit tini hoen;
tini Poromexor poromo Brormo nohe;
conodin mola udbhob na hoe;
zorme;
hoe;

Nirmol

odhome odhom carzio

utome u tom carzio z o r m e ;

cuzone xumoti nohe;

tobe

xuzone cumati na

omerter gasse codachitio

omerto fol bohi;

ar fol na dhore:

bor u n a fol bohi;

ar fol na hoe;

B o r u n e r breqhe
xil onuxare

carzio opostit hoe.
xiv
Bhalo;

eqhon coho tomi;

xacari hoiasilen?

xei poromo Brormo ni

Porthibite?

Xei poratpor Poromexor xacar h o i asilen eqbar nor
udhar corite.
Tini xonxari prothibite hoiasilen?
Na,

zeno eq Poromexor bohi detio nahi;

conia biha coriben;

ze tahar

ebong tahan camod bhaber xil

nohe.
Xo rir dhari hoile xocoli thaque.
Hoe, noroloquer eha zorme;

zini Poromexor,

tini

xacar hoile taha xopto moha patoqadi zoto carzio,
tahate zormite n a pare.
Qui caron zormite na pare pap?
paren;

quintu tahan pap h o e n a :

Pap carzio corite
zemot ognite xocol

dohon

xv

core, ogni m o l i n na doe;

ebong tezoxi poruxer dox

nahi,
Tomi ze e xocol cohila emot dhari naxi bichar.
E ha queno coho?
Cohi ze e bich a r porthibir R a z a chocroboti caro
b odh corile tahan queho bodh corite na pare;
ebong oxoto carzio corile quichu corite na pare,
Poromexorer bade;

ebong ogni,

zol bau, mirthica

zeto ihate noxtto core, taha queho upolabhiote na
pare naxisxter cormo ei ze n a x core:

quintu ze

zon ei bosto xocol dia nostto core, taha xe dox
hoe:

Poromexor bichar coriben;

bodh core qhorguer dox nahi:
theque:

toto prae xocol:

temot xasti diben;
mucti diben;

zemot qhorgue

zei bodhe, xei

Poromexor zothartho zania xvi

ze bhalo carzio coribe,

zahare coho Poromexor,

tahar

tahan emot

carzio nohe.
Tobe qui tini xoriri hoile, xoriri bhab zormena?
N a quoda chitio:
xorir dhorile,
pare:

caron ei;

ze apone Poromexor

tahate odhom carzio zormite na

tini Poromexor,

zodi xoriri hoilen,

tahan moti dhuie e cotha hoe:
P o r o mexor obhabe,

x a car bhabe,

apone ze xorir dhorilen;

u t o m nirmol x o m p u m o

tobe
ar
xe oti

doeae bocropate ocumarir
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udore Poromexor omoti, xacar moti xomilito hoil e n
eqta;

ecaron xorbo zitendrio;

oti utom Poromo

dhormorax;

poromo xidhi, poromo xadhu;

xocroboti;

poromo xar;

Bromo:

moharax

tini P o r o mexor Poromo

tahate nibicar
xvii

tini cono pap carzio por o x nahi,
B.

E h a b u z h o n borro carzio.

R.

E h a olpete buzho:

xoto carzio pore.

zodi cono m onixer xorire bhute

p r o b e x core tahar moti quemot hoia thaque?
n a buzho?

Xe xorirer procriti,

taha

ar b h u t e r procriti

eqta hoia thequia ze carzio zoqhon core eq icchae
na core;

dhuie eqta h oia xe core,

ze xor i r dhorilen,
hoibeq?

ehate Poromexor

tahate quemote pap upostit

ebong lohoate por o x xoaile xoborno hoe:

ehate p o rox molique Poratpor tini x o r i r dhorile
quemote xorire pap na zorme?
B.

E bichar oti u t o m niimol poth.
cohi emot nohe;

amora cohi,

Amo r a zeto xacar

ze Por o m e x o r xacar hoia

xocol carzio coren,
x viii
ze zemot rup topoxia core,

tahare xei rup prit

coren.
R.

Hoe,

ze zemot bhoze,

tahar temot labh hoe;

P oromexor xoriri hoia,

emot carzio na coren;

quintu

zahar pap onuxare bhog deen;
thaque,

ze zon cam pirrit

tahare zoneque bhoutique b i c h a r core;

ze doixiobiti core,

tahar zoneq doixo nostto core;

eha n a buzia tomora coho,

ze Poromexor xorir

dhoria axia, emot coriasen, e codachitio nohe:
tomi apone budhe buzho;
nohe;

Poromo Brormer emot xil

ze emot carzio coriben;

tahare temot xasti desaen.

taha pap zemot,

Tini zotharth D h o r m o r a z ,

ebong c o r u n a m o e , patit pabon;

tahate

codachitio

odhorm carzio na zorme.
Ootobar Poromexor xacar dhoriasen tomora coho?
Quebol eqbar, n o r mucti roren.
xi x
Condexe zormiassilen?

Car ghore?

Car gorbhe?

Con dine?
Nazare Belemte,

stane cule xidha Joseph ghore

ninnol ocumari zitendrio Mariar gorbhe.
xompumo

Zormiasilen

Doea Moe crepate atuam xomite Poromexor.

Coto bis s o r xorir dhari hoiassilen prothibite?
Qui carzio corilen?

Queno axiassilen?

Xexe

cothae guelen?
T e tix bo.ssor prothibite silen;
coriassilen:

u t o m carzio

nor mucti corite axiassilen;

poromo xorgue xurir xomet guelen;
proloe bissare axiben;

xe x

purnobar moha

xocoler xorir arbar diben,

pap punio onuxare bhogabhog diben;

ononto xonqhia,
xx

E xocol opurbo cotha,

ar emot xoni nahi:

zoto obotar cohi, taba tomi xonos
b ichar deo;

amare tahar

tobe xe b h r o m nostto hoe,

Zigaxa coroho amare;
coho?

Ar amora

tomora quemot zonere obotar

tahar utor dibo:

tomio buz h i b a xottio,

qui mitha.
P rothom obotar amora cohi, Moxio rupe;

b h e d udhar

coritesilen,
xxi
Tomora Moxiore coho Poromexor obotar?
Hoe,

tini rohito Moxio hoia bhed tolia dilen

x o m udrer tole thaquia.
Tobe qui bine Poromexor Moxio n a hoile xomudrer
tole thaquia b h e d tolite na pariten?
Quemote pariben?

Xomudro borro gohin;

ehate bine

moxio na hoile quemote tulibeq?
P or o m e x o r xorbo cortut dhoren?
Hoe,

tini xorbo cortut dhoren,

tini xorbo corta,

eha nohe bolite pari na,
Tobe queno coho,

ze bine moxiorup na hoile bhed

tulite paren quemote?
E ha tahan mohima;
guiane ni loe emot?

n ila corilen:

bhalo tomar

Ze eqtta moxio h o i l e n Poromexor
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poromo Brormo,

eha ni coho tahan mohima?

xxii
R.

N a emot cotha omohima Poromexorer;
xocol hoe;
nahi?

zahar aguiae

xe quemot emot coriben?

Zahar cortut

Xe moxio hoia dhub dia pothi tole,

nila tahan nohe:
xastre deon;

e cupricriti b a r i ;

tini zodi

tobe tahan aguiae morthique coto

b h e d corite p a r e n xaqhiate?

bine dhub deone bine

donte raqhen ze zon xocol corite paren,
tthai emot nahi,
B.

Eha,

ze coho,

emot

tahan

zeeha bohi ar corite.

eha to budhe toliana e ze Poromexor

emot coriassen:

quintu bhed cohe,

ze tini Moxio

obotar hoiassilen.
R.

Bhalo ami zigaxi;

Moxiota eqhon cothae?
xxiii

B.

Moxio

R.

Promo*;

B.

Xorir

R.

Xorir

proloe hoilo tezete;
brormo,

zormixilo guia.

ze xorir dhoren, tahar b i n a x asse?

dhorile b i n a x asse.
dhorile b i nax asse paper caron:

ze Moxio xorir hoiassilen,

tobe tini,

tahate qui pap coriassilo,

ze b i n a x hoilo?
B.

E cothar borro theq
x o rir

R.

Xorir

utor deon;

amora cohi,

ze

dhorile b i n a x asse.
dhorile b i nax asse Poromexorer zorma zoto;
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apone ze xorir dhoren tahan b i n a x nahi:
xorire pap zormena,
xuprieriti zone,

apone xorbo corta,

tahan
ebong

ze bhaguio cohi, taha lorrena;

ehate P o r o mexor xorir dhorile que b i n a x coribeq?
eha buzho gohine bhedia.
xxiv
B.

Tomar cotha dhorane loe o mitha, x o pon mitha;
ehar utor nahi:

ar obotar cohi,

tahao xono.

R.

A r care obotar coho?

e ze cohila eha to mitha.

B.

A r cohi curmo obotar Poromexor hoiassilen.

R.

Qui caron poromo Brormo curmo hoiassilen?

B.

Curmo obotar hoia prothibi dhoriassen.

R.

P o r omexor poromo Brormo zahare coho,

tini qui

curmo hoia prothibi mostoq coria dhoriassen?
B.

Nohe;

prothibi quemote rohibeq?

eto b h a r que

raquite pare?
R.

Bhalo;
patal,

zoqhon xristti corilen xorgo, Mongso,
toqhon Poromexor cothae assilen?

upore xristti corilen.

Qui mathar

Xaquiate xristti corilen?
xxv

B.

M a t h a r upore ar xristti coren nahi,

xaqhiate corilen

borro b har deqhia curmo hoia prothibi dhorilen.
R.

Zezoner aguiate xristti hoilo,
x ristti raqhite paren;

tahan aguiate

ebong raqhiassen:

eto cortut silo xristti corite,

tahan

ebong raqhiteo
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cortut asse;
bhar,

zahar cothate xristti,

tahar cothae e bhar dhorite paren:

tahane xorbo corta cohi:
dhorile rohena:
B.

tahar eto

Bhalo;

rohiasse:

nohile bine matha dia na

tobe ar tini Poromexor nohen*

nohile rohibe

quemote?

tobe xe

quemote?

Loque

zanibe

Tahar mohima baxoquir xohoxsro fonate
e xocol n ila tahan:

nohile prothibi

tol zae.
xxvi
R*

Zodi tahan cothate raqhite
diao raqhite na paren:

na paren;

ar coho curmo

tobe matha
quixe

rohiassen?
B*

Curmo zoler upore bhaxe;

bine asrae quichu

rohena.
R.

Bhalo;

baxoqui quixe

B.

C urmer upor.

R.

Curmo quixe rohiasse?

B.

Curmo zoler upor.

R.

Zol quixe upor rohiase?

B.

Zol ar quixe rohibeq?

R.

Tomi ze cohila bine assrae quissu n a hoe;
oti bhor;

rohiase?

tahate curmer bhor;

pr o thibir bhor;
upor rohite pare?

xocol bhor;

tobe zol

Baxoquir bhor;
ze raqhe, xe quemote?

P oromexorer mohima?
hoe;

ar tomi ze iha cohila emot

Zodi bine assrae quissu na rohe:
xxvii

tahar zol xonie rohile que mote?

Quintu bhed

cohe ze ami cohi.
Bhede

zeto cohiasse,

beto boitesse;

tahar xocol cotha tomate

ebong hoibeq:

Tobe tomi qui coho?

Quemote prothibi rohiasse?

e b o b o n quemote dhoriassen?
P o r omexor xorgo, mongso patal xristti coriassen;
ebong tahan agguiae xonio raquiassen:

e bub o n e

corri mohaqhiti xorgo, mongso patal tahan raqhiassen,
x or g u e r bitore xomudro prothibi,

ar zoto itiadi

deqho.

Tini xoong cotha zemote cothae xristti

corilen,

temote cothate raqhilen tahan xorbo

Brormo,

ze cohen, xei hoe, xei xe xorbo corta.

Tobe qui e xocol xonie rohiase?
Hoe;

e borro oxorzio nohe:
xxviii

t ah a n tthai e cono carzio coto?

Ononto cutti

bromancho xoniete raqhite paren:

tahan opar

cortut;

ze tahan mohima na zane;

tini mostoq dia dhoriassen,

xei cohe ze

e cotha m o h a patoquir;

ze P o r omexorer mohima na zane, xei cohe niropon
n a zania.
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B.

Doibe e cotha cohila:
rohiasse;

bhalo;

zodi zol xonie

tobe ehao xonie rohite p a r e ;

tobe ze

zemot cohi ihae onuchit eothar oxadio caro nahi:
tobe mostoq dia dhoriben queno?

ehate omohima

xe Poromexorer cohi amora.
R.

Omohima coho:

xeo olpe bolo:

quintu mohapatoq

zorme emot cohile ze Poromexor mostoq dia dhoriassen
tini emot xamanio zon.
xxix
B.

Ehao buzhilam;

zemot moxio obotar temot curmo;

ar obotar cohi, tahar bichar coho.
R.

Iha zanila ze protarona;
bhalo zigaxa c o r o ;

ebong xocol ei rup;

ar caro obotar coho?

B.

Boraho Obotar hoiassilen Poromexor.

R.

Qui caron Boraho hoiassilen?

B.

Boraho hoiasilen prothibi udhar corite.

R.

Bhalo porthibi cothae silo?

Ze Borahote udhar

corilen?
B.

X omudrer tole mir thica hoilo Modhucoitor bodhe,
xei mirtica deqhia apone Poromexor Boraho hoia
donte coria tolilen guia, tahate prothibir staphona
corilen.
XXX

R.

Bhalo;

Modhucoiter morone mirthica hoilo?

coito eto zurdo corilo quixe?

Modhu-

tahan xopto moha
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patoq quemote zormilo?

e borro onoxorzio protarona

cota xocol ihar bicbar cobo.
B*

Xe xocol cotha bistor charrite asse, xe bichar
coron uchit n o h e ;

tomi cohiasso Por o m e x o r nitio

purno Brormo nirmol;
bich a r coribo?

ebong ami cohi;

taha buidhe na loe, xe xocol

carzio Poromexorer heno:
coho xoni,
R.

quintu Boraho obotar

ihar bic h a r qui?

Ze cotha xocol bhondota zani taha coho,
thacuqs

quemote xe

bhalo xono Boraher cotha:

P o r o m e x o r obotar nohe.

ze eqhon

Boraho to

APPENDIX Ill.b.
Mrs R e c k e r f s English of Manoel's Portuguese,

first 30 pages

i
Heathen:

W hom do y o u adore?

Christian:

I adore one sole true God,

H.

the Law y o u profess is good.

Then,

We also adore

the true God,
C,

If y o u adore the true God why do y o u perform so
m a n y kinds of false and lying worship?

H.

Do you,

a learned man,

blaspheme God?
C*

speak so, and do y o u thus

yhen y our Law is not good.

I have at home a little b ook which says
who despises hol y and divine things

that he

and calls

what is human divine is infernal.
ii
H.

Then if your L a w says he who despises holy and
divine things is infernal why do y o u blaspheme
calling our worship false?

C.

By calling your prayers and worship false I am
not blaspheming;

what is good I call good and

what is bad I call bad;

I call the Brahman a

Brahman and the Chondal a Chondal;
b itt e r bitter and the sweet sweet;

I call the
what is

divine and h o l y I call holy and divine;

I call
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virtue virtue and sin sin;
truth and a lie a lie*
blaspheme nor sin;

the truth I call

By saying so I neither

and he who does not know this

can neither know God nor be saved*
iii
H*

Exp l a i n to me what y o u have said,
u n derstand it,

for I do not

specially about the divine and

non-divine.
C.

I shall give y o u to understand everything little
b y little, with God's grace*

N o w consider:

God gave us a Law so that with His grace we
might do good deeds*

If we despise that L a w we

sin, because there are three enemies of the soul
who tempt us:

they are the World,

the Devil and

the flesh and they even meddle in good works to
deceive us.

In this Law, if we do good deeds

God gives us Salvation;
will punish us*

if we do b a d deeds God

Because God is just and gives

rewards or punishments according to what each
deserves,

and in His presence there can be no

injustice•
iv
H*

All y o u say is a singular doctrine.

However,

we

say in our L a w that God is the author of sin.
L isten to the formal words:

Zanami,

etc.

That

is, I do not know whether there are good or had
deeds;

I do what God tells me to do;

it is good or h a d God does it.

whether

E x plain these

mysteries of faith to me.
Yes,

I will explain,

and I shall make y o u under

stand first the words of your Law.

Tell me, if

God tells y o u to commit sins why do y o u
v
refer in your hooks to the punishment of those
same sins?

The punishment for slaying a cow,

for murdering a Brahman,
course with his mother,
for h i m who drinks wine,
ments?

for h i m who has inter
for h i m who eats heef,
and other similar puni s h 

If I committed the sin o n God's order

why should I do penance?

If I sinned because He

ordered it what blame do I incur?
such an injustice?

Consider:

Would God do

in the secular

law, he who chops off a thief*s or even his own
father's head b y order of the king is not punished
in any way by the king;

nor can y o u call h i m a

homicide, because he performed the killing on the
orders of the king:
are sinners.

this is what men think, who

A n d would God, who is just and is

truth itself, commit such an injustice?

Would

he make y o u commit a sin and then punish you?
Can y o u r understanding grasp such a thing?
vi
If y o u ask

me the truth I must say it seems a

hard thing

to me, and contrary to Divine justice,

for God to

dosuch a thing;

and we say

this comes from the blindness of sin.

yet the L a w

says so,

Just as y o u understood these words so y o u Swill
understand the rest.

But first tell me what you

mean b y the blindness of sin, because I do not
understand it.
The blindness of sin means that there were many
sins in our forefathers from which derive the ones
we commit nowadays.
Ah, ah, I see, y o u mean one sin derives from
another.

Then why do y o u blame God for it?

Do not say such an absurdity again.
continue.

Let us

Now tell me , what is that writing y o u

say we have on our forehead?
[Bengali p a s s a g e ] •

The moment a creature receives

his soul in
vii
his mother*s womb,

at that same moment the Lord

Our God writes on his forehead the good and the
evil he will do.

Give me the explanation of

these texts of o u r Law.
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C.

If God writes on the forehead the good and evil
we shall do, it follows that is not our fault
w h e n we sin;

why then should He p u n i s h us?

Now consider this:

God does not write everyone's

good and evil on his forehead,

for if that were

so there would he no sins or virtmes,

neither

would we he masters of our own will;

and that is

false.

God gave us our free will to do good or

evil.
ment;

If we do evil God will give us the punish
if we do good God will give us the reward.

It is true that God, in His supreme wisdom, knows
perfectly well the good and evil we did, do and
will do;

nothing can he hidden from God.

is the very truth.

However,

This

those who know no

b et t e r say that God writes on the forehead the good
and evil.
H.

There is no such writing.

Y o u say there is no such writing?

viii

If I show yo u

that writing on the skulls of the dead what will
y ou say?

Well, then explain to me the following

words from our h o o k s ..........
That means he who is h orn a poor and greedy sinner
of the world will die on the hanks of the river
Gomoti,

(those who die on the hanks of this river,

say the Gentiles,

are reprobates),

and after his
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death he will he eaten by animals.

What have y o u

to say to this?
C.

I cannot explain those things.

I can only ask

y o u to show me enough skulls so that I can see,
and then I will answer you;

because if there is

such writing, t h e n all skulls must have it, and if
some have it and others do not then will you tell
me why?
H.

I have seen man y skulls that have no proper
[literally straight]
ix
writing on them,

and for that reason I have been

in some doubt.

Now y o u tell me the reason why

some should have the writing on them and others
not.
C.

This is the reason:

those who have bone junctures

on their foreheads have some lines as if they were
letters.

And if you want to know the truth take

one skull that has those junctures, pull it apart,
assemble it together again and y o u will be left
in no doubt at all.

Now see:

those on whose

skulls there are none of these junctures,
y o u call writing, have no headaches;
however,

or lines

those,

who have the said junctures through which
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dampness penetrates,
headaches.

always or almost always have

This is the real truth;

the writing

y o u talk about is a lie.
x
H.

F r o m what y o u say I gather there is no such writing.
But I still have further questions.

My Law says

that the sinner when he does good or bad deeds
has to say before God:

Lord,

this sin I committed

was*not committed by me but b y You.
so, we say is a great saint.
C.

Whoever says

What do y o u say?

I say that what y o u are saying is not the saying of
a human being but of an animal and of someone
without xinderstanding.

He who is wise, prudent,

virtuous and God-fearing,

and has true faith,

if

in his weakness he has committed any sin he will
ask God for forgiveness, bathed in tears
xi
of true repentence,
have mercy on me;
infinite mercy.

saying:

Lord,

I have sinned,

forgive, Lord, my sins,

in Your

A n d such a one, with G o d ’s grace

will be a saint.

On the contrary, he who sins and

attributes the blame to God is not and cannot be
a saint;

he is infernal and a great sinner,

a

slave of the Devil.
H.

Everything y o u say is the pure truth, without any

doubt.

Tell me now who is God and what are His

attributes and how can I know Him?

Then I will

debate with you.
xii
He is an almighty Lord,
the sole true cause,
potent,

creator of everything,

singular,

infinite,

omni

etc.

Speak more clearly.
H ear then:

I do not understand you.

God made everything and can make every

thing;

He knows everything and governs every

thing;

He overcomes everything and loves every

one.

He is all just and does no-one an injustice;

He favours everyone;
everything;

in the air [sic] He can do

He is Lord of His will;

everyone and no-one can kill Him;
shall I say of His mysteries?

He can kill
in short, what

Y o u will under

stand this little by little, because if we go deep
xiii
into

it y o u will neither be able to understand me

nor shall I be able to explain it to you.
E v e r ything y o u say sounds very singular and I have
n ev e r heard it before.
little b y little.
envious,
No.

lazy,

I shall ask y o u all

Tell me:

lecherous?

Is God proud,

angry,

Can He commit sins?

If God committed those sins y o u say He would

not be God.
guilt in Him.

He is impeccable,

there can be no

Neither can he who is essentially

good do b a d deeds, nor he who is essentially bad
do good deeds.

A good tree cannot b e a r a bad

fruit, nor can a bad one bea r a good fruit.

God

is essentially good and therefore there cannot
be in H i m even the shadow of a sin.
xiv
Well, tell me:

did that almighty God take human

flesh in the world?
Yes, to redeem mankind that supreme Lord took
h umanity once only.
D i d that Lord-made-man marry and have children in
the world?
No, because neither was He lustful nor even if
He had b e e n was there in the world anyone equal
to H i m for Him to marry.
E v e r y man is lustful,

therefore God-made-man must

be so as well.
E very m a n who is pur e l y man is lustful,
true;

it is

but the man who is also God cannot have

such feelings because they are sinful,

and imply

i mperfection in God, who is impeccable.
W hy could not God-made-man do lustful acts?
He could very well do so without their b e ing
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xv
sinful.

Just as fire purifies metals without

getting dirty,

so could God's humanity do those

acts without His divinity incurring any imperfection.
C.

That is a blockhead's argument and has a beard
into the bargain.

H.

What do y o u say that

C.

I say

for?

that if in the world a powerful k i n g causes

any death nobody in authority can kill h i m but
God;

if he does bad deeds only God can punish

him. The four elements -

fire, water,

air and

earth can destroy everything, but nobody can damage
them.

However he who uses these things to kill

is guilty.

In the same way w h e n somebody kills

with a chopper the chopper is not guilty but he
who kills w ith it.
everything.

And so it is w i t h nearly

God, who knows everything,

will

give rewards and

xvi
punishments according to what each deserves.
God cannot in any way sin;
not punish sins,

if He did He could

for He would also be guilty of

the same fault, which cannot be.
H.

Can there be any lustful act in God's humanity,
therefore?

C.

B y no means.

And the reason why God-made-man
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cannot sin is this:

God is essentially pure;

so

much so that He took humanity in the womb of a
Lady who remained a Virgin b y the d eed and grace
of the Holy Ghost, b e coming a m a n and also God,
essentially pure,

saintly,

immeasurable,

infinite,

with all God's attributes and with the perfections
of a man*

Therefore He could not commit sins

because they are imperfections;

all His acts

were singular and saintly deeds.

xvii
H.

I am astonished at what you

C.

H ear yet

more,

say.

and y o u will understand better:

if the Devil enters a human body, what becomes of
it?

The human and diabolical natures unite in

one body with one soul and thus form one single
person.

This said person does not do his own

will but

that of the devil, who dominates him.

Just so,

when God has taken human flesh, His

divine humanity cannot sin, for although human
nature is inclined to sin, as it is joined with
the Divinity that dominates it it cannot sin.
H.

Everything y o u say is very singular,

and the truth

is that we do not say thus:

we say rather that

w h e n God takes on humanity,

that humanity can do

everything other men do and that each is rewarded
according as he worships him.
xviii
And so it is.
he does.
merit.

One is rewarded according to what

God gives the reward according to the
Understand, nevertheless,

and he sure

that God cannot sin, because if he did he would
have to submit to the punishment;
impossible.

which is

He who does wrong in the world is

wronged b y someone else, and they take revenge on
one another.

You, not knowing what God is, say

that God can also do bad deeds, as men do.

That

cannot in any way be, as y o u yourself must realize.
Everything God does is good and holy, because He is
just, merciful,
cable,

creator of all things,

and impec

as I have already said.

H o w many times did y o u say God took human body?
Once only did He take on humanity to save us.
xix
Where was that Lord b o m ?
F r o m what womb?
He was b o m
Bethlehem,
His mother

In whose house?

And on what day?

in Nazareth in a village called
in a crib, in the presence of St Joseph.
was a most pure virgin who was con-
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ceived without the stain of Original Sin;

Her

name was Virgin Mary and she conceived by the act
and grace of the Holy Ghost without the act of a
man.

God allowed it to be so for the greater

p e rfection of that Lady whom He chose to be His
mother.
H.

H ow many years did that Lord live in the world?
What d i d He do?

What did He come for?

Where

did He go then?

C.

He

was in the world for 33 years,

of Grace;

teaching the L a w

He suffered many travails for our sins.

He died on a cross to redeem us from the captivity
of the Devil,

and after three days he rose

gloriously from the dead and ascended to heaven in
b o d y and soul;

He will come again on the Day of

Judgement to judge the good and the b a d raising us
all from the dead for that purpose,

and then He

will give the reward and eternal punishment accor
ding to what anyone deserves.
xx
H.

All that y o u say is remarkable,
h e ard it before.

and I have never

Now be patient enough to hear

the stories of our avatars and judge as y o u see
fit.

I wish to please you.

Go ahead with your tale

and from the answers I give y o u shall infer what
is true or false.
The first avatar is the god Moxio,
with the b ody of a fish.

who is God

God took this body to

rescue a book from the bottom of the sea.
xxi
Do y o u call the fish-god an avatar god?
Yes, because god in the shape of a fish took that
b o o k from the bottom of the sea and rescued it.
Therefore,

without taking the shape of a fish he

could not get the said boo k from the bott o m of
the sea?
No, because the sea is very deep and only god in
the shape of a fish could get the said book from
the bottom of the sea.
Tell me, God is almighty;
Yes,

God is almighty;

can he do what he wants?

I cannot say otherwise.

Why then do y o u say that without becoming a fish
God could not get that book from the bottom of
the sea?
It is a mystery and God's way of playing.
me,

Tell

can y o u not understand that God should turn

into a fish, and do y o u not believe this mystery
of faith?
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xxii
C.

No, because that is no mystery of God;
non-mystery•

it is a

Why would God, who can with His

word do whatever he likes, do such a thing?
Where is His power?

He Himself,

turned into a

fish, plunged and took the b ook from the bottom
of the sea?

Is that playing?

it is the D e v i l ’s deceit.

It is no playing,

If God wanted to get

that b ook in an instant, what books could He
not get, without diving or b e c oming a fish?
If he had to become a fish and dive to give the
law or that book,
H.

it then follows he is not almighty.

What y o u are saying seems to be the truth;
even I think God would do such a thing;
I believe,

C.

not

however

because our law teaches so.

Well, I shall ask then:

where is that divine

fish now?
xxiii
H.

The strength of his virtue came to an end, and in
truth he was b o r n and died.

C.

Once God has taken a divine body can that body
have an end?

H.

Yes,

everything that is b o r n has an end.

C.

E verything that is bora has its end because of
sin.
an end?

What sin did God-made-fish commit to have
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H.

That is a very strong argument and there is no
answer to it;

we say that everything that has a

body comes to an end.
C.

It is true that everything created b y God which
takes on a body will end;

but w hen God takes a

body that divine body cannot have an end because
He did not commit any sins;
the creator of everything;
faulty;

He is almighty and
His word cannot be

and God has said Quod semel assumpsi

n un q u a m d i m i s s i o , what I took once I never shed
off.
an end;

Therefore the body God takes cannot have
and the contrary would not be true.
xxiv

H.

I have understood;

what y o u say is true.

I

have nothing else to say about this avatar.

Let

us go on to the second avatar.
C.

Y o u have already seen the falsehood of the first
avatar;

H.

now tell me about the second.

The second avatar is the God

Curmo, or the Turtle

God.
C.

Why did God almighty take on

H.

To hold the world,

C.

God, who is almighty, became
h o l d the earth?

the body of a turtle?

so that it w o uld not fall.
a turtle-avatar to

What a senseless thing to say!
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H.

Are y o u astonished at that?

If God,

in turtle

form, did not hold the earth how would it stay
in the air without falling, h e a v y as it is?
C•

W i t h His great power.

Well,

tell me:

where

was God when He created heavens and earth?
whose hea d did He create the universe?

On

In whose

presence?
xxv
H.

God did not create the world on a head;
it in his own presence.

He did

Then, when he saw that

the earth was very heavy the same god became a
turtle, to hold it on his head.
C.

Can he who with his word created the world from
n o t h i n g not h o l d it also with his word?

He had

p o wer to create from nothing and did He not have
it to hold it without anything?

Was it necessary

that He Himself took the body of a turtle to hold
the earth on his head?

If it is so it then

follows that God is not almighty.
H.

On the contrary;

exactly because of that He is

almighty and good.

If it were not for this turtle

God h o w could the earth stay in the air without
falling?

How would we live?

it the earth would sink.

If He did not do

It is all the work of
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the divine omnipotence,

an incomprehensible p l a y 

fulness and mystery of God.
xxvi
C.

If God could not hold the earth with His word
He would not be able to hold it with His head
either.

But even supposing it were so, tell me:

what did that divine turtle stand on?
H.

He was swimming on the water.

Nothing can stay

in place if it has nothing to rest on?
C.

What was the world resting on?

H.

It was resting on the turtle.

C.

What was the turtle resting on?

H.

It was on the water.

C.

What was the water resting on?

H.

What should the water rest on?

C.

Y o u said that nothing can stay in the air without
any support.

Now t h i n k :

the water has weight,

the weight of the turtle was on it, the weight of
the earth on the turtle,

everything heavy;

how

can the water, w ith so much weight o n it, not
fall?
xxvii
H.

God's mystery.
be so;

But what you are saying seems to

if nothing will stay without support, ho w

can the water stay in the air?

I have great
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doubts about that too.

But I say it is so because

the law says so.
C.

Think over carefully what your law teaches and
tiiink if it can be so, and if it is a true law
or not.

H.

What do y o u say to this:

how did

in the air without falling?
C.

Listen:

How

the earth stay
does God hold it?

God, who with His word created heavens

and earth from nothing, with His word also holds
the earth and the sky in the air.

He who can

do the greater can also do the lesser.
more to create than to hold,

It is

therefore what God had

p ow e r to create He also had power to h o l d in the
void;

if it were not so He would not be almighty.

Besides,

the earth is inside the sky,

could fall it would fall into the

so if it

sky and not

into the sea, which is on the same earth.
H.

So this whole machinery is in the

v oid or imaginary

space?
C.

Yes, but that is not the greatest work of God.
If He wants He
xxviii
can do other greater things on the instant with
His great power.

This is the truth;

he who

does not understand it does not k n o w God;

he says
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that God turned into a turtle holds the world on
His head;

he is a great sinner, blasphemer and

an idiot without any knowledge about God.
H.

What y o u are saying is very true.

If the water

can stay in the air b y the order of God,
thing else can stay too;
false and blasphemous.
on His head?

every

to say otherwise is
Why should God hold it

This is not a mystery,

it is a

non-mystery.
C.

Y o u are very right;

it is a non-mystery and a

very grave sin of blasphemy;

think for yourself

if God, being p erfection itself,
the b o d y of such an ugly animal.

would take on
And what for?

To do what He could do w ith His word.

Let nobody

hear such a thing!
xxix
H.

I have understood that this avatar is also false,
like the first one.

Let us consider the third

one and see if it is also false.
C.

I am glad y o u have understood the falsehood of
these two avatars.

You will also understand

about the remaining ones,

with God's grace.

me about the third avatar.
H.

The third avatar is God Boraho,
turned into pig.

which is God

Tell
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C.

What did God take the body of a p i g for?

H.

He became a pig to rescue the earth.

C.

Where was the earth then,

so that it was necessary

for God to take the body of a p i g to rescue it?
H.

It was under the sea, where it was a captive after
the death of Modhucoito.
took the shape of a pig,

On seeing this,

God

lifted it with a tusk

and h e l d it so that it would not fall.
XXX

C.

I must ask about one doubt,
thing m a y be clearer.
become earth?
did he commit?

in order that every

Tell me, h o w did Modhucoito

What wars did he make?

What sins

Tell me how this was, because I

do not know it.
H.

What y o u are asking is a v e r y long story which
it would not be fitting to tell.

Y o u are always

saying God is pure and impeccable;
the same.

Why,

then,

should I tell a false

story that I do not believe in?
understand me.

I also say

Y o u certainly

Leaving all that aside,

go b ack to the point.

Tell me:

let us

what do y o u

think of the p i g avatar?
C.

Well,

according to what y o u say,

nothing,

it all comes to

so keep that story for another time.

For the moment listen to this pure truth:

God

never took the shape of a pig, nor was that ever
necessary.

APPENDIX III.c.
R econstructed text of D i a l o g o ■.

1st 30 pages

i
B.

tumi

kare bhaja?

R.

paramesvarere, purpa brahmere.

B.

tabe

tomara b a r a uttam bhajana bhaja;

amarao

tahare bhaji.
R.

yadi
k ena

tomara sei purpa brahmere bhaja;

tabe

eta kuriti, kudharap nana adharma bhajana

dekhi?
B.

tumi emata

3nan am ant a

hai^a amardiger

paramesvarere ninda karaha?

ihate tomardiger

Sastre aparipam nahi?
R.

amardiger Sastre likhiyachen, ye jan dharma
n inda kare,
dharma bale,

B.

se bara narakl;
se maha narakl.

tabe to tomardiger Sastre eta ye n i nda karile
m aha narakl ha£,

R.

ebap ye y a n adharmere

tabe kena ninda karil'a?

amito dharma nin d a kari na;

dharmere dharma kahi,

adharmere adharma kahi, papere pap kahi, pupyere
p u pya kahi,

jananlre janani kahi,

brahmapere brahmap kahi,
dugdhere dugdha kahi,

strlre strl kahi,

cap^Lalere cap<Jal kahi,

gocanare gocana kahi,

amptere ampta kahi, bigere big kahi;

emata kathaj-
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pupya

bade pap nahi:

iha to pratyak§e na janile

dharma^cLharma janite na pare;
ha£,

iha na janile.

paripame mukti na

e karap ihare ninda na

kahi.
iii
B.

eta ye tumi kahila,

ihl amare pratyakge bujhaiba;

k in t u dharmadharma tini laoj'aen;

dharma tini,

adharma tini.
R.

e sakal pratyakge bujhaiba yemata jijnasa karaha;
d harmadharma tini lao^aen na.
&astra diyachen tahan kppaj’.

dharma karya karite
amara adharma

karya kari^a, tahan Sastra lahghan kari^a,
pap kari.

tin Satrute kumati defx

bhut ar Sarlr.
amara kari.

amara

poisunya,

ei sakale bhramiya tahan adharma
tini dharmadharma anusare bhog diben.

sat karya kari,

tabe mukti diben;

tabe Sasti diben;

asat karya kari,

asat karya kari, tabe maha

narake yam tarana diben.

tini adharma nahen.
iv

tini kebal parama dharmaraj •

tahan thaj*

ayatharthata nai.
B.

e sakal katha ati bilak§ap.
Sastra kahi:

ihar madhye amardiger

ei satkaj:-

" Jan ami dharmap na ca me praVptti^r janamya

{

__

ddharmagi na ca me niVpttift.

tvaya hp§Ike£a-

hpdisthitena
ya tha niyukto *smi tatha k a r o m i •M
ihar bicar kaha amare,
Ha£,

iha bujhaiba;

bujhai,

e bheder katha.

samprati tomar Sastrer mate

ihate kata bujha.

yadi parame&var

tomare lao^ajten pap karite,

tabe kena tomar

Sastre
v
pap e r Sasti likhe?
matpgamaner,
yata?

g o h a d h - b r ahmapbadher,

gomaipsa b h a k g a n e r , surapan ar ityadi

parameSvarer ajnaj- ye k a rya kari,

pra^ascitttfa kena ami kariba?

tahar

amar aparadh ki?

tahan aj;nay ami kari.

tini dharmaraj hai£I

emata abicar kariben?

manugyer madhye ye rajar

ar;na$- cor (Jakaiter ebajp pi tar mastak kafe,

tab are

dhari^a raji^ e aparadhe tahar matha k a $ e n na ye.
e aparadh tahar nahe.
b i car emata.

manugye ye adham,

ihate parameSvar emat dharmaraj

y a t h artha haij’a emata abicar kariben?
dij-a pap karai^a,
pheliben?

tahar

ye amare

amare narake emata taranaj-

e ki ucit?

tomar paramarthe ki la£

e bicar, ye patita^paban karu^asindhu emata abicar
kariben?

yadi paramarthe jijnasa, tabe ye b i car tumi kaha,
ihate to cite kadacito
karen.

la$r na

ye, paramesvar emata

kintu Sastre kahe ei katha:

yata kaler

pap karmantike laoj'aj'.
yemate o katha mithyi, hena citte tomar laila,
temata ihlo bujhaiba.

kintu karmantik ki?

amito iha bujhi na.
K arman tik ei, purbe janmifrachila, tahate bistar
pap karij-achila;

ekarap sei pape ekale pap kare.

ekhan bujhilam ye, ek papete ar pap karaj-, tabe
parameSvarer dos kena dao?

emata ar kadacit v _ o

na kahio ye,

tini laofraen.

ar ye likhan kaha,

se kemata?

tahare kaha, bujhi^a bujhai.
JT*

—

"Yaddine patitap tfiiyap matpgarbhe .iUsapsBpitinn ?
taddine likiifcarffl brahma Subhasubhani yoyftan*,1
1
vii
ihar bicar kaha,

&uni.

e katha ye kahila,

ihate yadi pappunya karite

likhiten, tabe ar amardiger dog na haita;
purbei kahi^achi.
likhen nahi.

iha

tabe ye sukhdu(jLkha kaha, iha

kintu tini sarbajfi5u, sakal janen.

y a kariben ar y a hctibek, tahan ago car kichui
nahi.
lala£e.

iha ye na jane,

sei kahe ye, tini likhi^achen

e katha mithya.
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viii
B.

tumi kahila likhan mithya.

tabe marar mastak

sakaler kapale ye likhan dekhi,
tomara ki kaha?

se ki?

tahare

iha bujhao:-

H janma^ j anma daridrata bandhac ; ^ dogo bhafc^yati
marapap gomatl tlre'iaJparap kip^i b h a ^ i g y a t i .1
1
R.

iha emate bujhaite na pariba.
m ast a k ano, ami bujhaiba.
thaken,

tumi bistar marar

yadi tini likhij-a

tabe sakaler kapale likhan thakibe.

yadi karo t h a k e , karo na thake,

ihate

tabe ihar karap

ki taha amare bujhaiba.
ix
B.

haj-, bistar mastak dekhiyachi.

karo kapal

sudha.

ihate sandeha

likhan dekhi nahi amio,

karilam.

ihar karap ki?

tumi kaha,

ki karap

karo emata thake, karo emata na thake?
R.

karap ei:

karo kapaler har jora thake,

likhaner mata dekhaj'.

ekfa kapaler harer jora

khasaite cao, eik§ape khasibek,
lage.

tini emata gari^achen.

thake, tahar kapal Sudha.
adhik na janme.

tahate

arbar lagaile
yahar har jora na

dekha,

tahar Slroplra

yahar kapale jora har, tahar

jorate jal bhar kari^a mup^Le bedana kare.
artha ei;

likhan ye kaha e mithya.

m astaker coucira jora,

dekha,

ihar
sei

se o seirup jora ga-fchan.
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ihate bujhibe likhan ha^ ki nahe.

e katha ati

murher, ye kahe kapaler likhan.
B.

ihate eirupe bujhi ye,

likhan nahe.

ache, karo likhan nai,

emata nahe.

k in t u ar ek katha;

karo likhan
ataeb mithya.

amardiger yoge kahe, pupya-

pap karij-a kahiba ye, ami iha n a kari lam, parame&var
karilen.

emata jnin yahar,

pupya nahi.
R.

tahar pap

ihar bicar kaha.

iha ye jijnasila,

e bicar manupyer nahe.

bicar pa&u, pakpl, matsyer.
durlabh haibe,
pupya bicar,
paibe.

sei sadhu.

e

ye jan manupya

tahar thaka ucit u t t a m jnan, pap-

astha, bhakti, da£a,

tabe se mukti

nahile adharma karij-a kahibe,

ihar bara narakl nahi.

tini karilen.

manupya pap karile
xi

tahan

kahibe rodan^karij’a, prip.er bhakti

kanyachi,
kari^a, ye,

tumi karu^najoaa^, amar aparadh

"-fhakur, ami aparadh/kpema.11

sadhu haite pare, tahan kppa hadle.
bhaktite sarba siddhi ye karibek,

tabe se

y o g ar

se jitendrij’a

holbek, kppar Sastra palibek, nija nama abinaSI
ga^atrl bhedibe,

tabe ye jnan kahi;

pupya karij-a kahibe,
B.

tini karilen.

e sakal katha ye kaha,
k atha nahe;

nahile pape garba bicar.

e bhrama nahe, khap^ibar

ei se karaplya katha.

kintu parameSvar

ki barpa, ki riti, ki §Il?

kata nam?

nirakar

bhabe yata uccarite pari, taba kaba
xii
a m a r e , ye rupe tabane janite pari*

tabe tomar

saige nyaj- kariba*
tini kebal karapIJ'a tattva.
k§ep,
bbala,

ekban kabibe kemate?

sarba jit.

tini ye iccbama^.

sarba janen,

sarbe da^a

tini karo anyaj- na karen.

Sakaler saba£ tini*

paren*

purpa-

sarba p u rpa yatbartba.

sarba karite paren,
karen,

tini uttam,

§unye sut karite paren.
tini sakaler parajaj- karite

taban keba parajaj- karite na paren.

tini sei satya parames^ar yini sakal artbe sar.
t aban mabima kata kabiba?
alpe bujba,

kab a r yogyata?

gabine prabeS kariba;

tabe se durlabb

p aiba yabate mukti ba£ nar.
xiii
durlabb janma sartbak ba£, yadi karapl^a pit are
bbaja.
e y ata kabila barai uttam.
kari, tumi kaba.

parame&varer kam, k r odb nabi?

lobb, moba, mada, matsarya,
nabi?

alpe alpe jijnasa

pap karite na paren?

alasya,

ibar kicbui
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R.

yadi ei sapta maha patak jarita tini hayen,
tabe tini parame&var parama bra h m a nahen.
nirmale lionadin mala udbh a b
karya j a n m e ;
kumati na ha£;

na hay;

adhame adham

uttame uttam karya janme.
kujane sumati n a ha£.

sujane
amyter

gache kadacito amyta phal bahi ar phal na dhare.
baruper bykse barupa phal bahi ar phal n a hayl
SIl anusare kary a upasthit haj-.
xiv
B.

b h a l a ekhan kaha tumi,

sei parama brahma ki sakarl

hai^achilen pythiblte?
R.

sei paratpar parame&var sakar hai^ac h i l e n ekbar
nar uddhar karite.

B.

tini sapsarl pythiblte hai^achilen?

R.

na, yena ek parame&var bahi dvitlya nahi ye,
tahar kanya bibaha kariben;

<■'ebap tahan kam.

udbhaber §il nahe.
B.

sSirlr dhari h^ile sakali thake.

R.

haj" naraloker iha janme.

yini parame&var,

tini

sakar haile t a han sapta maha patakadi yata karya

m

_

__

_

tabate janmite na pare.
B.

ki k a r a p janmite na pare pap?
paren,

pap karya karite

kintu tahan pap ha£ na.
xv

yemate, agnite sakal dahan kare, agni malin na
ha£.

ebay tejasvl puruger de§ nahi.
ry

tumi ye e sakal kahila taha dharl na&I bicar.

i—

iha kena kaha?
kahi ye e bicar;
badh karile,

ppthiblr raj oakrabartl karo

tahane keha badh karite n a pare;

ebay asat karya karile k i chu karite n a pare,
parame&var bade.

ebay agni,

Jal, bajn, mpttika

y a t a nagja kare taha keha upalabhyate na pare,
n a&lgjer karma ei ye,

se naS kare.

k i n t u ye

Jan ei bastu sakal di^a nagta kare tahate ye do§
ha£, parame&var bicar kariben.
kare, kharger do§ nahi;
tata praj" sakal.

yema t a kharge b a d h

yei badhe sei -fcheke.

parame&var y a t h artha ^anij-a

temata Sasti diben i.
xvi
ye bhala karya karibe,
yahane kaha parame&var,

tahare mukti diheen.
tahan emata karya nahe.

tabe ki tini &arlri haile &arlrl bhab janme na?
na, kadacito.

karay ei ye, apane parame&var

&arlr dharile tahate adham karya Janmite na pare,
tini parame&var,

yadi &arlrl hailen,

tahan mati

duye ekatf&haj':

sakar bhabe ar parame&var bhabe.
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apane ye &arlr dharilen,
sampurna.

se ati uttam, nirmal,

daj'amaj’er kppate akumarlr udare

p arame&var mati sakarmati sammilita hailen
ek£hajr#

e karate sarba^jitendrij-a,

ati uttam

-parama dharmaraj, parama siddhi, parama sadhu,
maharaj cakrab a r t l , parama sar.
p arama brahma:

tini parame&var,

tahate nirbikar.
xvii

VO

tahate kona pap karyer para& nahi,

sat k a r y a -

pare.
B.

iha buj h a n bara karya.

R.

iha alpete bujha. yadi kona manu^yer &arlre
bhute prabeS kare, tahar mati kemata hai^a thake,
taha n a bujha?

se Sarlrer prakyti ar bhuter

prakyti ek hai^a thakij-a ye karya y a k h a n kare eker
icchaj' na kare;

dui£e ek hai^a sefkare.

p arame&var ye &arlr dharilen,
upasthit haibek?
subarpa ha£.

ihate

tahate kemate pap

ebay lohate parag choyaile

ihate para& mayik paratpar.

tini

&arlr dharile kemate &arlre pap janme?
B.

e bicar ati uttam,
kahi,

emata nahe.

nirmal path.

amara yata sakar

amara kahi ye, parame&var sakar

h aiya sakal karya karen, ye yemata rup tapasya

xviii
kare,

tahare sei rup prlta karen.
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R.

"haj’, ye yemata bhaje,

tahar temata labh ha^.

k i n t u parame&var &arlri hai^a emata karya na
karen.

yahar ye pap se anusare b hog deoyan.

ye jan kam plrita thake, tahare janoika bhoutike
b icar kare;

ye dasyu bptti kare,

dasyu napta kare.

tahare janO.ika

iha na bujhi^a tomara kaha

ye, parame&var &arlr dhari^a asi^a emata kari^achen.
e kadacito nahe.

tumi apan buddhite bujha.

p ara m a brahmer emata&Il nahe ye,
kariben.

emata karya

yahar pap yemata, tahare temata Sasti

deoJ'aJyAiOhe?!

tini yathartha dharma raj,

karupamaj', patitapaban.

ebay

tahate kadacito adharma

karya na janme.
B.

katabar parame&var akar dhari^achen tomara kaha?

R.

kebal ekbar, nar muktir karap.
xix

B.

k o n de&e janmifrachilen?

kar ghare?

kar garbhe?

k o n dine?
R.

najarethe b e t h lehem sthane, kul l n siddha josepher
ghare;

nirmal akumarl jitendri^a mari^ar garbhe.

janmi^a ^chilen sampurpa da^amaj-er kppate atma
samet parame&var.
B.

kata batsar Sarlrdhari hai^achilen ppthiblte?
ki karya karilen?
kothaj- gelen?

kena asi^achilen?

&epe

tetri& batsar pythiblte chilen.
kari£achilen.

u t t a m karya

nar mukti karite asij'achilen.

Se§e parama svarge Sarir samet gelen.
m aha pralayer bicare asiben.
arbar diben.

punarbar

sakaler Sarlr

pap-puyya anusare b h o g abhog diben

ananta saqikhafr.
xx
e sakal apurba katha;

ar emata

6unl'.

nahi.

amara yata abatar kahi, taha tumi Sona;

ar
amare

tahar bicar dao, tabe se bhrama nag'fa haj-.
jijnasa karaha amare.

tomara kemata janere

abatar kaha, tahar uttar diba.

tumio bujhiba

satya ki mithya.
p r a t h a m abatar amara kahi matsya rupe veda uddhar
karitechilen.
xxi
tomara matsyere kaha parame&var-abatar?
haj-, tini rohitamatsya haiya veda tuli^a dilen
samudrer tale thakij’a.
tabe ki bine parameSvar matsya na h&ile samudrer
tale thaki^a veda tulite na pariten?
kemate pariben?

samudra baya gahin.

bine matsya na h&ile kemate tulibek?
p arameSvar sarba kartytva dharen?

ihate
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B.

haj-, tini sarba kartytva dharen;
karta;

R.

tini sarba-

iha nahe balite pari na.

tabe kena kaha ye, bine matsyarup na hfcile vdda tulite
p a r i b e n kemate?

B.

iha tahin mahima;

Ilia karilen.

jnane ki la$ emata ye,
p arama brahma?

bhala,

tomar

ek£a mats y a h&ilen paramefevar

iha ki k aha tahan mahima?
,

R.

na,

emata kathaj-

ajnaS" sakal ha£,

.amahima parameSvarer.

bhari.

yahan

tini kemate emata kariben?

yahar kartytva nahi,
puthi tole.

xxii

se matsya haij-a <j.ub diyi

emata ilia tahan nahe.

e kuprakyti

tini yadi Sastra den, tabe tahan ajnaj'

martyake kata veda karite par e n sakgata.
$ub deone, bine dante rakhane.

bine

ye jan sakal

karite paren, tahan ■fhay" emata nahi ye,

iha

bahi ar karite paren nahi.
B.

iha ye kaha,

iha to buddhite la^naye, parameSvar

emata karij-achen.

k i ntu vede kahe ye, tini

m a t s y a abatar haij-achilen.
R.

bhala,

ami jijnasi, matsyafa ekhan kotha^?
xxiii

B.

matsya .prala^ hoila tejete,
yemate•

janmij'achila gi£a
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R.

p arama brahma ye Sarir dharen,

tahar binaS

ache?
B.

Sarlr

dharile binaS ache.

R.

Sarir

dharile binaS ache paper

ye matsya-Sarlr haijachilen,

karap.

tabe tini

tahate ki pap

karij'achilen ye, binaS h&ila?
B.

e kath a r b ara kafchin uttar deon.
ye,

R.

amara kahi

&arlr dharile binafe ache.

Sarlr

dharile binaS ache paramefevarer janmana

y a t a tahader. apane ye
binaS nahi.

Sarir

dharen tahan

tahan Sarlre pap janme na.

apane

sarba karta ebap suprakpta janer ye bhagya kahi,
taha nare na.

ihate paramesvar &arlr dharile

ke binaS karibek?

iha bujha gahine bhedij-a.
xxiv

B.

tomar kathar dharape lay o mithya,
ihar uttar nahi.

arsbatar kahi,

svapan mithya,
tahao 6ona.

R.

ar kare abatar kaha?

e ye kahila iha to mithya.

B.

ar kahi kurma sbatar parame&var htfci^achilen.

R.

ki karap parama brahma kurma hai^achilen?

B.

kurmasbatar haij'a ppthibl dhari^achen.

R.

psirame&var parama brahma yahane kaha,

tini ki

k u rma haij’a ppthibl mas take ksirij'a dhariyachen.
B.

nahile ppthibl kemate rahibek?
pare?

eta bha r ke rakhite

bhala, yakhan sp§£i karilen?

sakgat sp§£i

karilen?
XXV

m a t h a r upare ar spsti karen nahi.
karilen.

sakgate

bar a bhar dekhi^a kur m a haiya ppthibl

dharilen.
ye janer ajnate spgji h&ila,
rakhite paren;

ebaiji rakhij-achen.

k a rtptva chila spg-fi karite,
k artptva ache.
bhar,

tahan ajnate sp§ti
tahan eta

ebagi rakhiteo

yahan kathate sp§-fi hoila eta

tahan kathaj' e bhar dharite paren.

ye tahane sarba karta kahi.
di^a na dharile rahe na.

tabe

nahile bine matha
tabe ar tini paramefevar

nahen.
bhala, nahil^ rahibe kemate?
tahan mahima

loke janibe kemate.

b a s u k l r sahasra phanate rahijache.

e sakal ilia tahan nahile ppthibl tale yaj".
xxvi
yadi tahan kathate rakhite na paren,
dij-ao rakhite na paren.

tabe matha

ar kaha kurma kise

ralLiJ-achen?
kurma jaler upar bhase;

bine a&raye kichu rahe

na.
bhala, hasukl kise rahi^ache?
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B.

k ur m e r upar.

R.

k u rma kise rahij-ache?

B.

k u rma jaler up sir.

R.

jal kis e r upar rahij-ache?

B.

jal ar kise rahibek?

R.

t
tumi ye kahila bine asraye
mm 0

—

jal ati bhar,
p p thiblr bhar,

—

'**'**■_

/

k i cbu na hay;

tabe

tahate kurmer bhar, b a s u k l r bhar,
sakal b h a r ye rakhe,

se kemate

upare rakhite pare?
B.

p arame&varer mahima!

ar tumi ye iha kahila

emata haj', yadi bine a&ra^e kic h u na rahe,

tabe

jal &unye rahibe kemate?
xxvii
k i n t u vede kahe ye, tai ami kahi.
R.

vede yata kahi^ache,

tahar

sakal katha,

tomate

b yak t a haiteche abagi haibek.
B.

tabe tumi ki kaha?

kemate ppthibl rahij'ache?

e b h u b a n kemate dhari^achen?
R.

p arame & v a r svarga, martya, patal sp§£i kari^achen,
ebajp. tahan ajnaj’ &unye r a k h i ^ a c h e n .
e koti mahak^iti,
ajnaj- rakhi^achen.

svarga, martya,

e bhuban,

patal tahan

svarger bhitare samudra,

ppthibl ar y ata ityadi dekha.
yemate kathaj- spg-fci karilen,
tahan sarba brahman^La.

tini sva^ay katha.
temate kat h a y rakhilen.

y a kah e n sei ha£.

tini

ye sarba karta.
tabe ki ei sakal Sunye rabi^ache?
ha£, e bara a&carya nahe.
xxviii
tahan fcha£ e kon karya kaha?

ananta koti

brahmapfla Sunyete rakhite paren.
kartptva.

ye tahan mahima na jane, sei kahe ye,

tini mastak di£a dhari^achen.
patakir.

tahan apar

e katha maha

ye parame&varer mahima na jane, sei

kahe nirupap na jani^a.
dibya e katha kahila.

bhala, yadi jal Sunye

rahi^ache, tabe ihao Sunye rahite pare.
ye emat&kahi, iha anucit.
nahi.

tabe

kathar asadhya karya

tabe mastak di£a dhariben kena?

ihate

ye amahima se parame&varer kahi amara.
amahima kaha;

seo alpa bala.

kintu maha patak

janme emata kahile ye, parame&var mastak di£a
dhari^achen tini emata samanya jan.
xxix
ihao bujhilam.
kurma.

yemata matsya abatar temata

ar abatar kahi, tahar bicar kaha.

iha jinile ye pratarapa;

ebagi sakali eirup.

bhala, jijnasa kara, ar kare abatar kaha?
baraha abatar haij’achilen parame&var.

ki karap bar aha hi ij-achilen?
baraha hai^achilen ppthibi uddhar karite.
bhala, ppthibl ktfthaj’ chila ye barahate uddhar
karilen?
samudrer tale mpttika baila madhukaitftr badhe.
sei mpttika dekhiya apane parameSvar baraha hftij-a
dante karij'i tulilen gi^a.

tahate ppthibir

sthapana karilen.
XXX

bhala, madhu kaitar marape mpttika hoila.
madhukaita eta yuddha karila kise?
mahapatak kemate janmila?

tahan sapta

e bara anaScarya

pratarapar kathasakal.

ihar bicar kaha.

se sakal katha bistar.

charite ache.

karap ucit nahe.

tumi kahi^acha parame&var nitya,

purpa brahma, nirmal;
se bicar kariba?
—

ebap amio kahi.

kemate

taha buddhite na la^, se sakal

nr

karya paramesvar/\hena.
Suni.

se bicar

__

kintu baraha abatar kaha

ihar bicar ki?

ye katha sakal bhap^ata Jani taha kaha ye, ekhan
thakuk.

bhala, &una baraher katha.

paramesvar-abatar nahe.

baraha to
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APPENDIX Ill.d.
Our translation of 1st 30 pages of Dialogo

i
B.

Whom do you worship?

R.

The one God, the perfect Brahma.

B.

Then you worship a very excellent worship.

We

also worship Him.
R.

If you worship the same perfect Brahma, then why
do I see so many bad customs and manners,

(and)

various kinds of irreligious worships?
B.

Do you, being such a learned man, malign our God?
Do your scriptures not envisage some ill effect
from this?

R.

Our scriptures state that he who maligns religion
is very sinful and he who describes irreligion as
religion is a great sinner.

B,

Then if a person who maligns so much, is according
ii
to your scriptures a great sinner, then why did
you malign Him?

R*

I do not malign religion.

I call religion

religion, I call irreligion irreligion;
sin sin;

I call virtue virtue;

I call

I call a mother
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a mother, I call a wife a wife;

I call a Brahmin

a Brahmin;

I call a caudal a caudal;

milk milk;

I call cow urine cow urine;

nectar nectar;

I call poison poison*

I call
I call
There

is no sin in such words, but rather virtue*

If

one does not know this with one's own senses
(pratyakge), then one cannot distinguish religion
from irreligion.

If one does not know this,

then in the end one is not saved.

Therefore,

I did not malign it.
iii
B.

Explain to me directly all that you have said.
But he causes both virtue and vice;

(for) He

is religion and irreligion.
R.

I will explain all these things as you ask.
He is not the cause of virtue and vice.

He has

by His mercy given us the scriptures so that we
may do virtuous acts;

by doing irreligious acts

and transgressing His scriptures we sin.
enemies lead us into temptations
the Devil and the flesh.

Three

wickedness,

Misled by these, we

commit unrighteousness against Him.

He will

punish us according to our vice and virtue.
we do good acts, He will save us.

If

If we do bad
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acts, He will punish us*

If we do bad acts, yam

will drive us to the highest hell.
irreligion.

He is not

He is only the king of righteousness.

There is no unrighteousness in Him.
iv
B.

These words are excellent.
quote our scriptures.

Meanwhile let me

These are good works

"I know what is righteousness, but do not
engage in it.
I know what is unrighteousness, but do
not refrain from it.
By then, 0 Hp§ikefea, situated in my heart,
in this way I am directed, so do I act.”
jjln this Sloka, I do, what he causes me to do
remaining in the heart.

I do not know what is

irreligion or religion.

It says, I do not know

whether there is righteousness or not, and whether
there is unrighteousness or not.
I do, remaining in the body.

As God says, so

The responsibility

for the virtue or vice is not mine.'j

Explain

this mystery to me.
R.

Yes, I will explain this.

Now let me explain

according to your scriptures.
stand in them.

How do you under

If God causes you to commit
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v
sin, then why they write the punishments for sins
in your scriptures:

for the slaughter of cows,

the murder of Brahmins, incest with one's mother,
the eating of beef, the drinking of wine, and so
forth.

Why should we make penance for the acts

we do at God's behest?
so at His command.

Is it my fault?

I do

Will he, being the king of

Righteousness, commit this kind of injustice?
Amongst man, he who at the king's command beheads
a thief, a bandit or his own father, is not seized
and beheaded by the king for that offence, because
the offence is not his.
is base, is like this.

The judgement of man who
So will God, being the

King of Righteousness and just, misjudge like
this;

that, having caused me to sin, He will

drive me to hell like this?

Is this right?

Does your conscience sanction that the Saviour of
the Fallen, the Ocean of mercy, should misjudge
like this?
vi
B.

If you ask my conscience, then from the way you
have discussed it, it does not seem at all
reasonable to me, that God behaves like this.

But our scriptures state this:

the sins of all

time are caused by 1fate1•
Just as it seemed to your mind that that quotation
was false, similarly I shall explain this also.
But what is 'fate'?

I at least do not under

stand this.
'Fate1 (i.e. the doctrine of karma) is this, a
person was born before.
then.

He committed many sins

Because of these sins he commits sin now

also.
I have now understood that one sin causes
another.

Then why do you blame God?

Don't

ever say like this again that God causes (us to
sin)•
of?

What is the writing like that you speak
Tell me about that.

Let me understand and

explain it.
"On the day the sperm fell into the wellcovered womb of the mother,
On that day Brahma wrote joining together
M ed lu d rfciiW lb C aiicl th e in a u s p ic io u s .
vii
Tell me your opinion of this.
It follows from what you have said, that if He
wrote that we were to do these sins and virtuous

acts, that we should not he blamed for them.
I have said this before.

He did not prescribe

the Joys and pains to which you refer.

(Since)

however, He is omniscient and knows everything,
nothing of what He will do and of what will
happen is unknown to Him.

Those ignorant of this

say He wrote it on (our) forehead.

This is a

lie.
viii
You say the writing is a lie.

Then what is

the writing we see on the foreheads of corpses?
What do you call that?

Explain this:

"The congenital disability will be poverty through
a series of birth$ 5
What better can happen than death on the
banks of the Gomati?11
I won't explain like that.
skulls.

I will explain.

Fetch me a lot of
If He has written (on

them), then there will be writing on the foreheads
of all of them.

If some have it, and some don't,

then what is the reason?

Explain that to me.
ix

Yes, I have seen lots of skulls.
skulls are empty.

Some people's

I did not see any writing
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either*

This made me doubtful*

reason for it?

What is the

Tell me, why do some people have

it like this, and some not?
R.

The reason is this:

on the skulls of some people

the bones are joined.
resembling writing.

On those we see something
If you wish to pull apart

the joint in the bones of a skull, it will come
apart immediately.

And if you want to put it

together again, it goes together.
constructed it like this.

He (God) has

The forehead of the

man without a bone-joint is empty.
not get many headaches.

Look he does

The head of a person

with bone joints in the forehead fills with water
and aches.

Which means, the writing you speak

of is false.
head.

Look, there are four joints in that

That also is of a similar joined con

struction.

From this you will understand whether

writing (on the forehead) takes place or not.
They are the words of a fool, who states, that the
forehead is written on.
x
B.

From this I understand in this way that, it is
not written on.

It cannot be that some have

writing, whilst others do not.

So it is false.

But there is one more thing.

Our y o g a Sastra

states that having done good or bad deeds we
should say I did not do them:

God did.

has this knowledge is a saint.
virtue and vice.

He who

He is beyond

Discuss this.

This that y o u have asked me is not the thinking
of a man:

it is the thinking of an a n i m a l , a

bird or a fish.

He who will be rare amongst

men must possess highest wisdom,

the power to

discriminate b etween vice and virtue,
devotion and compassion.
salvation.

faith,

Only then will he gain

Otherwise what can be more infernal

than to commit sin and then say,

1God did it.'
xi

W h e n a m a n commits sin, he should say unto God,
weeping and with the devotion of his heart:
'My Lord,

I have sinned.

Merciful One.'

Forgive my sins,

Then with His grace,

become a holy man.

0

he may

We call that man wise, who

strives with devotion and asceticism,

who has

conquered the senses, who obeys the kppar feastra,
who makes his own name indestructible.

Otherwise,

it is arrogant to think, when one has sinned that
that sin may be attributed to God.
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B.

All that y o u say is not- incorrect.
futable.

It ought to be done.

It is irre
But of what caste

is God, what are His practices, what is His
character,

and how many names does He have?

Tell all that I may pronounce in a non-idolaterous
way,

so that I may know Him.

Then I will discuss

it with you.
xii
E.

He is the sole Almighty principle, He is the
highest full honour, He is completely and fully
true.

B.

Well, h o w

R.

He can do

will y o u say now?
everything;

He knows everything;

is merciful to everyone;
all;

He is the conqueror of

He does injustice to no one;

everyone;

He helps

He can produce a son from nothing;

because He can do as He wishes.
everyone:

He

He can defeat

no one can defeat Him.

true God, who is true in all senses.
shall I say of His Greatness?
d escribing it?

He is that
How much

Who is capable of

Understand it from a little, by

entering deeply into it;

then y o u will get that

rare thing, b y which m e n gain salvation.
h u m a n life attains fulfilment,
A l m i g h t y Father.

Precious

if y o u worship the

xiii
All that y o u say is

excellent.

little by little.

Tell me;

have no lust or anger?
delusion,

arrogance,

Let me ask y o u
does the Lord God

Does He have no greed,

envy or sloth?

Can He do

If He were involved

with these seven

great sins,

He would not be the

Lord God.

no sin?

in the spotless;

Dirt cannot

vile acts are

arise

b orn of the vile;

excellent acts are born of the excellent;
thoughts do not arise in good people;
people good thoughts do not arise;

bad

in bad

a nectar tree

n e v e r hold any other fruit but nectar;
tree holds no other fruit but barun;

a barun
actions occur

according to character.
xiv
B y the way, tell me did God ever assume human
form in the world?
The Supreme God once took human form to save man.
D i d he marry and have children in the world?
No, because there is no other god but God, that
He could marry his daughter;

His character was

not of the kind in which lust arises.
When one assumes human form, one is subject to
all these

(faults).
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R.

Yes,

these things are born in man,

God assumes human form the effects

but when
of the seven

great sins cannot be born in Him.
B.

Why cannot sin be b o r n (in Him)?

He could
xv

commit sin, but His sins would not count as such.
Just as fire burns everything without becoming
dirty,

a man of divine power has no faults.

R.

All that y o u say is specious

B.

Why do y o u say that?

R.

I say it for this reason,

reasoning.

if a powerful king

on earth kills anyone, no one can kill him, and
if he does any bad act, no one can
except God.

do anything,

And no one can know how m uch damage

is caused by fire, water,

air and earth.

The

function of the very destructive is that it
destroys.

God will judge the fault which arises

in the m a n who destroys with all these things;
for example,

it is not the fault of the sword if

one kills with it:
trouble.

the one who kills gets into

This is so in almost all cases.

K n o w i n g the truth,

God punishes accordingly.

To him, who does good works,
xvi
He will give salvation.

The one y o u call God
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(i.e. you r Hindu God) does not behave like this,
B.

Then if He assumes bodily form, does He not have
b odily feelings?

R.

No, never .

The reason is this, vile acts cannot

be b o r n in the body assumed b y God Himself.
is God.

He

If He assumed human form, His two p e r 

sonalities would become one both as a man and as
God.

The Body He Himself assumed was excellent,

stainless, perfect.
One,

By the grace of the Merciful

in the womb of a virgin the personality of

God and the personality of man became one.

For

this reason He was in complete control of the
senses;

spiritually perfect;

the Supreme King;

the highest essence.

God, p a r a m a - B r a h m a :
table.

a great saint;
He is

in that (body) He was immu

There is no touch of sinfulness in Him:

He is intent on good works.
xvii
B.

It is a b i g work to understand this.

R.

U n derstand it from a small instance.

Do y o u not

understand, how a man's personality becomes when
the Devil enters his body?

The nature of that

b od y and the nature of the Devil become one.
Whatever it does and whenever (it does it), is
done not by the wish of one:

both,

being one do
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it.

Therefore,

how can sin be present in the

b ody assumed by God?

And when the philosopher's

stone touches iron, it becomes gold.
p hilosopher's stone is God.

Here the

H o w can sin be born

in the body assumed by Him?
B.

This

reasoning is excellent.

A pure path.

All

that we call incarnations are not like that.

We

say that when God assumes human form, he does
everything.

He loves a person accordingly as he

performs austerities.
xviii
R.

Yes.

A person benefits accordingly as he worships.

But w h en God assumes human form He does not behave
like this.

He causes individuals to suffer

in accordance with whatever sins he commits.

A

devilish person judges that m a n who is afflicted
with lust.

A bandit destroys that man who takes

banditry as his profession.
these things,

you say,

Not understanding

God assuming human form has

come and caused these things to be done.
is not so.
gence.

This

Understand it b y y o u r own intelli

The character of God is not such that he

would behave like this.

He has caused a person

to be punished in accordance with his sins.

He

is the true King of Justice:
saviour of the fallen,

and merciful;

the

irreligious acts can never

he horn in Him.
H o w many times do y o u say that God assumed human
form?
Only once to save mankind.
xi x
I n which country was he horn?
F rom whose womb?

In whose home?

When?

God with a soul was by the complete grace of the
H o l y Ghost born from the womb of Maria,

a pure

v ir g i n in complete control of her senses,
home of Joseph,

saintly b y lineage,

in the

in a place

(called) Bethlehem in Nazareth.
H o w m a n y years did that Lord live in the world?
What did He do?

What did He

come for?

Where

did He go then?
He was on earth for thirty-three years.
formed excellent deeds.

He p e r 

He came to save mankind.

Finally he went with his b ody to highest heaven.
He will come again on the Day of Judgement.
will give every one a body again.

He

He will give

punishments and rewards according to their virtues
and sins till eternity.
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xx
B.

All this is wonderful.
likes of it before.

Listen to all the incar

nations we speak of.
them.
R.

I have never heard the

Give me y our judgement of

Then that error will be destroyed.

A s k me questions!
incarnation.

Tell how y o u call a person an

I will give the reply to it.

Y o u also will understand, whether it is true or
false.
B.

We say the first incarnation (was when) he was
rescuing the Vedas in the form of a fish.
xxi

R.

Y o u call a fish an incarnation

B.

Yes.

of God?

As a rohita fish He raised

the Yedas

from

the b o t t o m of the sea.
R.

Then could God not have raised the Vedas from
the b o t t o m of the sea without becoming a fish?

B.

H o w could he?

The sea is very deep.

How was

he to raise it without becoming a fish.
R.

God possesses all powers.

B.

Yes,

He possesses all powers.

He

is the Almighty.

We cannot say that this is not so.
R.

Then why do y o u say that without becoming a fish,
He would not be able to raise the Vedas?

This is His greatness.

He was playing.

Well,

does it not seem reasonable to y o u that God became
a fish?

Do y o u not call this His greatness?
xxii

No,

such words reveal the non-greatness of God.

How was He, b y whose command everything happens,
to behave like this?
become a fish,

One who has no power could

submerge and raise a book.

is not the pla y of God.

This

This is very bad natured.

If He can give us the scriptures,

then b y His

command h o w many Vedas can He not make manifest to
men, w ithout submerging and without holding them
in His teeth?
thing,

With a person who can do every

it is not such that He could do nothing

but this.
F ro m what y o u say, it does not seem reasonable,
that God behaved like this.

But the Vedas say

that He descended as a fish.
Right.

Let me ask, where is the fish now?
xxiii

The fish was destroyed by divine power,
same way that it was b o m .
Is the body assumed by God destructible?
W h a tever assumes a body is destructible.

in the
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R.

What ever assumes a body is destructible because
of sin, when He assumed a fish-body, what sins
d id He commit,

B.

that it should have been destroyed?

It is very difficult to answer this question.
We say, that whatever assumes a body,

is des

tructible.
R.

All that God caused to be born is destructible if
it assumes a body.
is not destructible.
body.

The body He Himself assumes
Sin is not b o m

He Hims e l f is the Almighty.

in His
A n d we say

that the destiny of the good does not change.

So

if God assumed a body, who would destroy it.
U nd e r s t a n d this penetrating to the depths.
xxiv
B.

F r o m the way y o u speak it seems that this is
false,
to it.

as false as a dream.

There is no answer

Let me speak of other incarnations.

L isten to them also.
R.

What else do y o u call an incarnation?

At least

the one y o u have spoken of is false.
B.

We say in addition that God descended as a turtle.

R.

W h y did Almighty God become a turtle?

B.

He has become a turtle and holds the world.

R.

Is the one y o u call God, in the form of a turtle
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holding the w o r l d on his head?
B.

Otherwise, how would the earth stay up?

Who

could support such a burden?
R.

Well, where was God, when He created heaven,
earth and hell?

Did He create it on His head?

D i d He personally create it?
xxv
B.

He did not create it on His head.
it personally.

He created

When He found that it was very

heavy, He became a turtle and held it.
R.

The Person by Whose word creation occurred,

can

support creation by His word, and is supporting
it.

He had sufficient power to create it and

has sufficient power to support it.

The Person

by Whose word creation became so heavy,
this burden by His word.
call H i m the Almighty.

can hold

And for that reason we
Otherwise,

since it does

not stay up, without His holding it with His head,
He is not God.
B.

Well,

otherwise,

people know it?
hoods of V a s u k l .
wise,

how would it stay up?

H o w wou l d

His power remains in the thousand
All this is His play.

the earth would go down.

Other
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xxvi
R.

If He could not support with His word,

then He

would not be able to support it with His head
either.

Furthermore,

tell me, what is the turtle

resting on?
B.

;vi:

Turtles f l o a t o n water.

Not h i n g can stay up

without support.
R.

Well, what is Vasukl resting on?

B.

On the turtle.

R.

What is the turtle resting on?

B.

The turtle

R.

What is the water resting on?

B.

What else would the water rest on?

R.

But y o u said that nothing can stay up
support.

(is) on the water.

But water is very heavy.

without
How

can all

the burdens on it, the burden of the turtle, the
b u rden of V a s u k l , the burden of the earth,

stay

up?
B.

It is God's gloiy.

It is as you say.

If nothing

can stay up without support, h o w can water stay
up in space.

But the Vedas say it.

So I say it.
xxvii

R.

All that the Vedas say is being,

and will be,

re vealed b y you.
B.

Then what do y o u say?

How is the earth staying
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up?
R.

How is He holding this world?

God has created heaven,

earth and hell,

holding them in space by His word.

and is

This world,

these hundred thousand universes, heaven,

earth

and hell, He is supporting b y His word.

The

sea and the earth and whatever else y o u see is in
the heavens.

He Himself is the Word.

He created b y the word,
the word.

so He has preserved by

The whole universe is His.

says happens.
B.

Just as

What He

For He is the Almighty.

Then is all this staying up in space?
xxviii

R.

Yes.

It is not very astonishing.

is this for Him?

What work

(i.e. He can easily do it.)

He can keep the endless, hundred thousand universes
in space.
he,

He possesses limitless power.

who does not know His glory,

holding it on His head.

B.

Only

says that He is

This statement is very

sinful.

Only he, who does not know the glory

of God,

says (this), without investigating it.

Y o u have said this beautifully.

Well,

is staying up in space,

(i.e. the world)

can stay in space.
is wrong.

this also

since water

For the way we describe it

Nothing is impossible for the word.

So why should He h old it with His head?

In saying
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this we discredit God.
R.

Y o u discredit God!
On the contrary,

That is an understatement.

it is most sinful to say that

God is holding it with His head (and) that He is
such an ordinary person.
x xix
B.

This also I have understood:
is like the fish descent.
o ther descents.

R.

the turtle descent
Let me tell you of

Y o u say what y o u think of them.

Y o u know that this is deception.
like this.

And it is all

Well, let me ask what else y o u call

a descent?
B.

God descended as a boar.

R.

W h y did He become a boar?

B.

He became a boa r to rescue the world.

R.

All right, where was the world,

that the boar

r escued it?
B.

It h a d become clay at the bottom of the sea on
the death of M a d h u k o i t a .

Seeing that clay,

God

H i mself became a boa r and raised it with His tusk.
By doing that He stabilised the world.
XXX

R.

All right,
Madhukoita.

it became clay on the death of
What did Madhukoita make so much
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war with?
in him?

H o w were the seven great sins born
All this is a very non-miraculous fraud.

Tell me your opinion of it.
B.

That's a very long story.
it.

It is proper to omit

It ought not to be discussed.

Y o u have

said that God is the eternal, perfect B r a h m a ,
and stainless.

And I also say that.

am I to discuss that?

(So) how

It does not seem reasonable,

that God's behaviour should be like that.
tell me about the boar descent.

But

What do y o u

think of it?
R.

In regard to what we know
said,

"Let's leave it."

the boar.

to be fraudulent, y o u
Good.

Listen,

about

The boar is not a descent of God.

APPENDIX I H . i .
Statistical count of

'naf and

'nahi 1

(The count is recorded in Roman numerals)

'na 1
Before the verb:
After the verb:

xxxxxxxxxxvii
xxiii

' n ahi 1
Before the verb:

i

Af ter the verb:

vi
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APPENDIX III.11.
Sadhu bhaga diction in Dialogo

p.l. -

bhozo, Poromexor,

cubit (kurlt),
moha naroqui,
p.2 . -

porinam, mucti,

cumoti,
p. 4 .-

zononi,

Bramon,

oti biloqhon, xoloque,

rhidoe,

dhormoraz,

Brombodher, Matrigomoner,

gomoncbo

aguiae, purazhenio,

obichar, munixier, pitar, mostoq,

zothartho, poromartbe,
p.6 . -

xoto,

bhog

(gomagisa) bboqhoner, xurapan,
oporad,

stri, dbugdo

crepae, pixonio,

zom, tarona,

gobodb,

codachito,

probe, bichar,

odhormo

chondal,

bhed, xompoti (samprati),
p . 5 .-

dhormo,

omerte, bix, prothoquie,

carzio,

ozotharth,

utom, bhozona,

oparniman (aparinam),

queno, pap, punio,

zigaxa,

Bromo,

guiamonto, xastre,

(d u g d h a ) , gochona,

p.3 . -

Pumo

liqhen,

potit pabon,

odhom,

coruna xindhu,

cormanguit (karman "tik),

chite,

p.7 * -

xuqh-duqh,

p.8 . -

liqhon, bixtor,

p.9 . -

xondhe,

xorbozan,

xirpira,

chouxura (coucir)»

ogoxor,

emote,

lolatte, mitha,

caron,

odhiq, mundhe, orth,

gothon,
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p. 10. - oti murrer, eirupe, otoeb, guian, xadhu,
poxu, poqhio,

p.11. - Tthacur,
obinaxi,
bhedire

dhulobh,

corunamoe,
gaitri,

astha, bhocti,

xidhi, xorbo,

gorbo,

zogue,

doea,

zitendrio,

qhondibar,

caronio,

(bhedibe), bon (barga), noiracar,

ucharite,

p.12. - zerupe, xongue, niae, quebol, oniae , xohae,
xorbo,

xonio,

icchamoe, porazoe, xocoler, xotio,

xocol orthe xar, mohima,
probex coria, purno

p.13. - dhulobho (durlabh),
camo,

cordo

zoguiota,

olpe,

zothartho,
zormo (j a n m a ) , xathoq,

(k o r d h ) , lobh, moho, modo, marthio

(m a t s a r y a ) , alixio, xopto moha patoq,
nirmol,

gohine,

udbhob, xuzone,

breqhe, bohi,

cuzone,

zorit,

Boruner,

onuxare, opostit,

p. 1 4 . - prothibite, poratpor, nor udhar, detio, conia,
camodhaber,

noroloquer, xil,

zini,

tini,

p.15* - ognite,' dahon, molin, tezoxi, poruxer, dox,
dhari naxi, Raza,

chocroboti, bodh,

mirthica, noxtto, upolobhiote,
nax, bosto,
p.1 6 .

xoriri,

P.17.

naxisxter,

cormo,

qhorgue, prae,

xompurno,

xocroboti,

zol, bau,

crepate, xomilito, moharax

xadhu, nirmal poth, ocumari,

moti, procriti, xoborno, munixier,

xorire,
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p . 1 8 , - topoxia, prit,
zoneq, budbe,
p. 19* - gorbbe,

cam pirrit, bboutique,

doixiobiti,

dbormoraz,

ocumari,

atuam, xomite, xomet,

purnobar, m o b a proloe,

xorgue,

ononto xonqbia, bboga-

bbog,
p . 2 0 . - opurbo, bbrom,

udbar, moxio,

obotar,

xotio,

mitba, protbom,
p . 2 1 * - robit moxio, xomudrer,

gobin,

p . 2 2 . - cupricriti bari, mortbique,

cortut, nila,

donte, budbe,

p . 2 3 . - binax, bbaguio, xupricriti, proloe,

tezete,

bbedia,
p . 2 4 . - bocro, protbibi,

curmo, xristti, mongxo

(m a r t y a ) ,

patal,
p.25* -

b a x o q u i r xoboxro fonate,

cortut, bbar,

mohima,
p . 2 6 . - zol,

assrae, baxoqui,

p . 2 7 * - oxorzio,

curmo,

xonie, bobon, mobaqbiti,

xoong,

p . 2 8 . - ononto cutti, bromancbo (brabmanda) niropon,
doibe,

onucbit, xamanio zon, moba patoqui,

p . 2 9 * - protarona,

Borabo, mirtbica, modbucoito,

xtapbona, donte,
p . 3 0 . - nitio, bbondota,

onoxorzio, protarona,

p.31» - opar bbum, bosto,
p . 3 2 . - cucotba,

Naroxingo

dirg, bostu, morteque,
(narasigiba) , upaxio
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(u p a h a s y a ) , icchamoe,

P.33. - Hironiocoxole (Hiran.yaksipu) , raqhoxir, putra
putradi,
P . 34.

- mirthu,

goxanio,

stome,

chirtocar, bor, bodhilen,

xobdh,

p.35. - monipotoni, gorbhopat, xap, xeboq, bhoxio,
p.36. - hoste, moidhe, epuxong (e p r a s a h g a ), bhut, pret,
solgrahi, xuxil, prane,

P.37. - big a r (bikar),

zoguiota,

cholachol,

creme

Qsrame),

p.38. - data, pod, bhum, dhormartho,

choritro,

P.39. - dhongxo, oguiane, xorir, probex, sol (c h a l ),
p.40. - obotar, eta (treta) zug, bodher, costto, used
(ucched), xri Ramo, xtri, putro,

p.42. - poriqhia, porox, totacho, protoe , porazoe,
prochate,

atuam,

p.43. - camatur, borbor, birzier, itiadi, xurzio,
p.44. - xrot, grihosto,

zothae,

odhiq,opurbo,

ochorzio,

Ramexor,

p.45. - guiapon, oixoder, porbot, dhongxo, bibaho,
baloq,

pran,

p.46. - rod, xar podartho, protozon (praj’ojan), uchit,
munixio,

p.48. - borbor, ostir, toluna, puroxtab (p r a s t a b ) ,
odicari

(adhikari),

p.49. - xena, xenapoti, xotur (&atru), tritoquer,
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mortique mortique,

p . 50. - cristoxto bbogoban xaongo, udore, crirra,
zodbubongxo, bromando,

cali domon,

p.52. - o x o m b b a b i o , zoguio, crisno, papi, roctobirzier, noroloquer,

P.55. - romon, nirupon, gribosto, bibabo, xopto moha
patoq, probex,

P. 54. - oxur, aguiate, purbe, nirmol,
P. 55. - xotru, mucti, deb, moni, cordo,
p.56. - Trobbubon, baluquer, bozer bazi,
P. 57. - pichax (pifeac) , astba, gorbho xoncbar,
p.58. - poixoniota, procbar, bicti,
P. 59. - biromona, romon, xoniaxi, tezossito, Gopini,
camatur, probat, nidrae zitendrio,

p. 60. - Molongdbari, panop, obotinto, protipalon,
p. 61. - coloquixo, proponchona, crepar xaxtrete,
p. 62. - cuxanddo acriti, mangxo prindd (pin<Ja), moba
proloe,

p. 63. - raitre, xitcal, matro, xomoe,
p. 64. - modbur baqbio, cbitio, utpoti, totbacbo,
paloq,
p. 65. - Rozogun,

xotiogun,

Tomogun, xongbar, xristti,

corme,

p. 66. - nizucto, xotontor, xrizoq, paloq, naxoq,
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x ongbar corta,
p . 6 7 * - oguian, pondbito,

otoeb, xrizon,

p . 68. - ch o t u r m u q u e , xtob, Boixnob,

lobia,

zugui,

zoguete,

p o u c b e , dhe aen ,
p . 6 9 * - Bromodoito,

niun (lln), prozonto, pichax

(p i & a c ), poratpor ,
p . 7 0 . - nirupon,

ononto,

p..71* - Tezobonto,
baloq,

dbiane,

conia, tiag,

quertat (kptartba), papisto,

cbondal,

comondul, xobate (sabhate), porbote,

topoxia,
p . 7 2 . - goruprobor,

pordare, bostu, bistor, bodh,

udhar,
p . 7 3 * - utom, boron, proponchona ( p r a ba^cana),
p. 7 4 . - xotitio, borqb (bpk§a),
mirtu,

sena,

zabote, xap, bimocbon, bivoxona,

p . 7 5 * - omor, mobima,
p . 7 6 . - tini,

zol, tostto,

tarronae,

qbirodxabi,

Ocboitonio,
p . 7 7 * - nabbite,

corunamoe,

Bbogoban, bott, potre, nidrit,

ongger,

rbidoe,

donte, mangxe,

lolatte,

xigrogoti,

saeate maea,
cborme,

zoni,

sidre,

cbondro, dbanio,
p . 7 8 . - nitio podartbo, xoxtbi sarra (sp§ti cbara),
xoctisar,
p . 7 9 * - onugrobo,

romiabodbi,

opotbiadi,
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p.80. - xristti poton, nidra, birzio, podartbo,
p.81. - zucto, ozucto, noiracar,
p.82. - nidrae ocbeton, cbinta nabi, alixio, bbozon,
nirmol, xuzon, cuzon,
p.84-. - portaronar, camo, cordo, lobb, mod, marzio
(matsarya),
p.86. - rocto, manso, cbormer, qbondila, nirupon,
p.87. - utocott, patoq, zuti, Broma, Bisno, Mobex,
p . 88. - tontro, xocti, xoib, puza,
p.89. - upaxona, xoami, xompotio, durga,
p.90. - norere,porinam, Bboutiquer, xadbona, xopone,
p.91. - tarrona, Boicuntter, proloquit,
p.92. - gopto cotba, muruq, guiani, xtriling,
p.93. - biarto, dbian, digomor (digambar), cbormo,
poridban, ling, zoguiota, xoborno, prosad,
drib (drabya), bodon,
p.94. - proqbialon, nimitio, xrizon,
p.95* - moba rudrere, roqbia, xocti-tontrer bbed,
p.96. - xuqbxompotio, Bboitiq, podartbere,
p.97* - Bbubonexori, onoprant (annapurpa), montre,
p.98. - xombbu nixombbu, Dburmolocbon (dbumralocan),
oxex, boste, cboturbbuza, doxbbuza,
p.99. - axirbade, sag (cbag), patoq, pran,
p.100. - xodboba, probit, zontre, corobir puxpo, zoni,
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p.101. - bizomontro, xuborner, upoxare, proxad,
bivoxtro,
p.102. - Gupto, ucbaron, tostto, dabon, odbiq, noroboli,
upaxio, rudbir, cbondica,
p.103* - xadbio, biromona, coruna,
p.104. - proxorno (prasanna), guian cboq, xomuque,
oguian, xoguian,
p. 105 . - obbocti, bocti, mucti,
p.106. - xeba, diba, xontoxo,
p. 107 * - oixode, xurgio (surya), ratri dibar corta,
p.108. - prodip, onducar, alo, xonio, cbondro xurzio,
ogni , bau, onugrobo,
p. 109 . - acax, opurbo, pitamata, utpoti, proxob,
p.110. - upcotba, upaxio, pondbiter,
p.111. - nirman, proponcbona (prabalcana),
p.112. - xorper xoboxro pbona, dugdo xomudro,
p.113. - ononto, oibarot (oirabat), Qbirod,
p.114. - udbbotti, IndroRaz, Debgone, Zolacar,
p.116. - zormostan (janmastban), xagor xonggomo,
Tribeni, mirtustan,
p. 117* - dbian, procbar, podartbona, nirman,
p.118. - mostoq mondon, norer udbaron, Tirtb.
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APPENDIX Ill.iii.
Verb forms

Present indicative

*ami'/* amora*
cobi :

xxxiiii

bbozi

iii

cori :

xvii

pai

ii

xoni :

iiii

puzi

i

buzbai: 111

gorri

i

zani :

iii

zigaxi

i

pari s

ii

buzbi

i

deqbi:

ii

di

i

raqui:

i

bbabi

i

cbabi:

ii

dbori

i

buzbao:

iii

•

•

•

1tomi1/ 1tomora1
cobo :

xxxviv

corobo: xiv

buzbo

:

iii

bbo zo : vii

deqbo

:

iii

coro :

cbabo

:

i

zigaxo: iii

bolo

:

i

deo

puzo

:

1

:

v

ii

•

'xe '/Sahara*
hoe

:

xxii

more

ii

core

:

xiii

rohe

ii

zorme

:

xii

lame

i

loe

:

iiii

bodhe

ii

cohe

:

iii

chole

i

dee

:

iii

zormae

i

thaque

:

iii

mare

i

puze

:

iii

sole

i

zane

:

ii

pae

i

bhoze

s

ii

zae

i

pare

:

i

gorre

i

dhore

:

i

•

•

•tini'/1tahana'
coren

:

xxiii

bhozen

iiii

paren

:

xv

thaquen

ii

hoen

s

iiii

deqben

iii

dhoren

s

ii

bhaben

i

firen

:

ii

puzen

i

maren

s

i

qhaen

i

loaen

:

i

cohen

i

zanen

:

ii

Present perfect

1ami */'amora*
cobiassi

:

xi

naguiassis

deqbiassi :

i

buzbaiassi: i

coriassi

i

:

i

■tomi1/'tomora1
cobiasso

:

ii

coriasso

:

i

buzbiasso:

i

fx e 1/ 1tabara*
asse

:

xviii

zormiasse:

i:

coriasse

:

vi

xoniasse :

i

hoiasse

:

V

liqbiasse:

i

robiasse

s

iiii

bbabiasse:

i

cohiasse

:

ii

ttoliasse:

i

bodhiasse :

ii

diasse

i

•

•

:

1tini */1tahana'
coriassen s

ii

bbabiassen: i

gorriassen:

i

zormaiassensi

liqbiassen:

i

asiassen s

diassen

:

i

zormiassen: i

assen

:

i

i
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Present continuous

1x e 1/ 1tahara'
hoitesse

:

i

zaitesse

:

i

Past indicative

1a m i '/•amora1
buzhilam

XV

xonilam

ii

corilam

ii

cohilam

ii

dilam

ii

zigaxilam

i

dila

ii

*tomi'/* tomara *
cohila

XV

corila

ii

candila

i

zanila

ii

buzh.il a

ii

•

•

1x e 1/ 1tahara1
corilo

viii

badhilo

i

hoilo

xxi

morilo

ii

zormilo

xiii

deqhilo

v

loilo

iiii

mixilo

i

dilo

iii

xiqhilo

ii

cohilo

iiii

porrilo

iii

34-6

rohilo

:

iii

guelo

2

iii

bodhilo

:

ii

chailo

2

iii

bhabilo

s

ii

mothilo

:

i

choxilo

:

i

nilo

2

i

zilo

:

i

dorrilo

2

1

ghucilo

2

i

baxilo

2

1

•

•

*tini1/ 1t a h a n a 1
corilen

:

xxxiii

marilen

2

iii

dhorilen

:

vi

solilen

2

ii

hoilen

:

viiii

anilen

2

ii

bodhi l e n

:

vii

parilen

2

ii

dilen

:

vi

cohilen

2

ii

zormilen

2

ii

candilen

2

i

ferilen

:

iii

zormailen

2

ii

raqhilen

2

ii

darrailen

2

i

guelen

2

ii

phelilen

s

ii

tolilen

2

ii

porrilen

2

ii

dourrilen

2

i

chirilen

2

i

i

motilen

2

i

dourrailen2

Past perfect

*xe */*tahara*
silo

;

xviii

zormiassilo:

ii

assilo

:

iiii

loiassilo

i

coriassilo:

:

iiii

*tini * / 1tahana *
silen

viiii

diassilen

assilen

ii

bidhariassilens

h o i a ssilen

xv

loiassilen :

:

ii
ii

iii

coriassilen: vii

cohiassilen:

ii

assiassilen:

aniassilen

ii

iii

:

zormiassilensiiii

zorm&iassilen:

dhoriassilen:

xoeasilen

:

i

corito

:

ii

ii

i

Past imperfect

*xe */* tahara*
hoi to

:

ii

zormito

:

1

cohito

:

ii

chaito

:

i

bhozito

:

ii

dito

:

ii

bachaiten

:

i

•

*tini*/* tahana*
li q hiten

:

i
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zaiten

:

i

diten

:

i

hoiten

:

i

coriten

:

ii

chaiten

:

ii

bhoziten

:

i

Past continuous

1x e 1/'tahara1
paitesilo :

i

1tini */1tahana i
coritesilen

:

i

Future indicative

1ami V * amora1
:

xiiii

bolibo

s

iii

cohibo

:

xi

deqhibo

s

ii

coribo

:

viii

paibo

:

ii

bho zibo

:

iiii

hoibo

:

ii

dibo

:

ii

zigaxibo

:

ii

paribo

:

ii

buzhibo

:

i

buzhaibo

1t o m i ' / * t o m o r a i

buzhaiba

s

viii

co riba

:

v

paiba

:

iiii

bhoziba

:

ii

3 4 -9 .

cohiba

: ii

thaquiba

: ii

buzh i b a

: iii

chiniba

: ii

zaniba

: ii

pariba

: ii

zaiba

: ii

haraiba

: i

diba

: ii

bhabo

: i

'x e 1/ *tahara1
hoibe

: iii

zormibe

: ii

cohibe

: ii

zibe

: i

coribe

: ii

ttolibe

: i

zanibe

: ii

ghuchibe

: i

rohibe

: ii

thaquibe

: i

hoibeq

: xv

paibeq

: ii

coribeq

: vi

bhozibeq

: ii

zaibeq

: iiii

zopibeq

: ii

zormibeq

:i

bahiribeq

: i

zanibeq

:i

dibeq

: i

haraibeq

:i

zopibeq

: i

maribeq

:i

attibeq

: i

't i n i 1/ 1t a h a n a '
coriben

:

viii

hoiben

: iii

diben

: vi

zormiben

: i

th a q u i b e n

: ii

nib e n

: i

feliben

:i

coraiben

: i
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•

axiben

:

i

dourraiben :

i

dhoriben

:

i

dourriben

:

i

toliben

:

i

pariben

:

i

chalaiben :

i

•

Imperative
Present Imperative

'tomi1/ ’tomora'
co bo

:

vi

xono

:

ij

qhemo

:

i

deo

:

i

ano

:

i

deqho

: i

'xe'/'tahara'
thacuq

:

i

Future Imperative

'tomi1/'tomora'
cohio

: i

thaquio

: i

hoo

: i
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APPENDIX Ill.iv.
East Bengali verb forms

CD

"e tahate marile m o r i b o H

P. 35

(2)

11(xe) eq pod dila p r o t h i b i t e 11

P. 38

(3)

11coto loq noroq nibo"

P* 58

(4)

"eq xat xocol guia niu n hoibo"

P* 69

(5)

tfxondhe guchibo tomar"

P. 106

(6)

"xondhe gucbibo"

P. 112

APPENDIX III.v.
Pronominal forms

Singular

Plural

ami

xxviiii

amora

xvii

amar

x

amarghore

i

am are

XX

amardiguer

vii

amardiguere

i

tomi

xxxxiii

tomar

xiiii

tomora

xi

tomare

iiii

tomardiguer

vii

tomate

i

tor

i

tahara

vii

tahardiguer

iiii

xe

:

tahars

xxxxvii

xiii

t ah are

xxvii

tahaque

i

tabate

xviiii

tini

xxxxxxxii

tahana

v

taban

xxxxxxxxv

tagandiguer

111

tabane

xviii

tabandiguere

iii

eba

xx

ebara

iii

•

•

•

Singular

Plural

ehar

xv

ebare

i

ehate

xx

ini

iii

ehardiguer

:

i

ehana

:

xiiii

ehandiguer

:

iiii
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APPENDIX Ill.vi.
Perso-Arabic diction

(1)

patixa, p. 48.

(2) pato xaha, p. 49.

(3)

patoxahar, p. 49.

(4) nofore, p. 48.

(5)

xacor, p. 49.

(6) bade, p. 2, 15.

(7)

hoeat, p. 65.

(8) amexa, p. 64.

(9)

rae, p. 64.

(10)

(11)

bodoria, p. 119.

begor, p. 102, 107

In 'bemati* the Persian prefix 'he* is used.

APPENDIX III.vii.
Statistical count showing the preponderance
of ni over ki in Manoel's transcription:

ni

:

xxvi

ki

:

xiv
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APPENDIX III.viii.
Sanskrit Slokas

1. (a)

Manoel1s transcription

"Zanami dhormong nochome probirti;
zanami adhormo nochome nibiti;
toa Rhixiquexo Rhidixthiteno zotha
nizotoxi totha coromi."
(b)

p.4.

Reconstruction

janami dharmaqi n a ca me praypttij
: janamy; <a.dharmagi na ca me niVpttih
tvafra hpglkesa hpdisthitena
y a t h a niyuktol.^smi tatha karomi

(c)

Translation

HI know what is righteousness, but do not
engage in it.

I know what is unrighteous

ness, but do not refrain from it.

By theje,

0 Hpslke&a, situated in my heart, in th£ l
way I am directed, so do I act.”
2. (a)

Manoel's transcription

"Zodhine potitong bidhong matrigorbhe
xongxarita to dine liqhitong Broma xobhaxobhoni zozita."

p. 6.

356.

(b) Reconstruction
Yaddine patitajp. bija

matp^garbhe ^usagj'^TTT^TO- -»

taddinelya likhiU m b r a h m a Subha ^Subhani. yojH? a m

,

(c) Translation
"On the day the sperm fell .und flowed: 2*n

^cd

womb of the mother*
On that day Brahma wrote joining together the

iWeat AtfV-d ifQ.£th^ ina-^ _ i*2ic us."
3. (a)

Manoel's transcription

"Zorme zorme doridrota bongdhinen
doxo bobixani;

moronong gomotitire

upor quirma bhoronoti."
(b)

p.8.

Reconstruction

janma^janma daridrata bandhalS dogo bhaVigyati
maranaqi gomati tire f *paraqi kiipUa bhaVigyati.
(c) Translation
"The congenital disability will be poverty through
a series of b i r t h ^

What better can happen than death on the banks
of the Gomati?"
4. (a)

Manoel's transcription

"Apone apon dozer nia topoxio noti
nocho chomu nocho xorbore."

p. 62.

357

(b)

Reconstruction

(

is/taiiitte^ly exti*eWiy aaujtful/.)

atmina:?apt9^e dvi rj^ma^ta^asyanti

'

na cahagxia ca SptrVarinu
(c)

Translation

The't w i c e / ^ o m (i/e • the Brahmins ^/practise
penanca day and night in order to attain

.••'*4,iv' /

.»

\

/

“ ■/'

soul •M
*'

5* (a)

v •

v

,

,

Manoel*s transcription

"Din, zamini, nou, zoang prat;

xixire

boxonto punoraoato, calo crirriti
goxoti aau todopi nomonchoti axa
baeu.,f
(b)

p. 65*

Reconstruction

din yaminfrau, saframpratafr,
SisiraJVfeasantau punarjafratafr.
kalafr krlfrati, gacchat^afrustadapi

na muficatyaSajl/afrub-.
(c)

Translation

Day and night, morning and evening,
winter and spring come again.
Time plays about and the span of life
is shortened;

still the wind of expectation

does not abandon man.

^
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6. (a) Manoel*s transcription
"Olobhiong zodaxupolong - xongobhabe
roho toxio dondhe Broma zamoe zati;
zana dinoncho;

priamoda doponang nohe

miti banixong moxonti muctiong,"
(b)

is

Reconstruction (

p.

ext^mely doubtf;

alabhyagi yadaSu phalam svargabhabam rahafr sthitam,
tatkama *jP yantg ^janafr dinam dinanu /
pra^idena dogehaV aniSam my&anti mrtyum.
(c)

Translation

/

"People everyday desire and go towapds the reward
7
1 of1 heaven,
'
which remains in secret
in the form
/
/
/
j
\
and which cannot be attained directly;
they

obtain death continually through mistake or vibe*
/

7» (a)

M a n o e ^ s transcription

"eq Bromo trio deba;

Broma, Bisno, Mohex xoba."

p. 64.

(b) Reconstruction
ekam Brahma trafro deVa^;

Co)

brahma^yigpuj^lbahe&varab,

Translation

The one Brahma is the three deities:
Bigpu and Mahefevara.
8* (a)

Manoelis transcription

"Rang roxe proloquitong."

p. 91*

Brahma,
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(b)

Reconstruction

rahga rasa pralakgitsup.
(c)

Translation

Observed in the sentiment of pleasure.

9.

(a)

Manoel's transcription

"qhotta gddomoru hoste olochon."
(b)

p.

93.

Reconstruction

K'ha'tV a W ^ f l a m a r u hastagi trilocanam
(c)

Translation

The three-eyed (i.e. Siva) with Kha^ya and <J.amaru

in hand.

These reconstructions are based mainly on those
in Dr Surendranath Sens Brajmojri-Romdn-Kyatha lik-S ajnbad
cp. cit.;

emendations have been made under the gui

dance cf Professor J.C.v/right, Dr A.V. Kunst and
Dr S.R. Banerjee.

APPENDIX III.ix.
Absence of candra bindu or vowel nazalisation

badhilo, p. 44.

badhilen, p. 44.

badhia, p. 44.

bachaite, p. 45.

baxaite, p. 47.

darraia, p. 56.

darrailen, p. 74.

bachon, p. 103.

baxite, p. 103 .

baxilo, p. 115*

In 'anxite1, p. 63»
'zap', p. 50,

1sansa*, p. 42,

'cancha1, p. 43,

1sopurna1, pp. 50, 59 * the candrabindu

was recorded due to dialeeta

reasons.

App.endix III.x

X erox copies of the .two .letters at 'the. back of the manuscript

I.

1

lexicon from th’e .Marsddn* collection.
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APPENDIX IH.xii.
Sentences which Martoel omitted, to translate

III.a., p. ii. c o hi.”

"Zononire zononi cohi;

strire stri

”dhugdere dhugdo cohi;

gochonere

gochona c o h i . ”
11

p. iii. -

"quintu dhormadhormo tini l o a e n . ”

!tdhormadhormo tini loaen n a . 11
11

p. v. -

”dhormoraz hoia"

11ze potit pabon

coruna xindhu emot bichar c o r i b e n ? 11
”

p. vi. -

,!ze tini l o a e n . ”

”

p. vii. -

t!E cotha ze cohila.”

”eha prubei

cohiassi.11
M

pp.

ix-x. -

tfdeqho xei mostoquer chouxura zorra,

xeo xeirup zorra gott^on:
liqhon hoe,
ze cohe,
”

p. x. -

p. xii. -

”ze caroliqhon,

caro na liqhon;

otoeb m i t h a . ”

”xei xe xotio Poromexor,

orthe x a r . ”
” pp. xii-xiii.

e cotha oti murrer,

copaler l i q h o n . ”

emot nohe:
”

qui n o h e ;

Ehate buzhibe

ze xocol

”cahar zoguiota?”

- ”tobe xe dhulobho paiba;

zahate

mucti hoe nor, dhulobho zormo xathoq hoe;
zodi caronio pitare b h o z o . ”

365.

III.a. , p. xiii. - "xil onuxare carzio opostit hoe,11
tt

p. xv,

- "naxisxter cormo ei ze nax core.”

"Poromexor bicbar coriben."
It

p. xvi.

- "zabare coho Poromexor, tahan emot

carzio nohe,"

uapone Poromexor xorir dborile,

tabate odhom carzio zormite na pare:

tini

Poromexor, zodi xoriri hoilen, tobe taban
moti dbuie e cotba boes

xacar bbabe, ar

Poromexor obbabe, apone ze xorir dborilen;
xe oti utom nirmol, xompurno."
p. xvii. - lftaba na buzbo."
tt

p. xviii.- "Poromo Brormer emot xil nobe;
emot carzio coriben;

ze

taba (yabar) pap zemot,

tabare temot xasti desaen (dij-acben ) .11
tt

It

p. xix.

- "nor mucti corite axiassilen."

p. xx.

- "tobe xe bbrom nostto boe.,f

"Zigaxa corobo amare;

tomora quemot zonere

obotar cobo."
tt

p. xxi.

tt

p. xxiii.- "ebong xupricriti zone, ze bbaguio

- fftini xorbo corta."

cobi, taba lorrena.11

"eba buzbo gobine

bbedia."
tt

p. xxv.

- ,ftabar mobima baxoquir xoboxsra

fonate robiasse."
tt

"Loque zanibe quemote?11

p. xxvi. - "Baxoquir bbor."

366 •

III.a.

p. xxvii. - "e bubon,
mongso p a t a l . ”
prothibi,

ti

e corri mohaqhiti xorgo

"Xorguer bitore xomudro

ar zoto itiadi i c q h c . ”

MTini

xoong c o t h a . ”

11Ze cohen, xei hoe, xei xe

xorbo c o r t a . ”

Me borro oxorzio n o h e . ”

p. xxviii. - "Ononto cutti bromancho xoniete
raqhite paren:

tahan opar c o r t u t . ”

oxadio caro n a h i . ”

"Cothar

"Quintu m o h a patoq zorme

emot cohile ze Poromexor mostoq dia dhoriassen.
tini emot xamanio

zon.”
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APPENDIX Ill.xiii.
Additional sentences in Manoel1s translation for
which, there was no corresponding Bengali in the
transcription

Ill.b., p. ii.

-

"By calling your prayers

false."

"the truth I call truth

and worship
and a lie

a lie."
"

p. iii.

- "for

I do not understand it."

"With God*s grace."
v.

- "nor

"In this law."

"

p.

can you call him a homicide."

"

p. vi.

- "We have on our forehead."

"

p. vii.

- "Why

then should He punish us?"

"for, if that were so there would be no sins
nor virtues, neither would we be masters of
our own will;

and that is false.

God gave

us our free will to do good or evil.

If

we do evil God will give us the punishment;
if we do good God will give us the reward."
"This is the very truth."
"

p. viii. - "and greedy sinner of the world."
fCPhose who die on the banks of this river, say
the Gentiles, are reprobates), and after his
death hewill be eaten by

"

p.ix.

-

animals."

"And if you want to know

the truth"

"and you will be left in no doubt at all."

368.
"or lines you call writing11.
Ill.b , p. xiii. - 11and I have never heard it before.'1
"God is essentially good and therefore there
cannot be in Him even the shadow of a sin."

tt

p. xiv. -

"therefore God-made-man must be so

as well."

"And imply perfection in God, who

is impeccable."

tt

p. xv.

-

(fire) "purifies metals"

authority"

t»

p. xvi. -

"nobody in

"The four elements."

"God cannot in any way sin;

if He

did He could not punish sins, for He would
also be guilty of the same fault, which
cannot be."
tt

p. xvii. - "and

"Holy Ghost."
thus form one single person."

"who dominates him."
tt

p. xviii. - "because if he did he would have
to submit to the punishment, which is
impossible."
p. xix.

-

"as I have already said."

"in a crib"

"in the presence of"

"who was conceived without the stain of
original sin."

"Her name was virgin"

"Without the act of a man."

"God allowed

it to be so for the greater perfection of
that Lady whom He chose to be His mother."
"He suffered many travails for our sins."
"He died on a cross."
of the Devil,

"from the captivity

and after three days

he rose

369.

gloriously from the dead.11
Ill.b.

p. xx. - 111 wish to please you.
with your tale.”

Go ahead

"from the bottom of the

sea."
ft

p. xxi. - "Tell me,"
wants?"

tt

"can he do what he

"from the bottom of the sea.”

p. xxiii. - "The creator of everything.”
"His word cannot be faulty;

and God has

said Quod semel assumpsi nunquam dimissio,
what I took once I never shed off."

"and

the contrary would not be true."

It

p. xxiv. - "So that it would not fall."
"What a senseless thing to sayl"
astonished at that?"

tt

p. xxv. - "from nothing"

"Are you

"With his great power."
"On the contrary;

exactly because of that He is almighty and
good.”

"in the air without falling."

"It

is all the work of a divine omnipotence,
an incomprehensible playfulness and mystery
of God."
tt

p. xxvi. - "But even supposing it were so, tell
me,"
p. xxvii. - "I have great doubt about that too."
"In the air without falling."

"He who can

do the greater can also do the lesser.

It
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is more to create than to hold.11

"If it were

not so He would not he almighty."

"So if it

could fall it would fall into the sky and not
into the sea, which is on the same earth."
"or imaginary space."
Ill.b.

p. xxviii. - "If He wants He can do other greater
things on the instant with His great power.
This is the truth."

"turned into a turtle"

"blasphemer and an idiot without any knowledge
about God."
very right."

"by the order of God,"

"You are

"Think for yourself if God,

being perfection itself, would take on the
body of such an ugly animal.

And what for?

To do what He could do with His word.

Let

nobody hear such thing!"
It

p. xxix. - "See if it is also false."

"It was

necessary for God to take the body of ..."
tt

p. xxx. - "I must ask about one doubt, in order
that everything may be clearer."
tainly understand me.

"You cer

Leaving all that aside,

let us go back to the point."
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APPENDIX Ill.xiv.
Mistranslations

III.a.
p. i . :

"amarghore xastre liqhiassen"
- I have at home a little hook which says that ..•

it

"ehate tomardiguer xastre oparniman nahi"
- Then your law is not good.

p • ii •

lfomertere omerte cohi;

hixere bix cohi.”

- I call the bitter bitter and the sweet sweet.
tt

”emot cothae punio bade pap nahi:

ehate prothoquie

na zanile dhorma dhormo zanite na pare;
mucti na hoe, eha na zanile;

porinam

e caron ehare ninda

na cohi."
- By saying so I neither blaspheme nor sin and he
who does not know this can neither know God nor
be saved.
p.iii.

"dhormo tini, odhormotini"
- especially about the divine and non divine

m

"tin xaxtrete bemoti deen"
- there are three enemies of the soul who tempt us.

tt

p. iv.

"cumoti"

- punishment.

"E xocol cotha oti biloqhon"
- All you say is a singular doctrine.
"ehar moidhe amardiguer xastor cohi ei xotoquaz"
- However, we say in our law that God is the
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author of sin.
"Monixe ze odhom, tahar bichar emot.”
- This is what men think, who are sinners.
p. vi:

"Zodi Poromarthe zigaxo, tohe ze hichar tomi coho.11
- If you ask me the truth, I must say it seems a
hard thing to me and contrary to divine justice.

II

"coromanguit ei, prohe zormiasilo, tahate histo(r)
pap coriasilo, e caron xei pape e cale pap core."
- The blindness of sin means that there were many
sins in our forefathers from which derive the
ones we commit nowadays.

p.vii:

"quintu tini xorbozan, xocol zanen, ze coriben
ar zaibeq (ya hoibek), tahan ogoxor quissui nahi.”
- It is true that God, in His supreme wisdom,
knows perfectly well the good and evil we did,
do and will do;

nothing can be hidden from

God.
p.viii:

"Tomi cohila liqhon mitha?"
- You say there is no such writing?"

tt

"tobe morar mostoq xocoler copale, ze liqhon deqhi,
xe qui?"
- If I show you that writing on the skulls of
the dead what will you say?

p.xii:

"Bhalo, eqhon cohibe quemot?"
- Speak more clearly, I do not understand you.
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p.xii:

"xunio(e) xut corite paren"
- in the air He can do everything.

It

"tini xocoler porazoe corite paren;

tahane

queho porazoe corite na paren."
- He can kill everyone and no one can kill him.

t!

"alpe buzho gohine prohex coria."
- you will understand this little by little,
because if we go deep into it you will neither
be able to understand me nor shall I be able
to explain it to you.

p.xiii: "nir mol(e) conodin mola udbhab

na hoe"

- He is impeccable, there can be no guilt in Him.
p.xiv:

"Na, zeno eq Poromexor bohi detio nahi, ze tahar
conia biha coriben;

ebong tahan camod bhaber xil

nohe."
- No, because neither was He lustful nor even if
He had been was there in the world anyone equal
to Him for Him to marry.
tt

"Xorir dhari hoile xocoli thaque"
- Everyman is lustful, therefore God-made-man must
be so as well.
"Hoe, noroloquer eha zorme;

zini Poromexor, tini

xacar hoile taha(n) xopto moha patoqadi zoto,
tahate zormite na pare."
- Every man who is purely man is lustful, it is
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true, but the man who is also God. cannot have
such feelings because they are sinful.
p.xiv:

"qui caron zormite na pare pap?"
- Why could not God-made-man do lustful acts?

p.xv:

"taha queho upolobhiote na pare11
- but nobody can damage them.

p.xvi:

lfTobe qui tini xoriri hoile, xoriri bhab zorme
na?”
- Can there be any lustful act in God's humanity,
therefore?

p.xvii: "Eha buzhon borro cario (karya).”
- I am astonished at what you say.

I!

f,Eha olpete buzho”
- Hear yet more, and you will understand better,

If

"ebong lohoate porox xoaile x o b o m o hoe:

ehate

porox molique (mapik) Poratpor tini xorir dhorile
que mote xorire pap zorme?”
- For although human nature is inclined to sin,
as it is joined with the Divinity that dominates
it, it cannot sin.
II

”E bichar oti utom nirmol poth.”
- Everything you say is singular.

p.xviii

"Ze zon cam pirrit thaque, tahare zoneque
bhoutique bichar core, ze doixio biti core, tahare
zoneq doixio nostto core.”
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- He who does wrong in the world is wronged by
someone else, and they take revenge on one
another.
p.xix:

"utom carzio coriassilen."
- teaching the law of Grace.

p.xx:

■bhed" - book.

p.xxi:

"rohito Moxio hoia"
- In the shape of a fish.

it

"Quemote pariben?11
- No.

it

"eha ni coho tahan mohima?"
- Do you not believe this mystery of faith?

p.xxii: "Zahar cortut nahi?

xe moxio hoia dhub dia pothi

tole."
- Where is His power?

He Himself, turned into

a fish, plunged and took the book from the bottom
of the sea.

ti

"Ze zon xocol corite paren, tahan tthai emot nahi,
ze eha bohi ar corite (paren na)."
- If He had to become a fish and dive to give
the law or that book, it then follows he is
not almighty.
"quintu bhed cohe ze tini Moxio obotar hoiassilen."
- However I believe, because our law teaches so.
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p.xxii: "Eha ze coho, eha to budhe to leina."
- What you are saying seems to he the truth,
p.xxiii:

"Moxio proloe hoilo tezete;

zormixilo guia

(yemate)•"
- The strength of the virtue came to an end,
and in truth he was born and died.
"

"tahan xorire pap zormena"
- He did not commit any sins.

p.xxiv:

"Tomar cotha dhorane loe o mitha, xopon mitha."
- I have understood what you say is true.

"

"qui mathar upore xristti corilen?"
- On whose head did He create the universe?

p.xxv 2 "aguiate" - word.
p.xxvi;

"Bhalo baxoqui quixe rohiasse?"
- What was the world resting on?

p.xxvii:

"Bhede zeto cohiasse, tahar xocol cotha, tomate
beto (byafcta) hoitesse;

ebong hoibeq.11

- Think over carefully what your law teaches
and think if it can be so, and if it is a true
law or not.
"

"tahan tthai e cono carzio coto"
- but that is not the greatest work of God.

p.xxviii:

"0 mohima coho:

xeo olpe bolo."

- You are very right;

it is a non mystery and

a very grave sin of blasphemy.

577

p.xxviii: "tobe ze (z)emot cohi ihae o nuchit.”
- to say otherwise is false and blasphemous,
p.xxix: "ar obotar cohi, tahar bichar coho.”
- let us consider the third one and see if
it is also false.
11

"mirthica1' - captive.

"

f,tahate prothibi xtaphona corilen”
- and held it so that it would not fall,

p.xxx:

"Modhucoito eto zurdo corilo quixe.11
- What wars did he make?

11

fltahan xopto mohapatoq quemote zormilo."
- What sins did he commit?

11

”e borro onoxorzio protarona cota xocol, ihar
bichar coho •11
- Tell me how this was, because I do not know it.

,f

?lquemote xe bichar coribo?

taha buidhe na loe,

xe xocol carzio poromexorer heno."
- Why, then should I tell a false story that I
do not believe in?

APPENDIX III.xv.
List of mistranslated or omitted H i n d u mythological,
theological or philosophical allusions

Words

Manoel's translation

Correct translation

sweet

n ectar

coromanguit
(karmantik)

The blindness of
sin

fate

probe zormiasilo

forefathers

a person bora before
(the concept of
transmigration of
soul).

omerte
Rhixiquexo

asceticism

zog
omerter gasse

a good tree

a nectar tree

omerto fol

a good fruit

nectar fruit

lohoate porox
soaile zoborno hoe

x

p h i l o s o p h e r *s
stone

porox molique
(paraS mapik)
cule
bhed
patal
baxoqui

When the philospher's
stone touches iron,
it becomes gold.

x
book
x
world

b y lineage
Vedas
hell
Basukl (a snake who
holds the earth on
its hoods.)

x ohoxra fona

x

the thousand hoods

Baxoquir bho r

X

The burden of
Basukl.

APPENDIX IV. i.
The list of East Bengali diction
(The vulgar words are marked with an asterisk.)

•

•

•

ath

xxvi

bicharae

:

111

adha

iii

birdho

:

iii

anthu

iii

bhuichal

:

11

aoi

ii

cadaia

:

V

arer

ii

cala

:

iv

aguailo

iv

cazuaite

:

11

alazia

iii

coitor

:

ii

anxite

iii

coronia

:

iii

antthia

vi

cucohonia

:

iv

b i b hastu

vi

curiani

:

ii

bilai

iii

dirong

:

iv

♦biailo

viii

gail

2

V

♦biailen

iv

gara

2

iii

♦bhatar

xxiii

habilax

2

V

vi

lengra

2

ii

xi

logue

2

xxi

XXV

lor

2

ii

lamila

2

ii

rait

2

iii

bhala
♦mag
m aiha
mela

ii

meri

i

mean

11

•

•

•

•

X
rahoal
2
(or raqhoal)

•

•

nuq

:

ii

r o id

:

iii

o x o r ili

:

ii

saoal

:

x x v ii

pao

:

xi

tta ta

:

ii

phal

:

iii

tth e tla m i

:

ii

p h a la ia

:

x iv

u tra i

:

iii

p in d h a ile n :

ii

u tr a ite

:

iii

p in d o n

:

iv

xag

:

ii

p in d ia

:

V

x ic r a ite

:

V

p o la

:

i

x o r il

:

iii

p o la iti

:

iii

xuhor

:

V

p h u li

:

ii

zugal

:

xi

q u e tta

:

v ii

zut

:

iii

q u ir a

:

xxi

APPENDIX IV,ii.
List of Verb Forms with East Bengali personal
inflections

Future indicative

*a m i 1/ 1a m o r a '
dibam

:

v

palibam :

i

1x e 1/ * t a h a r a 1
paribo

n

cohibo

iii

zaibo

ii
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APPENDIX IV.iii.
List of verb-forms peculiar to East Bengal

It should he noted that
form of asifrachi and
form of k a r i n a i , etc.

'aixi'

'coriassina'

Present perfect

1a m i '/1a m o r a '
: iii

'xe'/'tahara'
coriassena (karenai)

: iv

Past indicative

'a m i '/'a m o r a '
aixilam (asilam)

: i

'xe'/'tahara'
aixilo

(asilo)

is the East Bengali

The standard forms have, there

fore, b e e n included in brackets.

aixi (asij-achi)

is the East Bengali

: vi

't i n i 1/ 1tahana *
a ixilen (asilen)

:

v

Past perfect

1ami */'a m o r a 1
d e qhiassilam na (deKhinai)

:

i

coriassilam na (karinai)

:

i

l oiassilam na (M»i nai)

:

i

:

i

1x e 1/ ' tahara *
coriassilona (kare nai)

Future indicative

't i n i •/*tahana*
aixiben (asiben)

:

iv

Present imperative

•xe •/ S a h a r a *
aixuq (asuk)

:

iv

APPENDIX IV.iv.
List of present and past continuous tenses

Present continuous
'xe '/' tahara*
paitese

:

i

Past continuous

zalaitesilo

:

i

paitesilo

:

1

coriteassilo

:

i

zaiteassilo

:

i

coritasilo

:

i

•

APPENDIX IV.v.
Words of Perso-Arabic origin

abexi

s

vi

bofcxon

:

iii

aqher

s

viii

boxinda

:

ii

aquim

:

vii

bouth

s

iii

aramzad

j

i

bura

:

ii

aroz

:

i

calax

:

viv

axcara

:

ii

cangal

:

ii

bandi

:

i

chalix

:

iii

bap

:

i

cobor

:

iii

be f iquir

:

i

choqui

:

i

beguna

:

iii

cobul

s

ii

b epar

:

ii

coraq

:

v

bepari

s

iv

coroz

:

iv

bett h a

:

iii

dad

:

xii

betti

:

iii

dana

:

ii

bezar

:

ii

do can

:

i

bibi

:

xiii

doxt

S

XV

bhatiza

s

ii

doxti

:

iii

bhag (bag)s

iii

duxpon

:

iv

bhoq

:

ii

duxtur

:

i

bocora

:

i

falana

:

viii

go lam

:

iii

gorib

:

viii

p h a ra g

:

ii

goroz

:

ii

p h iq u ir

:

X

guna

:

xviv

phoxdar

:

i

gunagar

:

vi

qhana

:

i

ingil

:

111

qhoda

:

i

ixab

:

i

qhoxal

:

iii

larai

:

i

ro z a

:

xxxi

laxcor

:

ii

r u p a ia

:

iii

maph

s

xxxi

ta la x

:

vi

Mohamed

:

ii

to ra

mohor

:

ix

to x b ix

:

i

morod

:

vi

umor

:

iii

Mus so Ionian:

V

u q h il

:

i

m oidhan

:

V

u z u re

:

iv

murgui

:

i

xacor

:

iii

nidan

:

ii

x a c ri

:

i

nixan

:

iv

x e la m

:

iii

nophor

:

ii

x id b a

s

i

noxdiq

:

ii

x ip a e

:

ii

ocumo

:

V

xodagor

:

iii

pani

:

ix

xohar

:

V

pahoxae

:

iv

zoan

:

V

zurur

:

i

•

•

•

(th o ra )

s ii

387.

APPENDIX IV.vi.
The predominance of ni over ki

'ni*

: cxxvii

1q u i 1

: vi

APPENDIX IV.vii.
The position of na in relation to verb

Before the verb:

cxxxii

After the verb:

cccx

APPENDIX IV♦viii.
The position of na after yadi

na

:

xv

APPENDIX IV.ix
The occurrences of a

and il

eqtti rani

P* 64.

eqtti maiha

P. 162

eqtti maihaque

P* 200

eqtti ocumarir mathae

P. 252

eqtta dugder saoal

P* 84.

eqtta bepari

P* 220

eqtta ondh silo

P. 280

eqtta munixie

P. 292

eqtta podarthona

P* 38.

eqtta dana qhaia

P. 216
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APPENDIX IV.x.
The verb forms

Present indicative

1ami * / 1a m o r a '
cori

:

xxxv

dei

:

iv

cohi

s

xxvii

pai

:

vi

zani

s

xxii

hoi

:

11

mani

:

xxvii i

pindi

:

i

buzhi

:

xvi

boli

:

i

chahi

:

xxiii

bhalobaxi

:

i

xoni

:

xiii

dhori

s

i

zai

:

x

polai

2

1

deqhi

:

x

boxi

2

i

raqhi

:

v

lagui

2

i

pari

:

vii

zopi

2

i

buzhai

:

vi

lei

2

i

qhemi

:

v

leqhi

2

i

mori

:

iii

thaqui

2

i

mangui

s

ii

zhuri

2

i

deqhai

2

i

•

•

•

't o m i 1/*tomora*
buzho

xxxii

buzhao

: ii

zano

xvii

zao

: iii

paro

:

x

bolo

ii

coro

:

xi

dhoro

ii

coho

:

xi

aixo

iii

chaho

:

vi

loo

ii

mano

:

iii

chino

ii

cholo

:

ii

ziguiaxo

ii

raqho

:

ii

deqhao

ii

deo

:

ii

'tui*/* t o r a 1
chahix

:

vii

corix

iii

deix

:

ii

parix

ii

qhemix

i

1x e * / 1t a h a r a '
core

:

cxxiii

zorme

xiv

pae

:

xxvii

deqhe

V

hoe

:

xxiii

pare

xvi

zae

s

xxvii

bole

V

loe

:

xviii

raqhe

viii

thaque

:

xi

dhore

vii

dee

:

x

tule

vi

qhae

s

viii

chahe

viii

zope

:

viii

pale

ii

co he

:

vii

bicherae

ii

lague

:

iii

xiqhe

ii

zane

:

iii

dorae

ii
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•

•

biae

:

11

qboxae

2

ii

sare

:

ii

zie

2

ii

utrae

:

ii

pbire

2

ii

buzhae

:

11

qbeme

2

ii

cande

:

ii

lee

2

ii

more

:

ii

pindbe

2

ii

robe

:

i n

libe

polae

:

ii

zole

2

i

bbore

2

ii

corae

2

i

xone

2

111

bbanae

2

i

pore

2

iii

cbole

2

i

pouncbe

2

iv

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

(nibbe)

•
•

•t i n i '/'t a h a n a '
xiqbaen

2

v

paren

2

vi

boen

2

XV

loaen

2

V

deen

2

Xlll

zanen

2

V

qbemen

2

vii

aixen

2

ii

coben

2

xvii

deqben

2

ii

coren

2

XV

roben

2

ii

manen

2

iii

•

•

•

392.

Present perfect
'ami'/'sonora1

assi

:

viv

paiassi

coriassi

:

v

cohiassi

hoiassi

:

iv

:
:

ii
ii

•t o m i '/* tomora*
asso

:

v

moriasso

s

ii

xoiasso

• •

ii

'x e •/'t a h a r a 1
asse

:

cxxxviv

moriasse

ii

hoiasse

s

iv

guiasse

ii

coriasse

:

viii

raqhiasse

ii

cohiasse

:

ii

1tini */1t a h a n a 1
coriassen

:

xii

deqhiassen

ii

assen

:

xiv

diassen

ii

cohiassen

:

vii

raqhiassen

ii

boxiassen :

vi

guiassen

iii

leqhiassen:

vii

hoiassen

ii

393.

Past indicative

*ami V 1amora*
c o r ila m

vi

b a n x ila m

:

i

b u z h ila m

X

lik h ila m

:

i

d e q h .il am

vi

c o h ila m

:

ii

h o ila m

vi

q h e m ila m

:

ii

c a n d ila m

iii

b u z h a ila m

:

i

d ila m

iv

p a ila m

:

ii

b h a b ila m

iii

b o d h ila m

:

i

g u e la m

iv

d h o r ila m

:

ii

r o h ila m

i

m o rila m

:

ii

p o la ila m

i

lo ila m

:

i

la m ila m

i

s o lila m

:

i

x o n ila m

i

z o rm a ila m

:

i

*t o m i •/1tomora*
cobila

xxii

xonila

corila

xiv

boila

deqbila

iv

zanila

paila

iv

porila

buzhaila

iii

xiqbaila

dila

iii

loila

b babila

iv

morila

•

•

•

•

1t u i ' / * t o r a *
c o r ili

:

vi

m a r ili

:

i

d ili

:

i

p a ili

:

i

•

1x e 1/ * t a h a r a 1
c o h ilo

:

c x x x x v iv

s a r ilo

:

ii

g u e lo

:

ccxv

z in ilo

:

ii

c o r ilo

s

cxxxxi

z a n ilo

:

ii

h o ilo

:

c x x x x iv

tu lilo

:

ii

d ilo

:

cxxi

d e q h a ilo

:

ii

p a ilo

:

x x x x iii

g h u c h ilo

:

ii

c h a h ilo

s

XXXV

n ib e d ilo

:

i

r o h ilo

:

xxxi

a n a ilo

:

V

m o r ilo

:

xxvi

r a q h ilo

:

v iii

la g u ilo

:

c x iv

x o n a ilo

:

ii

d e q h ilo

:

xxi

g h u c h a ilo

:

i

d h o r ilo

s

XV

z o r m ilo

:

ii

b o d h ilo

:

x v iii

m a r ilo

:

xi

z o p ilo

:

v ii

lo ilo

:

x iv

x iq h a ilo

:

V

a n ilo

:

ii

z o r m a ilo

:

iii

n ilo

:

v ii

x ig a x ilo

:

x ii

d o r a ilo

:

ii

x iq h ilo

:

iii

lo r a ilo

:

ii

q h o x ilo

:

ii

b h a n d ilo

:

i

q b o x a ilo

:

ii

la m ilo

:

i

p o r ilo

:

x iv

a g u a ilo

:

iii

u th ilo

:

ii

bbangilo

i

zanailo

2

V

boxilo

ii

utbailo

2

ii

pbirilo

ii

pousailo

2

i

parilo

V

zaguilo

2

i

banxilo

vii

polailo

2

i

quinilo

ii

qbaoailo

2

i

biailo

viii

qbailo

2

i

petbailo

ii

corailo

2

ii

manilo

iii

pbulilo

2

i

candilo

vi

poucbilo

2

ii

xonilo

iii

palilo

2

i

nassilo

i

cbinilo

2

ii

zalilo

i

melilo

2

1

•

*tini */1tabana *
corilen

xxxxiii

xiqbailen

2

iii

cobilen

xxxii

buzbailen

2

iv

dilen

xxxxiv

aguailen

2

i

quelen

XXX

candilen

2

ii

boilen

xxiv

lobbilen

2

iv

loilen

xiv

sorilen

2

V

zormilen

vi

zanailen

2

iii

lamilen

vi

raqbilen

2

vi

u tbilen

viii

morilen

2

v iv

robilen

xii

deqbilen

2

xiii

deqbailen

2

ii

396

p e th a ile n

:

iii

a n ile n

:

i

a x ile n

:

ii

b o x a ile n

:

i

d h o r ile n

:

iv

x a d h ile n

:

i

la g u ile n

:

V

p a r ile n

:

i

p a ile n

:

iii

c h in ile n

:

i

c h a h ile n

:

iv

z o r m a ile n

:

i

d o r a ile n

:

i

a n a ile n

:

i

z o p ile n

:

ii

z ig u a x ile n :

V

b ia ile n

:

iv

q h e m ile n

:

i

p o n c h a ile n :

i

m e lile n

:

i

p in d a ile n

ii

b a n x a il e n

:

i

:

•

•

Past perfect

1ami V 1amora*
coriassilam: V

pethaiassilam

:

i

cohiassilam:

ii

pariassilam

:

i

xoniassilam:

ii

laguiassilam

;

i

guiassilam

:

i

loiassilam

:

i

:

i

paiassilam

: i

deqhiassilam : i

1t o m i ' / ^ o m o r a *
cohiassila

: i

xoniassila

: i

moriassila

397.

*t u i ' / * t o r a '
p a ia s s ili

:

i

c o r ia s s ili

: i

'x e * / 1t a h a r a *
cxx

m o r i a s s il o

2 i

c o r ia s s ilo :

v iii

p o la ia s s ilo

2 i

s ilo

:

V

r o h ia s s ilo

2 i

g u ia s s ilo

:

•••
11 1

h a r a ia s s ilo

2 i

p a ia s s ilo

:

ii

z o r m ia s s ilo

2 i

h o ia s s ilo

:

iv

c o h ia s s ilo

2 i

x o n ia s s ilo

2 i

a s s ilo

:

b o d h ia s s ilo : i

1t i n i * / ' ta h a n a *
2

vi

c o r ia s s ile n

2 i:

c o h ia s s ile n :

ii

z o r m ia s s ile n

2 i

x o n ia s s ile n :

•
1

a s s ile n

P a s t im p e r f e c t
* a m i 1/ 1a m o ra 1
c o h ita m

;

V

n ib e d it a m

z a it a m

:

ii

lo ita m

c o r it a m

:

ii

c h a h ita m

z o p ita m

:

••
11

x o n ita m

ho i t am

:

i

p a r it a r n

2

' x e • / 1t a h a r a '
c o h it o

:

x

p in d ito

2

i

c o r ito

2

x v iii

b o d h ito

2

i

a s s ito

:

vi

x e q h a it o

;

i

d ito

:

vi

p h ir ito

2

i

d e q h it o

:

v ii

b e r a ito

2

i

q h a it o

:

ii

m a n ito

2

i

lo ito

:

11

d h o r ito

2

i

c h a h it o

:

ii

d d a q u ito

2

i

c h o lito

:

ii

x o n it o

2

i

p a ito

:

ii

p a r ito

2

i

h o i to

2

i

b h a lo b a x it o 2 i i

•

•

c a n d it o

2

i

' t i n i ' / ' ta h a n a '
c o r ite n

2

xi

z o p ite n

2

i

c o h it e n

2

iii

a s s e te n

2

i

d ite n

2

iii

b o x ite n

2

i

F u tu r e

in d ic a tiv e

' a m i' / ' a m o ra 1
c o r ih o

2

x v iii

z a ib o

2

vi

d ib o

2

x v iii

c h a h ib o

2

11

c o h ib o

2

X

d e q h a ib o

2

i

d e q h ib o

2

iv

x o h ib o

2

i

•

•

b u z h ib o

:

iv

b u z h a ib o

:

h o ib o

p in d h a ib o

2

i

i

p in d h ib o

2

1

:

iii

r o h ib o

2

ii

b o d h a ib o

;

i

x o n a ib o

2

1

b a n x a ib o

2

1

p a ib o

2

i

•

•

•

•

* t o m i '/ 't o m o r a *
• •

c o r ib a

2

Xll

b u z h ib a

2

V

d e q h ib a

2

iii

b h a lo b a x ib a 2

1

b o d h ib a

2

ii

m o rib a

2

1

d ib a

2

v iii

z a ib a

2

i

z a n ib a

2

i

h a r a ib a

2

i

•

•

' t u i ' / 1t o r a 1
•

m o r ib i

2

ii

r o h ib i

2

1

z a ib i

2

ii

h o ib i

2

1

p a ib i

2

1

z a n ib i

2

i

•

•

1x e ' / 1t a h a r a 1
z a ib e

2

iv

p a ib e q

2

v iv

p a ib e

2

ii

h o ib e q

2

x x x ii

ho ib e

2

ii

r o h ib e q

2

iii

c o h ib e

2

iv

g h u c h ib e q

2

iii

c a n d ib e

2

i

x iq h a ib e q

2

i

d ib e

2

ii

b u z h a ib e q

2

i

c o r ib e

2

x ii

d ib e q

2

i

p a r ib e

2

iv

c o r ib e q

2

v ii

o o r a ib e

2

ii

c o r a ib e q

2

i

lo ib e

2

i

q h a ib e q

2

i

c o h ib e q

2

ii

d e q h ib e q

2

i

z a ib e q

2

iv

p a r ib e q

2

iii

z o rm ib e q

2

iii

' t in i'/'t a h a n a '
c o r ib e n

2

X

qhem iben

2

ii

d ib e n

2

XV

r o h ib e n

2

11

a x ib e n

2

vi

c o h ib e n

2

ii

•

•

Im p e r a t iv e
P re s e n t

1t o m i ' / ' to m o ra '
xono

2

x x x x iv

x iq h o

2

ii

coho

2

x x v iii

a ix o

2

v ii.

co ro

2

xxi

boxo

2

ii

buzhao

2

X

t u lo

2

ii

zao

2

iii

deqho

2

iii

c o ra o

2

ii

x iq h a o

2

1

anao

2

ii

deo

2

ii

c h o lo

2

ii

qhemo

2

V

maro

2

i

qhao

2

i

xonao

s

i

•

1x e 1/ 1t a h a r a *
thaquc

:

iii

paruq

:

ii

houq

s

xviii

coruq

:

viii

zauq

:

ii

deqhuq

:

i

moruq

:

i

deuq

:

iii

xiqhuq

:

ii

coruq

:

vii

qhemuc

:

ii

ghuchauq

:

V

buzhaio

:

ii

Future
1tomi */* tomora*
dio

:

xi

corio

si vi

coraio

:

i

coriba

:

xiv

qhaio

:

i

diba

s

iv

xoniba

:

i

dibeq

:

xi

paliba

:

i

coribeq

:

xxiv

loibe

:

i

palibeq

:

xii

loiba

:

i

manibeq

:

ii

bodhiba

:

i

beraibeq

:

ii

cobibeq

:

iii

zanibeq

:

vi

:

iii

zopibeq

:

i

xonibeq

:

ii

chahiteq

:

iii

coribe

:

ii

paribeq

:

ii

dibe

:

ii

loibeq

:

iii

coraibeq

:

ii

raqhibeq

:

i

xiqhaibeq

:

i

loaibeq

:

i

•

gauibeq

402

*t u i ' / 't o r a 1
coribi

:

ii

moribi

2 i

'xe'/'tahara'
coribe

:

i

xonibe

2

i

coribeq

2 i

4-03.

APPENDIX IV.xi.

The vowel nazalisation

•

anturi

:

i

dant

:

i

anchurite

:

ii

phanxi

:

11

anthu

:

ii

pansio

:

ii

anthia

:

iii

pans

s

XXV

anxe

:

i

ponchix

:

• •
11

anxite

:

iii

pounche

:

iv

bans

:

i

ponchailen:

i

banchaibar:

i

sansa

:

XX

banxibar

:

i

xap

:

iv

banxilo

:

vii

xuri

:

i

banxailen :

i

banxilam

:

i

cansa

:

iii

cantta

:

V

candite

:

ii

candilen

:

iv

•

•
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APPENDIX V.i.
Introductory note

The illustrative sentences in syntactical section
appear to betray the authorship of three different
people.

The easiest set of sentences to distinguish

are those supplied by the Dacca assistant, as these
bear indications of Dacca speech and are generally concerned
merely with domestic matters, not theological.
list would be:

1.

ftZao guia amar chucura daquia ano."
-

2.

Go and fetch my boy.

f,Iccha to nahi c&ibar."
I don't feel like eating.

3.

MEi cam6 amio coriassina,

4-.

I feel great pain.

"Qhana an guia."

-

6.

I did not do it, nor did you.

"Ami borft duqh pai bolia."
-

5.

tomio corilana."

Go and fetch the food.

"Cholo zai guia."
Come along, let us go.

7.

"Amar ghao Daccar noriq."

-

My village is near Dacca.

The

8.

"Amar cache aixo."
Come to me.

9.

"Con thaquia aixo?"
Where do you come from?

10.

"Daccate amar bap moriasse."
-

11.

"Ugulimte thaquia Murxidabad dia guiassilam Daccate."
-

12.

I went from Hugli to Dacca

"Con zon aiaxe?
-

13.

My father died in Dacca.

Amar bap."

Which person came?

My father.

"Tthacur golamore cohilen;
corili?

viaMurshidabad.

Tu

ni qhana toiar

Golam cohilo, na tthacur;

parilaona, tomi

m^p.h co rib a. "
-

The master said to his servant,
prepared the meal?'

'Have you

The servant replied,

'No master, I couldn't;

forgive me.'

The remaining sentences are difficult to ascribe.
As far as we are able to ascertain, however, those com
posed by Santucci and his colleagues may be distinguished
by the use of future verb forms ending in '-imu', by the
use of the word 'Christao' for 'Christian'

(Manoel

being later in time may have been the one who coined the
phrase 'Romanaponti' to replace 'Christao'), and a more
natural Bengali word-order;

and by certain stylistic

410.

idiosyncracies;

e.g. firstly the use of 'xocol' as

equivalent to plural 's' (pothxocol - 'paths', loc xocol
-'people', gun xocoler - 'of virtues', Christao xocoler
casse - 'from Christians', bhed xocol - 'mysteries'),
and secondly, due to Antonio's influence, a very high
predominance of Sanskritic vocabularies.

Since both

these sets of sentences mainly concerned theological
matters, however, it is possible that we have made mis
takes in ascribing them to one author rather than the
other.

Sentences probably composed by Santucci and
his colleagues
(We believe that some of these sentences were com
posed with the help of Dom Antonio.

Sentences written

in collaboration or actually by Dom Antonio are marked
with an asterisk.)
1.

*"Zebhalo carzio core tahare purbhu Bhogabhog deen."
-

2.

God rewards him who does good works.

*"Ze

zone gorur mangxo qhae, xe Hindu nohe."
The person who eats beef is not a Hindu.

(xe the 'x' here may have been pronounced as 'h'
as in Faridpur.)
3.

*"Ze zon bhalo hoe, bhalo carzio coria te zon xorgue
zae."

-

The person who is good, by doing good works
goes to heaven.

l!Zodi tomora xot carzio corite chao na, amio,
corimu, v. coribo.”
If you don't want to do good works, I shall
do them.
*”Zeto Poromexor corilen taha noroloc corite na pare
-

Man cannot do what God did.

"Astha, Axa, Coruna porinamer poth xocol.”
-

Faith, Hope and Charity are the paths to
Salvation.

♦"Bine astha axa corunae mucti nahi.”
There is no salvation without faith, hope
and charity.
”Xonilam, ze Induxtani cala loc xocol.”
-

I heard that Indians are black people.

♦”Ze zone bhalo carzio core, xe Poromexorer crepate

xadhu hoite pare.”
A person who does good works may by the mercy
of God become a saint.
♦"Purbhu obinaxi, xuong, Nirbicar, coruna xindhu,
tini amardiguer xristti corta hoen, Bhoibogher nath
patit pabon xorbozan tini.”
-

God is indestructible, independent, free from
sin and an ocean of mercy, He is our creator,

412.

the Lord of the universe, Saviour of the
fallen and omniscient.
(The fact that Manoel did not compose the sentence
is revealed in his translation, which omits two
phrases - 'xorbozan tini 1 and 'Bhoibogher nath'.)

11

.

*"Purbhu coruna xindhur caron bhiq manguite uchit."
-

It is right to beg alms on behalf of God,
the ocean of mercy.

12

.

"Xadho amora papir caron."
Intercede on behalf of us, sinners.

13. ♦"Poromexorer crepate Christor xaxtro paiassi."
By the grace of God, I have received the
scriptures of Christ.
14.

"Coruna gun axar boro."
The virtue of Charity is greater than hope.

15.

"Axa saraia, coruna boro."
Charity is greater than hope.

16.

"Gun xocoler hex boro coruna."
-

Charity is the greatest virtue.

17. ♦"Poromexorer agguia ze pale xe tahan crepa paibe."
-

He who obeys the commandments of God, will
receive His mercy.

18.

"Ze am£re duqh dee, tahare doea cori."
V.

-

'. ,

- . . ;'

‘

'■'V

_

I love him who hates me.

- *H

"

.

'*

,

’•
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19.

"Poromexorer doear caron bhiq manguite uchit
Christao xocoler casse."
-

It is proper to beg alms from all Christians
for the love of God.

20. *"Bibi Maria amardiguer caron xadhen Poromexorer
xaqhiate."

21*

"Arzone amare doea core.”
-

22*

Christians by doing good

works may become saints.

"Jesus Christo crucer upore moriassen nor udhar corite."
-

25*

I have made a wooden image with a knife.

"Christaora xot carzio coria xadhu hoite p a r e . ”

24.

Other persons love me.

lfEc xuri dia ec murti catter coriassi .11
-

23*

The Virgin Mary intercedes for us with God.

Jesus Christ died on the

Cross to save mankind.

"Jesus Christo crucer upore mor i a s s e n nor udhar

coribar caron."
-

Jesus Christ died on the

Cross in order to

save mankind.
26.

"Astar bhed xocol boro gohin:

totacho amare buzhao

tumi tobe buzhimu. v. buzhibo."
The mysteries of the faith are very deep, yet
if you explain them to me, I shall understand.
27*

"Bine axthate coruna nahi."
-

One cannot have charity without faith.

28.

"Pronam Maria crepae purnit."
Hail Mary, full of mercy.
(The Ave Maria and. all the prayers quoted in
Manoel*s C.X.O. were, in all probability, first
composed by Santucci and his colleagues with
considerable assistance from Dorn Antonio da
Rozario.)

Sentences probably composed by Manoel
We have ascribed the following sentences to Manoel
primarily because of the more unusual Bengali wordorder, but also because of the use of the word *Qhoda*
for 'God* which must have been due to the former Muslim
in his congregation and to the use of the term fRomana
ponti* for ‘Christian1.

Presumably by Manoel*s time it

was necessary to distinguish between Roman Catholics
and other sects of Christians, possibly members of his
congregation were beginning to come into contact with
French and English merchants of the Protestant pursuasion.

1.

“Qhodar carzio corite bhalo."
It is good to serve God.

2.

“Romanapontire uchit nohe oporad corite, tobe uchit
xucarzio corite."
-

It is not right for Roman Catholics to commit
sin, but it is right to do good works.

Uchit nohe ze Romanaponti oporad core."
It is not right that a Roman Catholic
should commit sin.

APPENDIX V.ii.

Portuguese words

Bengali synonyms

A. Abaixar

lamaite, het karite
bin karite

Marsden lexicon,
p.l.

lamaite, bin corite

V.I.B.P., p. 507.

moc/jnacbi

Marsden lexicon,
p.2.

Moumassi

V.I.B.P., p. 308.

pbikir, buddbi,
gunamanta

Marsden lexicon,
p.2.

Gunomonto

V.I.B.P., p. 308.

mela, pbata,
chira

Marsden Lexicon,
p.2.

cbira, pbatta

V.I.B.P., p. 308.

abyag karite

Marsden lexicon,

B. Abelha

C. Abelidade

D. Abertura

E. Acostumar

p.5 .
obbiax corite

V.I.B.P., p. 312.

surit minus

Marsden lexicon,
p. 11.

xurit manax

V.I.B.P., p. 315.

E. Afavel homem
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We suspect that in the Roman transcription in C.X.O*
and V.I.B.P. the influence of Manoel*s Dacca assistant
is reflected.

Marsden lexicon

V.I.B.P.

C.X.O.

hadite

P. 155 Bandhite,

P. 53

-

hatite

p. 106 Banttite,

P. 52

-

bag

p. 4-5

baja,

p. 132 Banza,

P. 35

chacae,

p. 236 Xansa,

p. 262 Sansa,

pp. 82,92

dat, danta,

p. 95

dant,

p. 106 dant,

p. 228

kadan,

p. 89

candon,

P. 79

-

kakra,

p. 137 cancora,

p. 81

-

kasa,

P. 158 canxa,

p. 81

cansa,

pp.118,124

ka£a,

p. 130 cantta,

p. 81

canta,

pp. 56,294

kathal,
V
phad,

p. 150

p. 81

canthal*

p. 214

Banx,

canthal,

p. 338 ;bans,
. -

.

p. 157 phand,

p. 216

-

phasi,
Va
EHi.

P. 157 phanxi,

p. 216 phanxi,

p. 167 punz,

p. 212

EHii»

P. 54

uca,

p. 214

punzi,

p. 226

uncha,

p. 258

-

pp.222,242
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